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Abstract
Software component testing (SCT) is a proven software engineering approach to evaluating,
improving and demonstrating component reliability and quality for producing trusted software
components, which is critical to support the success of component-based software engineering.
Model-based testing (MBT) of software components enables the utilisation of a consistent
model-based approach and specification (e.g. UML models) for effective component
development and testing. However, advancing from model-based development to MBT poses
certain crucial challenging problems that remain unresolved and hamper the utilisation of
SCT/MBT, and further research is thus required to address those problems to achieve the goal of
desirable SCT/MBT effectiveness.
This thesis has comprehensively reviewed the important concepts, principles,
characteristics and techniques of SCT/MBT in the literature to provide a solid foundation for
this research and introduced a set of useful new concepts and definitions to form the first major
part of the thesis’s original contributions as follows:
1.

2.

In the research areas of software components and software component testing:
(a)

A new comprehensive taxonomy of software component characteristics

(b)

A new software component definition

(c)

A new definition of software component testing

(d)

A useful taxonomy of software component testing techniques

(e)

A practical taxonomy of component testability improvement approaches

In the research areas of model-based testing and UML-based testing:
(a)

A study of model-based tests

(b)

A new definition of model-based testing

(c)

A new test model definition

(d)

A new definition of UML-based testing

(e)

A core UML subset for SCT

(f)

A study and review of use case driven testing and scenario-based testing

The principal original contribution of this thesis is to introduce a novel hybrid SCT
methodology, called Model-Based Software Component Testing (MBSCT), which consists
of five major methodological components, a three-phase testing framework, six main
methodological features and six core testing capabilities. In more detail:
(1)

The Model-Based Integrated SCT process incorporates software component
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development and testing into a unified UML-based software process as part of the software
development lifecycle, which provides a useful process model for the entire MBSCT
methodology. This process supports the use of a consistent UML-based approach and
specification for systematically developing test models and model-based component tests.
(2)

The Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing technique focuses testing

priority on identifying and constructing appropriate test scenarios to exercise and examine
crucial deliverable component functions with the associated operational use case scenarios (e.g.
behavioural instances and integration scenarios). This technique specifically supports the
development of scenario-based test models and scenario-based test cases for component
integration testing that bridges component unit testing and component system testing.
(3)

The Test by Contract technique introduces a new test contract notion as a key testing-

support mechanism and a set of useful contract-based concepts and test contract criteria to
improve component testability and bridge the identified “test gaps” in MBT. This technique
provides a stepwise TbC working process and a contract-based fault detection and diagnosis
method to facilitate test model construction, component test design and generation, component
fault detection, diagnosis and localisation, which establishes the major technical foundation for
component test evaluation.
(4)

The Test-Centric Remodeling strategy provides a practical guide to assist test model

construction and model-based test derivation by means of test-centric model refinement, modelbased testability improvement and test-centric model optimisation. This strategy works
collaboratively with the corresponding MBSCT methodological components.
(5)

The Component Test Mapping technique is developed as a new mapping-based test

derivation approach, and focuses on mapping and transforming testing-related model artefacts
and associated test contracts into useful test data for generating target component test cases.
This thesis has undertaken a comprehensive validation and evaluation of the MBSCT
methodology, which has demonstrated and confirmed that it is effective in achieving the
required level of component correctness and quality. The methodology comparison has
concluded that the MBSCT methodology has significant advantages over the most-cited
representative SCT/MBT approaches reported in the literature. This thesis has achieved
substantial and original contributions to the Software Engineering scholarly body of knowledge
in terms of the substantial literature review of SCT/MBT and the comprehensive MBSCT
methodology. The research results presented in this thesis should provide a solid foundation for
further research into SCT/MBT, which can help to bring closer the ultimate goal of achieving
effective model-based component testing and producing trusted quality software components.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
This chapter presents an overall introduction to this thesis. For the purpose of this research, Section 1.1 discusses the main research problems and challenges of primary interest in the research
areas of software component testing and model-based testing. Section 1.2 describes the primary
motivations and objectives of this research. Then, Section 1.3 presents an overview of the original contributions of this thesis. Section 1.4 outlines the structure of this thesis.

1.1 Research Problems and Challenges
Since the term of “software components” was created in 1968 [90], software components have
been the primary foundation for building component-based software/systems (CBS) in component-based software engineering (CBSE) [74] [139] [117] [137]. In recent years, services (e.g.
component-based services, web services) and service-oriented architecture [58] have been
evolving as a new generation of software components and CBSE, which further shows their importance to the entire software domain.
Software component testing (SCT) [24] [66] is a proven software engineering approach to
evaluating, improving and demonstrating component reliability and quality [42] [66] for producing trusted software components [93] [94], which plays a critical role in support of the success
of CBSE. A major factor is that inappropriate reuse of untested, defective, unreliable and poorquality software components may lead to serious software reliability and quality problems. Although component functionality and reusability are always needed, SCT particularly assures
component reliability and quality, and thus becomes an integral part of the development lifecycle of software components and CBS. Therefore, the importance of SCT in CBSE cannot be
underestimated.
SCT focuses on producing component test cases (CTCs), which is the central part of all
SCT tasks. Our literature review (in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) will show that there are three
main categories of commonly-used testing approaches for test design and generation, which are
implementation-based testing (IBT), specification-based testing (SBT) and model-based testing
(MBT) (especially as reviewed in Section 2.5). Among them, one of our findings is that MBT
has more advantages, and can well support component integration and system testing (as reviewed in Section 3.2.7). Furthermore, recent model-driven software development paradigms,
such as model driven architecture/development/engineering (MDA/MDD/MDE) [106] [84]
[134] together with the standardised Unified Modeling Language (UML) [108] [28] [125], have
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enabled MBT to become much more popular, and UML-based testing (UBT) emerges as a new
and active mainstream approach to MBT. This thesis adapts MBT/UBT as the primary approach
to SCT to accomplish the effective integration of SCT and MBT, and particularly focuses
SCT/MBT on UML-based testing of software components and CBS (i.e. UML-based SCT). The
main areas of SCT/MBT in this thesis cover UBT and UML-based SCT.
Although MBT has evolved from model-based design/development (MBD), advancing
from MBD to MBT poses crucial challenges for the development of useful MBT approaches.
The same is true for the development of effective UML-based SCT approaches when advancing
SCT with UML from software component design/development (SCD) with UML. Despite much
research on the areas of SCT/MBT in the literature, there still exist a number of important challenging problems that remain unresolved and hamper the utilisation of SCT/MBT (as reviewed
in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3, especially in Section 3.5). Resolving these problems requires further research to achieve the goal of desirable SCT/MBT effectiveness.

The following outlines the most important research problems that are directly related to
the scope of this thesis:
(1)

Lacking a unified testing process, where SCT/MBT activities can be integrated properly
into the entire software development process (as further reviewed in Section 3.2.5.1, Section 3.2.6.3, Section 3.5 and Section 3.6)
On the one hand, because the use of MBT approaches means a significant paradigmatic

change from IBT or other traditional testing approaches, there are some obstacles in technology
transfer of MBT into testing organisations, so the overall process of software development and
testing must be adapted. On the other hand, because of the aforementioned problem, software
models used for test generation are not incorporated appropriately with software artefacts produced from the software development process, or software models are defined merely by and
for a specific MBT approach in use. This can cause the use of an MBT approach not to be costeffective.
This research emphasises the intrinsic connection of MBT to its counterpart MBD. We
argue that MBT should be an integral part of, and should be incorporated into, the entire software development process. We also argue that the importance of models constructed for
SCT/MBT (i.e. test models as termed in this thesis) should be considered equally with models
constructed for SCD/MBD (i.e. design/development models as termed in this thesis), which
could allow model-based component development and testing to collaboratively work together
for producing quality components. This suggests that it is very important to investigate a unified
SCT/MBT process that can well integrate model-based component development and testing ac-
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tivities. It would be also very useful to apply UML modeling in this unified process to enable
the utilisation of a consistent model-based approach and specification with UML for all component development and testing activities.
(2)

The deficiency in the investigation of how to bridge “test gaps” for component testability
improvement in MBT/UBT (as further reviewed in Section 3.2.6.3, Section 3.5 and Section 3.6)
There is a misunderstanding that existing development models can be reused directly

(without change) as test models for MBT/UBT. This is impractical because ordinary development models by their nature are simply not test-ready or testable. In fact, there exist certain gaps
between ordinary development models (which are non-testable) and target test models (which
should be testable). A primary reason for the existence of these “test gaps” (as termed by this
thesis) is that ordinary development models mainly aim for component design and implementation, and accordingly, they may not contain sufficiently adequate testing information to support
MBT/UBT. Such “test gaps” are a major obstacle to overcome inadequate model-based component testability, with the result that relevant MBT/UBT activities (e.g. model-based fault detection and diagnosis) can not be carried out properly in the MBT/UBT practice.
Therefore, it is necessary to explore what these “test gaps” are exactly and how to cope
with them in the MBT/UBT practice. In particular, it would be useful to investigate a testing
technique that can bridge the “test gaps” and improve model-based testability to facilitate relevant MBT/UBT activities.
(3)

The deficiency in methodological comprehensiveness in most reported SCT/MBT approaches (as further reviewed in Section 3.5)
In most situations, a SCT/MBT approach reported in the literature has only fewer (usually

one or two) individual testing techniques. Consequently, this results in the SCT/MBT approach
having limited testing features and capabilities. This is seen in the most reported representative
SCT/MBT approaches that have been highly cited by many research papers in the literature (as
reviewed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). For example, they do not sufficiently cover fault diagnosis and localisation, or lack detailed and operational descriptions about how to generate actual
test cases and oracles, etc.
Although it is impractical to have a complete or perfect testing approach, we argue that it
would be much more useful to develop a new comprehensive SCT/MBT methodology, which is
expected to contain a set of supporting testing techniques and processes, methodological features and testing capabilities to undertake all required SCT/MBT activities. Software testers
would wish to have such a comprehensively integrated testing methodology to meet practical
testing requirements, which could considerably reduce the costs of method learning and selec-
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tion. We argue that methodological comprehensiveness is a key to the success of any SCT/MBT
methodology.
(4)

Lacking comprehensive validation and evaluation for most reported SCT/MBT approaches (as further reviewed in Section 3.5)
Most SCT/MBT approaches reported in the literature are not evaluated analytically and

empirically, and are shown only with some individual testing examples. Lacking comprehensive
validation and evaluation for a testing approach does not provide convincing evidence on its
practical usefulness, which could make it difficult for software testers to select and apply this
testing approach for their testing needs.
We argue that any SCT/MBT approach under investigation should be validated and
evaluated comprehensively, for example, by using a series of full case studies. This can not only
confirm the testing features and capabilities that are claimed by the SCT/MBT approach, but
also demonstrate its advantages over other related testing approaches.

1.2 Research Motivations and Objectives
The primary research motivation of this thesis is to address the four most important challenging
research problems as described in Section 1.1. The principal research objective of this thesis is
to introduce a novel hybrid UML-based SCT methodology, called Model-Based Software
Component Testing (MBSCT), to effectively support the most important SCT/MBT activities,
especially for test model construction, component test design and generation, component testability improvement, component fault detection and diagnosis (FDD), and component test
evaluation, with the ultimate goal to produce trusted quality software components and benefit all
component stakeholders (e.g. developers, testers, users) in CBSE. This research focuses on
component integration testing (CIT) that bridges component unit testing and component system
testing, which particularly supports software component integration (SCI) that is the most common component reuse method employed in CBSE practice.
To address the first challenging research problem, this research introduces a novel unified
testing process, called Model-Based Integrated SCT process, which aims to integrate UMLbased SCT activities with the corresponding UML-based SCD activities as the core phases of
the SDLC (software/system development life cycle). This enables the utilisation of a consistent
UML-based approach and specification for all SCD and SCT activities under this integrated
SCT process. By guiding test model construction and model-based test development iteratively
and incrementally, the integrated SCT process is a base methodological component for the entire MBSCT methodology and its framework.
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This research addresses the second challenging research problem by identifying “test
gaps” in MBT/UBT and introducing a novel contract-based testing technique, called Test by
Contract (TbC) technique, which aims to bridge the identified “test gaps” and improve component testability. The TbC technique is another base MBSCT methodological component, and
provides a stepwise TbC working process and a contract-based fault detection and diagnosis
(CBFDD) method to support test model construction, component test design and generation,
component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation.
In addition to the above two base MBSCT methodological components, this research proposes a new scenario-based testing technique, called Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing (CIT) technique, which aims to emphasise the importance of identifying and constructing test scenarios and test sequences and to develop scenario-based test models and scenario-based component tests for the CIT purpose. This research also introduces a novel testing
strategy, called Test-Centric Remodeling (TCR) strategy, which aims to incorporate the TbC
technique into model-based testability improvement and the scenario-based CIT technique into
test-centric model optimisation in test model construction. Finally, this research introduces a
novel mapping-based testing technique, called Component Test Mapping (CTM) technique,
which provides a stepwise CTM process and aims to guide test mapping and transformation
from testing-related component artefacts at different modeling levels towards test derivation of
target CTCs.
This research addresses the third challenging research problem with the development of
the MBSCT methodology that has the desired methodological comprehensiveness. The MBSCT
methodology is developed with the abovementioned five major methodological components: the
model-based integrated SCT process, the scenario-based CIT technique, the TbC technique, the
TCR strategy, and the CTM technique. They jointly support the most important SCT/MBT activities in the three-phase testing framework (including test model construction, component test
design and generation and component test evaluation), and enable MBSCT to be model-based,
process-based, scenario-based, contract-based, FDD-based and mapping-based, which form the
six main MBSCT methodological features. All these methodological components and features
further support the six core MBSCT testing capabilities, which are: (1) test model construction,
(2) component test design and generation, (3) component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation, (4) adequate test artefact coverage, (5) component testability improvement, (6) adequate
component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions.
This research also undertakes two full case studies for the comprehensive validation and
evaluation of the MBSCT methodology (including the methodological components, testing
framework, methodological features and testing capabilities), in order to address the fourth challenging research problem.
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In addition, this research conducts a comprehensive literature review on SCT/MBT and
introduces a set of useful new SCT/MBT concepts and definitions to create a solid conceptual
foundation for the development of the MBSCT methodology. The MBSCT methodology integrates these new SCT/MBT concepts and definitions into the MBSCT methodological components to consolidate the MBSCT’s testing framework, methodological features and testing capabilities.
This research was initially motivated by the previous Software Component Laboratory
(SCL) work, which was an Australian Government funded project [40] [96] [97] [98] [88] (Appendix A describes an overview and review of the SCL work). The SCL project proposed an
XML-based component test specification (CTS) for specifying and representing component test
cases (called CTS test case specifications), which has several unique characteristics and advantages over traditional test case representations [24] [117] [137] (such as a well-defined and well
structured specification format), and is used by the MBSCT methodology. The SCL project also
developed an accompanying testing tool, the test pattern verifier (TPV) for verifying CTS test
case specifications in dynamic testing, which is also used by the MBSCT methodology.
To further the work of the previous SCL project, this thesis intends to address some of the
main limitations and remaining issues of the SCL project (as reviewed in Section A.4 in Appendix A), specifically by the investigation of a systematic approach to model-based design and
generation of component test cases represented as CTS test case specifications, component integration testing, component testability improvement, and component fault detection and diagnosis.

The significance of this research is to address a set of the most important challenging
problems remaining in the SCT/MBT area in general and a number of the main limitations of
the previous SCL project in particular. The proposed MBSCT methodology is put forward as
our resolution to these problems, which aims to overcome certain obstacles to advance widespread SCT/MBT utilisation and to achieve the desirable SCT/MBT effectiveness. The significance of this research is strongly supported with a set of original contributions achieved by this
research, which are described in the next Section 1.3 and revisited in Chapter 10.

1.3 Overview of Original Contributions
This thesis makes substantial and original contributions to the Software Engineering scholarly
body of knowledge in the main research areas of software components, software component
testing, model-based testing, UML-based testing, contract-based testing, scenario-based testing,
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mapping-based testing, and fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. The original contributions comprise two major parts, with respect to the substantial literature review for the solid research foundation and the comprehensive MBSCT methodology developed as the result of this
research.

The following presents an overview of the original contributions of this thesis:
1.

The original contributions arising from the literature review for the research foundation (in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3)

1.1

In the research areas of software components and software component testing

(1)

A new comprehensive taxonomy of software component characteristics (in Section 2.2.2)

(2)

A new software component definition (in Section 2.2.3)

(3)

A new definition of software component testing (in Section 2.3)

(4)

A useful taxonomy of software component testing techniques (in Section 2.5)

(5)

A practical taxonomy of component testability improvement approaches (in Section 2.6)

1.2

In the research areas of model-based testing and UML-based testing

(1)

A study of model-based tests (in Section 3.2.4)

(2)

A new definition of model-based testing (in Section 3.2.5)

(3)

A new test model definition (in Section 3.2.6)

(4)

A new definition of UML-based testing (in Section 3.3.1)

(5)

A core UML subset for SCT (in Section 3.3.2)

(6)

A study and review of use case driven testing and scenario-based testing (in Sections
3.3.2 to 3.3.3, and Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.5)

2.

The principal original contributions of the MBSCT methodology (in Chapter 4 to
Chapter 9)
The principal original contributions of this research are to introduce a novel hybrid SCT

methodology – Model-Based Software Component Testing (MBSCT), which is developed
to possess five major methodological components, a three-phase testing framework, six main
methodological features and six core testing capabilities.
2.1

The five major MBSCT methodological components that have been developed
are:

(1)

Model-Based Integrated SCT Process (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)

(2)

Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing Technique (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)

(3)

Test by Contract (TbC) Technique (in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7)
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(4)

Testing-Centric Remodeling (TCR) Strategy (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)

(5)

Component Test Mapping (CTM) Technique (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 8)

2.2

The MBSCT framework has been created as a new model-based testing framework with the following three main phases for undertaking UML-based SCT:

(1)

Test Model Construction (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)

(2)

Component Test Design and Generation (in Chapter 4 to Chapter 8)

(3)

Component Test Evaluation (in Chapter 7 and Chapter 9)

2.3

The MBSCT methodology and its framework have six main methodological features.
The MBSCT methodology enables SCT to be model-based, process-based, scenario-

based, contract-based, FDD-based, and mapping-based in the SCT practice.
2.4

The MBSCT methodology and its framework have six core testing capabilities.

(1)

MBSCT Capability #1: test model construction

(2)

MBSCT Capability #2: component test design and generation

(3)

MBSCT Capability #3: component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation

(4)

MBSCT Capability #4: adequate test artefact coverage

(5)

MBSCT Capability #5: component testability improvement

(6)

MBSCT Capability #6: adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions

1.4 Thesis Structure and Outline
This thesis is structured into ten chapters and three appendices. After the thesis introduction in
this chapter, Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 present the comprehensive literature review and early research results (including the new concepts and definitions as described in Section 1.3). Chapter
4 to Chapter 8 introduce the MBSCT methodology and its framework, and systemically demonstrate how to apply them to UML-based SCL activities with a number of illustrative testing examples. Chapter 9 undertakes further methodology validation and evaluation with two full case
studies, followed by the thesis conclusion and the suggestions for future work in Chapter 10.

The outline of chapter and appendix contents in this thesis is described below:
(1)

Chapter 2 Foundation of Software Components and Software Component Testing
Chapter 2 presents a comprehensive review of important concepts, principles, characteris-

tics and techniques of software components and SCT in the current literature. Based on this,
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further research work on software components and SCT is described with a number of further
research results (including new concepts and definitions) as part of the original research contributions achieved by this thesis.
(2)

Chapter 3 Model-Based Approaches: Models, Modeling and Testing
Chapter 3 comprehensively reviews model-based testing, UML-based testing and related

work in the current literature. Based on this, further research work on model-based development
and testing is described with a number of further research results (including new concepts and
definitions) as part of the original research contributions achieved by this thesis.
(3)

Chapter 4 Model-Based Software Component Testing: A Methodology Overview
Chapter 4 presents an overview of the MBSCT methodology and its framework intro-

duced by this research, which are the principal original contributions achieved by this thesis.
The main principles and technical aspects of the five major MBSCT methodological components are described. This chapter also outlines the three-phase testing framework, the six main
methodological features and the six core testing capabilities of the MBSCT methodology.
(4)

Chapter 5 Building UML-Based Test Models
Chapter 5 applies the MBSCT methodology to develop a set of UML-based test models

for UML-based SCT in the first phase of the MBSCT framework. This chapter discusses the
main tasks and techniques for test model construction with the first four MBSCT methodological components, and demonstrates how to apply them to construct UML-based test models (e.g.
use case test model, design object test model) with the illustrative testing examples selected
from the first case study, the Car Parking System (CPS).
(5)

Chapter 6 Test by Contract for UML-Based SCT
Chapter 6 introduces the TbC technique and several important contract-based test con-

cepts (including test contract, Contract for Testability, effectual contract scope, internal/external
test contract), and designs a set of six contract-based test criteria (i.e. TbC test contract criteria)
for effective testability improvement. This chapter develops a useful stepwise TbC working
process, and demonstrates how to put the TbC technique into practice for contract-based testing
activities to undertake UML-based SCT, which is illustrated with the selected testing examples
from the CPS case study.
(6)

Chapter 7 Test by Contract for Component Fault Detection, Diagnosis and
Localisation
Chapter 7 focuses the TbC technique (especially the advanced phase of the stepwise TbC

working process) on component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. After introducing an
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extended fault causality chain and a new notion of Contract for Diagnosability, the CBFDD
method (including the CBFDD process and guidelines) is developed to guide FDD activities.
This chapter analyses important interrelationships between test contracts and fault diagnosis
properties in terms of fault propagation scope, fault diagnosis scope and effectual contract
scope. Based on this, the CBFDD method is applied to develop fault diagnostic solutions (including direct diagnostic solutions and stepwise diagnostic solutions in two major testing contexts), and to detect, diagnose and locate component faults with the illustrative testing examples
selected from the CPS case study.
(7)

Chapter 8 Component Test Design and Generation
Chapter 8 discusses the main tasks and techniques for component test design and genera-

tion with the five MBSCT methodological components in the second phase of the MBSCT
methodology. In particular, this chapter introduces the CTM technique, and describes the CTM
definition and the stepwise CTM process with the six main CTM steps for component test derivation. The CTM technique is applied to derive target CTS test case specifications, which is
illustrated with the selected testing examples from the CPS case study.
(8)

Chapter 9 Methodology Validation and Evaluation
Chapter 9 reports two full case studies (i.e. the Car Parking System (CPS), and the Auto-

mated Teller Machine (ATM) system) undertaken in this research for further validation and
evaluation of the MBSCT methodology and its framework. The case studies examine and assess
the testing applicability and effectiveness of the six core MBSCT testing capabilities. The result
of this methodology validation and evaluation demonstrates and confirms that the six core
MBSCT testing capabilities are effective to achieve the required level of component correctness
and quality.
(9)

Chapter 10 Conclusions and Future Work
Chapter 10 concludes this thesis by revisiting the original research contributions with fur-

ther discussions, and exploring important open issues concerning methodology improvement
and research directions for future work.
(10) Appendix A Software Component Laboratory Project
Appendix A presents an overview and review of the previous SCL project, which motivated this research to address some of its main limitations and remaining issues.
(11) Appendix B Case Study: Car Parking System
Appendix B presents the CPS case study, and provides the background and supplementary information about this case study. The most important aspects of methodology validation
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and evaluation with this case study are described in Chapter 9.
(12) Appendix C Case Study: Automated Teller Machine System
Appendix C presents the ATM case study, and provides the background and supplementary information about this case study. The most important aspects of methodology validation
and evaluation with the ATM case study are described in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 2
Foundation of Software Components and
Software Component Testing
2.1 Introduction
SCT plays a critical role in support of the success of CBSE and its importance in CBSE cannot
be underestimated (as described earlier in Section 1.1). Software components and CBS are the
primary subject of software/system under test (SUT) in the scope of this thesis, and SCT (including testing of software components and CBS) is the central focus of this research.
Our study shows a special CBSE diversity characteristic: a distinguishing characteristic of component-based software engineering different to the traditional (non component-based)
software engineering is that different stakeholders (e.g. developers, testers, users, etc.) play different roles with different perspectives for different needs, and work with different resources in
different contexts. This special CBSE diversity characteristic (which is adapted from [166], and
will be further discussed in Section 2.2.1.4 and other related sections) influences the approaches
for both SCD and SCT in CBSE practice, and poses significant challenges in these important
research areas. Accordingly, it is necessary to understand and investigate fundamental aspects of
software components and SCT.
Among many aspects, this chapter particularly focuses on the following important issues
and concerns of primary interest in software components and SCT:
(1)

What is a software component? Why are there different component definitions that contain different component properties in the CBSE domain? (in Section 2.2.1)

(2)

What are software component characteristics? What component characteristics support
SCT? How do we classify them to develop a proper taxonomy? (in Section 2.2.2)

(3)

How do we develop a new component definition to particularly emphasise the importance
of software component testing and quality in CBSE? (in Section 2.2.3)

(4)

What is software component testing? What are the main characteristics of SCT? What are
CTCs and specification? (in Section 2.3)

(5)

What are the general SCT process and test levels? (in Section 2.4)

(6)

How do we classify SCT techniques to develop a proper taxonomy? (in Section 2.5)

(7)

What is software component testability? What are the main approaches to improve testability? How do we classify them to develop a proper taxonomy? (in Section 2.6)
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This chapter presents a comprehensive review of important concepts, principles, characteristics and techniques as well as related work of software components and SCT in the literature. Based on this in-depth literature review, we undertake further research work to develop
new concepts and definitions, which aims to enrich the relevant knowledge and principles of
software components and SCT in the literature. We show our research viewpoints and results to
reinforce the importance of component testing and quality in CBSE, which is the central focus
of this research. The principal goal of this research in Chapter 2 is to create a solid foundation
and proper background in these primary research areas for the development of the new MBSCT
methodology by this research.
This chapter is organised into two main parts. The first part is Section 2.2 that reviews a
number of different component definitions and characteristics (in Section 2.2.1), and introduces
a new comprehensive taxonomy of software component characteristics (in Section 2.2.2). Based
on this, we propose a new software component definition (in Section 2.2.3). The second part of
this chapter from Section 2.3 to Section 2.6 focuses on SCT. Section 2.3 proposes a new SCT
definition, and describes the associated generic testing process and main testing tasks (in Section 2.3.1). We then study and analyse important SCT characteristics (in Section 2.3.2), test
cases and specification concepts (in Section 2.3.3), different testing perspectives and needs (in
Section 2.3.4), and main SCT limitations (in Section 2.3.5). Section 2.4 describes the main SCT
phases and levels in the general SCT process, from individual components to component integration and CBS. Section 2.5 introduces a useful taxonomy of SCT techniques for test design
and generation, and correlates them to relevant test levels. Section 2.6 studies and discusses
component testability concepts, characteristics, and general strategies to improve component
testability. We then develop a practical taxonomy of testing approaches for component testability improvement and show a comparative study from different perspectives. Finally, Section 2.7
presents the summary and discussion of this chapter.

2.2 Software Components
2.2.1

A Review of Software Component Definitions

2.2.1.1 Different Definitions of Software Components
The concept of software components has been active in the computer software community almost for four decades, since it was initially introduced by Dr McIlroy at the 1968 NATO Software Engineering Conference [90]. However, the question of “what is a software component?”
is not simple with a definitive answer. There are numerous definitions about software compo-
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nents in the literature [39] [38] [74] [44] [139] [94] [155] [66] [127] [87]. Table 2.1 illustrates
some of the important component definitions given by the well-known researchers/organisations
in the literature.

2.2.1.2 Review and Analysis
It is necessary to study and review existing component definitions, and identify and evaluate the
essence of common software components, in order to answer the above question appropriately.
To effectively analyse and evaluate existing component definitions, we extract and summarise
the key software component characteristics that are directly/indirectly involved in the respective
definitions, as shown in Table 2.1 (Section 2.2.2 will further discuss software component characteristics in detail).
Table 2.1 Review of Software Component Definitions
Definition
Reference Source

Definition Description

Component
Characteristics

Definition by
Booch [27]

A reusable software component is a logically
cohesive, loosely coupled module that denotes a
single abstraction.

Reusability, modularity
(cohesive, coupling),
encapsulation (abstraction)

Definition in
OMG UML v1.5
[107]

A component represents a modular, deployable, and
replaceable part of a system that encapsulates
implementation and exposes a set of interfaces.

Modularity, deployable,
replaceable, encapsulation,
interfaces

Definition by
Heineman &
Councill [74]

A software component is a software element that
conforms to a component model and can be
independently deployed and composed without
modification according to a composition standard.

Component model,
independent deployment
and composition,
composition standard

Definition by
Meyer [94]

A component is a software element (modular unit)
satisfying the following conditions:
1. It can be used by other software elements, its
“clients.”
2. It possesses an official usage description, which is
sufficient for a client author to use it.
3. It is not tied to any fixed set of clients.

Modularity,
usability/reusability, usage
interfaces, independent use

Definition by
Szyperski [139]

A software component is a unit of composition with
contractually specified interfaces and explicit context
dependencies only. A software component can be
deployed independently and is subject to
composition by third parties.

Composition, contractbased interfaces, contextdependencies, independent
deployment, third-party
composition

There are some common component characteristics in the existing component definitions,
such as modularity, reusability, interface, etc. Furthermore, we can see that different definitions
take different viewpoints and focus on different aspects of software components. Accordingly,
each definition holds some key component properties from its particular perspective.
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Booch’s [27] definition seems relatively simple.
This definition has three basic component attributes of reusability, modularity and encap-

sulation (abstraction).
(2)

The component definition in OMG UML v1.5 [107] has a similar approach.
This definition includes a few more component properties of modularity, encapsulation,

interfaces, deployable and replaceable attributes.
(3)

Heineman & Councill [74] base their definition on some aspects of high-level component
standards.
This definition requires software components to have conformance to component models

and composition standards, in addition to some necessary component properties of independent
deployment and composition.
(4)

Meyer [94] takes a broad view of components with certain characteristic-based conditions.
This definition views a broad range of (small/large-grain) modular units as components, if

they fulfil the three conditions on important component characteristics of usability/reusability
(condition #1), usage description or interface specification (condition #2), and independently
usable by any client or independency (condition #3).
(5)

Szyperski [139] gives a more rigorous and precise component definition.
This definition emphasises the key component characteristics, such as composition, con-

tract-based interfaces, context-dependencies, independent deployment, and third-party composition perspective. But the definition does not mention any component models and standards.
Among many other definitions in the literature, Szyperski’s definition is well-known and
widely-accepted in the CBSE community.

2.2.1.3 Component-Related Stakeholders
When studying software components and their definitions, we need to consider another important factor associated with component-related stakeholders. We can classify component stakeholders into three main categories in the CBSE domain, as shown in Table 2.2.
(1)

Component production stakeholder: developer, tester, quality engineer, project manager.
These stakeholders are the major producers or builders of software components in CBSE.

(2)

Component trade stakeholder: trader/vendor.
Note that a tester may also be part of the component trade stakeholder group because it
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may be necessary to undertake final testing just before a component sale to customers.
The above two types of component stakeholders (1) and (2) are jointly called component
providers/suppliers according to the primary role they serve for component users.
(3)

Component consumer stakeholder: user/customer.
The component user is the final stakeholder who finally purchases, uses/reuses and oper-

ates software components in the CBSE domain.
Table 2.2 Component-Related Stakeholders
Stakeholder

Producer

Resource

Context

Relation
-ship

Analyse, design and implement
components.

development development production
information environment member

Test, verify and validate components.

testing
information

testing
environment

Quality
Engineer

Standardise, measure and evaluate
component quality; certify and ship
components.

quality
information

quality
environment

production
member,
or trade
member

Project
Manager

Plan, manage and coordinate
components project.

management
information

management
information

production
member

Manage component repository; trade
and sell components.

trade
information

trade
environment

trade
member

Select, reuse, integrate and deploy
components; build, use and operate
CBS.

use/reuse
/deployment
/application
information

use/reuse
/deployment
/application
environment

use/reuse
member

Developer

Provider

Description
(Role/Perspective/Need)

Tester

Trader
/Vendor

User/Customer

2.2.1.4 Special CBSE Diversity Characteristic
Based on the above study and review (in Section 2.2.1.1 to Section 2.2.1.3), we can conclude a
special CBSE diversity characteristic as defined earlier in Section 2.1. As shown in Table 2.2, it
is clear that different stakeholders hold different perspectives towards software components.
One may see and get different component definitions from different component stakeholders
who have different needs or requirements for good components. Such requirements are closely
related to what characteristics components should have, in order to fulfil all stakeholders’ needs,
especially for the component users who finally purchase, use and operate software components.
Accordingly, this special CBSE diversity characteristic is a primary reason why there are
different component definitions that contain different component properties in the CBSE domain. Another important reason for this is that the concept of software components itself has
actively evolved gradually from its early stages towards more maturity nowadays, along with
many different concepts and techniques of SCD and CBS design/development that have
emerged for building software components and CBS.
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Currently in the CBSE domain, there is no single formal component definition. Furthermore, there is no standard that specifies what is a “good” software component, what is the standard for component models, what is the standard of component infrastructure and framework,
and so on. Because of the lack of standardisation, software engineers can only take advantage of
some key component characteristics to a limited extent in CBSE practice [66]. Section 2.2.2 will
discuss software component characteristics in more detail.

2.2.2

A New Taxonomy of Software Component Characteristics

Generally speaking, software components should have a number of characteristics and properties that can denote and reflect component functionality, quality and performance relevant to all
component-related stakeholders, and especially deliverable to component users [137]. So what
are “good component characteristics”? Accordingly, it is necessary to study and review component characteristic aspects in the literature [39] [74] [154] [44] [139] [155] [66] [87] in order to
identify “good component characteristics” to establish a component quality metric for measurement of “good software components”. This is an important aim of this research to further the
knowledge of component concepts and principles in the literature (as described earlier in Section 2.1).
In this section, we introduce a new comprehensive taxonomy of component characteristic
properties (as shown in Table 2.3, Table 2.4 and Figure 2.1 below). A major goal of this new
taxonomy is to establish a proper component quality metric for the determinant of what a “good
software component” is. Another important goal is to apply this new taxonomy to guide software component testers to focus on the crucial component characteristics during testing. Note
that the list of component characteristics in the taxonomy is intended to be neither completely
inclusive nor exclusive to other classifications in the literature. The important purpose here is to
provide a solid foundation for systemically studying component characteristics, developing a
new component definition for effective component testing.
The following subsections discuss in detail component characteristic classification (in
Section 2.2.2.1), interrelationship (in Section 2.2.2.2), and new component properties (in Section 2.2.2.3) (which we have identified and added to the taxonomy, as shown as the asterisked
items in Table 2.3, Table 2.4 and Figure 2.1 below).

2.2.2.1 A Classification of Software Component Characteristics
Our taxonomy includes twenty-two (22) software component characteristics. We classify these
component characteristics into four (4) main categories, as described in Table 2.3 (Taxonomy
Part 1). The first category describes essential functional component properties, and the other
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three categories describe non-functional component attributes.

Table 2.3 Taxonomy of Software Component Characteristics (Taxonomy Part 1)
Characteristic

Intermediate

Description

Functionality

Well-defined, dedicated capability that provides functions and services to
fulfil specified requirements. Functionality features usefulness and values that
are most important to all stakeholders.

Executability

The capability of being executed to perform required functions in the
specified context. Executability is a prerequisite of functionality and other
related properties to be achievable and deliverable in execution.

Usability

The ease of use of component deliverables as expected and satisfied. Usability
requires the capability of being learned, understood and operated, and the
efficacy of use from the user perspective.

Identity

The unique representation of a component so that a particular component can
be differentiated from other peers, and can be distinctively identifiable in the
lifecycle contexts of development, testing, reuse, deployment, operation,
maintenance and repository. Identity can be represented with a well-defined
naming scheme for the distinguishing identification.

Modularity

The extent of being composed of individually distinct units (called modules).
Good modularity requires high cohesion and low coupling, which is a key
requirement of a module to be one or part of a component.

Encapsulation

Enclosing related representation and implementation in one unit of
organisation. Encapsulation hides internal working information (e.g.
implementation and data) to be externally invisible and inaccessible, except
external interfaces. Typical units of encapsulation are objects, classes,
modules and packages.

Interface

Abstraction of component services with externally visible operational
specifications (e.g. publicly accessible operations’ signatures, but not their
implementation details). Interfaces are access points to functional services by
external clients, and provide a common interconnection between two or more
components for interactions and communications.

Independence

Separation of responsibilities from operational environments for integration
and deployment; being delivered as independent parts so that they can be
replaced under certain conditions and constraints.

Reusability

The capability of ease of reuse by different clients in different application
environments. Component reuse can be as a whole or in part (ideally without
modification). Typical reusable component elements include functions,
interfaces, specifications, source code, executables, test cases, user manuals,
etc., but not just executable programs only.

Portability*

The capability of being platform-independently ported and executed from one
computer system environment to another (ideally without modification).

Documentation

Specifying and documenting software elements, including software
documents for specifications, interfaces, reuse, deployment, user manuals, etc.
Component elements should be documented for effective use/reuse.

Customizability

The capability of modifying software artefacts to meet individual customer
needs and/or particular operating environment requirements. Customization
selects, tailors and configures component functions, interfaces and other
related elements, and then packages customized component elements for a
new delivery. Customizable components hold enhanced reuse and deployment
capabilities.

Basic

Implicit/essential

Level
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The capability of software distribution to put into use and operation from
development and/or third-party sites into the targeted operating environment.
Deployment customises (if applicable), packages, installs and activates
executable component instances to be ready for execution and use in the
runtime environment. It is the final stage of realising component reuse in the
new target environment.

Interoperability

The capability of supporting intercommunications and data/message
exchanges between peer components across different processes on the local
computer system or over the network system. Interoperable components
jointly fulfil communications and collaborations required in integration
contexts.

Composition

Composing parts into the whole (ideally without modification) to construct
complex components and systems. Composition reuses and assembles
composite components or parts for component integration. Composition
relationship is transitive.

Integrability*

The capability of being integrated to develop compound components and
systems in the operating environment. The integration process includes
customisation, composition, configuration and other activities to combine and
unite all software and/or hardware components into an overall executable
system.

Substitutability*

The capability of replacing a component with another in the same or different
contexts under certain conditions. The permitted substitution requires that the
substituting component fulfils the equivalent features of the substituted
component (e.g. functions, interfaces) and usually has certain improved
effects (e.g. better performance or reliability).

Testability*

The extent of the ease of being tested for conformance to certain testing
requirements. Testable components facilitate the establishment of test criteria
and performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have been met.
Strong testability indicates the ease of observing and controlling test inputs
and outputs to enhance testing effectiveness and efficiency.

Reliability*

The capability of a component/system that can fulfil the required functions
and maintain the level of performance consistently and satisfactorily under
stated conditions. Reliability requires correctness and robustness, and denotes
the probability of failure-free operation in a specified environment for a
specified period of time.

Integrity*
(security, safety)

The condition/state/quality of being unimpaired, authentic or perfect with the
protection against software damage and danger, so that a component/system is
able to control and protect its programs and associated data against
unauthorised access and malicious attack (e.g. modification, deletion), and to
prevent inadvertent and hazardous operations, and accidental failure, injury
and life risk. Integrity holds two key associated aspects of security and safety,
and enforces protection mechanisms and procedures (e.g. authentication,
access control, encryption) to assure software security and safety as well as
deliverable correctness and reliability.

Selectability*

The ease with which a particular component can be evaluated and acquired
from a candidate set of potential components for reuse and construction of
other components and systems. Selection measures include functional and
non-functional factors with many unique component properties to ensure
functional and quality components are selected properly.

Standardised
/Standardisation
/Standards

Standardising components and associated activities to conform to uniform
standards and models for development, testing, quality assurance, reuse,
deployment, project management, etc. Component standardisation establishes
certain mandatory requirements and measurements that enhance component
characteristics for building standardised components.

Advanced

Deployability
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The four main categories of software component characteristics are described as follows:
(1)

Implicit/essential component characteristics (3 characteristics)
These component characteristics are the most essential functional properties that all soft-

ware components should implicitly possess. In principle, software components share some essential characteristics with good computer software. In particular, software components should
be executable, usable and deliver the required functionality.
Note that, although this category of component characteristics is not classified separately
and discussed explicitly in the present literature [74] [44] [139] [66], we particularly highlight
their significance with our taxonomy. For important SCT objectives (SCT will be discussed in
Section 2.3 and onwards), SCT focuses on testing software executable programs for functional
testing of software components and CBS, which is a major focus of this research.
Besides the essential functional properties, we have identified nineteen (19) nonfunctional component characteristics that support functional delivery with good quality and performance. These component characteristics can be further classified into three main categories
based on the level of componentisation quality: basic, intermediate, advanced.
(2)

Basic component characteristics (8 characteristics)
The level of basic component characteristics represents necessary attributes for software

components. They serve as a basis for higher-level component characteristics.
(3)

Intermediate component characteristics (6 characteristics)
The intermediate level of component characteristics reflects certain desired quality fea-

tures of software components above the basic level.
(4)

Advanced component characteristics (5 characteristics)
Advanced component characteristics stand at the top level of the proposed taxonomy and

are required particularly for high quality software components.
Among these component properties in our taxonomy, there exist several unique component characteristics that can demonstrate that software components are explicitly different from
ordinary software modules, units or other pieces of software systems. These distinguishing
component characteristics typically feature in high quality software components, and mainly
include reusability, customizability, interoperability, deployability, composition, integrability,
substitutability, selectability, etc. Some of these are new component characteristics, which are
added to the taxonomy (as shown as the asterisked items in Table 2.3) and will be further discussed in Section 2.2.2.3.

2.2.2.2 Interrelationship among Software Component Characteristics
In this taxonomy, we have given a concise description for each component characteristic, as
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shown in Table 2.3. Furthermore, we correlate each component characteristic to other relevant
characteristics (if applicable), as shown in Table 2.4 (Taxonomy Part 2). The characteristic interrelationship indicates that a particular component characteristic is either working “for” or
supported “by” some related component characteristics in terms of component characteristic
correlations. For example, the characteristic “deployability” is working for the feature “reusability” and supported by the attributes “independence”, “customization”, “composition”, etc.
Furthermore, we also correlate a particular component characteristic to one or more component-related stakeholders (if applicable) in the taxonomy as shown in Table 2.4. The component user has the major role of stakeholder because software components are built for use by
either internal users (e.g. corporate business departments) or external users (e.g. third-party customers). Thus, the characteristic correlation to the component user is especially important,
which is illustrated with “esp. user” in addition to the ordinary correlation “All” for all component-related stakeholders as shown in Table 2.4.
In addition to the textual descriptions, we also give a diagrammatic representation of the
taxonomy as shown in Figure 2.1 (Taxonomy Part 3), to aid visualisation of interrelations and
their related levels of component characteristics in the taxonomy. A series of right block arrows
indicates that component properties proceed from a low level to a high level toward the highest
level of component standardisation. Conversely, as illustrated with left block arrows, component
standardisation implies that a number of supporting component attributes are included.
Among many component properties, reusability is one of most important component
characteristics. This component feature is supported by most basic and intermediate component
characteristics for effective component reuse. It should be noticed that the “standardised” feature possesses a special mutual interrelationship with other component properties. Good component properties can be united together to support the establishment of a characteristic foundation
of component standards; on the other hand, component standards can standardise component
models and CBSE processes, and promote good component features across all component
stakeholders, so as to produce high-quality software components. From Figure 2.1, complete
standardisation is seen to be the ultimate goal for achieving high quality software components in
CBSE.
Note that our taxonomy shows the basic common interrelationships among component
characteristics in general cases. However, when identifying some interrelationship between two
component properties, it is indeed quite difficult to absolutely say that a component property is
just only working for (or equivalently, supported by) another component property, but definitely
not vice versa; or they are mutually independent or exclusive without any connection at all. In
some case, two component properties (e.g. composition and integration) may work together
and/or mutually support each other in one way or another. Investigating the precise interrelationships and orthogonality of all component characteristics is useful and important. However,
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such a study is beyond the current scope of this research.

Table 2.4 Taxonomy of Software Component Characteristics (Taxonomy Part 2)

Advanced

Intermediate

Basic

Implicit
/essential

Level

Characteristic

Related Characteristics

Stakeholder

Functionality

For: all
By: executability, usability

All, esp. user

Executability

For: all, esp. functionality, usability

All, esp. user

Usability

For: all, esp. functionality
By: interface, documentation

All, esp. user

Identity

For: reusability, selectability

All

Modularity

For: encapsulation, reusability, testability

All

Encapsulation

For: reusability, testability
By: modularity, interface

All

Interface

For: reusability, substitutability, testability, selectability
By: encapsulation

All, esp. user

Independence

For: reusability, deployability, substitutability, testability
By: portability

All, esp. user

Reusability

For: selectability
By: most basic & intermediate properties, esp.
independence, portability, customizability, deployability,
interoperability, composition, integrability,
substitutability, testability, reliability, integrity

All, esp. user

Portability*

For: executability, independence, reusability

All, esp. user

Documentation

For: all

All, esp. user

Customizability

For: reusability, deployability, integrability

All, esp. user

Deployability

For: reusability, substitutability
By: independence, customizability, integrability

All, esp. user

Interoperability

For: reusability, integrability

All, esp. user

Composition

For: reusability, integrability
By: customizability

All, esp. user

Integrability*

For: reusability, deployability
By: composition, interoperability

All, esp. user

Substitutability*

For: reusability, deployability, selectability

All, esp. user

Testability*

For: reusability, reliability, selectability
By: modularity, encapsulation, interface

All, esp. user

Reliability*

For: reusability, selectability
By: testability

All, esp. user

Integrity*
(security, safety)

For: all
By: testability, reliability

All, esp. user

Selectability*

By: all, esp. functionality, reusability, testability,
reliability

All, esp. user

Standardised
/Standardisation
/Standards

For: all
By: all

All
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Basic

Intermediate

Advanced

Standardised

Identity

Customizability

Testability*

Standardised

Modularity
Deployability
Encapsulation
Reliability*
Interface

Interoperability

Executability

Standardisation

Independence

Composition
Integrity*

Reusability
Integrability*
Portability*
Usability

Documentation

Substitutability*

Selectability*

Standards

Figure 2.1 Taxonomy of Software Component Characteristics (Taxonomy Part 3)

2.2.2.3 New Software Component Characteristics
In this section, we study a number of new component characteristics in the taxonomy (marked
with the star symbol “*” in Table 2.3, Table 2.4 and Figure 2.1), which are not described in the
current literature [74] [44] [139] [66]. In the taxonomy, the seven (7) new component characteristics are identified and added to the three main categories respectively as follows:
(1)

In the category of basic component characteristics: portability
Software components need to be reused in various computer environments across differ-

ent platform systems. Component portability is necessary for effective component reuse in these
diverse reuse contexts.
(2)

In the category of intermediate component characteristics: integrability and substitutability
Software components are often used in new integration contexts for building new CBS.

No component integration implies no component reuse. Good component integrability can enable effective component integration, reuse and deployment. This research examines and evaluates component integrability in the component integration context in conjunction with component integration testing, which is a central focus of our SCT methodology (to be described later
from Chapter 4 and onwards).
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Substitutability facilitates component replacement to meet the component users’ varied
needs, such as component reuse, selection and maintenance. In general, it is quite common and
reasonable for the component users to substitute an existing software component with a new
software component that has equivalent functions and better quality in an existing or new reuse
context. A particular component user may do component replacement if the new equivalent
software component is more consistent with the integration context (e.g. has the same or compatible computer language implementation and/or runtime environment).
(3)

In the category of advanced component characteristics: testability, reliability, integrity
and selectability
These advanced component properties specify high quality features of good software

components in addition to all other component attributes, which is crucial to the success of
CBSE. A major purpose is to minimise and prevent poor selection and reuse of non-testable,
unreliable and insecure/unsafe components. Good testability can enable relevant component
properties to improve the ease of being assessable and predictable, and particularly aid in examining and evaluating component functionality and reliability. Testable and reliable components
hold high interest for component selection to build CBS effectively, and support component
selectability. The same characteristic of component selectability is also important for component
integrity particularly in high safety and security CBS.
These new component characteristics (especially the advanced characteristics) introduced
with our taxonomy aim to support the delivery of high software quality for component reuse,
integration and deployment, and conform to the expected component requirements, specifications and performance. A major focus of this research is on evaluating and improving component testability and reliability to produce quality software components, so that they can be selected, reused and integrated effectively and efficiently.
According to Meyer [93] [94], trusted components are the combination of reuse with a
special attention to the quality of the components being reused. Our taxonomy developed with
the new component characteristics aims to establish a measurement base of guaranteed-quality
components, in order to build and provide the trusted components with necessary qualityspecific characteristics for the software industry.

2.2.3

A New Software Component Definition

A simple component definition is that a software component is a reusable software unit for
building other components and software systems. However, to provide effective reuse and construction capabilities, software components need to possess certain good component characteristics. Moreover, software components also need to have some additional high-level properties
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that can effectively support and enhance reliability and quality. Therefore, based on our study
on the component definitions (in Section 2.2.1), characteristics and taxonomy (in Section 2.2.2),
we can propose a new software component definition as follows:

Definition 2–1. A software component is a functional, reusable, testable and reliable
software unit with specified interfaces and operating contexts for software composition,
interoperation, integration and deployment.

The new component definition covers common component characteristics in the existing
component definitions (as reviewed in Section 2.2.1). Moreover, the new component definition
has certain important implications and aspects that need to be discussed. The discussion is conducted particularly in conjunction with the new taxonomy of component characteristics developed in Section 2.2.2.
(1)

This definition first emphasises functionality, which is the most essential component
property as shown in the taxonomy. No functionality means no interest in use/reuse to all
stakeholders. A particular software component is selected for possible reuse firstly because the component user is interested in its functions before considering any other software aspect.

(2)

This definition emphasises reusability as the second most important component property.
The potential benefit of software reuse is one of the primary reasons for developing and
using software components in CBSE.

(3)

This definition includes some important and enhanced component characteristics that can
support effective software reuse to build complex software components and CBS. These
component properties consist of composition, interoperation, integration and deployment,
which cover most of the important software activities in CBSE. These characteristics are
unique to software components and not found in traditional software, as discussed in the
taxonomy.

(4)

Specified interfaces provide useful mechanisms for component reuse, interoperation and
integration. This feature allows a software component to be reused as a whole, not partially, with no need to access the internal construction details encapsulated in the component unit. In other words, software components are reused merely through their specified
interfaces. This feature supports software component testing, especially for black-box and
functional testing based on the component interface specifications.
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Operating contexts specify component environments where a particular component is
reused, integrated and deployed as well as operated. These component contexts may be
any kind of virtual, simulated or runtime environments in component-based systems. This
feature also supports software component testing, because software components are tested
in a similar integration and/or operating contexts where they are used/reused.

(6)

Testability and reliability are the advanced component characteristics as shown in the
new taxonomy. In practice, the component users desire to know how well software components are developed and conform to the required functionality and quality. These valueadded component properties particularly emphasise important software quality features,
and address a verifiable and measurable extent of software quality that would be satisfactory to the component users. Accordingly, these important component properties can effectively assist the users in selection and reuse of testable and reliable components.
The proposed component definition extends the definition coverage scope and contains

the most important component characteristics that are conceptually supported by most component properties at the basic and intermediate levels in the new taxonomy (in Section 2.2.2).
Based on our literature review, this new component definition appears to be the most comprehensive available in terms of the range of important component characteristics covered, and has
a significant advantage over most existing component definitions (as reviewed earlier in Section
2.2.1). Based on this new component definition, our MBSCT methodology is developed to improve component testability and quality, which is one of the major objectives of this research.
Note that the new component definition applies to the different types of component software, which covers common functions/procedures, abstract data types, object-oriented classes,
individual components, integrated or complex components, and even component-based systems.
This research addresses testing of all these types of component software.

2.3 Software Component Testing
Among many other factors, the success of CBSE relies on not only functional and reusable
software components, but also reliable and high-quality software components for building CBS
effectively and efficiently. SCT has been shown to be a proven approach to examining, improving and demonstrating the reliability and quality of software components and CBS in practice
[16] [24] [100] [66]. SCT is the central focus of this research. After reviewing software components in Section 2.2, we move on to study the foundation aspects of SCT from this section onwards.
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Definition of Software Component Testing

2.3.1.1 Existing SCT Definitions
There are many publications and much research effort with regard to SCT, but there is no single
formal SCT definition that has been widely accepted and used in the SCT domain. For the question of “what is software component testing?”, most existing SCT definitions were based on
traditional software testing at the unit level, i.e. SCT is basically treated as traditional unit testing of software modules. For example,
(1)

According to Gao et al. [66], software component testing refers to testing activities that
uncover software errors and validate the quality of software components at the unit level.
In traditional software testing, component testing usually refers to unit testing activities
that uncover software errors in software modules.

(2)

According to Sommerville [136], component (or unit) testing is that individual components are tested to ensure that they operate correctly. Each component is tested independently, without other system components.

(3)

The IEEE Standard Glossary [77] gives a definition of component testing as follows: the
testing of individual software components or groups of related components.
From a quick analysis of the existing SCT definitions, we can observe some implications

and limitations as follows:
(a)

The SCT definition by Gao et al. [66] involves two traditional testing aspects of verification and validation clearly at the unit level.

(b)

The SCT definition by Sommerville [136] mainly relates to testing of a single component.

(c)

The SCT definition by the IEEE Standard Glossary [77] is still very simple, while it considers an aspect of an extended SCT scope over a single component.
In CBSE, SCT and unit testing have some similarities, but they are not exactly same.

Among many other factors, the differences between them mainly come from the concept of
software components, which evolves from a simple software unit to an entire CBS (as described
in Section 2.2.3). This means that a good SCT definition must cover all important testing aspects of different types of component software.
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2.3.1.2 A New Definition of Software Component Testing
After a brief review of existing SCT definitions (in Section 2.3.1.1), we propose a new SCT
definition in this research as follows: (which is adapted from [174])

Definition 2–2. Software component testing denotes a set of software testing
activities that analyse component artefacts, design and generate component tests,
detect and uncover component faults, and evaluate component reliability and quality
of software components and systems under test.

In common with all software testing, the underlying implication of this definition indicates a generic testing process with six major testing phases to carry out key testing tasks as follows:
(1)

Component analysis and test planning: to produce test plans and management documents
based on component analysis. The test plans describe: (a) testing objectives and requirements; (b) strategies and approaches; (c) resources, costs and schedules, etc.

(2)

Component test design and generation: to develop component test specifications that describe test inputs, execution conditions, and expected outputs/results for each CTC.

(3)

Component test execution: to execute and operate components/systems with test cases in
target testing environments.

(4)

Component testing observation and examination: to observe actual test results, analyse
the observed test results against CTCs (especially against the relevant expected test results), and examine component functions and behaviours.

(5)

Component fault detection: to detect and uncover possible component faults based on
component testing observation and examination.

(6)

Component testing evaluation: to assess and determine component reliability and quality
against component specifications and testing objectives.
Note that the new SCT definition goes beyond the traditional scope of SCT at the indi-

vidual unit or single component level. In this research, we use the term SCT to generally describe the core testing activities for a single component under test (CUT), individual components, integrated components and CBS. Our MBSCT methodology integrates this new SCT
definition and particularly focuses on the testing of integrated components and CBS.
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Main Characteristics of Software Component Testing

In principle, SCT shares common characteristics of general software testing as described in Table 2.5. This table contains the four main testing characteristics, which are adapted from the
IEEE Software Engineering Body of Knowledge [138].
Table 2.5 Software Component Testing Characteristics
Characteristic
Dynamic

Description
This characteristic pertains to dynamic testing over static testing.
Dynamic testing detects software faults with the aid of computer systems, and requires the
actual execution of the SUT’s program with test inputs to evaluate functions and
behaviours in the real runtime or simulated target environment. This requires test cases
being executable. By contrast, static testing is performed without running the operational
program of the SUT to uncover potential inconsistencies and incompleteness in
requirements and specifications, and is typically used in early development stages prior to
existence of the SUT’s executable code. Testing should be ultimately dynamic on the
SUT’s implementation to meet the user’s real needs, because the user actually makes use
of the SUT’s program for real-life business requests, instead of specification documents.

Finite

This characteristic pertains to finite test space over exhaustive testing.
The entire test space could be theoretically infinite with too many test cases due to all
possible combinations of program data and condition paths, making exhaustive testing
impossible and infeasible even for trivial (small or simple) programs. The finite test space
allows a limited number of test cases to be executed for actual testing within limited
testing time and resources. Testing is non-exhaustive and based on finite test cases.

Selected

This characteristic pertains to properly selected test cases from a vast or infinite test space.
Testing needs good test techniques that can guide suitably identifying and selecting finite
test cases based on certain test criteria of test selection and coverage for desired testing
effectiveness and efficiency. Well-selected test cases imply cost-effective testing in order
to reveal more faults with the selected test cases.

Expected

This characteristic pertains to expected test results with test oracles.
Testing needs to determine test pass or fail for each test execution to evaluate expected
software reliability and quality. This requires a special test mechanism called a test oracle,
which is a test generator to produce the expected test results for a specified test input, and
a test comparator to compare and check the actual test results against the expected test
results. The observed function or behaviour can be examined against requirements
(validation) or specifications (verification). Thus, the expected testing is determined
(validated or verified).

The new MBSCT methodology introduced by this research focuses on designing and
generating finite component test cases and expected test results for dynamic testing of software
components and systems, and applying selected test cases to detect and diagnose component
faults.
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Component Test Cases and Specification

From the SCT definition and characteristics as described in Sections 2.3.1 and 2.3.2, we can see
that SCT activities are driven by component test cases that form the central part of all SCT
tasks. This section describes important terms and concepts of component test cases and specification, which is adapted from [165] [166].
Conceptually, a component test case (CTC) specifies the CUT’s initial state, test environment, test inputs, test execution conditions, expected test outputs/results designed for a particular test objective, such as causing failures, detecting faults, or examining functions. There
are three important parts in the CTC concept:
(1)

The test input specifies test data input to the CUT to discover possible faults or verify
specific outcomes as expected.

(2)

The expected test result is a description of what expected output will be produced by execution of the CUT with the associated test input.

(3)

The test execution is running a test on the CUT, where the CUT gets the test inputs specified by the CTC, and the actual test outputs are observed and evaluated against the expected test results specified by the same CTC. The testing can be evaluated with a test
oracle that is the test generation and comparison mechanism (as introduced in Table 2.5).
Test oracles are developed mainly based on software requirements/specifications, and/or
testing knowledge and experience of the tester. Test oracles may be manual, automated or
partially automated.
A test case is a specification of one scenario to test the CUT. A test set (sometimes re-

ferred to as a test suite) is a collection of test cases that are typically related and organised into a
sequence of test cases for a specific testing purpose for the CUT. The related test cases or test
sets constitute the core part of a test specification, which is a software specification that describes, specifies and represents all testing-related artefacts associated with all testing activities.
Several types of test documentation are derived from the test specification, including test plans,
test requirements, test design, test environments, test cases, test execution, test evaluation and
analysis reports (e.g. faults, errors and repair descriptions), etc. The test specification of the
CUT should specify all test cases or test sets of the CUT. Because CTCs are the central part of
all SCT tasks and a clear focus of this research, we will often refer to test specifications or test
cases or test sets, and these terms are used in appropriate contexts in this research.
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Different Perspectives and Needs in Component Testing

All testing activities are mainly conducted by testers or testing tools operated by testers. Because of the special CBSE diversity characteristic (as described in Sections 2.1 and 2.2.1.4),
different roles of software component testers work with different resources in different contexts,
and thus take different approaches towards SCT activities. This indicates that SCT is more challenging than ordinary software testing. Accordingly, it is necessary to understand the different
perspectives and needs of the various stakeholders towards component testing, which are summarised in Table 2.6 (which is adapted from [165]).
This research mainly focuses on functional testing approaches to support the common
needs of both types of component testers, as indicated with Table 2.6. Moreover, the user-side
tester could employ specification-based functional testing approaches for SCT, in the same way
that the production-side tester does, if the user-side tester could access component specifications
(e.g., which may be packaged and provided with the component product on request).

Table 2.6 Different Perspectives and Needs Towards Component Testing
Different Roles

Different Resources

Different Contexts

Different Approaches

Testers on the
component
production side

Have unrestricted access to:
(1) full component specifications (e.g. software models);
(2) implementation (e.g. programs or source code)

Work in the development environment with strong
technical support:
hardware, software
and technical staff

Can use all possible testing approaches at different testing
levels:
(1) structural testing approaches
(e.g. verification techniques);
(2) functional testing approaches (e.g. verification and
validation techniques)

Testers on the
component user
side

(1) Have restricted access to
limited informal specifications only on functions and
interfaces;
(2) Have no access to analysis
and design specifications,
implementation (programs or
source code)

Work in the deployment and/or
application environment, with limited or no technical
support

Have to use functional testing
approaches (e.g. verification
and validation techniques),
based on only available limited
component information in the
user’s target environment

2.3.5

Limitations of Software Component Testing

SCT aims to examine and evaluate component correctness and quality with numerous advantages. However, SCT also shares certain technical and non-technical limitations with general
software testing. It is necessary to emphasise some of the main testing limitations as follows:
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Complete or exhaustive testing is infeasible [16] [24]
Despite testing costs being extremely high (see (3) below), complete or exhaustive testing

is practically unattainable, because of the testing characteristics as described in Table 2.5 (e.g.
Finite, Selected). In other words, testers can only achieve as much test coverage as possible under certain constraints in practice (e.g. time and cost).
(2)

Testing is not decidable
As Dijkstra states, “Program testing can be used to show the presence of bugs, but never

to show their absence!” [45] In other words, testing cannot show the absence of defects, and it
can only show that software defects are present [70]. This implies that some software defects
may remain undetected. On the other hand, because complete/exhaustive testing is unachievable
in practice (see above (1)), some software artefacts may remain untested, where some software
defects hide out. Accordingly, testers cannot guarantee that any tested software is completely
100% correct and perfect.
(3)

Testing is labour-intensive and expensive
Testing is time-consuming and a major part of the entire SDLC. Testing costs a large

amount of human resources, management effort and budget, compared to other development
activities and phases. In particular, studies show that testing can consume more than fifty percent of the total software development costs [16] [70] [21]. As software complexity and criticality grow continuously, testing becomes more and more expensive and difficult.
Due to the testing limitations described above, the next best testing that testers can attain
is to carry out “adequate testing” to fulfil the practicably achievable testing objectives and requirements. The MBSCT methodology developed in this research takes this approach to undertake SCT activities.

2.4 Software Component Testing Process and Levels
In the same manner as the development process for software components and systems, the general SCT process includes a number of test levels at different testing phases, which are described in Table 2.7 (which is adapted from [165] [167]. The lower three test levels focus on
testing of a single CUT, which covers from component operation testing, class unit testing up to
inter-class integration testing for the CUT. The upper two advanced test levels go beyond the
scope of a single CUT and focus on testing of inter-component integration and componentbased systems.
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Table 2.7 SCT Test Levels/Phases
Test Level/Phase

Description
Testing the complete CBS composed of multiple components to conform to
system specifications and requirements. The testing examines and validates
functions, performance, boundary conditions and other system properties.

Component
Integration
Testing

Testing multiple collaboration components that are integrated together to form
heavy-weight complex components/subsystems. The inter-component testing
examines integration architecture and design, interactions and relationships
among integrated components in the component integration context. It is
coarse-grained integration testing compared to class integration testing.

Single Component Testing

Component
System
Testing

Component
Class
Integration
Test

Testing a cluster of interdependent and coupled classes that are integrated
together to form the CUT. The interclass testing examines multiple composite
class interfaces and interactions across the collective class units in the
integration context of the CUT. It is a foundation of high-level integration and
system testing.

Component
Class Unit
Testing

Testing a particular class unit that forms the CUT wholly/partially. The testing
examines more fine-grained class operations than component operations, and
tests all public and non-public operations of the class under test. Note that
public class operations are candidates for constructing component operations,
while non-public operation may not part of any component operations. A
component class is a basic test unit in SCT.

Component
Operation
Testing

Testing one or more component operations to exercise and examine a
particular function or behavioural capability of the CUT for which the
component operation fulfils wholly/partially. The testing may involve testing
of several class operations (in the same class or from different classes) that
jointly form the specific component operation under test.

In Table 2.7, the relationship between these SCT test levels is illustrated with a sequence
of upward arrows, which indicate that the testing complexity increases as the test level ascends
and vice versa. A lower level is usually regarded as a foundation for the next higher level. However, a test level may not be completely adequate in one way or another in testing practice. Accordingly, integration testing can detect and uncover component faults that are not only in the
SCI context but also in the unit context.
SCI is a very common component reuse to produce complex components and CBS. While
each component is tested individually in its development context, it must be also tested in the
SCI context. The concept of CIT builds on the basic definition of general integration testing as
follows: “testing in which software components are combined and tested to evaluate the interactions between them” [77]. A software component, whether it is integrated individually or with
other components or modules, requires CIT to examine and ensure that component collaboration
and interaction are correct in the actual SCI environment. In CBSE practice, the component user
is concerned more about CIT, which can really determine whether a particular component is
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selected and reused correctly in the user’s CBS. CIT becomes an indispensable testing phase in
the SCT domain.
Our MBSCT methodology has a principal focus on CIT and covers both inter-class integration testing and inter-component integration testing, which bridges component unit testing
and system testing. The MBSCT methodology aims to detect and diagnose component faults
particularly in the SCI context.

2.5 A Taxonomy of Software Component Testing Techniques
There are various SCT techniques, making it difficult to identify a common homogeneous basis
to classify all testing techniques appropriately. As a key focus of SCT, test design and generation are based on component development information, such as component requirements, analysis and design specifications, component implementation (software programs or executable
code), etc. On this basis, we can develop a useful taxonomy of SCT techniques, as shown in
Table 2.8 (which is adapted from [165] [166]).
A major goal of this taxonomy is to classify commonly-used SCT techniques particularly
describing approaches for test design and generation. The taxonomy also correlates the classified testing techniques to the relevant test levels. The first two types of testing approaches (IBT
and SBT) represent the two main categories, where IBT typically supports unit testing, and SBT
particularly supports integration testing and system testing. The last two types of testing techniques (MBT and UBT) fall into the sub-categories of the second main category (SBT). MBT
and UBT are important testing techniques that will be comprehensively reviewed (in Chapter 3),
and further developed and extensively applied in this research (from Chapter 4 and onwards).
Note that, although testing techniques vary with the testing information or artefacts used
for test development, a key characteristic of SCT is dynamic testing (as described in Table 2.5)
of software programs or executable code (which are the central subject of testing, as described
in Section 2.2.6). Usually, software tests are not directly applied to or executed on software
specifications/models, although these forms of “non-executable” software specification documents are a key foundation for fulfilling testing tasks (e.g. test design and generation, test result
evaluation). Conversely, we view that “testing” of software specifications/models is verification, which is conducted “indirectly” or “implicitly” mainly through dynamic testing of their
implementation (software programs or executable code). In particular, dynamic testing is undertaken with tests that are derived from software specifications/models and applied to software
implementation in the runtime execution environment. If the dynamic testing results reveal
some defects or imperfections in the software specifications/models, they can be rectified and
improved to ensure that the software implementation is correct. This is a typical use of verification of software specifications/models for the overall testing purposes. In other words, software
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specifications/models (non-dynamic) are verified if their corresponding software implementation (dynamic) is tested. This is a fundamental property of testing (especially the relationship
between SBT/MBT and IBT), which will be further exploited in this research (from Chapter 3
onwards).

Table 2.8 Taxonomy of Software Component Testing Techniques
Technique

Description

Implementation (1) IBT focuses test design and generation on
-based testing component implementation, which is software
(IBT)
program in the form of source code that finally
implements the CUT as the executable software.
(2) Testing mainly examines program structure,
internal mechanisms and artifacts.
(3) Synonyms: structural testing, program-based
testing, code-based testing, white-box testing.

Component
Information
Component implementation, programs
or source code

Test
Level
Unit
testing

Specificationbased testing
(SBT)

(1) SBT focuses test design and generation on the Component requirespecification of component requirements, analysis ments, analysis and
and design, other than on how the component is
design specifications
implemented in some programming language or
computer platform.
(2) Testing mainly examines software functions
and behaviors.
(3) Synonyms: functional testing, behavioral
testing, black-box testing.

Integration
testing,
system
testing

Model-based
testing (MBT)

MBT bases testing tasks (including test design and
generation, test result evaluation) on the software
model of the CUT. MBT is an important form of
SBT where the component specification is a
model-based specification.

Model-based component specification,
software models for
component development and construction

Integration
testing,
system
testing

UML-based
testing (UBT)

UBT is a type of MBT where the software models UML-based compoused for MBT are constructed and specified with nent specifications,
UML modeling (UML models).
UML-based software
models for component
development and construction

Integration
testing,
system
testing

2.6 Software Component Testability and Improvement
Approaches
Our software component definition (as described earlier in Section 2.2.3) explicitly states that
testability is a key advanced component characteristic, which can aid testing efforts to effectively support component reliability and quality, and reduce testing costs [24] [66]. Improving
component testability is vital to enhance the testability of component-based software and sys-
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tems, because their testability is essentially based on the testability of individual composite
components [66].
In this section, we address basic concepts and principles of software component testability, and discuss important characteristics of component testability as a key foundation for the
measurement of “good software component testability”. After studying the general steps and
testing approaches to improving component testability, we develop a practical taxonomy of testability improvement approaches and conduct a comparative study and discussion on these approaches. The content of this section is mainly based on the research work on component testability and improvement approaches in [173] [175] [176].

2.6.1

Software Component Testability

2.6.1.1 Testability Concept
In principle, the concept of software component testability builds on the basic definition of general software testability as follows [77]: (1) The degree to which a system or component facilitates the establishment of test criteria and the performance of tests to determine whether those
criteria have been met. (2) The degree to which a requirement is stated in terms that permit establishment of test criteria and performance of tests to determine whether those criteria have
been met.
This definition implies that testability is a measurable software quality indicator that denotes the ease of testing for conformance to certain testing requirements and objectives, such as
test effectiveness, test coverage and test adequacy criteria. Accordingly, we can identify two
important aspects of testability as follows [59]:
(a)

The way in which a software system and its components are developed to enhance test
effectiveness:
This aspect concerns the development of a software system and its components, which

needs to incorporate test enhancements (e.g. with certain testing-support mechanisms and facilities) to assist the establishment of test criteria and performance of tests.
(b)

Certain software requirements to achieve test adequacy:
This aspect concerns certain testable and measurable software requirements that can be

used as a sufficient basis to devise and define achievable and adequate test criteria and performance of tests.
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2.6.1.2 Testability Characteristics
Testability analysis is very useful to evaluate the quality of software testing to achieve the desired software reliability. Voas and Miller [151] view software testability as one of three pieces
(software testability, software testing and formal verification) of the “software reliability puzzle” as they called it. To enable component functionality and reliability to be easily assessable
and predictable, we can use the following five testability characteristics as a key foundation for
the measurement of “good” software component testability: component traceability, component
observability, component controllability, component understandability, and component test support capability. We can illustrate these component testability characteristics with a testability
fishbone diagram as shown in Figure 2.2 (adapted from [173]).

Controllability

Observability

Traceability
Testability

Test Support Capability

Understandability

Figure 2.2 Characteristics of Software Component Testability

Among them, Freedman [59] uses observability and controllability to describe what he
called “domain testability”. Binder [23] also considers testability having these two key facets
and discusses traceability for testability representation and test support environments. Gao et al.
[64] particularly studies component traceability and tracking solutions. More recently, Gao et al.
[66] [67] further discusses component testability in terms of these five testability properties.
The five characteristics of software component testability are described as follows:
(1)

Component Traceability indicates how easy it is to track down different types of external
/internal component behaviours and related program elements. Traceable components can
facilitate and support tracing and recording specific component element information as
necessary to reflect component execution information for component testing. The main
component traces that can aid test effectiveness mainly include operation, state, event, error/exception, and performance traces.

(2)

Component Observability indicates how easy it is to observe component testing information based on component operational behaviours, test inputs and actual test outputs for a
particular test case. Well-defined component interfaces can enhance component observability to facilitate the establishment of the mapping relationship between test inputs
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and corresponding test outputs. Observable component test artefacts aid the determination
of how the given inputs affect the associated outputs during test execution. Component
design and specification with enhanced component observability can support the monitoring of component functions and behaviours with associated component tests during the
component development and testing process.
(3)

Component Controllability indicates how easy it is to control component inputs/outputs,
operations and behaviours of component execution during component testing. This property measures the ease of exercising component tests and producing a specific output in
the output domain from a specific input in the input domain, so that certain expected outputs can be controllably predicted and produced from the associated inputs. Good component controllability can facilitate both development and verification of component tests.

(4)

Component Understandability indicates how easy it is to understand component information, so that component testers can easily use/reuse relevant component information (e.g.
requirements and specifications) for testing purposes, and design effective component
tests and criteria for SCT. This characteristic involves two main aspects: (a) the availability of component information, i.e., how much component documentation is provided,
such as component requirements, specifications, source code, user manuals, etc; (b) the
understandability of component information, i.e. how well component information is presented in component documentation (e.g. being readable and understandable). Highly understandable components can improve test effectiveness and adequacy.

(5)

Component Test Support Capability indicates how well component test automation is
supported with capable software tools. This characteristic particularly focuses on test operation during testing, and involves four main aspects: test generation capability, test
management capability (e.g. to manage test cases, test process, etc.), test coverage analysis and evaluation capability, and test execution and support capability. Well-supported
test automation can improve test effectiveness and efficiency.

The first three characteristics are very important for providing good component testability. Technically, component traceability is an essential property that affects and supports component observability and controllability. Strong component testability can reinforce component
design and specification to be able to trace, observe and control component behaviours and test
elements (e.g. operation, state, event, etc.) of component execution for component testing, in
order to facilitate the establishment of appropriate test criteria to enhance test effectiveness and
efficiency. This research seeks useful test mechanisms and techniques to improve component
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testability with a particular focus on the enhancement of the first three testability characteristics
described above.

2.6.2

General Strategies to Improve Component Testability

In practice, component developers and testers often encounter some critical questions during
design/testing phases:
•

How to improve component testability?

•

How to develop testable components?

•

How to facilitate SCT activities for good component testability in an effective and systematic way?
To address these questions, this section examines general strategies (including general

steps and testing approaches) to improve component testability. We then present our taxonomy
of testability improvement approaches and conduct a comparative study from different perspectives.

2.6.2.1 General Steps to Improve Component Testability
With regard to what component development steps are associated with testability improvement,
there are two main steps:
(a)

During the SCD process: component developers need to apply appropriate testing techniques to design testable artefacts, and incorporate testability enhancements together with
component design and specification. Such testability improvement before testing is conducted supports component test design effectively during the testing step. This approach
is in line with test-driven development [15] [79].

(b)

During the SCT process: if component testability is not considered or insufficiently applied in the SCD stage, component testers will have to subsequently apply certain testing
techniques to enhance component design and specification for component testability.
Such post-design testability improvement is necessary before component test development.
The first step described in (a) above is strongly recommended, which can alleviate sub-

stantial testing overheads in the later testing stages. The second step described in (b) above is
also used, although the workload of testability enhancements may vary in SCT practice. In
many situations, testability improvements are often undertaken in both steps in CBSE practice.
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2.6.2.2 A Taxonomy of Testability Improvement Approaches
With regard to general testing methods in the literature, there are certain testing approaches particularly for component developers/testers to incorporate appropriate testing-support artefacts
(e.g. assertions [164] [151] [152] [123] [153]) for improving component testability. We can develop a practical taxonomy that contains four main testability improvement approaches, as described in Table 2.9 (Taxonomy Part 1).

Table 2.9 Taxonomy of Testability Improvement Approaches (Taxonomy Part 1)
No.
#1

Approach
Framework-based
testing facility
[81]

#2

Built-in tests
[157]
[158]
[159]
[12]

#3

Component test
wrapping
[65]
[17]
[56]

#4

Component test
bench and provider
certification
[96]
[98]

Description
This approach develops a well-defined testing framework (e.g. testingsupport class libraries and tools) that is dedicated to facilitate testability
improvements. Component testers can use the testing framework to add
in the component program appropriate test code that accesses test
interfaces of the test framework and interacts with the framework’s
testing-support tools. As a typical example, JUnit is a lightweight testing
framework that supports adding simple test code typically for unit testing
of Java class code.
This approach allows component developers/testers to add or embed
built-in tests (e.g. assertions) as extra (non-functional) component code
artefacts along with component implementation, and supports selfchecking and self-testing at runtime. Built-in tests are usually not part of
the original component functional requirements, and they are added
especially for the testing-support purpose.
This approach aims to augment and convert a basic component to be a
testable component by means of wrapping the corresponding CUT
mainly with additional testing-support artefacts, and to produce a
companion component test wrapper to facilitate component testing.
Being separate from the CUT, the companion component test wrapper is
executable, deployable and testable particularly for testing of the CUT
and its related interacting components.
This approach requires that component providers package software
components with executable CTCs and test results (e.g. stored in XML
documents), and accompanying testing-support tools, which have all
been developed for component testing and certification. Component
users can directly perform component verification and validation with the
provided CTCs and tools for re-testing in the final application
environments. With component providers taking the main testing
responsibilities to greatly reduce testing costs for component users, this
approach is provider self-testing and self-certification, and offers
verifiable testability evidence to component users immediately.

In developing this taxonomy, we study the main features of these approaches from different perspectives and conduct relevant comparisons, as described in Table 2.10 (Taxonomy Part
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2), which is adapted from [173] and extends a similar description in [66] with appropriate en-

hancements as indicated (especially for Approach #4). A further comparative study based on
this taxonomy is presented in the next section.

Table 2.10 Features and Comparisons of Testability Improvement Approaches (Taxonomy Part 2)
Different Perspectives

Frameworkbased testing
facility

Built-in
tests

Component
Component test
test wrapping bench and provider
certification

Developer/provider-oriented

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

User-oriented

No

No

Yes

No

Component interface access

Yes

Yes

Yes, access only Yes

Component source code access

Yes

Yes

No

Possible, if needed

Test artefacts are code-embedded in CUT

Yes

Yes

No

Possible, if needed

Wrapper: test artefacts separate from CUT No

No

Yes

Possible, if needed

Overheads for test programming

Low

High

Low

Low/High

CUT complexity with test artefacts

Low

High

Low

Low/High

Test change impact on CUT

No or Low

Yes & High

No or Low

No/Yes

CUT change impact on component tests

No or Low

Yes & High

No or Low

No/Yes

Usage flexibility (approach usability)

High for
providers

Low for
providers

High for
providers/users

High for users

Test level

Focusing on
unit testing

Focusing on All test levels
unit testing

Applicable component types

In-house & newly developed components, in-house legacy modules

All test levels

COTS

2.6.2.3 Comparative Study
In Table 2.10 (Taxonomy Part 2), we showed the main comparisons of testability improvement
approaches from different relevant perspectives. The following discussion describes a comparative study of these four main approaches.
(1)

The first and second approaches both mainly work on increasing code-based testability,
which is not very suitable for higher-test levels, such as component functional testing and
integration testing based on design specifications and models. Both approaches assume
that component source code is accessible, which is also unsuitable for SCT activities conducted by component users who do not have the same privilege of component source
code access as component developers or in-house component testers have. In addition, inserting built-in test code into component code could lead to inadvertently incorrect component changes, which may negatively impact testing.
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By contrast, the third approach has advantages over the first two approaches, and is more
flexible for improving code-based and design-based component testability. This approach
can enhance component testing capabilities for component functional testing and integration testing mainly via component interfaces and specification, without access to the lowlevel details inside component code. Another advantage is that a component test wrapper
can be developed and implemented as well as executed in parallel in the same way as its
counterpart CUT, especially by using the same design approach and programming language, and by executing in the same runtime environment.

(3)

The fourth approach takes a very different SCT strategy from the other three approaches.
This approach shifts almost all testing effort to the component provider side, and thus
greatly reduces testing costs for component users, although the actual testing effectiveness and quality may depend on the CTCs and testing tools provided by component providers. As the production-side testers have the privilege of accessing all component specifications and source code as well as the internal technical support, this approach could
produce high quality component tests in a more effective and efficient way than the same
work conducted by the user-side testers. In practice, component providers can employ the
first three approaches and other SCT techniques to develop CTCs and testing tools, and
fulfil the provider certification required in the fourth approach.

(4)

From the viewpoint of component stakeholders, all the four approaches are provideroriented, and only the third approach is user-oriented. A key advantage of the third approach is that the user-side testers can undertake SCT activities mainly via component interfaces and specification, without the prerequisite of component code access. The third
approach is applicable to both component providers and users, so that they all can beneficially use a consistent approach to improve testability for desired test effectiveness.

2.7 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has provided a comprehensive review of the important concepts, principles, characteristics and techniques of software components (which are the primary subject of SUT in this
research scope) and SCT (which is the central focus of this research). We identified the special
CBSE diversity characteristic (as described earlier in Section 2.1 and Section 2.2.1.4) as a principal study theme. Based on this, we discussed a number of important issues (as introduced earlier in Section 2.1) concerning software component technology for SCD and SCT.
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Furthermore, we have carried out further research work that extends and consolidates the
relevant research foundation, and accomplished a number of research findings and results (including new definitions and concepts), which are summarised below with our intention about
how to apply them in this research:
1.

A new comprehensive taxonomy of software component characteristics (in Section 2.2.2)
This new comprehensive taxonomy of software component characteristics has been sys-

tematically developed, based on our study of component concepts and characteristics. This taxonomy classifies twenty-two (22) software component properties into four (4) main categories
at different componentisation levels, and shows characteristic interrelationships between component properties as well as component stakeholders. Seven (7) new component characteristics
have been identified and added to the taxonomy to emphasise high-level component properties.
This work enables this taxonomy to be more informative and comprehensive than the existing
component characteristic classifications in the current literature.
2.

A new software component definition (in Section 2.2.3)
This new software component definition was based on our new taxonomy of software

component characteristics. Compared with other component definitions in the literature, our
component definition extends the definition converge scope by adding new component quality
properties (e.g. testability and reliability) to assure component functionality, reusability and
other important component properties. This new component definition appears to be the most
comprehensive available in the current literature in terms of the range of important component
characteristics covered. This research applies this new component definition to develop the new
MBSCT methodology to improve component testability and quality.
3.

A new definition of software component testing (in Section 2.3)
This new SCT definition describes a generic testing process and the main testing tasks,

which goes beyond the traditional scope of SCT at the individual unit or single component level.
Based on the new SCT definition, we studied and analysed important SCT characteristics, test
cases and specification concepts, and different testing perspectives and needs. This research focuses on CIT and integrates this new SCT definition to develop the new MBSCT methodology.
4.

A useful taxonomy of software component testing techniques (in Section 2.5)
This taxonomy of SCT techniques was developed in terms of component development in-

formation used for component test design and generation. The taxonomy illustrates the relationship between the classified testing techniques and test levels. With support from this taxonomy,
this research focuses on model-based testing for the goal of component integration and system
testing.
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A practical taxonomy of component testability improvement approaches (in Section 2.6)
Based on our study of component testability concepts, characteristics and improvement

approaches, this practical taxonomy of component testability improvement approaches has been
developed, in conjunction with a comparative study from different stakeholder perspectives.
This research puts a particular emphasis on component testability improvement to support component quality and to achieve component testing effectiveness. The new MBSCT methodology
aims to improve component testability and quality.

The comprehensive literature review and further research results in this chapter make
original contributions to the body of knowledge in the main research areas of SCD and SCT in
the literature. This has created a key conceptual foundation to support the development of the
new MBSCT methodology.
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Chapter 3
Foundation of Model-Based Testing and
UML-Based Testing
3.1 Introduction
Model-based testing (MBT) emerges as a natural advancement of specification-based testing
(SBT), where software models are used as model-based specifications for software testing.
MBT is a new and evolving testing paradigm, and possesses its own concepts and features different from traditional testing techniques (to be described in Section 3.2). MBT has been becoming increasingly popular and is now a mainstream software testing approach, especially
MBT with UML, namely UML-based testing (UBT). This is mainly due to the popularisation of
emerging model-centric software development paradigms and their intuitive connections to
MBT, such as the standardised UML (Unified Modeling Language) [108] [28] [125] and
MDA/MDD/MDE (model driven architecture/development/engineering) [106] [84] [134].
MBT/UBT is the primary software testing approach we use in this research. Among many
other modeling and testing aspects, this chapter focuses on a number of important issues and
challenges in the principal areas of MBT and UBT:
(1)

What is model-based testing? Why model-based testing? (in Sections 3.2.1 and 3.2.2)

(2)

What testing tasks can be model-based? (in Section 3.2.3) What are model-based tests?
(in Section 3.2.4)

(3)

How do we develop a new MBT definition to reinforce the integration of MBT with
MBD into the entire SDLC process? (in Section 3.2.5) What are main MBT advantages?
(in Section 3.2.7)

(4)

What types of models can be used for MBT? What is a test model? What is a good strategy to obtain test models? (in Section 3.2.6)

(5)

What is UML-based testing (UBT)? How do UML models fit into MBT? (in Section 3.3)

(6)

What are the main aspects of software integration testing with UML? (in Section 3.3.2
and Section 3.4)

(7)

What is use case driven testing? (in Section 3.3.3) What are the main aspects of software
system testing with UML? (in Section 3.3.2 and Section 3.4)

(8)

What are the main outstanding problems and limitations in MBT/UBT? (in Section 3.5)
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This chapter presents a comprehensive review of important concepts, principles, characteristics and techniques of MBT in general and UBT in particular, which aims to create a solid
technical foundation in these important research areas to support the new MBSCT methodology
that is proposed and developed by this research. We study and review related research work on
MBT/UBT in the literature, and identify and analyse the main problems and limitations in the
current MBT/UBT domain. At the same time, we undertake further research work to develop
new concepts and definitions, with the intention of enhancing the relevant knowledge and principles of MBT/UBT in the literature.
The remainder of this chapter is structured to cover the abovementioned important issues
in MBT/UBT. Section 3.2 reviews important MBT concepts, principles, characteristics and associated issues. We propose a new MBT definition (in Section 3.2.5) and a new test model definition (in Section 3.2.6) based on our further research work. In Section 3.3, we propose a new
UBT definition (in Section 3.3.1), and describe main UBT concepts and associated issues particularly on how UML models support MBT. In Section 3.4, we comprehensively review research work related to state-based testing (in Section 3.4.1), software integration testing with
UML (in Section 3.4.2), software system testing with UML (in Section 3.4.3), software testing
with UML use cases and scenarios (in Section 3.4.4), and software testing with UML sequence
diagrams (in Section 3.4.5). Section 3.5 examines the main problems and limitations in
MBT/UBT. Finally, Section 3.6 presents a summary of this chapter. A more detailed literature
review of MBD/UML and MBT/UBT can be found in [177].

3.2 Model-Based Testing
3.2.1

What is Model-Based Testing?

The idea of MBT originates from MBD, and both share common concepts and characteristics of
model-based approaches. Intuitively, model-based testing is a general term denoting that software testing is based on software models of the SUT. MBT derives test cases from software
models, not from source code. As software models describe software requirements and functional specifications, MBT is usually regarded as a form of black-box functional testing. MBT
generates functional tests that can be applied to all test levels and that are more effective for integration testing and system testing.
There are many types of testing techniques (using certain models) developed by academic
researchers and industry practitioners with different testing views, which leads to the situation
that there is no single formal MBT definition that has been well accepted and widely used by
all. Table 3.1 summarises some of the existing MBT definitions in the literature.
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Table 3.1 Review of MBT Definitions
Definition
Reference Source

Definition Description

Definition by Dalal et
al. [46]

According to Dalal et al., model-based testing means an approach to
automatic test generation using models extracted from software artefacts.

Definition by El-Far &
Whittaker [57]

According to El-Far & Whittaker, “model-based testing is a general term
that signifies an approach that bases common testing tasks such as test case
generation and test result evaluation on a model of the application under
test.”

Definition by Pretschner
et al. [118] [120]

According to Pretschner & Philipps, “the idea of model-based testing is to
use explicit behaviour models to encode the intended behaviour and to
derive test cases that are used for verifying the respective implementation.”

Definition by Gross [69]

According to Gross, “model-based testing is the development of testing
artefacts on the basis of UML models, which provide the primary
information for developing test cases and test suites, and for checking the
final implementation of a system.”

Definition by Utting &
Legeard [148] [150]

According to Utting & Legeard, “model-based testing is the automation of
the design of black-box tests.”

Definition by Frantzen
& Tretmans [62] [141]

According to Frantzen & Tretmans, “in model-based testing, a model of the
desired behaviour of the implementation under test is the starting point for
test generation and serves as the oracle for test result analysis.”

Definition by Hartman
et al. [71]

According to Hartman et al., “in model-based testing, tests are generated
automatically from models that describe the behaviour of the system under
test from a perspective of testing.”

Definition by Bertolino
[21]

According to Bertolino, “the leading idea of model-based testing is to use
models defined in software construction to drive the testing process, in
particular to automatically generate the test cases.”

Definition by Pezze &
Young [112]

According to Pezze & Young, “model-based testing consists in using or
deriving models of expected behaviour to produce test case specifications
that can reveal discrepancies between actual program behaviour and the
model.”

From a review of each of these definitions, we can see that most of the existing MBT
definitions are given informally in certain contexts, and develop some specific testing characteristics and/or purposes. In the case of MBT, the target of testing remains unchanged, which
means that MBT aims to test the implementation of the SUT as a key testing goal shared by all
testing approaches. However, the basis of testing for MBT shifts to models, not based on implementation/code or some other basis, compared to traditional testing paradigms. Accordingly,
the principles of MBT should reflect relevant model-based implications for effective software
testing, in terms of important MBT-related concepts and characteristics.
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Why Should Testing Be Model Based?

A primary reason why testing should be model based is that software models capture system
requirements and functionalities that determine the aspects of both software design and testing.
In the case of use case driven development, use case models are used throughout software
analysis, design, implementation and testing. Another reason is that MBT could take advantage
of good principles and characteristics of MBD. One of the fundamental MBT principles is that
applying software models to software design and software testing enables both phases to utilise
a consistent model-based specification approach to producing functional and reliable software
with better effectiveness and efficiency.
In the common context of MBD, software models are constructed usually before or parallel to the actual development of the SUT, and naturally become a central foundation of software
testing. As a quick overview, we examine two typical usage situations, where MBT is especially
suitable:
(a)

For a new system under development and test
For a new system, MBT enables testing to start before coding, which is a key advantage

of MBT (in Section 3.2.7). In this situation, since the system development is not finished, software models are the only source of testing information available for undertaking testing tasks.
(b)

For a developed system under test
Another situation is that the system has been developed from software models, but it has

not been tested yet or it needs further testing. In this situation, because software models capture
system requirements and software development information of the SUT, they naturally become
a better choice as a testing basis to examine and evaluate the SUT.
MBT is a representative paradigm of SBT. Compared to traditional IBT [16] [100], SBT
has more advantages and benefits, as shown in several studies [24] [104] [105] [165]. In particular, Binder indicates that traditional IBT has “substantial limitations”, and “should not be the
primary basis for testing” [24]. Section 3.2.7 further discusses a number of MBT advantages
and benefits to demonstrate that MBT is very suitable and widely used in the software testing
domain.

3.2.3

What Testing Activities/Tasks Can Be Model Based?

In common with MBD that bases common development tasks on software models, MBT supports important model-based software testing activities and tasks, which are summarised as follows:
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Test Analysis begins with a model of the SUT, analyses model artefacts describing the
system behaviour under test, and explores test strategies to examine the respective SUT
behaviour. Model-based test analysis serves as a starting point for subsequent modelbased test design and generation.

(b)

Test Design and Generation develops test cases based on the SUT model in accordance
with specified test strategies and/or testing objectives. In particular, certain testable model
artefacts are extracted from the SUT model, and are further transformed (with possible
test improvement) into test data to produce and represent test cases (called model-based
tests).

(c)

Fault detection reveals possible software faults with model-based tests against the expected SUT behaviour captured by model-based requirements and specifications.

(d)

Test Evaluation assesses software correctness and quality of the SUT against modelbased requirements and specifications as well as target testing objectives.

3.2.4

Model-Based Tests

MBT derives model-based tests from software models of the SUT, which is performed manually
or by certain testing tools. There is a question raised here: are model-based tests executable on
the SUT for dynamic testing? Technically, there are two steps required to develop model-based
tests for dynamic testing of the SUT.
(a)

Step #1: abstract test cases
A model usually shows a part of the SUT behaviour, because by nature it is only a simpli-

fied representation of the SUT at a certain level of abstraction or precision. Accordingly, test
cases developed directly from the model remain at the same level of abstraction as the model,
and are originally represented in terms of abstract data and operations extracted from the model.
Thus, at least at the initial stage, such model-based tests are usually regarded as abstract test
cases. Because models and code appear at different levels of the SUT, these abstract test cases
are not directly executable against the SUT, while tests derived from code usually can be executed on the SUT. This means that the initial abstract test cases derived directly from an “abstract” model of the SUT are not ready to be used for the dynamic testing of the SUT.
(b)

Step #2: concrete/executable test cases
Dynamic testing requires test cases to be executed on the concrete implementation of the

SUT. For this testing purpose, it is necessary for MBT to undertake a further test development
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step: mapping and transforming the abstract test cases derived from a model of the SUT into
low-level concrete test cases that are ultimately suitable for test execution in dynamic testing of
the SUT. Such test mapping and transformation steps are an important part of the MBT process,
with the aim to make model-based tests derived from the SUT model executable on the SUT
implementation for dynamic testing. This research addresses this important MBT issue concerning test mapping and transformation with the development of the new MBSCT methodology.

3.2.5

A New Definition of Model-Based Testing

Based on our review of existing MBT definitions (in Section 3.2.1), and of important MBTrelated issues and characteristic aspects (in Section 3.2.2 to Section 3.2.4), we propose a new
definition of model-based testing in this research as follows:

Definition 3–1. Model-based testing bases software testing on explicit software
models with model-based development of the software/system under test. In the
model-based testing process, MBT particularly designs and generates test cases
(with oracles), and evaluates test results based on the relevant software models and
model-based specifications for testing the SUT.

In the following, we discuss some important implications associated with our MBT definition, in comparison with other existing MBT definitions (as reviewed in Section 3.2.1):
(1)

A distinguishing feature of our definition is that this definition firstly emphasises the intrinsic connection of MBT to its counterpart MBD, which is a key difference from the
other existing MBT definitions. Both MBT and MBD should be integrated and collaboratively work together in the iterative/incremental software development process (this point
is further amplified in Section 3.2.5.1 below).

(2)

This definition emphasises that the testing basis is explicit software models and modelbased specifications that describe and represent the SUT on which MBT undertakes the
model-based software testing process.

(3)

This definition contains important model-based software testing activities and tasks in the
testing process, including test design, test generation and test evaluation.

(4)

This definition emphasises and supports the general testing goal: MBT aims to test the
implementation of the SUT by using test cases that are derived from model-based specifications.
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3.2.5.1 Integrating MBT into the Entire Software Development Process
This section further discusses the importance of integrating MBT into the entire software development process, as emphasised by our proposed MBT definition above. For the purpose of effective MBT practice, we argue that MBT should not be simply based on a single unconnected
model or some unsystematically-developed individual models that are not well connected to the
current MBD process. As discussed in Section 3.2.6 below, not using any development models
for MBT not only is unrealistic, but also wastes software development resources, and we should
adapt relevant selected development models for MBT. We also argue that the importance of
models constructed for software testing (i.e. test models as defined in Section 3.2.6) should be
treated equally with models constructed for software development. We recommend that test
models in MBT should be built in parallel to relevant development models in MBD. The effectiveness of the MBT process relies on the clear connection and close collaboration with the corresponding MBD process, where relevant software models have been designed and constructed
to provide a solid foundation for different testing aspects and purposes. Based on the relevant
MBD phases and associated development models, MBT can then take advantage of fully integrated approaches for collaboratively undertaking software modeling and testing. Both MBT
and MBD should work together to fit into the entire SDLC process, in order to produce quality
software effectively and efficiently.
This research incorporates our proposed MBT definition to develop the new MBSCT
methodology with an iterative and incremental process of UML-based software component development and testing. This aspect is further discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2.6

Test Models

3.2.6.1 What Types of Models Can Be Used?
Software models used for MBT may appear in different types (e.g. process model, domain
model, behavioural model, etc.), and can be represented in different modeling notations and/or
languages (e.g. UML) [71]. There is no single model that is sufficient or perfect to solve all testing issues, and not all “models” are suitable for testing.
Different types of models may support different testing aspects or purposes. For example,
process models are very useful to describe relevant testing processes for undertaking testing activities and tasks. Behavioural models specify important requirements and specifications for the
system behaviour, which forms a MBT basis for model-based test analysis, test design and gen-
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eration, and test evaluation. Compared to other types of models, an appropriate behavioural
model can be enhanced to capture the expected behaviour of the SUT and describe important
testing relationships between test inputs and outputs, so that the behavioural model can particularly support the derivation of test cases with oracle information (e.g. the expected test results of
the SUT). This research mainly employs behavioural and process models in model-based testing
of software components.

3.2.6.2 A New Test Model Definition
MBT conducts test derivation and evaluation based on software models. Informally, a model is
referred to as a test model if the model is used in a MBT process. Based on our MBT definition
(in Section 3.2.5), we propose a new test model definition in this research as follows:

Definition 3–2. A test model denotes a test representation of the SUT in terms of
models that describe the test relationships among elements of the SUT.
Model-based testing constructs test models and applies them to undertake
testing activities, especially model-based test design, generation and evaluation.

There is a close relationship between test models and MBT. MBT starts with test model
development, which is the first important testing task in MBT. As indicated in Section 3.2.6.1
above, not all “models” are suitable for testing, and if a model is not test-ready or non-testable,
it cannot be used directly for MBT. For the purpose of desired MBT effectiveness, test models
must be developed to be test-ready and testable to support important model-based testing tasks
(as described in Section 3.2.3).

3.2.6.3 Bridging “Test Gaps”
There are some questions with regard to test models for MBT: where do test models come from
for MBT? How are test models in MBT different from existing software models (e.g. design
models) in MBD? What is a good strategy to obtain test models? To answer these questions, we
examine the following three main approaches to obtain a test model for MBT [150]:
(1)

Fully reusing a simple or ordinary software model directly from software development as
a test model with no modification
The full “as is” reuse of a simple or ordinary software model without any change is usu-
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ally not applicable in MBT practice. A key reason is that there exist certain “test gaps” between
ordinary software models (which are not test-ready or non-testable) and target test models
(which are test-ready or testable), because such ordinary software development models tend to
focus on software design/implementation, and often may not contain adequate testing-related
information and testing-support artefacts required for effective test generation in MBT. Such
“test gaps” are a major cause of inadequate model-based testability in MBT. This is not an approach that would usually be used in MBT practice.
(2)

Building a test model exclusively for MBT from scratch without using existing software
development models
No reuse of any existing software models is impractical in MBT practice. On the one

hand, this approach would simply ignore available software information described by software
models (e.g. the SUT functions) that is implicitly/explicitly useful for testing, which wastes
software development resources and accordingly causes testing to be more costly. On the other
hand, any test model would eventually contain some software artefacts already described in
relevant software models of the SUT, which means this approach is unrealistic. Accordingly,
this is not an approach that would usually be adopted in MBT practice.
(3)

Transforming and improving a selected development model (e.g. a design model) into a
target test model
Based on the analysis of the rejected approaches above, it is necessary for MBT to take an

intermediate approach that appropriately reuses and adapts selected software models (e.g. design models) as a key testing basis for developing target test models (e.g. design test models).
The MBT tester needs to undertake additional “remodeling” activities to transform and improve
non-testable models into testable models, before the models can be used for MBT. In particular,
the MBT tester needs to bridge the identified “test gaps” for model-based testability improvement in test model development. This is an integrated approach, which is practical and costeffective in MBT practice.

In MBT practice, a test model is not exactly the same as its associated development
model that is selected from MBD for test model construction. In some cases, a test model could
be smaller and/or simpler than its associated development model, in terms of software details
contained for a particular testing purpose. A “rule of thumb” is that a good test model should be
reasonably simple and/or more abstract than the concrete implementation of the SUT, but it also
must be adequately precise for the target testing objective [116] [119] [149] [150].
In this research, we introduce this new notion of “test gaps” to emphasise a major MBT
focus: remodeling and improving model-based testability to bridge the identified “test gaps” for
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effective test model construction. This is a starting point that has motivated this research to
adopt the abovementioned integrated approach (see (3) above), and to develop the Test-Centric
Remodeling strategy and the Test by Contract technique with the new MBSCT methodology.
This aspect is further discussed in Section 3.5.

3.2.7

MBT Advantages and Limitations

MBT has become a mainstream testing approach nowadays [24] [150]. While borrowing or inheriting some features from the general model-based paradigms, MBT retains its own testing
principles and characteristics, and holds various benefits and advantages, compared to traditional testing approaches, such as code-based testing, white-box testing, or other manual testing
approaches (without using models) (e.g. manual test design, hand-crafted individual tests).
The following summarises a number of the important MBT benefits and advantages (in
terms of overall MBT, but not related to specific MBT techniques):
(1)

Model-based requirements and specifications capture and simulate actual functions, behaviours and scenarios of the SUT

(2)

•

Using explicit models helps understand the SUT and clarify the requirements

•

Provide a key basis for test design, generation and evaluation

•

Direct testing towards the correct starting point and direction, i.e. go for MBT

Effectively support black-box functional testing with the aid of model-based requirements
and specifications.

(3)

Virtually support all test levels, and more effectively on integration and system testing.

(4)

Make model-based test cases independent of the implementation of the SUT, with no assumptions on particular implementation aspects and/or internal structures
•

Support test cases to be reusable

•

Particularly benefit SCT in different component implementation/application contexts, i.e. develop model-based component cases independent of component implementation to support special SCT needs

(5)

Enable test case development to get started much earlier in the SDLC, so that test cases
are ready for test execution before the SUT implementation is started or completed
•

Shifting testing earlier than coding

•

Shifting testing earlier for effective test plan and test development
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Reduce testing time and costs

Help identify system errors/faults (deficiencies, inconsistencies and/or incompleteness) in
requirements/specifications in the earlier phases of the SDLC

(7)

•

Improve the requirements/specifications before the implementation starts

•

Reduce/save development time and resources

MBT studies show that model-based tests (which are automatically or manually derived
from explicit model-based requirements) detect more requirement-level errors than
manually designed tests (or hand-crafted individual tests) directly from informal requirements [121] [46].

(8)

Provide a potential for automated testing with the aid of model-based testing tools.

However, MBT also has certain disadvantages and limitations, for example:
(a)

Possibly miss some faults, because the model is not exactly the same as the low-level
concrete implementation of the SUT. That is, complete or exhaustive testing with MBT is
still unachievable (as described in Section 2.3.5).

(b)

Difficult to measure the quality of model-based tests to achieve high testing coverage,
because of basic model characteristics: abstraction and simplification.

(c)

Require more knowledge and skills of both modeling and testing for testers than traditional testing approaches (e.g., code-based testing, manual testing without models).

3.3 UML-Based Testing
Model-based testing with UML or UML-based testing (UBT) emerges as a new approach to
MBT. UBT is the major type of MBT approach we use in this research.

3.3.1

A New Definition of UML-Based Testing

Technically, UBT is a new type of MBT where software models used for testing are UMLbased software models (or UML models for abbreviation) that are developed with UML diagrams and specifications. We propose a new UBT definition that is derived from our earlier
MBT definition (in Section 3.2.5) as follows:
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Definition 3–3. UML-based testing bases software testing on explicit UML-based
software models with UML-based development of the software/system under test. In
the UML-based testing process, UBT particularly designs and generates test cases
(with oracles), and evaluates test results based on the relevant UML-based software
models and UML-based specifications for testing the SUT.

In principle, UBT retains the important concepts, principles and characteristics of MBT
(as described in Section 3.2). Moreover, UBT has its own testing features and capabilities that
benefit from the standardised notations and rigorous semantics of the UML. One promising
benefit is that the UML enables software testers to employ standard modeling notations rather
than non-standard ones, and take advantage of useful UML features in MBT activities. Another
benefit is that, by unifying UML-based development and testing together, software engineers
can utilise a consistent UML-based approach and specification for both component development
and testing to produce functional and quality software components and systems with better effectiveness and efficiency. Therefore, UBT really fits into MBT practice, and advances MBT a
further step.

3.3.2

UML–SCT: A Core UML Subset for SCT

The UML is very complex and contains a comprehensive set of numerous modeling diagrams
and notations for general-purpose system modeling. The current UML 2.x defines 13 types of
modeling diagrams. In practice, software engineers often need to select and use a subset of the
UML that is most suitable and useful for their practical development purposes. Fowler [60] indicates that class diagrams and sequence diagrams are the most common and useful types of
UML diagrams. Dobing & Parsons [55] review the UML literature, and survey the UML practitioners and their clients. Their research results show that class diagrams, sequence diagrams and
use case diagrams are used most often, while communication diagrams are used least (note that
communication diagrams in UML 2.x were called collaboration diagrams in UML 1.x). Dias
Neto et al have recently conducted a more comprehensive survey of MBT/UBT approaches in
the literature [47] [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] [53]. One of their findings is that, among different
types of behavioural models in all 47 analysed papers using UML, the top 4 of the most used
UML diagrams are statechart diagrams, class diagrams, sequence diagrams, and use case diagrams [47].
For the goal of UML-based component development and testing in this research, we select and use a core UML subset (called UML–SCT), which mainly includes use case diagrams,
activity diagrams, class diagrams, sequence diagrams, and statechart diagrams, as well as OCL
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expressions [160]. The five main UML diagrams, notations and semantics in UML–SCT are the
same as defined in the standard UML 2.x. The literature review (as summarised in the above
paragraph) shows that our selection of UML–SCT is well consistent with the commonly-used
UML diagrams to support UML-based SCT.
Table 3.2 summaries UML diagrams and modeling for software testing, which focuses on
the five UML diagrams in UML–SCT. There are some important implications for the use of
UML diagrams in testing:
(1)

For requirements-based system testing, we employ UML use case diagrams, sequence
diagrams and class diagrams.

(2)

For integration testing, we also use the above UML diagrams at the integration level.

(3)

For unit testing, we mainly use UML state diagrams and class diagrams.

(4)

Testing (at any level) must use relevant UML diagram descriptions and model specifications, because a graphical diagram alone provides only very limited information for testing [69].
Table 3.2 UML Diagrams and Modeling for Software Testing

View/Type
Requirements

Diagram

Structural
/Static

Test Level

Use Case Modeling system requirements with use cases, actors, and Integration
Diagram their interaction relationships, system behaviour and events. /System
Deriving system/integration test requirements, high-level Testing
test design.
Activity
Diagram

Behavioural
/Dynamic

Modeling for Testing

Modeling a process/workflow of control and data computation step by step, dynamic system behaviour and procedural/parallel functions.
Complementing test requirements.

Integration
/System
Testing

Sequence Modeling a sequence of temporally-ordered messages
Diagram (method calls) for dynamic interactions between objects in
realising use case scenarios.
Deriving test scenarios, test sequences of test sets.

Integration
/System
Testing

State
Machine
Diagram

Modeling states and their transitions for event-ordered dynamic behaviour of an object.
Deriving unit tests.

Unit Testing

Class
Diagram

Modeling classes (attributes and operations), interfaces and Unit Testing
their relationships for the static design structure of a system. supporting
all test levels

In our MBSCT methodology, we mainly employ use case diagrams (use case view), sequence diagrams (behavioural/dynamic view) and class diagrams (structural/static view) in
UML–SCT to undertake UML-based SCT for component test design, generation and evaluation.
The following subsections (Sections 3.3.2.1 to 3.3.2.3) further discuss these three most often
used UML diagrams in UML–SCT and how they are used to support MBT activities.
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3.3.2.1 UML Use Case Diagrams for Software Testing
UML use case diagrams can model the requirements of systems, subsystems and integration
functions (i.e. what a system/subsystem should do). Use case diagrams can show many aspects
of system requirements, and use case specifications describe functional behaviour and requirements, allocation of functionality to classes, object interactions and object interfaces, user interfaces, and user documentation [24]. Use case diagrams and associated use case specifications
are a suitable and important resource for deriving system/integration tests for UML-based system/integration testing.
The following gives a general process for deriving test cases from use cases:
(1)

Step #1: Developing use case instances or scenarios
The tester needs to analyse each use case and identify all use case instances or scenarios,

including success, variation/alternative, failure, and exception scenarios.
(2)

Step #2: Developing abstract test cases
The tester needs to identify and design at least one test case for each use case scenario,

especially developing test cases for core scenarios in the use case. These model-based tests are
initial test requirements and/or abstract test cases at high-level test design (in Section 3.2.4).
(3)

Step #3: Developing concrete/executable test cases
The tester needs to construct actual test data and transform abstract test cases to generate

concrete test cases suitable for test execution for dynamic testing of component implementation.
(4)

In principle, the basic test coverage required is that test cases at least cover each use case
and each actor in the use case diagram.
From the above test derivation process, we can see that the first two steps are mainly

based on UML use case diagrams. However, after developing abstract test cases with use cases,
the tester needs to employ other UML diagrams and/or testing-support information to identify
and construct the necessary test data to generate individual tests for developing concrete test
cases.

3.3.2.2 UML Sequence Diagrams for Software Testing
UML sequence diagrams mainly focus on realising (functional and operational) scenarios of use
cases in the use case model, where use cases need to be refined into one or more sequence dia-
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grams for the next level of refinement and development. Sequence diagrams show dynamic
modeling of system behaviour, which is specified by the associated use case scenarios, and the
sequentially time-ordered interaction messages (in the form of method calls/invocations) between participating objects that communicate and interact with each other, and collaborate to
accomplish some tasks or functions in the integration or subsystem/system context. Accordingly, UML sequence diagrams are mainly used as a basis to derive test sequences (consisting of
test messages or test operations), which can drive design and generation of integration/system
tests for software integration/system testing. In principle, a sequence diagram corresponds to
one or more test sequences and test cases that have different states of interacting objects in
software integration.

3.3.2.3 UML Class Diagrams for Software Testing
UML class diagrams represent the static structure of a system, and show how the system is
structured or organised, rather than how the system behaves. Class diagrams define and show
the system’s classes, attributes, operations, interfaces, and their static structural relationships,
which focus on how classes are related but not how classes interact with each other. Class diagrams specify these important model elements and software artefacts that can be used for describing various software models and specifications (e.g. object-oriented analysis and design
models), and for constructing software implementations through forward and reverse engineering. Class diagrams define what software classes are needed to capture the interaction relationships between all objects participating in sequence diagrams, and what class operations and attributes are needed in relevant software classes to implement and represent the required functions. As the most common UML diagrams used in object-oriented modeling, class diagrams
provide important test information to construct basic test data for deriving concrete test sequences and test cases, which can used to support testing at all test levels.

3.3.3

Use Case Driven Testing

Use case diagrams are usually considered as the starting point for test case design and generation, particularly for component functional testing at all test levels. This is where the idea of a
use case driven testing approach comes from. By using UML use case diagrams for software
testing as described in Section 3.3.2.1 above, we can apply use case driven principles [78] to
undertake use case driven testing. That is, our UBT approach starts with use cases to derive
functional system/integration test requirements (and/or high-level test design), and employs
relevant UML models to drive the test process all the way through test planning, test analysis,
test design, test generation and test evaluation.
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Technically, use cases are related to the early stage of the SDLC, while test cases are associated with the latter stage of the SDLC. Use case driven testing leverages use cases with test
case development and enables testing to be undertaken much earlier in the development process.
This is a key MBT advantage (in Section 3.2.7) that use case driven testing aims to support.
With use case driven testing, we can employ model-based tests to undertake SCT in two important aspects:
(1)

Validating component specification with model-based tests in the form of test requirements and abstract test cases. This aids in uncovering errors/faults made in component
specifications in the early phases of component development.

(2)

Verifying component implementation with model-based tests in the form of test requirements and concrete test cases that are subsequently derived from the abstract test cases.
This aids in detecting errors/faults made in component implementations in the latter
phases of component development.
In this research, we incorporate use case driven testing in our MBSCT methodology for

UML-based integration/system testing of software components.

3.3.4

General Approaches/Strategies for Applying UML Diagrams
for Software Testing

According to the MBT principles (as described in Section 3.2), ordinary UML-based development models are usually not “test-ready” to be used directly for model-based testing. One important task of MBT with UML is to bridge the “test gaps” between ordinary UML-based development models and UML-based test models (in Section 3.2.6). There are two general approaches for applying UML diagrams to model-based testing:
1.

Approach #1: Improving and augmenting the present UML diagram/model with particular annotations or testing-support artefacts for test enhancements to facilitate test derivation from the augmented UML model.
Comparatively, Approach #1 has several advantages:

(1)

Advantage #1: Using standard UML diagrams/models and UML-based specifications as
the core basis for conducting test derivation and all MBT activities.

(2)

Advantage #2: The augmented test information comes from two main sources:
(a)

Source #1: The augmented test information is mainly retrieved from UML-based
specifications, such as UML use case templates and specifications (e.g. requirements, functions), sequence diagrams (e.g. sequentially time-ordered interactions),
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class diagrams and specifications (e.g. class attributes, operations), data dictionary,
etc.
(b)

Source #2: If Source #1 is not sufficient, some additional commonly-used test enhancement information is used for testability improvement.

(3)

Advantage #3: The annotated supplements are used mainly for UML-based test enhancements to facilitate test derivation, and do not change the normal process and activities of
MBT with UML.

(4)

Advantage #4: This approach is very straightforward and acceptable in MBT practice,
and becomes a commonly-used approach in the MBT domain.

2.

Approach #2: Transforming the UML diagram/model into some intermediate graphical
representation, some intermediate notation or some other new model, or directly using
these intermediate forms, from which test cases are derived.
In contrast, Approach #2 has some disadvantages:

(1)

Disadvantage #1: The intermediate graphical representation may be domain specific or
user-defined, and not known or familiar to all testers. This implies that using this approach may require a more demanding learning curve for the tester.

(2)

Disadvantage #2: The introduced intermediate graphical representation or notation is often not as standardised as UML models. Consequently, the whole testing process contains
two different sub-processes: while the front-end testing sub-process is UML-based, the
subsequent backend testing process is not.

(3)

Disadvantage #3: The introduced intermediate representation may complicate the testing
process, and/or change the normal process or some activity of UML-based testing.

(4)

Disadvantage #4: Both in practice and technically, it is very difficult to ensure that this
transformation is correct, and/or to guarantee that both forms (the original UML diagram/model and the transformed intermediate representation) are equivalent in terms of
test design, generation and evaluation.

Comparatively, the first approach has more advantages over the second. The first approach is also consistent with the integrated approach for bridging the identified “test gaps” (as
described in Section 3.2.6.3 (3) above). Thus, our MBSCT methodology takes Approach #1 and
is fully UML-based, and does not use any intermediate graphical representation. This research
introduces a new testing-support mechanism of test contracts for testability improvement. Test
contracts are represented with commonly-used assertions and applied as special test conditions/constraints on particular UML model elements/artefacts of testing interest. Test contracts
and associated techniques are fully described from Chapter 4 onwards.
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There is another issue to be considered and that is whether testing is applied directly to
the software specification or to the software implementation. In general, UBT should follow the
primary MBT concepts and principles (as described in Section 3.2). One of them is that UBT
derives test cases from a UML-based model to test the implementation of the software specified
by the relevant UML-based model. This is contrary to some views in the literature that focus on
testing software designs in terms of UML design models, rather than testing the software implementation [5] [68] [114] [115]. In this research, we focus on testing the implementation of
software components and systems by using test cases that are derived from UML-based models
and specifications, and thus directly support dynamic testing as the ultimate testing goal. We
take the viewpoint that software specifications/models are “verified (non-dynamic)” when their
corresponding software implementations are tested (dynamic), as discussed earlier in Section
2.5.

3.4 Related Work
MBT/UBT has played a crucial role in the software testing domain. There are a number of
MBT/UBT methods and techniques that have different paradigms, characteristics and perspectives. They rely on various testing-related aspects, such as relevant models for testing, available
test artefacts, target test environments, test objectives, etc. A comprehensive study and review
of current MBT/UBT in existing related research work could bring several benefits:
(a)

Understanding relevant methodologies, and the strengths, benefits and limitations of existing MBT/UBT approaches;

(b)

Helping the users of MBT/UBT to select suitable MBT/UBT approaches for the particular test requirements and test objectives;

(c)

Aiding to identify new research issues, improve existing MBT/UBT techniques, and develop new MBT/UBT approaches.
This section comprehensively reviews research work related to MBT/UBT to provide a

key foundation of the literature review, so that we can identify the important problems and limitations in MBT/UBT (to be described in Section 3.5). More details about the literature review of
related work in MBT/UBT can be found in [177].

3.4.1

State-Based Testing

One of the classic MBT approaches is state model-based testing or state-based testing, which
develops test cases by modeling the SUT as a state machine. Binder [24] presents how to develop testable state models and state-based test cases, including basic state machines, state mod-
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els for object-oriented software (e.g. Mealy state machine, Moore state machine, Statecharts,
etc), and state-based test design and testing strategies.
There are a number of research papers on state-based testing with UML state diagrams
(or UML statecharts or state machines), such as [103] [105], [85], [72], [32] [34] [35] [36] [99]
[4], [133], [82], [41], [129]. This section focuses on reviewing and discussing the first ten papers because they are most relevant to our research.
Offutt & Abdurazik [103] develop a testing technique that adapts state-based specification test data generation criteria to generate test cases (for implementation code) from UML
state diagrams. A test data generation tool (UMLTest) is developed to automatically generate
test data. This work is evaluated with an empirical study (i.e. based on a cruise control system).
A limitation is that this work only uses a restricted form of UML state diagrams. This technique
only considers enabled transitions while UML has five types of categorised transitions, which
may result in some states not being entered or reached. This technique also is limited to classlevel testing, and may not directly support integration testing. The authors claim that their work
is the first formal testing technique that is based on UML models.
Kim et al. [85] discuss the application of UML state diagrams to class testing. According
to their method, control flow is identified by transforming UML state diagrams into extended
finite state machines (EFSMs), data flow is identified by transforming EFSMs into flow graphs,
and then conventional data flow analysis techniques can be applied to test case generation based
on data flow in UML state diagrams. The resulting set of test cases provides the capability of
checking that classes are correctly implemented against the specifications written in UML state
diagrams by testing whether class implementations establish the desired control and data flow as
described in the specification. A limitation of this work is that it only focuses on unit testing of
classes, and does not consider interrelationships between classes to support object-oriented integration testing using UML state diagrams.
Hartmann et al. [72] presents a UML-based integration testing approach by using UML
statechart diagrams as the basis to generate black-box tests for unit and integration testing. With
UML statechart diagrams, this approach models individual components by using a state machine to define the dynamic behaviour of each component, specifies component interactions,
and annotates the state machines with test requirements to construct a global behavioural model
of the composed statecharts. Then, test cases are automatically derived from the annotated statecharts and global behavioural model, and executed to verify component conformance behaviour.
Their approach is evaluated with a simple example in a design-based test environment, the TnT
environment (which consists of test generation tool TDE/UML and test execution tool TECS),
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which integrates test generation and execution with commercial UML modeling tools, e.g. Rational Rose (which is now available as IBM Rational Software [76]). The work is claimed to
support testing of middleware-based components (e.g. COM/DCOM and CORBA middleware).
Briand et al. have published a set of research papers on state-base testing with UML
statechart diagrams [32] [34] [35] [36] [99] [4]. The work in [32] [35] proposes a methodology
to automate the derivation of test cases from UML statechart diagrams for a given set of transition test sequences. The procedure required for automated derivation is based on a careful normalisation and analysis of operation contracts (event/action) and transition guard conditions
written in the Object Constraint Language (OCL) [160]. The work in [34] investigates the costeffectiveness of state-based testing for classes or class clusters modeled with UML state diagrams (i.e. flat statecharts), and focuses on the experimental evaluation of a well-known statebased testing strategy: round trip testing [24], with a series of three experiments in controlled
experimental settings. Their results show that, in most cases, state-based testing techniques are
not likely to be sufficient by themselves to detect most of the faults present in the code, and they
need to be complemented with black-box functional testing, such as the category-partition
method [110].
Test criteria for state-based testing are usually associated with states, transitions and/or
predicates in state models. Offutt et al. [103] [105] present four useful test criteria at different
levels of abstraction of state-based specifications, each of which requires a different extent of
testing: (1) transition coverage criterion; (2) full predicate converge criterion; (3) transition-pair
coverage criterion; (4) complete sequence criterion. These four test criteria are mainly used for
class-level testing with state models.

3.4.2

Software Integration Testing with UML

This section reviews and discusses research work related to software integration testing with
UML models [13] [14] [19] [20] [162] [72] [113] [122] [4]. We concentrate our attention on the
first four papers because they are most relevant to our research.
Basanieri & Bertolino [13] presents an approach for UML-based integration testing,
called Use-Interaction testing, which uses UML use case, class and sequence diagrams. They
use UML use case diagrams to represent the system functionalities under test, UML class diagrams to define operations and attributes (at a high level of abstraction) required by classes for
the interactions of their objects, and UML sequence diagrams to realise the functionality execution in the selected use case and to analyse the sequence of messages between components in
the sequence diagram. They combine message sequence analysis and the category partition
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method [110] to generate test data manually. Since this is preliminary work on UML-based integration testing as part of an ongoing research project, this approach can only generate some
“abstract” test cases (which are not executable for dynamic testing).
In their subsequent work for the same research project, Bertolino et al. [20] extend their
approach to develop a framework for testing component-based software with UML. They provide an overview of an integrated testing framework that will reuse and integrate several tools
and techniques:
(a)

UML Components [43] provides a modeling notation and a process for specifying component-based systems.

(b)

Cow_Suite [14] is a UML-based test environment, originally developed in the area of
object-oriented testing, which will be expanded to allow for the derivation of test cases
from the UML specifications.

(c)

Java-based CDT framework [19] supports component deployment testing.
Wu et al. [162] presents a new test model and relevant UML-based test adequacy criteria

that can be used for UML-based integration testing of component-based software. The test
model is used to define and analyse four key test elements, which can model the characteristics
of the interactions among components and which must be considered during component-based
testing:
(a)

Interfaces: Integration and system testing need to test each component interface at least
once as the interfaces activate components in the integrated environment.

(b)

Events: Every event in the system regardless of its type (e.g. external/internal events)
needs to be covered by some tests. Interfaces and events testing ensures that every possible interaction between components is exercised.

(c)

Context-dependence Relationships model how interfaces and events interact, and reflect
control sequences of objects in a component with respect to single interactions between
actors and the component. Testing context-sensitive dependence relationships may serve
to identify interoperability faults caused by improper interactions among different components in the integration context.

(d)

Content-dependence Relationships: The interface dependence relationship can be derived
from the function dependence relationship of the component interface, where one or more
correlated functions, whose signatures are encapsulated with the interface, may be executed to perform the requested service. Content-sensitive dependence relationships can
provide valuable additional information in generating test cases and detecting faults.
Wu et al. also use UML behavioural diagrams to describe relevant component relation-

ships with an illustrative example of an ATM sever component, where interaction (i.e. collabo-
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ration/sequence) diagrams and statecharts are used to specify context-dependence relationships,
and collaboration diagrams and statecharts are used to specify content-dependence relationships.
This paper also lists some UML-based test adequacy criteria to test key model artefacts
for context/content-dependence relationships in their test model: each transition, each sequence,
each context-dependence relationship and content-dependence relationship in the relevant UML
diagrams have to be tested at least once.
The main research results presented in this paper are the definition of the four key test
elements and relevant discussions with UML diagram illustrations, as well as some UML-based
test adequacy criteria listed (but without any further discussions). While these test elements and
test criteria are useful to test component-based software, this work is at the stage of “approach
development and description”. This paper does not currently discuss and give practical ways on
how to use their approach to generate actual test cases and oracles for component-based testing.
Their so-called “test model” mainly illustrates the context/content-dependence relationships defined by the authors, and constructing a real test model abiding by important MBT principles (as
described earlier in Section 3.2.6) requires additional work to effectively drive test generation
from the test model.
In addition, the authors made several assumptions in their work, including: (i) assuming
that each individual component has been adequately tested by the component providers when
testing component-based software; (ii) assuming that each interface only includes one operation,
and the references to the interfaces and to the operation are identical. These assumptions imply
that their work currently considers only some simplified situations, which could have limitations
in applying their approach to actual component-based testing practice.
Hartmann et al. [72] carry out software integration testing using UML statechart diagrams
(see our review of this work as described in Section 3.4.1 above).

3.4.3

Software System Testing with UML

This section reviews and discusses research work related to software system testing with UML
models [30] [73] [102] [9] [132].
Briand & Labiche [30] present a system test methodology that derives functional system
test requirements from UML-based analysis models that are produced at the end of the analysis
development stage. These UML analysis artefacts are represented with use cases (use case diagrams and descriptions), interaction (sequence or collaboration) diagrams (associated with each
use case), class diagrams (composed of application domain classes), a data dictionary (describing each class, method and attribute) (which is also an assumption of their approach). First, they
build one activity diagram per actor in the system to model and capture sequential dependencies
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and constraints between the use cases related to the actors, and generate legal sequences of use
cases according to the sequential dependencies specified in the activity diagram. These use case
sequences and dependencies constitute the first component of system test requirements. Then,
they use the system sequence diagrams augmented with precise OCL guard conditions (which is
an assumption of their approach) to describe the associated use cases, derive operation sequences of use case scenarios to be executed and tested, and identify test oracles for each operation sequence based on the OCL-specified postconditions of operations in the sequence. Finally,
for a given use case, they formalise all identified operation sequences to be tested, related initial
conditions and test oracles into a decision table, which is used as a formal set of system test requirements. This paper uses a library system as an example.
However, this work does not currently address how to generate actual system-level test
cases and oracles by using the test requirements derived with their methodology. Producing the
complete test requirements for the SUT requires additional work, and the methodology needs to
be improved and evaluated with more complex case studies. In addition, this approach relies on
a number of assumptions they make regarding the way a UML analysis model is developed,
such assumptions as the data dictionary, and OCL constraints on the UML analysis artefacts
under test (e.g. OCL expressions for invariants of each class, and for pre/post-conditions of each
operation). Such assumptions implicitly presume that an ordinary UML analysis model would
already have certain “good” testability properties, and be “test-ready” to be used directly as a
target test model for test derivation, or that it would be “easy” to fulfil the relevant requirements
for the assumptions, making these assumptions virtually acceptable or valid in UBT practice.
However, these “virtually-acceptable assumptions” are not realistic and are linked to certain
“test gaps” that are required to be bridged in UBT practice, which is regarded as a very important part of MBT principles as described earlier in Section 3.2.6. Among many other testing issues, how to improve testability and obtain testability requirements are among the most crucial
and difficult testing tasks. A key focus of our research is on model-based testability improvement for effective test model construction in our MBSCT methodology.
Hartmann et al. [73] describes a tool-support approach for automatically generating and
executing system tests. They use UML use case diagrams and activity diagrams to model the
dynamic behaviour of systems, manually annotate the behavioural models (activity diagrams)
with test requirements, and refine the activity diagrams in more detail for the test generator/executor. System tests are automatically generated from the behavioural models, and then
executed with their TnT environment. The TnT environment is developed originally to support
unit and integration testing with UML statecharts [72], and currently to support system testing
with UML use case diagrams and activity diagrams [73].
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Nebut et al. [102] [101] carry out software system testing using UML use cases and scenarios (which is further reviewed in Section 3.4.4 below).

3.4.4

Software Testing with UML Use Cases and Scenarios

UML use case diagrams and scenarios mainly focus on describing system requirements and
analysis to construct use case models and analysis models, which capture system requirements
and (integration) functionalities at high levels of abstraction. Accordingly, UML use case diagrams and scenarios are mainly used as a basis to derive system/integration test requirements,
which can further drive design and generation of system/integration tests for system/integration
testing. UML use case diagrams and scenarios (use case view) are often used in conjunction
with UML sequence diagrams (behavioural view) to undertake system/integration testing. This
section reviews and discusses research work related to software testing based on UML use case
diagrams and scenarios.

Nebut et al. [102] present a use case driven approach for automatic system test generation. They enhance UML use cases with requirement-level contracts based on use case pre and
post conditions to describe system requirements [101], and use UML sequence diagrams to describe use case scenarios. They propose a two-phase method to automatically generate functional test scenarios from requirement artefacts: (i) the first phase aims at generating test objectives (i.e. relevant extracted paths of the valid sequences of use cases) from a use case view of
the system (with use cases, contracts and coverage criteria); (ii) the second phase aims at generating test scenarios from these test objectives (by transforming the test objectives into the test
scenarios using sequence diagrams). Then, they synthesise test cases from the derived test objectives and test scenarios with their tool-support transition system. The approach is empirically
evaluated with three case studies in terms of statement coverage with the generated tests.
Basanieri & Bertolino [13] apply UML use case diagrams and other UML diagrams (class
and sequence diagrams) to UML-based integration testing (see our review of this work as described in Section 3.4.2).
Briand & Labiche [30] apply UML use case diagrams, in conjunction with UML class
and collaboration/sequence diagrams, to produce UML-based analysis models and derive system test requirements for UML-based system testing (see the review of this work as described in
Section 3.4.3).
Hartmann et al. [73] apply UML use case diagrams and activity diagrams to UML-based
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system testing (see the review of this work as described in Section 3.4.3).
Tsai et al. have published several research papers related to scenario-based testing, such
as [142] [143] [144] [145] [146] [147]. The work in [142] proposes a scenario-based functional
regression testing method, which is based on end-to-end integration test scenarios and focuses
on the functional correctness of integrated systems from the end user’s viewpoint. They represent test scenarios in a template model that embodies both test dependency and traceability information, and use a ripple effect analysis to identify all affected, including directly or indirectly, scenarios, and thus the set of test cases selected for regression testing. The work in [143]
presents a process to develop adaptive object-oriented scenario-based test frameworks for testing embedded systems. Their process uses techniques such as design-for-change, design patterns, scenarios, ripple effect analysis and regression testing, and is illustrated with a test example of a mobile phone system. The work in [144] presents a scenario-based object-oriented
framework to test distributed systems rapidly and adaptively by using several techniques, such
as scenario modeling, state modeling, design patterns, verification patterns, regression testing,
ripple effect analysis and test simulation. Their framework is illustrated in testing a supply chain
management application developed using web services. The work in [145] proposes a scenariobased web service testing framework that provides three main distributed components: (a) test
masters that manage scenarios and generates test scripts; (b) test agents that dynamically bind
and invoke web services; (c) test monitors that capture synchronous /asynchronous messages
sent and received, attach timestamp, and trace state change information. As they claim, the
benefit of using this framework is that the user only needs to specify system scenarios based on
the system requirements without needing to write test code. Then, the framework generates test
scripts, executes tests, collects and monitors test results, and evaluates test results at runtime.
The work in [146] presents a scenario-based object-oriented framework for adaptive and rapid
testing, which improves their earlier work in [143] and includes new features such as database
support, regression testing, assurance-based testing, three-tier architecture and web-based tool
support. Their framework takes test scenario specification as input, prepares data for test execution, performs test execution, and evaluates test results with a database support.

3.4.5

Software Testing with UML Sequence Diagrams

This section reviews and discusses research work related to software testing based on UML sequence diagrams [13] [30] [102] [131] [89] [128] [54] [10] [11] [135] [130] [61] [80].
Basanieri & Bertolino [13] use UML sequence diagrams to realise functionality execution
in the selected use case and analyse the sequence of messages between components in the sequence diagram for UML-based integration testing (see our review of this work as described in
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Section 3.4.2). Briand & Labiche [30] use the system sequence diagrams to describe the associated use cases, derive operation sequences of use case scenarios to be executed and tested for
UML-based system testing (see the review of this work as described in Section 3.4.3). Nebut et
al. [102] use system-level sequence diagrams in the second phase of their use case driven approach to system testing (see the review of this work as described in Section 3.4.4). They employ sequence diagrams to represent the instantiated use case scenarios, which are used to replace the instantiated use cases in the test objectives derived in the first phase, and obtain the
sequences of scenarios. They then transform the scenario sequences into test scenarios using
strong sequential composition.
Many reported methods require transforming UML diagrams into some intermediate
graphical representations. For example, the work in [131] presents a method of generating test
cases from UML sequence diagrams. This method transforms a UML sequence diagram into an
intermediate graph called a sequence diagram graph that augments each node in the converted
graph with test information (retrieved from use case templates, class diagrams and data dictionary), and then the augmented converted graph is traversed to generate test cases (e.g. test input,
output, postcondition). The work in [89] presents a test case generation method based on UML
sequence diagrams augmented with OCL expressions. This method firstly converts a sequence
diagram into an intermediate scenario tree representation, and then selects and transforms conditional predicates (pre/post-conditions in OCL) to generate test data. The work in [128] describes
a testing method to generate test cases from UML sequence diagrams using dynamic slicing.
This method identifies message guards on sequence diagrams, creates dynamic slices with respect to the slice, and generates the test case with respect to the slice. The generated test cases
satisfy a slicing coverage criterion formulated as a test adequacy criterion. However, the above
methods are based on using some intermediate graphical representation that is not as standardised as the UML notation. Accordingly, this may result in the relevant testing method that is not
suitable for a tester on the component user side who is unfamiliar with these intermediate representations in UBT practice.
On the other hand, some reported methods require directly using some non-UML standard notations or graphical representations to base their methods on, which have similar deficiencies as the above. For example, Dinh-Trong et al. [54] introduce a graphical representation
called the variable assignment graph (VAG) that combines relevant information from UML sequence diagrams and class diagrams for UML design models. A symbolic execution based approach is used to derive test input constraints from the paths of this directed graph. The derived
test inputs help fault detection in UML design models. Following this work, Bandyopadhyay &
Ghosh [10] [11] develop an extended variable assignment graph (EVAG) that integrates rele-
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vant information from UML sequence diagrams and state diagrams to generate test inputs. Their
own mutation analysis on their pilot study shows that the EVAG is more effective than the
VAG by using more precise information describing the effects of message sequences in the state
machine models.
A key feature of a sequence diagram is its feature of sequential ordering in arranging interaction messages, which can drive and facilitate developing corresponding test sequences in
test case generation. In [135], a method is presented to generate test sequences from a combination of UML sequence diagrams, which is complemented by the use of state diagrams. A sequence diagram describes a set of test sequences differing in terms of the different states of the
participating objects. An attached state diagram for each participating object describes its states
(and the transition behaviour between these states). Each combination of initial state configuration and initialisation sequences describe at least one test case in the set. In [130], a method is
presented to generate test sequences from UML 2.0 sequence diagrams. The method first transforms a sequence diagram into an intermediate form called a sequence dependency graph from
which test sequences are generated. They define four types of message dependency relationships (indirect message dependency, direct message dependency, simple indirect message dependency, and simple direct message dependency), and derive message sequences using the
“execution occurrence” feature of sequence diagrams. The derived message sequences are incorporated into the transformed sequence dependency graph. Finally, a traversal algorithm is
described to generate test sequences from the sequence dependency graph. However, in the
above methods, except for the test sequences being generated, it is not very clear how individual
tests and the necessary checking in a test case are generated and arranged in the specific derived
test sequence.
UML sequence diagrams can be used as a basis to drive the development of model-based
testing tools. Fraikin and Leonhardt [61] develop a test tool SeDiTeC that supports automated
generation of test stubs based on their refined sequence diagrams, which are complemented by
test case data sets consisting of parameters and return values of method calls. For classes and
their methods whose behaviour is specified in sequence diagrams and given the corresponding
test case data sets, the test tool can automatically generate test stubs thus enabling early testing
before the completion of the implementation phase. Validation compares the test case data sets
with the observed data, and also includes validation of class method pre/post-conditions. However, this test tool relies on a particular platform, and is developed with the UML CASE tool
Together Control Centre (which is now available as Borland Together [29]).
Javed et al. [80] develop a model transformation prototype tool to support their modeldriven testing method, which utilises the model transformation technology of model-driven ar-
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chitecture [106] to generate unit test cases from a platform-independent model (PIM) of the
SUT. Their method is based on UML sequence diagrams (forming the platform-independent
model), where the generation of unit test cases consists of two steps. The first step models a sequence diagram as a sequence of method calls, which is automatically transformed into a general unit test case model xUnit [163] by applying model-to-model horizontal transformation
(PIM to PIM transformation) using Tefkat [140]. The second step generates concrete and executable JUnit [81] test cases from the xUnit model by applying model-to-text vertical transformation (PIM to platform-specific model transformation) using MOFScript [95]. While this method
takes advantage of MDA technology for automatic test case generation from UML sequence
diagrams, it is not very clear that how the initial sequence diagrams, which they use for the twostep model transformations, would contain adequate testable information for generating unit test
cases by using their prototype tool. As indicated earlier in Section 3.2.6, bridging the actual
“test gaps” between sequence diagrams and ready-to-use test models is a challenging task in
UBT practice.

Test criteria based on UML sequence diagrams are usually associated with messages, a
sequence of messages, and/or start-to-end message paths in sequence diagram models. Among
other test criteria, the all-paths criterion requires each possible message path to be taken and
exercised at least once. This is an important requirement of adequate testing of sequences of
messages or equivalent representations. Several papers have used a similar all-paths criterion in
their testing techniques, with coverage of message sequences in sequence diagrams [13] [61]
[131] [89] [83], message sequences in collaboration diagrams [1] [162], or use case sequences
(i.e. all scenarios) in use case diagrams [30]. However, many papers do not address a critical
problem associated with the practicality of the all-paths criterion: there is a possibility to have
an infinite number of all start-to-end message paths in sequence diagrams. To deal with the
problem of such infinity, Binder suggests using a subset of all start-to-end message paths in a
sequence diagram [24]. This indicates that the all-paths criterion would not be always feasible in
testing practice, and the problem of its practicality remains to be resolved.
The use of UML sequence diagrams for integration testing was evaluated in several studies. For example, Abdurazik et al. [2] [3] [83] present a single project experiment on the fault
revealing capabilities of model-based test sets generated from UML statecharts and sequence
diagrams. Their results show that the sequence diagram tests have better capability of revealing
integration level faults than the statechart tests, and they recommend that sequence diagrams
should be used for integration level testing.
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Other Related Work
This section briefly reviews other MBT-related work (e.g. non-UML based) that is in the

literature but is not directly related to the scope of this research, in order to show the acknowledgment of other MBT-related work with our comprehensive literature review.
One worth-mentioning type of MBT (non-UML based) is formal testing that employs
model-based formal specifications for software testing [182] [189] [190]. The work on this type
of MBT applies relevant formal specifications, for example, finite state machines [192] [183]
[186] [191], labelled transition systems and input output transition systems [198] [141] [199], Z
specifications [187] [188], etc. Because formal testing relies on mathematically based formal
specifications (e.g. mathematically based languages, notations, syntax and/or semantics) to
specify software models for MBT, they are used mostly within theoretical research academia,
but are not favoured by software engineers/testers in industry. Accordingly, this type of MBT is
much less popular and practically useful than UBT. It is outside the scope of this research.
Based on the OMG UML 2.0 standard, the UML Testing Profile (UTP/U2TP) is a domain-independent test modeling language for test case specification, test data specification, test
deployment, and test result visualisation [193]. However, since its perception (e.g. the OMG
UTP 1.0 release in 2005 [194]), the UTP does not have high research interests in academia, and
is not widely used in software engineering industry as expected [196] [184] [185] [201] [181]
[195] [197] [200]. A straightforward reason would be that ones in both academic and industry
communities have already employed UML models (with UML diagrams) as test models well
before the UTP perception. The more important reasons are that the current UTP has a number
of itself own limitations [197] [200]. For example, (1) the UTP does not directly support test
case generation except for test specification; (2) the UTP is not a testing methodology that can
provide effective testing processes, techniques and guidelines to derive actual test cases and to
undertake fault detection and diagnosis; (3) test specification documents described with the UTP
have inadequate readability just as the UTP has certain inconsistencies to the UML 2.0 standard;
(4) there are no effective and sufficient testing tools supporting software testing using the UTP
in MBT practice.
Accordingly, this research does not use the UTP for test specification. The main objectives of this research are to address more important challenging research problems (as outlined
in Section 1.1 and as further reviewed in Section 3.5 below) beyond the way of test modeling
and specification as with the UTP. The new MBSCT methodology introduced by this research is
a novel comprehensive SCT methodology for test model construction, component test case design and generation, component testability improvement, component fault detection and diagnosis, and component test evaluation (as outlined in Chapter 1 and as further described in more
detail from Chapter 4 onwards).
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3.5 Analysis and Discussion
Based on our literature review, we have identified a number of important problems and limitations that remain unresolved in MBT/UBT, which forms a very important part of the research
results of our literature review. These issues particularly appear in many representative
MBT/UBT approaches reported in the literature (that have been highly cited by a larger number
of research papers), such as [103] [72] [30] [162] [105] [102].
The following analyses and discusses these important problems and limitations in
MBT/UBT:
1.

MBT/UBT practice and the entire software development process
The current MBT/UBT practice (including approaches, activities) has not been fully inte-

grated (at least not in an effective and efficient way from our literature review) into the entire
software development process, and/or the project/organisation’s continuous test process. This
MBT/UBT limitation reflects on three main aspects as follows:
(a)

On the one hand, because the use of MBT approaches means a significant paradigmatic
change from IBT or other traditional testing approaches, there are some obstacles in technology transfer of MBT into testing organisations, so the overall process of software development and testing must be adapted.

(b)

On the other hand, because of the aforementioned problem, software models used for test
generation are not incorporated appropriately with software artefacts produced from the
software development process, or software models are defined merely by and for a specific MBT approach in use. This can cause the use of an MBT approach not to be costeffective.

(c)

More important, there is no unified software development process that integrates
MBT/UBT activities effectively and efficiently into the entire SDLC.
This problem in MBT/UBT was also observed in several prior studies [46] [25] [21] [47]

[48] [26]. Their studies focused on relevant process and organisation issues and impacts of
MBT in terms of research findings, project experiences, learned lessons, encountered challenges, constructive recommendations and/or future trends.
This issue is very important and should be resolved. However, many of the abovementioned representative MBT/UBT approaches (as listed above in the first paragraph of this section) do not well address this problem. In this research, we argue that the integration of MBT
and MBD activities should allow both to work collaboratively together in the SDLC process to
deal with this crucial problem in MBT/UBT. Our proposed MBT definition (in Section 3.2.5)
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has provided a conceptual basis to address this problem. This research aims to overcome this
limitation in MBT/UBT practice by using the Model-Based Integrated SCT Process developed
for the new MBSCT methodology (as described earlier in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2).
2.

“Test Gaps” and inadequate model-based testability in MBT/UBT
As reviewed in Section 3.2.6.3, there exist certain “test gaps” causing inadequate model-

based testability in MBT practice. However, this issue has not been recognised appropriately in
the literature and there are some misunderstandings about how to create a test model. One misunderstanding is a belief that to build a test model exclusively for MBT from scratch can be
done without using existing software development models. Another misunderstanding is a belief
that it is possible for a tester to “fully reuse” a simple or ordinary software model directly from
software development as a test model with no modifications. These misunderstandings can result in the waste of software development resources or inadequate model-based testability. Accordingly, a lack of recognition of the “test gaps” issue is a practical obstacle to undertake
MBT/UBT effectively.
Our literature review shows that most MBT/UBT approaches reported do not address this
problem, including the representative MBT/UBT approaches as mentioned above in the first
paragraph of this section. The “test gaps” issue is very important and should be resolved. In this
research, we argue that it is important to address the correlation between “test gaps” and inadequate model-based testability. This research aims to overcome this MBT/UBT limitation by
bridging the “test gaps” and improving model-based testability with the Test by Contract technique and the Test-Centric Remodeling strategy developed with the new MBSCT methodology
(as described earlier in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2).
3.

Comprehensiveness in MBT/UBT approaches
Dias Neto et al. conduct a comprehensive survey of MBT/UBT approaches [47], and in-

dicate that: “MBT approaches usually cannot represent and test non-functional requirements,
such as software useability, security, performance, and reliability” [48]. This corresponds with
the findings of our literature review. In addition to this type of deficiency, our literature review
shows that, due to various reasons, most MBT/UBT approaches reported in the literature lack
certain methodological comprehensiveness: they usually contain only limited (usually one or
two) individual testing techniques, causing them not to have sufficient core testing features and
capabilities, such as testability improvement, fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. For example, almost all of the abovementioned representative MBT/UBT approaches do not adequately cover these core testing features and capabilities. Furthermore, some of these approaches do not show important detailed and operational descriptions on how to apply them to
generate actual test cases and oracles, such as the UBT approaches by [30] (as reviewed in Sec-
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tion 3.4.3) and [162] (as reviewed in Section 3.4.2).
This research aims to address this limitation in MBT/UBT practice. The new MBSCT
methodology is developed to be a comprehensive UML-based SCT methodology that has a
number of effective testing techniques and processes, core testing features and capabilities (as
described in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2).
4.

Validation and evaluation of MBT/UBT approaches
In their review of MBT/UBT approaches [47], Dias Neto et al. also indicate that: “most

MBT approaches are not evaluated empirically, and/or not readily transferred from the academic research environment to the practical industry environment” [48]. This corresponds well
with the research results of our literature review. In particular, our literature review shows that
most MBT/UBT approaches reported in the literature are presented only with limited individual
testing examples, which means that most MBT/UBT approaches have not been comprehensively validated and evaluated. This is also seen in the abovementioned representative
MBT/UBT approaches.
This research aims to address this MBT/UBT limitation. Our MBSCT methodology has
been validated and evaluated comprehensively with two full case studies, in terms of the most
important SCT/MBT activities, such as test model construction, component test design and generation, component testability improvement, component fault detection and diagnosis (as described in Section 1.1 and Section 1.2).
In addition, there are some other MBT/UBT problems identified in the literature review
[177]. For example, many MBT/UBT approaches reported in the literature appear to be manual
testing and/or are deficient in tool-support test automation, or they usually do not have adequate
test criteria to enhance and ensure testing quality, and so on. These limitations are also seen in
many of the abovementioned representative MBT/UBT approaches. In the scope of this research, we particularly focus on addressing the above-stated four most important problems and
limitations in MBT/UBT with the development of the new MBSCT methodology.

3.6 Summary
This chapter has provided a comprehensive literature review of the important concepts, principles, characteristics, methods and techniques of MBT in general and UBT in particular. We discussed a number of important MBT/UBT issues and associated aspects (as raised earlier in Section 3.1). Both MBT and MBD must be integrated and collaboratively work together as part of
the SDLC. UBT advances MBT towards a mainstream MBT approach. In this research, we employ MBT as the primary software testing approach, UML as the object-oriented software mod-
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eling language, and UBT as the major type of MBT approach.
The comprehensive literature review and further research work undertaken in this chapter
have attained a number of research results and findings (including new concepts and definitions,
important problems and limitations in MBT/UBT), which make original contributions to the
body of knowledge in the main research areas of MBT and UBT in the literature. The following
summarises our main research results in this chapter and describes how we intend to apply them
in this research:
(Note that the main problems and limitations identified in MBT/UBT are described in
Section 3.5 above.)
1.

A study of model-based tests (in Section 3.2.4)
As described in Section 3.2.4, the initial form of model-based tests derived directly from

test models is “abstract”, and such abstract test cases are not ready to be used for dynamic testing. Accordingly, it is very necessary to have some practical testing technique that can support
transforming abstract test cases into concrete test cases suitable for test execution for dynamic
testing. For this purpose, we develop a test mapping technique for SCT, Component Test Mapping, which is an integral part of our MBSCT methodology. This technique will be introduced
in Chapter 4, and further discussed and applied in Chapter 8.
2.

A new definition of model-based testing (in Section 3.2.5)
We have proposed a new definition of model-based testing, which covers the main MBT

activities, tasks and goals. A key characteristic of the new MBT definition is that it clearly emphasises the integration of MBT into the software development processes, enabling MBT and
MBD to work together in the SDLC. Our proposed MBT definition aims to use an integrated
testing process to overcome the first outstanding limitation in MBT/UBT (as described in Section 3.5). We incorporate this important feature of the new MBT definition in the development
of the Model-Based Integrated SCT Process with the new MBSCT methodology, which will be
introduced in Chapter 4 and applied in Chapter 5 onwards.
3.

A new test model definition (in Section 3.2.6)
We have proposed a new test model definition, and emphasised the relevant implications

and importance of test models in MBT practice. A test model for MBT is not exactly the same
as its associated development model from MBD. A good test model should be reasonably simple and/or more abstract than the concrete implementation of the SUT, but it also must be adequately precise for testing requirements. We apply these useful guidelines to develop test models with our MBSCT methodology.
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More important, we must bridge the identified “test gaps” and improve model-based testability for effective test model construction, in order to resolve the second outstanding limitation
in MBT/UBT (as described in Section 3.5). This is an important starting point that has motivated this research to develop the Test-Centric Remodeling strategy and the Test by Contract
technique with the new MBSCT methodology, which will be described in Chapter 4 to Chapter
7.
4.

A new definition of UML-based testing (in Section 3.3.1)
A new UBT definition is proposed based on our MBT definition. UBT is the major type

of MBT approach we use in this research to obtain the benefits of the standardised notations and
rigorous semantics of the UML. Based on this UBT definition, our MBSCT methodology is a
new approach for UML-based testing of software components and systems (i.e. UML-based
SCT).
5.

A core UML subset for SCT (in Section 3.3.2)
Among 13 types of UML diagrams, we have selected five main UML diagrams to form

our core UML subset, UML–SCT. Our selection was justified based on a major point: our literature review shows that UML diagrams in UML–SCT are most commonly used for objectoriented software behaviour modeling and testing (as reviewed in Section 3.3.2, Section 3.4.1 to
Section 3.4.5). Our MBSCT methodology is a UML-based SCT approach to develop UMLbased test models and UML-based component tests that are described by UML diagrams in
UML–SCT.
6.

A study and review of use case driven testing and scenario-based testing (in Sections
3.3.2 to 3.3.3, and Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.5)
We have studied the main concepts and reviewed related work of use case driven testing

and scenario-based testing. Motivated by this review, we introduce the Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing technique in our MBSCT methodology. This technique employs scenarios as concrete use case instances to capture behavioural interaction dynamics in the integration context, which aims to develop test scenarios and associated test sequences for UML-based
integration testing of software components. This technique will be introduced in Chapter 4 and
applied from Chapter 5 onwards.
By providing a comprehensive literature review and further research results in
MBT/UBT, the research work in this chapter has created an advanced methodology foundation
to support the development of the new MBSCT methodology, which will be described from
Chapter 4 onwards.
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Chapter 4
Model-Based Software Component Testing:
A Methodology Overview
4.1 Introduction
The early chapters (Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) of this thesis presented a comprehensive literature
review and associated further research results, which creates a solid conceptual and methodological foundation to support the development of the new methodology. Chapter 4 to Chapter 9
of this thesis describe the main body of the new methodology, which is the core part of this research. Starting from Chapter 4 onwards, we formally introduce and describe the new methodology of Model-Based Software Component Testing (MBSCT) we have developed in this
research [167] [169] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] [179].
This chapter presents an overview of the MBSCT methodology. First, Section 4.2 gives
an overall methodology summary. Then, we describe the major MBSCT methodological components (in Section 4.3), the MBSCT framework for UML-based SCT (in Section 4.4), the main
MBSCT methodological features (in Section 4.5), and the core MBSCT testing capabilities (in
Section 4.6). Finally, Section 4.7 presents a summary of this chapter. More technical details and
application of the MBSCT methodology are further discussed and illustrated with case studies
in the subsequent chapters of this thesis.

4.2 Methodology Summary
The MBSCT methodology is a novel hybrid UML-based SCT approach that aims to address a
number of the most important challenging research problems in SCT/MBT (as identified earlier
in Section 1.1 and as further reviewed in Section 3.5), and to achieve the following goals:
(1)

Integrating UML-based testing into a unified UML-based software process as part of the
SDLC, enabling the utilisation of a consistent UML-based approach and specification for
all UML-based component development and testing activities;

(2)

Bridging the “test gaps” between ordinary UML-based software models (which are not
test-ready or non-testable) and target test models (which are test-ready or testable) to support UML-based SCT;

(3)

Improving model-based component testability for effective test model construction, com-
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ponent test design and generation, component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation;
(4)

Focusing testing priority on the development of scenario-based test models and scenariobased test cases to support component integration testing that bridges component unit
testing and component system testing;

(5)

Deriving model-based component test artefacts to generate target component test cases
(e.g. CTS test case specifications);

(6)

Incorporating SCT activities with widely-used proven software concepts and practices
(e.g. object orientation, UML modeling, Unified Process, use case driven principles [78]
to develop a comprehensive integrated SCT approach with unique methodological features and testing capabilities;

(7)

Undertaking comprehensive methodology validation and evaluation to achieve the required level of component correctness and quality;

(8)

Advancing SCT/MBT approaches and practices to produce trusted quality software components with better effectiveness and efficiency in CBSE.

The MBSCT Methodology is developed to possess five major methodological components (process/technique/strategy), a three-phase testing framework, six main methodological
features and six core testing capabilities, which altogether represent four modules of the
MBSCT methodology. Figure 4.1 illustrates the composition (static) of the four MBSCT modules. Table 4.1 shows an overall outline of the MBSCT methodology. The subsequent Sections
4.3 to 4.6 further describe each MBSCT module and their methodological collaboration (dynamic) to support the entire MBSCT methodology.

Figure 4.1 The MBSCT Methodology: Four Composite Modules
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Table 4.1 The MBSCT Methodology: an Overall Outline
1. Model-Based Integrated SCT process
Five Major
Methodological
Components

2. Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing technique
3. Test by Contract technique
4. Test-Centric Remodeling strategy
5. Component Test Mapping technique

Three-Phase
Testing
Framework

1. Test model construction
2. Component test design and generation
3. Component test evaluation
1. Model-based
2. Process-based

Six Main
Methodological
Features

3. Scenario-based
4. Contract-based
5. FDD-based
6. Mapping-based
1. Test model construction
2. Component test design and generation

Six Core Testing
Capabilities

3. Component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation
4. Adequate test artefact coverage
5. Component testability improvement
6. Adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions

4.3 Major Methodological Components
This section introduces the five major methodological components developed with the MBSCT
methodology, including the Model-Based Integrated SCT process (in Section 4.3.1), ScenarioBased Component Integration Testing technique (in Section 4.3.2), Test by Contract technique
(in Section 4.3.3), Test-Centric Remodeling strategy (in Section 4.3.4), and Component Test
Mapping technique (in Section 4.3.5).

4.3.1

Model-Based Integrated SCT Process

The Model-Based Integrated SCT process is the most important methodological component
and provides an overall process model for the entire MBSCT methodology. Its primary objective is to support the MBSCT methodology’s three goals (1), (2) and (6) (as described in Section
4.2):
(a)

Supporting goal (1) by addressing the first challenging research problem (as described
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earlier in Section 1.2 and Section 3.5) and incorporating the new MBT/UBT definition
(i.e. Definition 3–1 in Section 3.2.5 and Definition 3–3 in Section 3.3.1), enabling the
MBSCT methodology to have model-based and process-based features;
(b)

Supporting goal (2) by providing a key process foundation for bridging the “test gaps” for
effective UML-based SCT;

(c)

Supporting goal (6) by integrating this SCT process with commonly-used proven software concepts and practices (e.g. object-oriented methods, UML modeling, Unified Process, use case driven principles).
This SCT process integrates software component development and testing activities into a

unified UML-based software process as part of the core phases of the SDLC, and enables the
use of a consistent UML-based approach and specification for the systematic development of
UML-based test models, model-based component tests, and model-based test evaluation. It is
developed to be an extension of the general iterative and incremental development approaches
/processes (e.g. Unified Process) to the new domain of UML-based SCT. The entire SCT process consists of two main parallel workflow steams: model-based SCD (MBSCD) and modelbased SCT (MBSCT), which work collaboratively together. Figure 4.2 illustrates both work-

flows and their relationships, where the left-side half of the figure represents the MBSCD process and the right-side half of the figure represents the MBSCT process. Both workflows follow
the proven iterative and incremental approach of the UP principles, and jointly apply UML
modeling to component development and testing.
In particular, the integrated SCT process guides the iterative and incremental construction
of UML-based test models for SCT in combination with parallel UML-based development
models for SCD, which is described as follows:
(1)

MBSCD Process

In the context of object-oriented SCD, the MBSCD process is composed of a number of
UML-based development steps (marked D0, D1, D2, …), which feature Object-Oriented
Analysis/Design/Programming (OOA/OOD/OOP) and produce a set of UML-based software
models for SCD (called SCD models) at different modeling levels, including the Use Case
Model, Object Analysis Model, Object Design Model, and Object Implementation Model.
The central control point “ID” evaluates and manages the iterative/incremental process of
development/modeling. In particular, when the current development/modeling step is not completed, or when the current development/modeling step is completed but the entire development/modeling has NOT been completed, the “ID” point evaluates the current development/modeling step and decides which next iterative/incremental “D” step (among Step D1 to
Step D4) is to be carried out.
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Bridge the “Test Gaps”

Phase 0

Phase 1

Phase 2

Phase 3

Figure 4.2 MBSCT Methodology: Model-Based Integrated SCT Process
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MBSCT Process

In parallel, as shown on the right-side half of Figure 4.2, the MBSCT process is linked
and works closely with the MBSCD process. Working in the counterpart context of objectoriented SCT (object-oriented testing or OOT), the MBSCT process covers a number of corresponding UML-based testing steps (marked T0, T1, T2, …), which build a group of UMLbased test models for SCT (called SCT models) at different test levels, including the Use Case
Test Model, Analysis Object Test Model, Design Object Test Model, and Implementation Object Test Model.
The central control point “IT” evaluates and manages the iterative/incremental process of
testing/retesting. In particular, when the current testing/retesting step is not passed, or when the
current testing/retesting step is passed but the entire testing/retesting has NOT been completed,
the “IT” point evaluates the current testing/retesting step and decides which next iterative/incremental “T” step (among Step T1 to Step T4) is to be carried out.
The integrated SCT process guides what types of test models need to be developed in
terms of the different levels of use case and object test models. This entails the iterative and incremental development of a series of UML-based test models in different test steps (e.g.
MBSCD/MBSCT Steps D1/T1 to D4/T4), as described in (1) and (2) above. Note that a “T”

(Test) step in the MBSCT process corresponds to a parallel “D” (Development) step in the
MBSCD process at the same modeling level. Usually, a later “D” step is mainly based on its
preceding “D” step, for example, the Object Design Model in MBSCD Step D3 is constructed
based on the Object Analysis Model in its preceding MBSCD Step D2. However, a later “T”
step is mainly based on its parallel “D” step and its preceding “T” step, for example, we construct the Design Object Test Model in MBSCT Step T3 based on the Object Design Model in
its parallel MBSCD Step D3 and the Analysis Object Test Model in its preceding MBSCT Step
T2.
As shown in Figure 4.2, the entire integrated process has two entry points: the left-side
entry point represents the start of the MBSCD process, and the right-side entry point represents
the start of the MBSCT process. However, the entire SCT process has just one exit point: the
single exit point means that any iterative/incremental development work must be tested, and the
entire process is not finished until all development and testing activities have been completed.
The MBSCT methodology employs core UML diagrams in the UML subset UML–SCT
(as introduced earlier in Section 3.3.2) to describe both SCD models and SCT models, enabling
SCT/SCD to utilise a consistent UML-based specification approach. UML–SCT contains what
we call UML-based test diagrams, which are mainly adapted from corresponding standard UML
diagrams (e.g. UML use case diagrams, sequence diagrams, class diagrams, etc.), and are ap-
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plied particularly for the purpose of UML-based SCT. In principle, a UML-based test diagram
(e.g. test sequence diagram) is a diagrammatical variant of its corresponding UML diagram (e.g.
sequence diagram). While a UML diagram is development-focused for describing development
models in UML-based SCD, its corresponding UML-based test diagram is testing-focused for
describing test models in UML-based SCT (e.g. illustrating relevant test operations and associated test contracts). Accordingly, the UML-based test diagrams in the UML subset UML–SCT
include test use case diagrams, test sequence diagrams, test class diagrams, etc.
This SCT process covers a series of important UML-based SCT activities and tasks,
which are further supported by other relevant MBSCT techniques. From Chapter 5 onwards, we
further discuss how to put this SCT process into practice to undertake UML-based test model
construction, model-based component test design and generation, component fault detection,
diagnosis and localisation.

4.3.2

Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing Technique

In principle, the MBSCT methodology is developed to support SCT at various test levels
/phases, including (in a bottom-up order) component operation testing, component class unit
testing, component class integration testing, component integration testing (CIT) and component
system testing (as shown earlier in Table 2.7 in Section 2.4). As described earlier in Section 2.4,
the component user is more concerned about CIT, which is an indispensable testing phase in the
SCT domain, and influences whether component reuse and integration are used correctly in producing the specified CBS. Accordingly, a principal goal of the MBSCT methodology is to support CIT, which is based on the completion of each of its underlying test levels and associated
testing activities, and aims to bridge component unit testing and component system testing.
The model-based integrated SCT process (as described in Section 4.3.1) has a key focus
on use case driven testing and scenario-based testing (as described earlier in Sections 3.3.2 to
3.3.3 and Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.5), which aids in exploring the particular relationships between
testing and use cases with their scenarios. A use case scenario illustrates a specific functional
behaviour and forms a typical integration context covering the required interaction dynamics.
Accordingly, a central CIT focus is on examining functional scenarios that specify and realise
software component integration (SCI) with object interactions among integrated components
and their composite objects in the specific SCI context. Using UML modeling, we can model
object interactions with use cases, interaction diagrams (e.g. sequence diagrams) and class diagrams to capture scenarios, sequences, messages/operations, classes, elements (states/events),
etc, which all are important testing-related component/model artefacts for CIT (which are further discussed in Section 5.3).
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Consistent with use case driven principles, we incorporate scenario-based testing with
CIT and conduct what we call Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing. One key
feature of this technique is that it clearly focuses the key CIT priority on test scenarios to exercise and examine critical deliverable component functions with the associated operational use
case scenarios (e.g. behavioural instances) and object interactions (e.g. integration scenarios),
and to test multiple components and composite objects along with the scenario execution paths
in the related SCI context. A major CIT task is to identify and construct test scenarios for the
related functional scenarios that fulfil the requirements of component functions under test. Test
scenarios can be represented in terms of related test sequences with logically-ordered test operations and associated test contracts (see Section 4.3.3 for the TbC technique). A test scenario
naturally forms a useful integration testing context to examine component functions for the purpose of CIT. When applying this scenario-based CIT technique, the tester can employ a single
test scenario to exercise and verify the CUT’s multiple objects and operations participating in
the associated scenario under test. In addition, the tester can also test a single CUT with multiple
test scenarios for diverse test objectives and requirements, typically when the CUT is involved
in multiple SCI contexts. Such multiple test scenarios used for CIT are especially necessary
when software components are integrated into different component-based applications under
development. The scenario-based CIT technique not only is consistent with the use case driven
principles, but also provides a practical way to carry out use case driven testing and scenariobased testing for UML-based SCT.
One objective of the scenario-based CIT technique aims to gain a rational trade-off between test coverage and testing costs. In testing practice, full coverage testing is well known to
be impractical, and high-level coverage testing also is too expensive (as described earlier in Section 2.3.5). Compared to other testing techniques, our scenario-based CIT technique prioritises
test coverage by focusing on the key test scenarios that cover and verify the crucial component
functions that must be delivered based on the component requirements and specifications. Such
testing prioritisation is derived from the idea of identifying and using the scenario priority for
core deliverable component functions, which is the primary testing concern of the component
user.
The scenario-based CIT technique directly supports the MBSCT methodology’s goal (4)
and also partially supports the MBSCT methodology’s goals (5) and (6) (as described in Section
4.2). The significance of this technique is that identifying and developing appropriate test scenarios can help establish the foundation for structuring and constructing scenario-based test
models, and undertaking scenario-based test design for the CIT purpose, which will be further
discussed from Chapter 5 onwards.
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Test by Contract Technique

Based on our literature review of MBT/UBT described earlier in Chapter 3 (especially about test
models in Sections 3.2.5, 3.2.6, Definition 3–2, Sections 3.3.4 and 3.5), we have introduced the
new notion of “test gaps” and stated that developing target test models based on related ordinary
software models requires bridging the identified “test gaps” between them in MBT/UBT practice. Such “test gaps” can lead to certain component artefacts being non self-testable, because
the related ordinary SCD model used for describing the component artefacts under test may not
comprise sufficient testing-support information and data as required for component test derivation and evaluation. For those non self-testable component/model artefacts that are required to
be tested according to certain testing objectives and requirements, testing could not be properly
carried out or could become very difficult to undertake effectively. In particular, when such non
self-testable component/model artefacts are part of the crucial functional component scenarios
under test, the associated test scenarios can become non-testable. Accordingly, using those test
scenarios with poor testability for test model construction can result in ineffective SCT models
being produced with poor testability. Therefore, it is necessary to develop a useful testing technique that can bridge the identified “test gaps” and improve model-based testability in
MBT/UBT.
To address this second challenging research problem (as described earlier in Section 1.2
and Section 3.5), we apply the Design by Contract (DbC) [91] [92] principle to both SCD and
SCT activities, and develop a novel contract-based SCT technique, Test by Contract (TbC).
The TbC technique extends Design by Contract to the new domain of UML-based SCT, which
takes it beyond the original DbC scope of code-based unit testing of traditional software classes.
The TbC technique introduces a new useful testing-support mechanism of test contracts, which
is based on the component’s contract relationship between both component partners (i.e. service
supplier/contractor and client) [139]. Our strategy is to leverage UML-based SCT with the test
contract mechanism at different modeling levels, and design and construct adequate model-level
test contracts to improve model-based component testability (see Section 2.6 for the component
testability concept). The TbC technique applies well-designed test contracts to enhance and consolidate test model construction, undertake contract-based test design and generation based on
test models, and conduct component fault detection and diagnosis based on contract-based tests,
which are the main contract-based testing activities in the TbC technique.
Test contracts are realised and represented with preconditions, postconditions and invariants in the form of commonly-used assertions and associated concepts [152] [24], which are
applied as special test conditions/constraints on particular UML model elements or component
artefacts of testing interest. Based on the relationship between the effectual contract scope and
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the software context (e.g. component context or modeling context) of a test contract, we can
classify test contracts into two main categories: (a) an internal test contract (ITC), which has the
same effectual contract scope as its software context; (b) an external test contract (ETC), which
has the effectual contract scope different from its software context. With regard to the common
usage of the two types of test contracts for SCT, an ITC is often used in component unit testing,
but the ITC is required to be re-examined in the SCI context where it is involved. By contrast,
an ETC is often used in CIT, where the ETC is verified in one integration module whereas it is
defined and applied to another integration module. Appropriate types of test contracts are designed and constructed for improving component testability and facilitating component test design, which should be side-effect free, and should not affect or change the important sequencing
attribute of relevant test sequences for model-based component test development.
The TbC technique is an integral part of the MBSCT methodology, and supports the
MBSCT methodology’s goals (2), (3), (5) and (6) (as described in Section 4.2). With regard to
its methodological importance, the TbC technique is a primary base MBSCT methodological
component, and plays the key role of a “methodology glue” that connects and incorporates the
relevant MBSCT methodological components together as an integrated testing methodology to
support UML-based SCT activities.
Because of the nature of the TbC technique and its special role in the MBSCT methodology, we need to create a specific layered structure and arrangement for the TbC technique contents and related technical aspects, so that we can systematically describe them in the several
relevant chapters of this thesis as follows:
(1)

Chapter 4 presented a basic introduction to the TbC technique (in this section).

(2)

Chapter 5 applies the TbC technique to test model construction (especially in Sections
5.2.3, 5.2.4.2, 5.3, 5.4.3 and 5.5.3). This supports Phase #1 (test model construction) of
the MBSCT framework (see Section 4.4 for the MBSCT Framework).

(3)

Chapter 6 formally describes the TbC technique in more detail. We describe the TbC
foundation principles with a set of important contract-oriented test concepts, stepwise
process, test contract criteria and methods we develop for contract-based SCT (in Sections 6.2 and 6.3). On this basis, we discuss test contract design for test model construction (in Section 6.4), and contract-based component test design as well as associated
technical aspects (in Section 6.5). This supports Phase #2 (component test design and
generation) of the MBSCT framework.

(4)

Chapter 7 particularly focuses on contract-based fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) with
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the TbC technique. This jointly supports Phase #2 (component test design and generation)
and Phase #3 (component test evaluation) of the MBSCT framework, enabling the
MBSCT methodology to have unique contract-based and FDD-based features.
(5)

Chapter 8 discusses contract-based test generation as part of component test derivation
(especially in Section 8.3.2.6). This supports Phase #2 (component test design and generation) of the MBSCT framework.

4.3.4

Test-Centric Remodeling Strategy

Based on our literature review of MBT/UBT described earlier in Chapter 3 (especially in Sections 3.2.5, 3.2.6 and 3.3, and Definitions 3–1, 3–2 and 3–3), we stated that a UML-based test
model should be developed based on a relevant UML-based software model. As guided by the
integrated SCT process (as described in Section 4.3.1), for example, the Design Object Test
Model is developed mainly based on the Object Design Model.
In practice, software models selected for test model development need to go through a
form of “remodeling” process that is principally test-centric for transforming and improving
non-testable models into testable models (as investigated earlier in Section 3.2.6.3). To support
test model development effectively based on relevant ordinary software models, we introduce a
new testing strategy, called Test-Centric Remodeling (TCR) strategy, which has three main
technical aspects as follows:
(1)

Test-Centric Model Refinement
According to the MBT/UBT principles described earlier in Chapter 3 (especially in Sec-

tion 3.2.6.3), the full adoption of ordinary software models is usually not applicable in test
model development, which indicates that only some model artefacts selected from ordinary
software models are actually used for test model construction. On the other hand, not all artefacts from ordinary software models are useful for testing, which indicates that some model artefacts may be not required to be tested, or may be testing-irrelevant, or may not be transformable into testable artefacts to be useful for test model construction.
The TCR strategy for test-centric model refinement aims to select and retain only testingrelated component/model artefacts that are useful for test model development. This means that a
test model should not contain testing-irrelevant artefacts. For this purpose, we need to refine the
existing software models used for test model construction by omitting redundant information
from them (e.g. omitting testing-irrelevant model details, which, for example, may be concerned
simply with low-level implementation aspects that may not be needed for MBT). A major goal
is to require that target test models not only contain necessary testing-related component/model
artefacts for test model construction, but also are rationally simpler and/or abstract than the con-
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crete implementation of the component under test. This TCR strategy aspect helps test understanding and management, simplifies the test process, and eases the complexity of MBT/UBT in
practice. Test models contain testing-related component/model artefacts, which form basic test
artefacts for UML-based SCT (which will be further described in Section 5.3).
(2)

Model-Based Testability Improvement
The TCR strategy for model-based testability improvement focuses on enhancing the se-

lected development models (e.g. a design model) with appropriate supplementary testing-related
and/or testing-support information, and transforming and improving non-testable component/model artefacts to become testable as required for constructing the target test models (e.g. a
design test model). A major purpose is to improve model-based component testability for bridging the “test gaps” (as identified earlier in Section 3.2.6.3), and to enhance test model development for effective model-based test design, generation and evaluation.
As described in Section 4.3.3, the TbC technique is developed to support the goal of
bridging the identified “test gaps” and improving model-based component testability for effective test model construction. Therefore, the MBSCT methodology supports this TCR strategy
aspect by using the TbC technique to realise model-based testability improvement for UMLbased SCT. Test models contain well-designed test contracts as necessary testing-support artefacts, which form special test artefacts for UML-based SCT (which will be further described in
Section 5.3).
(3)

Test-Centric Model Optimisation
Test-centric model optimisation builds on test-centric model refinement and model-based

testability improvement. An effective approach for test-centric model optimisation is that we
can construct related test models by selecting and using crucial model artefacts that have high
testing priority for the principal testing objectives and requirements. A major purpose is to require target test models to contain key test artefacts with high testing priority, which accordingly supports what is a very important testing focus. This aspect of the TCR strategy helps improve and optimise test model construction to become more concise and precise for the goal of
enhancing testing effectiveness.
As described in Section 4.3.2, the MBSCT methodology employs the scenario-based CIT
technique that focuses the key CIT priority on identifying and developing suitable test scenarios
to exercise and examine critical deliverable component functions in the related SCI context.
Test scenarios are used as the primary basis to construct test models and associated model-based
tests for the purpose of CIT. Accordingly, the MBSCT methodology mainly uses the scenariobased CIT technique to fulfil test-centric model optimisation.
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The TCR strategy aims to provide a practical guide to carrying out actual test model development, and supports the MBSCT methodology’s goals (2), (3), (4), (5) and (6) (as described
in Section 4.2), in conjunction with the TbC technique and the scenario-based CIT technique.
From Chapter 5 onwards, we apply the TCR strategy to test model construction for model-based
test derivation.

4.3.5

Component Test Mapping Technique

Based on our literature review of MBT/UBT described earlier in Chapter 3 (especially concerning model-based tests in Sections 3.2.4 and 3.3.2.1), it is necessary to develop a testing technique for UML-based SCT that can support transforming model-based abstract test cases into
concrete target test cases suitable for test execution for dynamic testing of component implementation. To further this issue, it is also required to provide practical test transformation strategies that can support the construction of model-based test artefacts with test models towards the
generation of target component test cases with model-based tests to be used in the process of
UML-based SCT. To address this important issue, we introduce a new mapping-based test derivation technique, called the Component Test Mapping (CTM) technique.
By exploring the fundamental relationships between SCD artefacts and SCT artefacts
with UML models, the CTM technique creates a (1 – n) test mapping relationship between the
set of UML-based SCD model artefacts and the set of UML-based SCT model artefacts. That is,
an element in the former set may be mapped, and thus correspond to, one or more elements in
the latter set for constructing and specifying a test for a specific testing objective. The CTM
technique refines and details the method and process of model-based test design and generation,
and focuses on how to map and transform testable model artefacts and associated test contracts
into useful test case data, so that they can be used to construct test scenarios, test sequences, test
operations and test elements for generating target component test cases. The CTM process takes
a series of test mapping steps for test transformations and constructions with respect to the relevant UML models and model elements at different modeling levels towards the derivation of
intended component test cases. The CTM technique aids in realising test case derivation from
abstract test cases to concrete test cases that are more suitable for test execution to support dynamic testing.
As an integral part of the MBSCT methodology, the CTM technique aids in carrying out
the actual derivation of UML-based component test cases in UML-based SCT practice, thus the
CTM technique supports the MBSCT methodology’s goals (5) and (6) (as described in Section
4.2). From Chapter 5 onwards, we apply the CTM technique in conjunction with actual test
model construction and component test derivation. Based on the basic introduction to the CTM
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technique presented in this section, Chapter 8 further describes the CTM technique in more detail particularly concerning the test mapping definition, the CTM process and associated CTM
steps towards the generation of target Component Test Specifications (see Appendix A for the
definition).

4.4 MBSCT Framework
As described in Section 4.3.1, we can observe that the entire integrated process utilises the two
parallel workflow streams to jointly establish an incremental and systematic framework with a
series of SCD/SCT steps that covers almost all the main UML-based SCT tasks. Technically,
for this MBSCT framework, we can group the related steps into four phases, as shown in Figure
4.2.
Among the four main phases, Phase #0 (including Step D0/T0) is about component selection, and not further discussed here as it is outside the scope of this research, but it is referred to
elsewhere [74] [139] [66]. In addition, Step T6 in Phase #3 is about test case execution and verification with dynamic testing, which is referred to in the previous SCL work (as described in
Appendix A).
Accordingly, Phase #1 to Phase #3 together form the core of the MBSCT framework
(called the three-phase testing framework), which is described as follows:
(1)

Phase #1 (including Steps D1/T1 to D4/T4): Test Model Construction – Building UMLbased SCT models based on relevant UML-based SCD models (in Chapter 5)
The MBSCT methodology employs the integrated SCT process, scenario-based CIT and

TbC techniques as well as the TCR strategy to construct relevant SCT models as the key foundation for UML-based SCT, which will be discussed in Chapter 5. The framework Phase #1 is
model-based, process-based, scenario-based and contract-based, which is supported jointly by
the first four MBSCT methodological components.
(2)

Phase #2 (including Step T5): Component Test Design and Generation – Deriving component test cases from the relevant test models and other test information (in Chapter 5 to
Chapter 8)
Based on related UML-based SCT models and test artefacts, the MBSCT methodology

mainly employs the scenario-based CIT and TbC techniques to undertake component test design, which will be discussed in Chapter 6. Furthermore, we design component tests to detect,
diagnose and locate component faults for the goal of achieving effective test design; in other
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words, component fault detection and diagnosis are considered and undertaken as a crucial integral part of component test design, which will be discussed in Chapter 7.
In addition, the MBSCT methodology employs the CTM technique to refine and detail
the method and process of test design and generation, especially mapping and transforming
model-based abstract test cases into concrete target component test cases, which will be discussed in Chapter 8. Thus, the framework Phase #2 is model-based, process-based, scenariobased, contract-based, FDD-based and mapping-based, which is supported jointly by all of the
five MBSCT methodological components.
(3)

Phase #3 (including Step T7): Component test evaluation (in Chapter 7 and Chapter 9)
With model-based component tests being designed and derived, we undertake component

test evaluation mainly in conjunction with the assessment of the core MBSCT testing capabilities (which are to be described in Section 4.6), which specifically focuses on validating and
evaluating adequate test artefact coverage, component testability improvement, adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions and results. This will be discussed in Chapter 7
and Chapter 9.
Under the MBSCT framework, Phase #1 and Phase #2 cover the important methodological aspects for developing model-based component test cases for UML-based SCT. This is an
important focus of the MBSCT methodology, which provides the primary framework for Phase
#3. The framework Phase #3 particularly supports the MBSCT methodology’s goal (7) (as described in Section 4.2). Therefore, the five major MBSCT methodological components and the
MBSCT framework jointly support all the MBSCT methodology’s goals (1) to (8) (as described
in Section 4.2).

4.5 Main Methodological Features
The MBSCT methodology is a comprehensive SCT approach that is jointly supported by the
five major MBSCT methodological components, with the integration of new SCT/MBT concepts and definitions (as developed in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and commonly-used proven
software concepts and practices (e.g. object-oriented methods, UML modeling, Unified Process,
use case driven principles). The MBSCT methodology and its framework have their own unique
methodological features different from other related work, which are:
(1)

Model-based feature
The model-based feature is supported jointly by the model-based integrated SCT process,

the scenario-based CIT technique and the TCR strategy. The MBSCT methodology undertakes
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UML-based testing of object-oriented software components and systems, and SCT models are
UML-based test models that are constructed based on relevant UML-based development models
(as described in Section 4.3.1). The development of scenario-based test models emphasises the
key CIT priority (as described in Section 4.3.2). The TCR strategy plays the major technical role
in test model development by means of test-centric model refinement, model-based testability
improvement, and test-centric model optimisation (as described in Section 4.3.4).
(2)

Process-based feature
The process-based feature is characterised by the model-based integrated SCT process,

which is the overall process of the MBSCT methodology (as described in Section 4.3.1). In addition, the other two major MBSCT methodological components contain their own technical
processes, including the stepwise TbC working process and the CBFDD process in the TbC
technique (which will be described in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7 respectively), and the stepwise
CTM process in the CTM technique (which will be described in Chapter 8).
(3)

Scenario-based feature
The scenario-based feature is supported by the scenario-based CIT technique that derives

test scenarios and associated test sequences for UML-based CIT. This technique is consistent
with the use-case driven principles, and provides a practical way to carry out use case driven
testing and scenario-based testing for scenario-based test model construction and scenario-based
test design (as described in Section 4.3.2).
(4)

Contract-based feature
The process-based feature is characterised by the TbC technique that employs well-

designed test contracts to bridge the identified “test gaps” and improve component testability for
effective UML-based SCT. The TbC technique is applied to contract-based test design and
evaluation, contract-based fault detection and diagnosis (as described in Section 4.3.3).
(5)

FDD-based feature
The FDD-based feature is supported by the TbC technique and its CBFDD method to un-

dertake contract-based fault detection and diagnosis, which is a primary part of component test
evaluation.
(6)

Mapping-based feature
The mapping-based feature is characterised by the CTM technique that maps and trans-

forms testable UML model artefacts and special test contracts into useful test case data for generating the intended component test cases.
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4.6 Core Testing Capabilities
The MBSCT methodology and its framework have six core testing capabilities that are built on
the five major methodological components and the six main methodological features. The six
core MBSCT testing capabilities can be classified into two main categories: the MBSCT testing
applicability (including MBSCT Capabilities #1 to #3) and the MBSCT testing effectiveness
(including MBSCT Capabilities #4 to #6), which are described as follows:
1.

MBSCT testing applicability

(1)

MBSCT Capability #1: test model construction
This testing capability is supported jointly by the first four MBSCT methodological com-

ponents and the first four MBSCT methodological features.
(2)

MBSCT Capability #2: component test design and generation
This testing capability is supported jointly by all five MBSCT methodological compo-

nents and the six MBSCT methodological features.
(3)

MBSCT Capability #3: component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation
This testing capability is supported particularly by the TbC technique and its CBFDD

method, and the contract-based and FDD-based features.
2.

MBSCT testing effectiveness
MBSCT testing effectiveness is based on the MBSCT testing applicability and further

shows the methodological effectiveness in terms of MBSCT Capabilities #4 to #6 as follows:
(1)

MBSCT Capability #4: adequate test artefact coverage
Software test artefacts designed and derived with the MBSCT methodology are capable

of achieving adequate test artefact coverage of testing-related component/model artefacts and
associated test contracts for the purpose of effective model-based component testing.
(2)

MBSCT Capability #5: component testability improvement
Based on adequate test artefact coverage, the MBSCT methodology is capable of bridging

the identified “test gaps” and improving component testability effectively for fulfilling testing
requirements.
(3)

MBSCT Capability #6: adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions
The FDD capability is regarded as a major measure of the effectiveness of software test-

ing approaches [33] [37]. Based on the above MBSCT Capabilities #1 to #5, the MBSCT methodology is capable of achieving adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions for
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the purpose of effective FDD and fulfilling testing requirements.

The first three MBSCT Capabilities #1 to #3 show the primary testing applicability of the
MBSCT methodology and its framework, which will be demonstrated and validated with many
selected case study examples in Chapter 5 to Chapter 8. This creates the basis for examining
MBSCT testing effectiveness with the remaining three MBSCT Capabilities #4 to #6. Furthermore, this thesis employs two full case studies to undertake comprehensive validation and
evaluation of the six core MBSCT testing capabilities, which will be presented in Chapter 9.

4.7 Summary
This chapter has provided an overview of the MBSCT methodology by introducing the five major MBSCT methodological components, the three-phase MBSCT framework, the six main
MBSCT methodological features and the six core MBSCT testing capabilities, which form the
principal original contributions of this research. Based on this overall introduction to the
MBSCT methodology and its framework, we can illustrate and demonstrate how to put the
MBSCT framework into practice to undertake UML-based SCT from Chapter 5 onwards. Many
important technical aspects of the MBSCT techniques (especially the TbC technique, the TCR
strategy and the CTM technique) will be further discussed in more detail in the subsequent
chapters of this thesis in conjunction with the case studies, which validates and evaluates the
applicability and effectiveness of the MBSCT methodology.
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Chapter 5
Building UML-Based Test Models
5.1 Introduction
In common with MBT in general (as described earlier in Section 3.2), the MBSCT framework
starts with UML-based test model development to provide the crucial foundation for UMLbased SCT (including model-based component test design and evaluation). This chapter presents how to put the MBSCT methodology into practice to develop UML-based test models in
the first phase of the MBSCT framework [167] [169] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] [179].
First, Section 5.2 describes the main tasks and techniques for building test models with the
MBSCT methodology. Section 5.3 discusses the main test artefacts for UML-based SCT. Then,
we describe the construction of the Use Case Test Model (in Section 5.4) and the Object Test
Model (in Section 5.5). Section 5.6 summarises this chapter.
The testing of the Car Parking System (CPS) is the first case study that is used throughout
this thesis (the CPS case study is introduced in Appendix B and is further described in Section
9.3). This chapter employs the CPS case study to illustrate (through a number of testing examples) how to apply the MBSCT methodology to the iterative and incremental development of a
series of UML-based test models, with the aim to demonstrate and validate the important methodological features, applicability and effectiveness of the MBSCT methodology particularly for
test model development.

5.2 Main Tasks and Techniques for Building Test Models
Following the MBSCT framework for developing model-based component test cases (as described earlier in Section 4.4), the main tasks in the first phase are to build a set of UML-based
test models for SCT (i.e. SCT models) based on relevant UML-based software models for SCD
(i.e. SCD models). In particular, we apply the first four MBSCT methodological components (as
introduced earlier in Section 4.3) to develop UML-based test models, including the model-based
integrated SCT process (in Section 5.2.1), the scenario-based CIT technique (in Section 5.2.1),
the TbC technique (in Section 5.2.3), and the TCR strategy (in Section 5.2.4).

5.2.1

Applying the Model-Based Integrated SCT Process

With regard to test model development with the MBSCT methodology, the model-based inte-
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grated SCT process (as described earlier in Section 4.3.1) guides what types of test models need
to be constructed in terms of the different levels of use case and object test models. This entails
the iterative and incremental development (which is undertaken typically with the
MBSCD/MBSCT Steps D1/T1 to D4/T4) of a series of UML-based test models, including the

Use Case Test Model, Analysis Object Test Model, Design Object Test Model, and Implementation Object Test Model. The integrated SCT process clearly shows what relevant SCD/SCT
models are needed as the basis for constructing a specific SCT model. For example, the Object
Design Model is needed as the basis for constructing the Design Object Test Model in conjunction with the Analysis Object Test Model.
A particular test model is built for a specific testing objective, for example, the Design
Object Test Model is constructed mainly for the purpose of testing component objects at the
design model level. This is also part of the iterative and incremental process of developing a
series of test models for the purpose of deriving model-based tests from the initial form of abstract test cases towards concrete test cases (as described earlier in Section 3.2.4). Sections 5.4
and 5.5 discuss the construction of the use case test model and object test model respectively
with the CPS case study.

5.2.2

Applying the Scenario-Based CIT Technique

With the MBSCT methodology, we apply the use case driven testing principle (as described
earlier in Section 3.3.3) to undertake test model construction, and start with constructing the
relevant use case test model, which is used to drive the iterative and incremental development of
all subsequent test models. In particular, we apply the scenario-based CIT technique (as described earlier in Section 4.3.2), and undertake the construction of a target test model for the
purpose of UML-based CIT (which is a principal goal of the MBSCT methodology). Our testing
priority focuses on identifying and constructing appropriate test scenarios with relevant operational use case scenarios (e.g. behavioural instances and integration scenarios) to exercise and
examine crucial deliverable component functions, and to test multiple components and composite objects along with the scenario execution paths in the associated SCI context. We model test
scenarios mainly with scenario mapping and transformations from the corresponding functional
scenarios under test, which are usually described with UML use case diagrams, sequence diagrams and class diagrams in the relevant UML-based SCD models. Accordingly, test scenarios
are typically captured with test use case diagrams, test sequence diagrams and test class diagrams, which are the main UML-based test diagrams (in the core UML subset UML–SCT) that
are used in the MBSCT methodology to describe UML-based test models (as described earlier
in Section 4.3.1 and Section 3.3.2). Test scenarios are specified in terms of relevant test sequences consisting of logically-ordered test operations and associated test contracts, which aid
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in structuring and constructing relevant scenario-based test models and scenario-based test design for UML-based SCT. Relevant illustrative examples are described with the CPS case study
in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.5.2.

5.2.3

Applying the TbC Technique

As investigated earlier in Section 3.2.6.3 and in Section 4.3.3, the presence of “test gaps” is a
major cause of the production of ineffective test models with inadequate testability. Good test
model development is required to improve model-based component testability by means of
transforming and enhancing non-testable component/model artefacts under test to become testable as required (e.g. for the target testing objectives and requirements). To bridge the identified
“test gaps” for effective test model construction, we apply the TbC technique (as described earlier in Section 4.3.3) to design and construct useful test contracts as a key testing-support
mechanism for improving model-based component testability. We augment the relevant test
models under development with well-designed test contracts for model-based test enhancements. When constructing a particular SCT model, we can incorporate appropriate test contracts
with the relevant artefacts of components and/or their composite classes under test. For example, test contracts can be used as preconditions/postconditions to complement the component/class operation under test; similarly, test contracts can be also used as invariants to complement the component/class under test. By means of such model-based test improvement, we
can effectively transform non self-testable operations or similar component/model artefacts under test to become testable, and accordingly, we can enhance and consolidate test model construction to achieve good component testability. Relevant illustrative examples are provided
with the CPS case study in Sections 5.4.3 and 5.5.3.
Based on contract-based testability enhancement for effective test model development,
the TbC technique can further support UML-based SCT for model-based component test design
and generation, and component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. This will be further
discussed in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, which formally describe the TbC technique and associated technical aspects in more detail.

5.2.4

Applying the TCR Strategy

As described earlier in Section 3.2.6.3 and Section 4.3.4, test model development requires a
“remodeling” process that transforms and improves relevant ordinary SCD models (which are
not test-ready or are non-testable) into target SCT models (which are test-ready or testable).
With the MBSCT methodology, we apply the TCR strategy to create such a test-centric remodeling process for test model construction by means of test-centric model refinement, model-
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based testability improvement, and test-centric model optimisation (as earlier described in Section 4.3.4). The TCR strategy plays a major technical role in test model construction, which is
carried out in cooperation with the application of the relevant MBSCT techniques.

5.2.4.1 Test-Centric Model Refinement
Model-based component testing deals with both component artefacts in component software
being implemented and model artefacts in models describing relevant component artefacts under test. It is important to recognise not only what component/model artefacts are testingrequired (i.e. they are required to be tested, are needed for testing, and/or can be used for testing
purposes), but also what component/model artefacts are capable of being self-tested or are selftestable. The testing-related component/model artefacts comprise these testing-required and
testable artefacts. A major purpose is to utilise such testing-related component/model artefacts
to effectively support test model development and model-based test derivation. To carry out
test-centric model refinement with the TCR strategy (as earlier described in Section 4.3.4), a
key challenge is how to identify and extract (and/or to design and construct, if needed) testingrelated model artefacts in relevant SCD models that are useful to construct corresponding SCT
models.
For the purpose of UML-based CIT (which is a principal goal of the MBSCT methodology), our approach focuses on a range of core testing-related component/model artefacts and
elements, which are described as follows:
(1)

Use Case Model: use case diagrams and use cases (see Sections 3.3.2 and 3.3.3)
These model artefacts describe component system/integration requirements and behav-

ioural functions in terms of use case specifications. We focus on identifying and extracting the
main testing-related model artefacts, including system/integration-level use cases with their scenarios, system sequences, system events/operations, system states, etc. They are most important
to derive system/integration test requirements and objectives, and use-case based test scenarios
and associated test artefacts, which forms the basis for use case driven testing. Section 5.4 discusses in detail how these use case model artefacts are used to construct the target use case test
model.
(2)

Behavioural Model: sequence diagrams and interacting messages (see Section 3.3.2)
These model artefacts comprise the dynamic models to capture integration dynamics, and

describe how a use case scenario (e.g. for specifying a behavioural instance or an integration
function) is realised and how interactions are conducted with a sequence of interacting messages
over time between collaborating components/objects. The main testing-related model artefacts
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we can identify and extract include concrete scenarios refining and realising use cases, message
sequences describing integration interactions, interacting messages describing collaborations,
software classes/objects participating integration/interactions, class operations/states realising
messages, etc. Section 5.5 discusses in detail how these model artefacts are used to construct the
related object test model.
(3)

Structural Model: class diagrams, operations and elements (see Section 3.3.2)
These model artefacts comprise the static models to provide the structure of software

components and systems under test. They define software classes (e.g. operations, states and
attributes), and describe class interfaces and their relationships, which are testing-related and
provide the essential test information and data for test model construction (to be discussed in
detail in Section 5.5).
By applying the TCR strategy for test-centric model refinement (as discussed above), we
can develop the required core testing-related component/model artefacts that are identified and
extracted from the relevant UML-based SCD models, which form the principal foundation for
test model construction. A primary goal of the test-centric model refinement strategy is to ensure that test models do not include redundant testing-irrelevant information, so that the target
test models are test-focused, and are simpler and more abstract than the component implementation under test.

5.2.4.2 Model-Based Testability Improvement
In addition to the required core testing-related component/model artefacts being developed, we
need to apply the TCR strategy for model-based component testability improvement (as described earlier in Section 4.3.4) to design and construct supplementary test artefacts as required,
in order to bridge the identified “test gaps” in UML-based SCT for achieving the desired testing
effectiveness. The notion of the “test gaps” was initially introduced in Section 3.2.6.3 and described in Sections 4.3.3 and 5.2.3, and we have stated that the occurrence of “test gaps” is a
major cause of inadequate model-based testability. This section further analyses and explores its
underlying attributes and associated issues, and discusses how to apply the TCR strategy to deal
with them for test model construction with effective testability improvement.
We focus on two main types of “test gaps” for mode-based testability improvement as
follows:
(1)

Bridging Test-Gap #1 with Supplementary Testing-Related Component/Model Artefacts
There are some situations where the existing testing-related component/model artefacts in
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the associated ordinary SCD model are insufficient or incomplete for the purpose of test model
construction and model-based test development. This occurs especially when the relevant SCD
model leaves out some important testing-related information (e.g. relevant component/model
artefacts) that is required for developing appropriate test scenarios, test sequences, test operations or other related test artefacts in the test model under development. Although the omission
of such testing-related component/model artefacts may not affect component design and/or implementation, the absence of these testing-related model artefacts could lead to a failure to adequately describe some aspect or the whole of a particular testing-required component artefact
(e.g. a component/class operation under test) for testing purposes. As a negative consequence,
this could further result in the subsequent failure to exercise and examine the related component
artefact (e.g. failing test execution of the testing-required component/class operation) for the
target testing objective and requirement. Accordingly, a particular type of “test gap” results
from the omission of such testing-related component/model artefacts if they are required to be
tested.
To deal with this first type of “test gap” (we call it Test-Gap #1) for enhancing testing effectiveness, we need to design and construct appropriate supplementary testing-related component/model artefacts (which are testing-required or are testable), and add these relevant test artefacts to the test model under development. This is consistent with the principle of model-based
testability improvement with the TCR strategy as a major purpose is to develop appropriate testing-related component/model artefacts that are sufficiently adequate for the target testing objectives and requirements. In practice, how to design and construct appropriate supplementary testing-related component/model artefacts in the form of additional test artefacts is based on several
aspects, including: the component requirements and specifications, the target testing objectives
and requirements to be achieved, the tester’s knowledge of the associated SCD model actually
used for test model development, the tester’s testing skills and experience, etc. This resembles
the similar situation of how to carry out improvement of effective SCD in CBSE practice. It is
very difficult or even impractical to exercise and examine certain testing-required but omitted
component/model artefacts for testing purposes without such supplementary testing-related artefacts. A relevant illustrative example is given with the CPS case study in Section 5.5.2.
(2)

Bridging Test-Gap #2 with Complementary Testing-Support Artefacts (Test Contracts)
The combination of the existing and supplementary testing-related component/model ar-

tefacts can jointly form the prototype of the test model with adequate testing-related artefacts for
the purpose of UML-based SCT. Then, according to certain testing objectives and requirements,
we need to undertake special treatment for certain testing-related component/models artefacts
under test, if they are required to be tested, but they are not self-testable, i.e. such testing-related
but non-testable model artefacts could not be used as the sole basis for properly testing the asso-
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ciated component artefact (e.g. a component/class operation under test) that is merely described
by them. Accordingly, another type of “test gap” results from the inadequate testing capability
(i.e. inadequate testability) of such non-testable component/model artefacts if they are required
to be tested.
To cope with this second type of “test gap” (we call it Test-Gap #2), we need to transform and enhance those non-testable component/model artefacts to become testable by means of
model-based testability improvement, which is realised by applying the TbC technique (as described in Section 4.3.3 and Section 5.2.3). Well-designed test contracts can provide additional
useful testing-support information and data to complement the relevant test artefacts for the test
model under development, so that we can transform and enhance non-testable component/model
artefacts under test to be testable as required for UML-based SCT. For example, a test contract
(e.g. in the form of a postcondition assertion) is constructed and then applied to a specific component/class operation under test to verify (e.g. by checking test results) whether this operation
is performed correctly against its component functional requirement. It is extremely difficult or
even impossible to examine and evaluate the actual model-based test execution of those testingrelated but non-testable component/class operations without such complementary testingsupport artefacts. A relevant illustrative example is described with the CPS case study in Section 5.5.3.
(3)

Bridging Both Test-Gap #1 and Test-Gap #2 to Improve Component Testability
Note that there are some important implications concerning these two types of “test

gaps”. Test-Gap #1 is caused by the omission of certain component/model artefacts that are testing-related and required to be tested, and thus we need appropriate supplementary testingrelated artefacts for testing purposes. Test-Gap #2 is caused by the inadequate testability of certain testing-related component/model artefacts that are required to be tested, but are not selftestable, and thus we need appropriate complementary testing-support artefacts for testing purposes.
From the current literature review, there is very little research work on dealing with TestGap #1, which may well be based on an implicit assumption/misconception in MBD/MBT: all
necessary testing-related information (e.g. basic test artefacts) are available in software development models for all testing purposes. Likewise, the occurrence of Test-Gap #2 may well be
due to another similar implicit assumption/misconception in MBD/MBT: all testing-related artefacts available in software development models are testable for all testing purposes. However,
both assumptions are not always valid, because in practice there is no perfect software development model that can fulfil such extraordinary testing-centric requirements. We can observe
that simply bridging Test-Gap #1 would not always ensure that the target testing objective is
accomplished successfully, and bridging Test-Gap #2 is actually more important in test model
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construction for effective model-based testing. Therefore, it is very important to bridge both
Test-Gap #1 and Test-Gap #2 to improve model-based component testability, in order to
achieve the target testing objectives and desired testing effectiveness.

5.2.4.3 Test-Centric Model Optimisation
By using the TCR strategy for test-centric model refinement and model-based testability improvement, we can develop useful test artefacts (including testing-related component/models
artefacts and associated testing-support artefacts) to construct test models for UML-based SCT.
Furthermore, we can improve and optimise test model construction to prioritise on the most important test artefacts by means of test-centric model optimisation with the TCR strategy (as described earlier in Section 4.3.4). For the purpose of UML-based CIT, our testing priority focuses
on appropriate test scenarios to exercise and examine core integration scenarios with multiple
integrated components and composite objects in the associated SCI contexts. Such SCI-related
test scenarios can be used as the foundation for structuring and constructing relevant scenariobased test models and scenario-based test design for the CIT purpose, which is supported by
applying the scenario-based CIT technique (as described in Section 4.3.2 and Section 5.2.2).

5.2.5

Summary

As discussed in the above Sections 5.2.1 to 5.2.4 (including Subsections 5.2.4.1 to 5.2.4.3), we
can observe that the TCR strategy plays the major technical role, and incorporating it with the
related MBSCT techniques can effectively guide test model development in UML-based SCT
practice. Sections 5.4 and 5.5 will employ the CPS case study to illustrate by examples the important methodological characteristics and technical aspects of the MBSCT methodology on test
model construction.
As a summary, to construct a UML-based SCT model (e.g. the design object test model)
based on its related UML-based SCD model (e.g. the object design model), we need to carry out
the following tasks with the MBSCT methodology (e.g. the TCR strategy and the related
MBSCT techniques):
(1)

Applying test-centric model refinement with the TCR strategy (as discussed in Section
5.2.4.1):
We identify and extract the core existing testing-related component/model artefacts from

the related UML-based SCD model, and transform and enhance them to become appropriate
basic test artefacts (see Section 5.3).
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(2)

Applying model-based testability improvement with the TCR strategy:

(a)

If the testing-related artefacts (which are mainly used for basic test artefacts) in the associated ordinary SCD model are insufficient or incomplete (this is Test-Gap #1 as discussed in Section 5.2.4.2):
We need to design and construct certain supplementary testing-related component/model

artefacts, and appropriately add these basic test artefacts to the test model under development.
(b)

If some testing-related artefacts (as basic test artefacts) are not self-testable (this is TestGap #2 as discussed in Sections 5.2.4.2 and 5.2.3):
We need to design and construct certain complementary testing-support artefacts (e.g.

special test contracts), transform and enhance non-testable component/model artefacts under test
to be testable as required, and then appropriately add these special test artefacts (see Section
5.3) to the test model under development. This is carried out in conjunction with applying the
TbC technique.
(3)

Applying test-centric model optimisation with the TCR strategy (as discussed in Sections
5.2.4.3 and 5.2.2):
We can improve and optimise test model construction by focusing our testing priority on

core SCI-related test scenarios as the primary basis to structure and construct relevant test models for the CIT purpose. This is carried out in conjunction with applying the scenario-based CIT
technique.

5.3 Test Artefacts for UML-Based SCT
During the course of test model development with the MBSCT methodology, we identify, extract, design and construct a range of useful test artefacts that correspond to testing-related component/model artefacts and associated testing-support artefacts (as described in Section 5.2).
Typical test artefacts used for UML-based SCT mainly include test use cases, test scenarios, test
sequences, test messages, test operations, test classes/objects, test elements (e.g. test states, test
events), and special test contracts, while some additional test artefacts may also be needed depending on the specific testing requirement or environment used in testing. We can classify
relevant test artefacts into two main categories: basic test artefacts and special test artefacts (as
shown in Table 5.1), which work together in UML-based SCT.
(1)

Basic Test Artefacts
These test artefacts are built on the core existing testing-related component/model arte-

facts and elements that are testing-required or are testable, which is carried out mainly with the
TCR strategy for test-centric model refinement (as described in Section 5.2.4.1). They are iden-
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tified and extracted based on the corresponding SCD models, and are then transformed into basic test artefacts in test model construction to exercise and examine component functions with
operational scenarios and/or related component/model artefacts for UML-based SCT. In addition, we need to design and construct certain supplementary testing-related component/model
artefacts for enhancing testing effectiveness, and add these useful test artefacts to the test model
under development (as described in Section 5.2.4.2).
Under this category, there are several types of basic test artefacts being produced in terms
of the granularity of test artefacts, which are summarised in Table 5.1. These basic test artefacts
principally form the prototype of the test model under development.
Table 5.1 Test Artefacts for UML-Based SCT
Test Artefact

Description

Test Level

Test Use
Case

A test use case exercises and examines one or more related use cases (e.g.
behavioural use cases) under test, and is usually structured into use-case
related test sequences.

Test
Scenario

A test scenario exercises and examines one or more related use case instances Integration
(e.g. behavioural scenarios) under test, and is usually structured into scenario- /System
related test sequences. A test scenario is a particular instance of its
Testing
corresponding test use case.

Test
Sequence

A test sequence consists of a sequence of logically-ordered test messages, test Integration
operations and/or other related test artefacts.
/System
Testing

Test
Message

A test message exercises and examines the corresponding message(s) under
test for verifying relevant message-based interactions between collaborating
components/objects.

Integration
/System
Testing

Test Event

A test event exercises and examines the corresponding event(s) under test for
relevant event-based communications between collaborating components
/objects. It represents the special test message(s) that take the form of event.

Integration
/System
Testing

Test
Operation

A test operation is used to exercise and examine the corresponding
operation(s) under test for component/class operation testing. Test operations
are essentially used for unit testing. In addition, test operations also realise the
related test messages/events and relate to component system/integration
testing. Thus, they support all test levels.

Unit
Testing,
supporting
all test
levels

Test State

A test state is used to exercise and examine the corresponding state(s) under
test that reflects the current condition/situation or change of its host class
/object (e.g. values of class/object attributes). Test states provide the essential
test information that relates to and supports all test levels.

Supporting
all test
levels

Test Class

A test class is used to exercise and examine the corresponding class(s) under
test. Test classes provide the essential test information and data that relate to
and support all test levels.

Supporting
all test
levels

Test
Contract

A test contract provides additional testing-support information and data to
complement the relevant test artefacts, transforming and enhancing nontestable component/model artefacts under test to become testable as required.

Supporting
all test
levels

(2)

Integration
/System
Testing

Special Test Artefacts
Special test artefacts are designed and constructed to improve model-based component
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testability with the TCR strategy for effective test model development (as described in Section
5.2.4.2). These test artefacts are mainly composed of complementary testing-support artefacts
(e.g. special test contracts as shown in Table 5.1), which aid testing-related component/model
artefacts under test to become testable if they are not self-testable.
Note that there is a major difference here: an ordinary testing-related operation (as a basic
test artefact) essentially exercises the execution of its relevant component function(s), whereas
its associated test contract (as a special test artefact) employs appropriate testing-support assertions to verify whether the operation execution is correct and complies with the expected requirement. This is because test contracts with testable assertions can be used to design test oracles for verifying the expected test results. Moreover, if the associated test contract returns false,
a possible component fault is then detected. We can see that such test contracts as special test
artefacts can well improve component testability for effective UML-based SCT. Test contracts
and contract-based fault detection and diagnosis with the TbC technique will be described in
more detail respectively in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7, in conjunction with relevant illustrative
examples selected from the CPS case study.
For UML-based SCT with the MBSCT methodology, test models mainly contain basic
test artefacts (e.g. the core existing and supplementary testing-related component/model artefacts that are testing-required or are testable) and special test artefacts (e.g. the special test contracts as complementary testing-support artefacts that enable non-testable component/model
artefacts under test to become testable). Test models do not need to, and should not, include
other redundant testing-irrelevant artefacts as required by the TCR strategy for test-centric
model refinement (as described in Section 5.2.4.1). Both basic and special test artefacts jointly
work to undertake UML-based SCT. A complex test artefact often takes the form of a combination of both basic and special test artefacts. For example, a test scenario is a sequence of logically-ordered test messages, test operations and/or associated test contracts.

5.4 Use Case Test Model
The preceding Sections 5.2 and 5.3 have presented the important technical aspects of applying
the MBSCT methodology to test model development. On this foundation for test model development, we are able to construct individual UML-based SCT models in the MBSCT Steps
D1/T1 to D4/T4 (as described in the integrated SCT process in Section 4.3.1 and Section 5.2.1).

The following Sections 5.4 and 5.5 focus on the particular technical aspects for constructing a
specific test model in a MBSCT step. We will employ the CPS case study to illustrate by examples the relevant technical aspects for test model construction with the MBSCT methodology
particularly for the CIT purpose (as indicated in Section 5.1).
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The model-based integrated SCT process requires that there are two major levels of test
models under development: Use Case Test Model (UCTM) and Object Test Model. This section
discusses the first MBSCT Step: D1

T1 to construct the UCTM mainly based on the related

Use Case Model (UCM) at the use case level for the CIT purpose.

5.4.1

Constructing the Use Case Test Model

Using UML models, the UCM mainly describes the system/integration behaviour, functions and
requirements in terms of a set of actors (e.g. component users), use cases and their relationships
as well as use case specifications for the CBS (component-based system) under test (as described earlier in Section 3.3.2). Our main task is to focus on identifying and extracting, designing and constructing testable component/model artefacts with the UCM, and then transforming
and enhancing them to become appropriate test artefacts for constructing the UCTM (as shown
in Figure 5.1). The UCTM is mainly described with test use case diagrams and system test sequence diagrams in the core UML subset UML–SCT (as shown in Figure 5.2).
We apply the TCR strategy to develop basic test artefacts for establishing the prototype of
the UCTM (as described in Section 5.2.4). We further use some selected examples of the CPS
case study to illustrate how to develop SCI-related test scenarios and test contracts for the
UCTM construction in the following subsections (in Sections 5.4.2 and 5.4.3).

D1: Use Case Model

T1: Use Case Test Model

1. Functions and requirements.

1. Testing objectives and requirements.

2. Use-case diagrams.

2. Test use case diagrams with test actors, test events.

3. Actors and descriptions.

3. Test actors and descriptions.

4. Use cases and scenario descriptions.

4. Test use cases and test scenario descriptions.

5. System sequence diagrams for system
scenarios with system events.

5. System test sequence diagrams for system test
scenarios with test actors, test events.

6. Contracts for system events and scenarios.

6. Test contracts for system test events and scenarios.

Figure 5.1 Constructing the Use Case Test Model

5.4.2

Identifying and Constructing Test Scenarios

We apply the scenario-based CIT technique to identify and construct relevant test use cases and
test scenarios that have high testing priority as the primary basis for developing the UCTM (as
described in Sections 4.3.2, 5.2.2 and 5.2.4.3). For the CIT purpose, test scenarios are developed
based on the associated use case instances to exercise and examine the corresponding SCI scenarios that fulfil component functions in the SCI context.
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Car Parking System

Enter PAL
TUC1

Withdraw
Ticket
TestCar/TestDriver

TUC2

Exit PAL
TUC3

(a) Test Use Case Diagram (CPS System)

: CarParkingSystem
: TestCar/TestDriver
Test Contract: stopping bar is in the state of "SB_DOWN"

test car w aits for traffic light to turn to the state of "TL_GREEN"

traffic light turns to the state of "TL_GREEN" from "TL_RED"
test car crosses and passes through the PAL entry point

traffic light turns to the state of "TL_RED" from "TL_GREEN"

Test Contract: traffic light is in the state of "TL_RED"

(b) System Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)
Figure 5.2 Use Case Test Model (CPS System)

Among other CPS use cases, we identify and construct three core test use cases (TUCs)
to develop test scenarios for testing typical CPS operations:
(a)

TUC1: exercise and examine that the test car enters the entry point of the parking access
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lane (PAL) to start accessing the PAL;
(b)

TUC2: exercise and examine that the test driver withdraws a parking ticket at the PAL
ticket point;

(c)

TUC3: exercise and examine that the test car exits the PAL exit point to finish accessing
the PAL.
All TUCs for these three main parking phases constitute an overall test scenario/sequence

of one full parking access process cycle for any parking in the CPS system. Because the car
movement along the PAL interacts with a set of the CPS parking control devices, each of the
TUC test scenarios conducts certain CIT activities to exercise and examine the relevant CPS
operations. These TUCs provide the typical CIT contexts to verify the related integration test
scenarios. As an example, Figure 5.2 shows a partial UCTM of the CPS system, with a test use
case diagram for the three core TUCs (see Figure 5.2 (a)) and a system test sequence diagram
that illustrates the system test scenario for the first CPS TUC1 test scenario (see Figure 5.2 (b)).
With the UCTM, a test actor plays the representative testing role of the users of use cases
of the CBS under test. For the CPS system, a test actor is a test car (or equivalently, a test driver
of the car) that represents the CPS user that is eligible to access the PAL for car parking. A system test event exercises and examines related system events (e.g. parking control operational
activities) that cause an interaction between the test actor and the system. A test scenario is a
typical test use case instance (e.g. an instance of TUC1 in Figure 5.2 (b)), which exercises and
examines a sequence of system test events that occur between the test actor and the black-box
system under test (e.g. our CPS system), and thus tests the associated system operational use
case scenarios for the required behaviour (e.g. the test car enters the PAL correctly) in the use
case under test (e.g. TUC1). A test scenario is captured with a system test sequence diagram to
illustrate the corresponding scenario-based UCTM (as shown in Figure 5.2).

5.4.3

Designing and Constructing Test Contracts

In the UCTM, a test scenario also reflects the corresponding changes of relevant system test
states (e.g. the traffic light turns the state of “TL_GREEN” from “TL_RED” or vice versa, as
shown in Figure 5.2 (b)), which are usually trigged by system test events (e.g. parking control
operational activities) and are very useful in scenario-based testing. A clear testing objective is
that certain functional requirements (e.g. the test car should enter the PAL correctly in the
TUC1 context) are correctly fulfilled as expected through an examination of the related test scenario and associated test states (e.g. “TL_GREEN”, “TL_RED” in the TUC1 test scenario).
Because the UCTM treats the entire CBS as a black-box entity at the system test level, the
main test contracts developed with the TbC technique for the system-level scenario under test
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consist of a set of system-level preconditions, postconditions and invariants, which are special
test artefacts in the related test scenario for constructing the UCTM. The system-level test contracts are used to examine and verify conformance to the testing requirements in the related system-level test scenario. Taking the CPS TUC1 test scenario as a testing example, we can design
and construct the following system-level test contracts (as shown in Figure 5.2 (b)):
(1)

TUC1 preconditions:

(a)

All CPS control device modules are started and are in an operational status;

(b)

The test car is started, ready and eligible to access the PAL;

(c)

The stopping bar is in the state of “SB_DOWN”, after the last car has finished access and
exited the PAL in the last parking access process cycle, and before the new car enters the
PAL. This partially abides by the special mandatory parking assess safety rule in the CPS
system: “one access at a time” (which is one of the CPS special test requirements to be
described in Section 9.3.1 for the full CPS case study);

(d)

The traffic light is in the state of “TL_GREEN”, before the test car starts entering the
PAL.

(2)

TUC1 postconditions:

(a)

The test car has entered the PAL;

(b)

The traffic light is in the state of “TL_RED”, after the current car has entered the PAL.
This also partially abides by the same special safety rule: “one access at a time”.

(3)

TUC1 invariants:
The abovementioned safety rule (“one access at a time”) is a typical invariant, which is

applied to and required for all parking control operations and car parking activities in the CPS
system.
Note that, because the UCTM is built with regard to the black-box system under test in
the first MBSCT Step D1

T1, certain internal system event/state changes may be invisible to

the external actor in the UCTM (e.g. the state changes of the in-PhotoCell sensor device that
monitors cars entering into the PAL, which are internal to the CPS system). Such internal operation information and relevant test artefacts will be further explored and illustrated in subsequent
test models (see Section 5.5.2). The UCTM is the initial step in test model construction, which
leverages system level scenarios to develop a set of core test scenarios for scenario-based CIT.
The UCTM describes the main test requirements with associated test scenarios and test contracts, which form the basis for use case driven testing to guide the stepwise testing activities
towards the iterative and incremental development of subsequent test models with concrete and
detailed test artefacts.
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5.5 Object Test Model
Working with object-oriented testing techniques for test model development at the object test
level, we build a series of object test models, including the Analysis Object Test Model, Design
Object Test Model, and Implementation Object Test Model. Object test model development is
undertaken in the MBSCT Steps D2/T2 to D4/T4, which follow different object-oriented development phases that require different levels of class/object details. This section focuses on the
MBSCT Step D3

T3 to describe the construction of the Design Object Test Model (DOTM)

based on the Object Design Model (ODM), which serves as an example of test model development at the object test level. Our primary purpose here is to use the DOTM as a representative
test model to undertake UML-based CIT.

5.5.1

Constructing the Object Test Model

The UML-based object model captures and specifies component-based systems in terms of objects/classes (attributes, operations) and their relationships (associations, interactions, collaborations), and its structure is represented with UML class diagrams (as described earlier in Section
3.3.2). We base CIT on the behavioural object model (e.g. the ODM) that describes the use case
realisation for dynamic behaviour and functions in terms of collaborating objects and their interactions in the related SCI context, which is typically represented with UML sequence diagrams (as described earlier in Section 3.3.2).
To develop the corresponding object test model with the MBSCT methodology, we first
develop the basic test artefacts to produce the prototype of the object test model with the TCR
strategy (as described in Section 5.2.4 and Section 5.3). Our main tasks are to identify and extract, design and construct testable component/model artefacts with the related object model
(e.g. the ODM), and then transform and enhance them to become useful test artefacts for constructing the target object test model (e.g. the DOTM). Then, we apply the TCR strategy and
related MBSCT techniques, and employ some selected examples of the CPS case study to illustrate how to undertake test-centric model optimisation with crucial SCI-related test scenarios
and how to undertake model-based testability improvement with well-designed test contracts for
effectively constructing the DOTM (this process is to be further described in the following Sections 5.5.2 and 5.5.3). As a typical illustration of test model development at the object test level,
Figure 5.3 shows constructing the DOTM mainly based on the related ODM in the MBSCT
Step D3

T3. The object test model can be represented with test class diagrams and test se-

quence diagrams in the core UML subset UML–SCT (as shown in Figure 5.4).
Note that there is a major difference here between the UCTM and DOTM: test artefacts in
the object test model correlate now with relevant test classes and associated test elements, rather
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than to the entire black-box system at the use case level. For example, test artefacts in the
DOTM can be specified and represented with design test classes that are developed based on
relevant design classes in the ODM, in conjunction with certain supplementary testable component/model artefacts (as shown in Figure 5.3). Furthermore, some internal operation information
and associated test artefacts of the CBS under test can be explored and tested by relevant class
elements with the DOTM.

D3: Object Design Model

T3: Design Object Test Model

1. Design classes in software solution domain.

1. Design test classes, e.g. design classes and related
test helper classes.

2. Design class diagrams with design classes.

2. Design test class diagrams with test classes.

3. Design sequence diagrams for use case
realisations with objects of design classes.

3. Design test sequence diagrams for test scenarios
with test classes.

4. Interaction messages/operations and
sequences with objects of design classes.

4. Test scenarios, test sequences, test messages, and
test operations.

5. Contracts for the main operations of design
classes.

5. Test contracts for the main operations of test
classes, test states, test events.

Figure 5.3 Constructing the Design Object Test Model

5.5.2

Test Scenarios for Test Model Construction

As a SCT model for testing design objects, the DOTM is constructed with test scenarios, test
sequences, test messages, test operations, and test classes as well as test contracts at the object
design level. Figure 5.4 shows a design test sequence diagram for the first CPS TUC1 test scenario, which is part of the DOTM for testing the CPS system. We intend to perform CIT on how
the test car enters the PAL correctly in the TUC1 integration testing context, where the PAL
entry point is jointly controlled by the traffic light and in-PhotoCell sensor devices. For this CIT
purpose, we apply the scenario-based CIT technique to develop the corresponding test scenario:
exercising and examining the crucial object interactions with the associated integrationparticipating operations and associated test artefacts with relevant test classes in the CIT context. As shown in Figure 5.4, we construct the DOTM based on the TUC1 test scenario to verify
the related parking control operations of how the test car enters the PAL correctly in TUC1. The
TUC1 test messages for verifying object interactions can be realised with the associated integration-participating operations and associated test artefacts, which are described with six relevant
test objects/classes (e.g. two of these are class TrafficLight in the device control component and test object testCarController in the car control component). Test scenarios (e.g.
the CPS TUC1) establish the basic structural framework for the test model under construction
(e.g. the CPS DOTM) in terms of crucial test sequences that are composed of the logicallyordered test operations from the related test classes and complementary test contracts added to
the test classes.
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: TrafficLight

inPhotoCell
: PhotoCell

: StoppingBar

: TestCar/TestDriver
enterAccessLane()
0.1 ITC: checkState( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )
1 TS: turnTrafficLightToGreen()
1.1 TO: waitEv ent( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )

1.1 ITC: checkEv ent( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )
1.2 TO: setGreen()

1.2 ITC: checkState( trafficLight, "TL_GREEN" )
2 TS: enterAccessLane()
2.1 TO: waitEv ent( trafficLight, "TL_GREEN" )

2.1 ETC: checkEv ent( trafficLight, "TL_GREEN" )
2.2 TO: goTo( gopace-cross-inPC, int )

2.3 TO: occupy()
2.3 ETC: checkState( inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_OCCUPIED" )
2.4 TO: goTo( gopace-crossov er-inPC, int )

2.5 TO: clear()
2.5 ETC: checkState( inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_CLEARED" )

3 TS: turnTrafficLightToRed()
3.1 TO: waitEv ent( inPhotoCell,
"IN_PC_CLEARED" )

3.1 ETC: checkEv ent( inPhotoCell,
"IN_PC_CLEARED" )
3.2 TO: setRed()

3.2 ITC: checkState( trafficLight, "TL_RED" )

Figure 5.4 Design Object Test Model (CPS System)
Design Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)
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With test scenarios for constructing the DOTM, we use the car control component for the
test car to interact with the CPS system under test, and for the CIT purpose, we examine:
(a)

Whether the parking control operations function correctly with the parking control devices in the device control component;

(b)

Whether the test car correctly performs its parking access to the PAL;

(c)

Whether the CPS operations properly abide by the mandatory parking assess requirements (e.g. the special parking assess safety rule: “one access at a time”).
For the CIT purpose with the DOTM, test messages for verifying object interactions are

mainly realised and represented with related test operations and test contracts. For example, a
basic test operation (e.g. setGreen()) from its test class (e.g. class TrafficLight) exercises and examines what the CPS system does with the operation under test (e.g. the traffic light
is set to the state of “TL_GREEN”). Besides testing the external operations (e.g. setGreen())
visible to the CPS user (e.g. the car/driver), we can now describe and examine the CPS internal
operations with relevant test class elements in the DOTM. For example, operation occupy() is
performed internally inside the TUC1 scenario, where the in-PhotoCell sensor device monitors
and detects whether the test car occupies and crosses the entry point in the PAL. This CPS internal control operation and its associated state information, which were invisible to the external
car/driver in the UCTM at the use case level (as described in Section 5.4.3), can now be exercised and examined with test class PhotoCell in the DOTM. This example demonstrates how
more detailed component artefacts in the CBS under test can be explored and tested with the
MBSCT methodology at the MBSCT Step D3

T3 for the DOTM construction. Similar test-

ing tasks are also undertaken at each related MBSCT Step, as the integrated SCT process advances forward iteratively and incrementally (as shown in Figure 4.2).
In addition to the existing basic test artefacts identified and extracted from the current
ODM, we also need to supplement certain testing-related artefacts to the associated test scenario
for constructing the scenario-based DOTM, in order to bridge Test-Gap #1 as described in Section 5.2.4.2 (1). For example, suppose the current ODM is not adequate and has left out operation setRed(). Since this operation is performed to set the traffic light to the state of
“TL_RED” only after the car enters into the PAL, it is not actually involved with and does not
affect the current scenario of the car’s accessing the PAL entry point. Thus, there is some possibility that the current ODM might have omitted this operation during object-oriented development of the CPS system. In this situation, because of the omission of this operation, the traffic
light is still in the state of “TL_GREEN” after the current car enters into the PAL; accordingly,
as a negative result of this omission, another car would be incorrectly permitted to enter the
PAL while the current car is still accessing the PAL. This violates the special parking assess
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safety rule in the CPS system: “one access at a time”, which is certainly required to be tested in
the TUC1 test scenario as part of the CPS testing requirements. But the omission of operation
setRed() could also lead to the negative testing-related effect that we cannot exercise and examine this operation to verify whether the traffic light is in the correct state of “TL_RED” in
TUC1, because this testing-required operation is omitted mistakenly and is not included as the
basic test artefact for this specific testing purpose.
Therefore, if this testing-related operation is omitted in the ODM, we must abide by the
CPS testing requirements to design and add it (as a supplementary basic test artefact) to the
TUC1 test scenario for constructing the DOTM, and place it in the associated test sequence just
after the current car enters the PAL. Just as shown in Figure 5.4, test operation setRed() is
added after operation clear() in TUC1. If test operation clear() functions correctly (i.e. the
in-PhotoCell sensor device monitors and detects that the current car properly crosses over and
passes through the entry point in the PAL), the current car will have entered the PAL successfully. And then the added test operation setRed() must be executed in TUC1 to prevent the
other car from incorrectly accessing the PAL at the same time while the current car is still accessing the PAL. This testing example has shown that it is not feasible to exercise and examine
certain testing-required, but omitted, component/model artefacts without such supplementary
testing-related artefacts added as basic test artefacts, and that accordingly this resulting “test
gap” (i.e. Test-Gap #1 as described in Section 5.2.4.2 (1)) can be bridged properly with the
MBSCT methodology (especially the TCR strategy).
The above illustrative examples show that test models must contain adequate basic test
artefacts, including the core existing testing-related component/model artefacts (which are identified and extracted from the existing SCD models) and the supplementary testing-related component/model artefacts (which are designed and constructed as required to add to the corresponding SCT models). The CPS DOTM construction presented in this section has demonstrated how the MBSCT methodology (especially the TCR strategy) is applied to develop adequate basic test artefacts for test model construction. Thus, the MBSCT methodology is capable
of achieving an adequate set of basic test artefacts and bridging Test-Gap #1 for UML-based
SCT.

5.5.3

Test Contracts for Test Model Construction

This section further discusses that appropriate complementary testing-support artefacts (e.g. test
contracts as special test artefacts) are not only required for test model construction, but also very
effective to bridge Test-Gap #2 and realise model-based component testability improvement for
effective UML-based SCT. We apply the TbC technique and illustrate how test contracts are
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designed and constructed particularly for developing the CPS DOTM.
As described in Section 5.3, built on its counterpart ODM, the DOTM mainly contains
the basic test artefacts and special test artefacts. For the basic test artefacts, a basic test operation
essentially exercises what the operation under test does. However, simply executing the operation under test does not always ensure that its testing is carried out properly and the relevant
target testing requirement is attained. There is an important testability issue related to the nature
of the ordinary ODM for component design and implementation: although the operation under
test is exercised, it could be not self-testable, i.e. its testing may not be properly completed
merely based on the artefacts included in the current ODM. This can occur because such a testing requirement may not be considered as part of component design and implementation with
the ODM, and thus we cannot verify whether the operation under test is performed correctly
with the ODM. For example, suppose the ODM includes operation setRed() during objectoriented development of the CPS system. However, this operation could be not self-testable
simply based on the current DOM. This occurs especially when the current ODM does not contain appropriate testing-support artefacts for testing purposes (e.g. evaluating related test results). In this situation, we cannot verify whether operation setRed() is correctly implemented
(e.g. this operation sets the traffic light to the correct state of “TL_RED”), and/or this operation
is executed with its correct invocation for certain object interactions. Consequently, due to such
inadequate testability, we cannot evaluate whether this operation functions correctly for the target testing requirement, even though it is included with the current ODM (or it is added to the
DOTM under construction, as described above in Section 5.5.2) and it is exercised with the
DOTM.
To cope with this “test gap” (i.e. Test-Gap #2 as described in Section 5.2.4.2 (2)) for realising model-based component testability improvement, we need to design and construct appropriate complementary testing-support artefacts for the DOTM under construction, and transform
and enhance the non-testable operations to be testable for effective UML-based SCT. With the
TbC technique, special test contracts are developed as the complementary testing-support artefacts to verify whether the operation under test performs correctly, and to examine whether the
operation integrated in the SCI context fulfils the associated object interactions and collaborations for the CIT purpose. Test contracts are typically realised and represented with testable assertions, which can be used to design test oracles for evaluating test results. Test contracts are
constructed as special test operations added to relevant test classes for enhancing the DOTM
under construction.
For the above testing example in the CPS system, we must abide by the CPS target testing
requirement for operation setRed(), and design and construct test contract checkState(
trafficLight, “TL_RED” ), which is added as a postcondition assertion to verify whether
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operation setRed() performs correctly in the TUC1 test scenario (as shown in Figure 5.4).
This verification can be now carried out properly, because of testability improvement: this test
contract also provides the special test state of “TL_RED”, enabling the contract-based postcondition assertion to become verifiable for evaluating the expected test result, i.e. the traffic light
is in the correct state of “TL_RED” after this operation is executed. In addition, this added test
contract can be used to examine the related test message: verifying whether this operation correctly realises the associated object interaction between control class CarController in the
car control component and device class TrafficLight in the device control component.
Such object interaction is performed in TUC1, where control class CarController invokes
operation setRed() in device class TrafficLight for the functional collaboration over the
two control components in the CPS system. This testing example has demonstrated well that it
is not achievable to examine and evaluate those testing-related, but non-testable, operations
without such complementary testing-support artefacts (e.g. special test contracts, which are
added as required), and that thus this resulting “test gap” (i.e. Test-Gap #2 as described in Section 5.2.4.2 (2)) can be bridged properly with the MBSCT methodology (especially the TbC
technique).
In addition, the TbC technique also provides a set of useful contract-based test concepts
and test contract criteria to guide test contract design (which will be further discussed in Chapter
6). To test the CPS system that is required to be secure and reliable for providing high quality
public access services, we apply the TbC test contract criteria for a high-level coverage of adequate test contracts (including ITCs and ETCs, which were introduced in Section 4.3.3 and will
be further described in Chapter 6). With the CPS TUC1 test scenario for constructing the
DOTM, we design and apply appropriate test contracts to each of the associated operations of
the traffic light and in-PhotoCell sensor devices, which jointly control the test car’s access to the
parking entry point. As described above, a special test contract is developed to verify whether
the operation under test performs correctly, and examine whether the operation-related object
interactions are fulfilled correctly for the CIT purpose. Such a test contract is added to the relevant test scenario (e.g. the CPS TUC1 test scenario), and is annotated with the appropriate prefix ITC or ETC to show its property of internal or external effectual contract scope (this contract-based concept will be also formally defined in Chapter 6). Test contracts are also numbered with their corresponding test operations and illustrated with the shaded narrow rectangles
as shown in Figure 5.4.
The above illustrative examples show that test models must contain adequate special test
artefacts that are test contracts designed as verifiable testing-support artefacts, enabling the testing-related, but non-testable, component/model artefacts to become testable as required. The
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CPS DOTM construction presented in this section has demonstrated how the MBSCT methodology (particularly the TCR strategy and the TbC technique) is applied to develop adequate special test contracts for test model construction. Therefore, the MBSCT methodology is capable of
achieving adequate special test contracts, bridging Test-Gap #2 and realising model-based component testability improvement for effective UML-based SCT.

5.6 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has applied the MBSCT methodology to develop a set of UML-based test models
in the first phase of the MBSCT framework. The first four MBSCT methodological components
were applied to test model construction, which is UML-based, process-based, scenario-based
and contract-based. The model-based integrated SCT process guides what types of test models
need to be built (e.g. use case and object test models) and what relevant UML-based software
models are needed as the basis for developing a particular test model.
The construction of a specific test model was undertaken in the following technical process, where the TCR strategy plays the major technical role in collaboration with the relevant
MBSCT techniques:
(1)

We applied the TCR strategy for test-centric model refinement to identify and extract the
core set of basic test artefacts (which are testing-related component/model artefacts that
are testing-required or are testable) for creating the prototype of the test model and ensuring that the test model under construction does not contain other testing-irrelevant information.

(2)

We applied the TCR strategy for model-based testability improvement to design and construct appropriate supplementary testing-related component/model artefacts as the additional basic test artefacts for the test model under construction, so that they can enable
certain testing-required, but omitted, component/model artefacts to be tested (i.e. bridging
Test-Gap #1).

(3)

Further applying the TCR strategy for model-based testability improvement with the TbC
technique, we designed and constructed appropriate test contracts, which are used as the
special test artefacts for enhancing the test model under construction, and are complementary testing-support artefacts to enable the testing-related, but non-testable, component/model artefacts to become testable as required (i.e. bridging Test-Gap #2).

(4)

Finally, we applied the TCR strategy for test-centric model optimisation with the sce-
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nario-based CIT technique to improve and optimise test model construction: we focused
test model construction on developing the basic test artefacts and special test artefacts related to the core test scenarios that have high testing priority for the CIT purpose. Test
models must contain adequate basic test artefacts and special test artefacts, but test models do not need to, and should not, include other redundant testing-irrelevant artefacts.
In this chapter, we have applied the MBSCT methodology to construct relevant use case
and object test models for the CPS case study. The testing examples selected from the CPS case
study have illustrated how the MBSCT methodology was applied to develop both adequate basic test artefacts and adequate special test contracts for test model construction. The construction
of the CPS test models has well shown that the MBSCT methodology is capable of bridging the
identified “test gaps” (both Test-Gap #1 and Test-Gap #2) and improving model-based component testability for effective test model construction. Therefore, this chapter has demonstrated
the MBSCT testing applicability and capabilities particularly for test model construction, adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement (which are the core MBSCT
testing capabilities #1, #4 and #5 as described earlier in Section 4.6). A more comprehensive
validation and evaluation of the MBSCT methodology will be presented in Chapter 9.

A major purpose of the first phase of the MBSCT framework aimed to develop useful
model-based test artefacts and construct test models as the principal foundation for UML-based
SCT. The subsequent testing activities with the MBSCT framework are component test design
and evaluation, which will be discussed from Chapter 6 onwards. Furthering the TbC’s introduction and application to test model construction presented in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5, Chapter 6 will formally describe the TbC technique and associated technical aspects in more detail,
and undertake contract-based test design for UML-based SCT.
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Test by Contract for UML-Based SCT
6.1 Introduction
After test model development (as described in Chapter 4), the second phase of the MBSCT
framework starts with component test design to develop component test cases for component
test evaluation. With the MBSCT methodology, component test development is model-based,
which means that component tests are designed based on the constructed UML-based test models. Component test development is process-based, which means that the integrated SCT process guides the iterative and incremental development of test models and model-based component tests. Component test development is also scenario-based, which means that component
tests are designed based on test scenarios for testing crucial component functional scenarios.
Moreover, component test development is contract-based, which means that the Test by Contract (TbC) technique plays a major role in contract-based component test design. The TbC
technique is one of the most important MBSCT methodological components. Chapter 4 presented a basic introduction to the TbC technique (in Section 4.3.3), and Chapter 5 applied the
TbC technique to test model construction (especially in Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4.2, 5.3, 5.4.3 and
5.5.3). This chapter formally describes the TbC technique and related technical aspects in more
detail [173] [175] [176].
The TbC technique is introduced for the principal goal of bridging Test-Gap #2 and improving component testability in model-based component testing. In Section 2.6, we have studied the component testability concept and characteristics, and reviewed the main strategies and
approaches for component testability improvement. Technically, these approaches (especially
the first three approaches as described earlier in Section 2.6.2) are in line with the general idea
of assertions [164] [151] [152] [123] [153] and the Design by Contract (DbC) concept [91] [92].
However, they mainly employ a traditional approach to inserting some test artefacts (e.g. assertions) inside component programs at the level of source code. Such a traditional approach may
be applicable to code-based testing, but has certain limitations to effectively support modelbased approaches to component integration testing (CIT) at the model-based specification level.
This research takes a different approach to overcome those limitations by incorporating appropriate testing-support artefacts (e.g. special test contracts) at the model-based specification level
to bridge Test-Gap #2 and improve model-based component testability with model-based test
contracts. This ensures that model-based testability stands at a test level above traditional codebased testability and thus effectively supports model-based approaches to SCT.
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The DbC concept was originally proposed by Meyer in designing traditional software
classes, and was used to formalise the contract relationship between a supplier class and its clients, and define the associated object-oriented design elements. While it might not be initially
considered as a SCT technique, the DbC concept supports the common testing goal of assuring
component correctness and quality. This research adapts the idea of the DbC concept and applies it to bridge Test-Gap #2 and improve software component testability particularly for
UML-based CIT. We investigate the following key testing-related questions:
(1)

Can the DbC concept be combined with UML models for UML-based CIT, beyond the
DbC’s initial object-oriented class level?

(2)

How can the DbC concept be used to improve component testability for CIT? In particular, this issue has two further associated aspects as follows:

(a)

How can the DbC concept be adapted and then applied to facilitate component test design
and generation?

(b)

How can the DbC concept be adapted and then applied to facilitate component fault detection and diagnosis?

(3)

Can the DbC concept be further extended to develop a new contract-based approach for
CIT with UML models?
We argue that the combination of UML-based testing and the DbC concept is an effective

approach for bridging the “test gaps” in UML-based testing and improving model-based component testability for effective UML-based SCT. The TbC technique is introduced as a new contract-based SCT technique to address these important testing issues.
This chapter formally describes the TbC technique. Section 6.2 presents a technical overview of the TbC technique and describes a stepwise TbC working process. Section 6.3 discusses
the TbC foundation principles to support the primary goal of Contract for Testability. This is
accompanied with a set of important contract-based test concepts and associated technical aspects we have developed for the TbC technique. In particular, Section 6.3.1 formally introduces
the test contract concept. Section 6.3.2 discusses how to realise and represent test contracts for
test contract design. Section 6.3.3 introduces the effectual contract scope concept, and describes
different categories of internal/external test contracts and their testing relationships. Section
6.3.4 introduces a set of new TbC test contract criteria and discusses how they are used for contract-based SCT. Section 6.3.5 describes how the TbC technique can improve component testability characteristics. Then, we move on to applying the TbC technique to UML-based SCT,
and employ the CPS case study to illustrate by examples how to put the TbC technique into
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practice to undertake contract-based SCT with UML models. Section 6.4 applies the TbC technique to undertake test contract design for test model construction. Section 6.5 discusses contract-based component test design. Section 6.6 discusses related work and describes the main
characteristics of the TbC technique. Section 6.7 presents our summary of this chapter.

6.2 Test by Contract: An Overview
The Test by Contract (TbC) technique is developed to be a new contract-based SCT technique
that extends the DbC concept to the new domain for UML-based SCT, beyond the original DbC
scope for code-based unit testing of traditional software classes. By introducing the primary
concept of a test contract (TC), we further develop a set of useful contract-based test concepts
and test contract criteria, which establish the technical foundation for the TbC technique. On
this basis, the TbC technique employs the useful testing-support mechanism of test contracts,
and designs and constructs appropriate test contracts to undertake contract-based SCT activities.
Figure 6.1 illustrates a typical stepwise TbC working process with five major TbC steps
to carry out key testing tasks with the TbC technique. This stepwise testing process shows how
to put the TbC technique into practice for contract-based testing activities to undertake UMLbased SCT, which is summarised as follows:
(1)

Step TbC1 deals with the test contract concept, and basic characteristics of test contracts
(see Section 6.3.1 to Section 6.3.3);

(2)

Step TbC2 deals with test contract design to improve model-based testability and enhance
test model construction (see Section 6.3.4 to Section 6.3.5, and Section 6.4);

(3)

Step TbC3 deals with contract-based test design based on test models (see Section 6.3 to
Section 6.5);

(4)

Step TbC4 deals with fault detection and diagnosis with contract-based test design, which
aims to achieve the goal of effective component test design (see Chapter 7). Also contract-based fault detection and diagnosis in Step TbC4 is a central part of component test
evaluation (see Chapter 9);

(5)

Step TbC5 deals with contract-based test generation (see Chapter 8).
Technically, the overall TbC working process comprises two main phases: Steps TbC1,

TbC2 and TbC3 form the TbC foundation phase, and Steps TbC3, TbC4, and TbC5 form the
TbC advanced phase (as shown in Figure 6.1). In particular, Step TbC3 is the kernel of the TbC
technique, which is based on test contract design with test models and aims to undertake contract-based test design to detect and diagnose component faults and to generate contract-based
component tests.
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Figure 6.1 Test by Contract: Stepwise TbC Working Process

6.3 Contract for Testability
The TbC technique is a goal-driven SCT approach to achieve the central testing goals of the
Contract for Testability (CfT) concept, which aims to:
(a)

design and construct appropriate test contracts for bridging the “test gaps” and improving
component testability in UML-based SCT;

(b)

apply and supplement test contracts for developing testable components;

(c)

conduct and facilitate component test design and generation for conformance to target
testing requirements;

(d)

detect and diagnose component faults for achieving target testing objectives;

(e)

evaluate and demonstrate the required level of component correctness and quality.
The above CfT goals actually involve two major parts: (1) testability specification and

improvement (covering CfT goals (a) – (c)), which are the primary CfT goals, and are mainly
discussed in this chapter and Chapter 8; (2) testability verification and evaluation (covering CfT
goals (d) – (e)), which are the higher-level CfT goals, and will be discussed in Chapter 7 and
Chapter 9. The two CfT parts work collaboratively together to achieve effective SCT.
To support the stepwise TbC working process and the CfT goals, we develop a set of important contract-based test concepts, test contract criteria and associated technical aspects. This
section describes these essential TbC foundation aspects related to Steps TbC1, TbC2 and TbC3
of the TbC foundation phase (as shown in Figure 6.1). This extends the basic introduction to the
TbC technique as described earlier in Section 4.3.3, and further discusses the TbC technique in
more detail. The later sections of this chapter (see Section 6.4 to Section 6.5) employ the CPS
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case study to illustrate by examples the relevant contract-based test concepts and test contract
criteria, and how they are applied to contract-based test model construction and component test
design.

6.3.1

Test Contract Concept

One key feature of the TbC technique is that it clearly focuses on identifying and designing
what we call test contracts, which is the primary testing-support mechanism to achieve the CfT
goals. For software component integration (SCI), both component developers and users reuse
and deploy a particular component as an encapsulated software unit mainly via its component
interfaces, which define certain contractual rules between composite components in the integration context. These component (interface) contracts specify how to use component interfaces
correctly to access component functional services (which are typically represented and realised
with component operations) for SCI. In particular, component contracts capture the mutual responsibilities (e.g. obligations and benefits) that both partners of a component (i.e. service supplier/contractor and client) must comply with, independent of how they are fulfilled and implemented. Component contracts govern the operations and interactions of composite component
objects that are integrated into a component framework, application or component-based system. Any occurrence of contract violation indicates one or more potential component faults resulting from incorrect component design. In addition to contracts specified at the component
interface level, we can also design component element contracts at the component element level
to examine certain low-level component elements underlying the component interface for indepth testing coverage. In particular, component element contracts can be used to verify a specific component state or an individual underlying object operation that composes the component
operation under test for the CIT purposes. From the viewpoint of component contracts, a major
task of CIT is to design appropriate test contracts, develop contract-based component tests, and
examine component integration to conform to the specified component contracts for the target
testing objectives and requirements.
The new test contract concept introduced in the TbC technique adapts the contract notion
used by [139] in defining software component interfaces. The new test contract concept extends
the contract notion used with the DbC concept [91] [92] in designing software classes to the
new domain of UML-based SCT (as described earlier in Section 4.3.3). Based on the new test
contract concept for undertaking contract-based SCT, we design and construct test contracts
based on relevant component contracts (e.g. interface-level contracts, element-level contracts,
etc.), and test contracts work as the primary testing-support mechanism to improve component
testability and support the CfT goals. This indicates that the TbC technique also supports testdriven development particularly for contract-based testing.
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Realising and Representing Test Contracts

This subsection describes software realisation and representation of test contracts, which provide the basis for test contract design (Step TbC2) towards contract-based test design and generation (Steps TbC3 and TbC5). Technically, test contracts can be applied to various testingrelated artefacts at different modeling levels in test model construction (see Section 6.4) and at
different test levels/phases (e.g. integration/unit testing, see Section 6.3.3) for the CfT goals. In
practice, test contracts are usually realised and represented with assertions and associated concepts in the form of commonly-used preconditions, postconditions and invariants [24] to design
contract-based component tests. Table 6.1 summarises the main forms of test contracts and their
relationships with the main model and component artefacts.
Table 6.1 Test by Contract: Model/Component Artefact, Contract Artefact
Model
Use case
model

Object
model

Model/Component Artefact

Contract Artefact

Use case

Pre/postcondition, invariant

Scenario

Pre/postcondition, invariant

Sequence

Pre/postcondition

System behaviour

Pre/postcondition

System operation/event

Pre/postcondition

System state

Pre/postcondition, invariant

Scenario

Pre/postcondition, invariant

Sequence

Pre/postcondition

Behaviour

Pre/postcondition

Message

Pre/postcondition

Operation/event

Pre/postcondition

Class

Pre/postcondition, invariant

(object) state (attribute)

Pre/postcondition, invariant

Conceptually, an assertion is a formal constraint or condition that describes certain semantic properties of software artefacts. An assertion is expressed as a logical Boolean predicate
whose value is either true or false when it is evaluated. An assertion is verifiable or testable:
true indicates that the software artefact concerned conforms to the required software property;
false indicates an error or fault, which means that the software artefact concerned violates the
required software property. Among the three common types of assertions, preconditions and
postconditions form the basic assertions that can be applied to almost all component/model artefacts, and invariants are usually applied to classes, scenarios and use cases, as well as states of
components/objects. For example, for an operation under test, a precondition is an assertion de-
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fining certain properties that must hold true before the operation is invoked and executed. A
postcondition is an assertion defining certain properties that must hold true after the completion
of the operation’s execution. An invariant is an assertion defining certain properties that must
hold true at all times in the scope of a class, scenario or use case, or for a state of a component/object.
From Table 6.1, we can see that test contracts can be applied in different forms in different software contexts. In the context of component artefacts, a test contract for an operation is
composed of basic assertions (preconditions and/or postconditions) that are applied and evaluated before and/or after the execution of the operation. In addition to the basic assertions, a test
contract for a component class unit may be a class invariant (if applicable). In the context of
model artefacts for model-based CIT, a test contract in a test model is a special test message/operation that aims to verify relevant collaboration messages/operations between interacting objects in the SCI context. A special test message/operation, which behaves in the way being consistent with an ordinary message/operation for testing purposes, will be mapped and
transformed to one or more concrete test operations that are finally realised with appropriate
assertions for testing component artefacts (see the earlier Section 4.3.5 for the CTM technique).
The TbC technique uses special test operations to represent test contracts, which are composed
of common assertions for verifying component artefacts. They are developed to be compatible
with the usual operations of components or classes (but such special assertion-based test operations should have one of two possible Boolean return values, true or false), and thus are able to
be executable with component programs to support dynamic testing.
In the same manner as common assertions, test contracts represented with assertions
should be side-effect free (see Section 6.5.2 for relevant illustrative examples), and should not
affect or change the important sequencing attribute of related test sequences (see Section 6.5.1
for test sequence design and relevant illustrative examples), when they are used as special testing-support artefacts to improve component testability and facilitate component test design.
Based on the feature of assertions being verifiable or testable, test contracts represented with
testable assertions can be used as the basis to design relevant test oracles for verifying test cases
and evaluating test results. These characteristics are very important for test contract design and
contract-based test design (which is to be further discussed in Section 6.5).

6.3.3

Effectual Contract Scope – Internal/External Test Contract

This section further explores some important contract-based test concepts and characteristics.
First, we introduce the effectual contract scope concept, and describe different categories of internal/external test contracts. Then, we discuss the relationships between internal and external
test contracts, and the relationship between internal/external test contracts and test levels.
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6.3.3.1 Effectual Contract Scope
Any software artefact (e.g. an ordinary class attribute or operation) has an existence context
with a scope of access and visibility. To deal with test contracts effectively, we introduce an
important new concept for a test contract: effectual contract scope, which refers to a software
context (e.g. a component context or model context) in which the test contract can take effect
(e.g. the test contract can be verified for a particular testing purpose). A test contract functions
relative to its effectual contract scope. The importance of this concept is that it indicates how a
particular test contract actually affects the extent and outcome of the required testing that is related to this test contract.

6.3.3.2 Categories of Test Contracts
Based on the effectual contract scope concept, we can explore the relationship between the effectual contract scope and the software context of a test contract, and classify test contracts into
two main categories (as shown in Figure 6.2):
(1)

An internal test contract (ITC) is defined and applied to, and is also verified within, the
same effectual contract scope and the same software context, i.e. both have the same
component/model context. For example, a test contract for a class attribute (object state)
is normally an ITC (as shown in Figure 6.2).

Software Component

Component Interface
component operation
component state

ETC

Component Class #1
class operation
class attribute
ITC
Component Class #2
class operation
class attribute

Figure 6.2 Test Contracts: ITC and ETC
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An external test contract (ETC) is defined and applied to a software context, but is verified outside this software context. This indicates that the effectual contract scope of the
ETC is not the same as its software context. For example, a test contract for a component
operation is usually an ETC (as shown in Figure 6.2).

6.3.3.3 Relationships between Internal and External Test Contracts
Whether a test contract is internal or external really depends on its effectual contract scope, and
this characteristic is usually not subject to where the test contract is defined. In some situations,
the type of a test contract may turn into another type when the extent of its effectual contract
scope is changed. To illustrate this, let us examine the following situations:
(i)

If the scope narrows, an ITC in the original effectual contract scope may become an ETC
outside the new narrowed scope.
For example, an ITC of a component may become an ETC of a constituent class in this

component, when this test contract becomes conceptually external to this class. Such refinement
of the effectual contract scope is necessary and useful to clarify the actual relationship of the test
contract to its host class within the component.
(ii)

If the scope broadens, an ETC in the original effectual contract scope may become an
ITC inside the new broadened scope.
For example, an ETC of a class may become an ITC of a new component, when this class

becomes part of this new component. While this scope shifting is appropriate, it is especially
useful to identify and construct the proper type of test contracts (ITCs and ETCs) for this new
component, when we develop components made up of different classes.
It is very important to analyse and recognise the properties of these types of test contracts
and their relationships, in order to design and apply appropriate types of test contracts for contract-based testing:
(a)

Usually, an ITC exists independent of any ETCs. Verifying an ITC is usually irrelevant to
the verification of any ETCs. However, an ITC may provide some testing-support artefacts for one or more related ETCs.

(b)

By contrast, an ETC may relate to, or depend on, one or more ITCs, where an ETC may
be composed of some ITCs and other test artefacts, and verifying this ETC may require
the verification of the associated, underlying ITCs.
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6.3.3.4 Test Contracts and Test Levels
In principle, test contracts are applicable to various software artefacts at different test levels/phases for conducting SCT. In practice, ITCs and ETCs can work at their particular test levels, which are slightly different but are still relevant, as illustrated by the following points:
(1)

ITCs are often used in unit testing of the component, but they are required to be reexamined in the CIT context where they are used.

(2)

By contrast, ETCs are often used in CIT, where an ETC is verified in one integration
module (e.g. an integration class that controls several underlying integrated classes)
whereas this ETC is defined and applied to another integration module. When an ETC includes some underlying constituent ITCs in the effectual contract scope, these associated
ITCs are required to be verified along with this ETC.

(3)

ITCs are often used to trace and examine internal component/object states, e.g. for the
purpose of unit testing.

(4)

ETCs are typically used to trace and examine external component operations/events and
states, e.g. for the CIT purposes.

(5)

In the same manner as common assertions, ITCs and ETCs should be side-effect free
when they are used to examine and trace relevant testing information (the relevant illustrative examples will be provided in Section 6.5.2).

6.3.4

Contract-Based Test Criteria

To support the CfT goals, we need to develop a contract-based testing guide for test contract
design with effective measurable test contract coverage and adequacy rules or requirements.
This section discusses the development of useful contract-based test criteria for the TbC technique, which are called the TbC test contract criteria.

6.3.4.1 Setting TbC Test Contract Criteria
In principle, test criteria refer to the criteria that a system or component must meet in order to
pass a given test [77]. Test criteria are regarded as very useful testing guidelines, rules or requirements to enhance and thus ensure testing quality. For the TbC technique, we study test criteria in the context of test contracts, and seek a set of useful contract-based test criteria to guide
how to design and apply adequate test contracts effectively for achieving the CfT goals. The
TbC test contract criteria are developed to support test contract design, contract-based test design and fault detection and diagnosis (as described in Steps TbC2, TbC3 and TbC4 shown in
the stepwise TbC working process in Figure 6.1). Technically, we mainly focus on two crucial
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aspects of the TbC test contract criteria: test contract coverage and test contract adequacy:
(a)

TbC Test Contract Criteria: test contract coverage
Test contract coverage refers to the extent to which one test contract or a set of test con-

tracts can properly exercise and examine the specified test requirement for a given component
artefact, component or system under test. Good test contract coverage criteria require appropriate test contracts to cover and examine each important component artefact that is required to be
tested, according to all the specified test requirements for testing of the entire component or
component-based system under test.
(b)

TbC Test Contract Criteria: test contract adequacy
Test contract adequacy refers to the quality of one or more test contracts that are able to

sufficiently meet a specified testing requirement correctly and satisfactorily. Good test contract
adequacy criteria require that a certain minimal amount of appropriate and necessary test contracts can sufficiently cover and examine each of the important component artefacts that are required to be tested, in order to comply with all the specified testing requirements correctly and
satisfactorily.
A major purpose of the TbC test contract criteria is to provide practical testing guidelines
for test contract design and construction to support the CfT goals. The TbC test contract criteria
for test contract coverage aim to guide what test contracts are needed for effective test design to
cover and examine possible component artefacts to improve component testability. Because
there are various levels of granularity of component software composition and formation (as
described earlier in Section 2.2.3), we need to design and construct adequate test contracts to
exercise and examine different types of component artefacts at different complexity levels. The
TbC test contract criteria are created to accommodate important testing-related component artefacts under test, such as states, events, operations, classes and components, which are all the
essential software constituents to compose and construct final executable programs of software
components and systems under test. For the practical, achievable testing purpose, we base the
“adequacy” of test contracts on the testing-required component artefacts that are sufficiently
covered by appropriate test contracts for the goal of desired test effectiveness.
We introduce a set of new TbC test contract criteria for adequate test contract coverage
shown in Table 6.2, in order to provide practical testing guidelines for test contract design to
support the CfT goals. They comprise a collection of contract-based testing rules that impose
certain mandatory testing requirements on a set of relevant test contracts to adequately cover
and examine the important testing-related component artefacts for effective test design. All the
TbC test contract criteria #1 to #6 shown in Table 6.2 provide structural coverage measures and
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can be categorised into three different levels. The low-level TbC test contract criteria #1 and #2
focus on component elements and form a foundation for other TbC test contract criteria. As the
middle-level test contract criteria, TbC test contract criteria #3 and #4 work on the component
unit level. Test contracts for the high-level TbC test contract criteria #5 and #6 focus on the
overall component level and are usually composed of certain relevant test contracts used for the
underlying lower-level TbC test contract criteria. In this case, verifying a test contract for a
higher-level TbC test contract criterion (e.g. TbC test contract criterion #5 or #6) requires the
examination of all constituent test contracts used for the lower-level TbC test contract criteria.
As described in Section 6.3.2, test contracts represented with basic assertions (preconditions and
postconditions) can be applied to all the TbC test contract criteria #1 to #6 shown in Table 6.2.
Test contracts represented with invariant assertions are usually applicable to the TbC test contract criteria #1, #4 and #6, if the associated component artefact has an invariant property.

Table 6.2 Test by Contract: TbC Test Contract Criteria
No.

Test Criterion

#1

Test state coverage
criterion

The test contract set must contain adequate test
contracts that can test and check each state of the
component or its objects under test.

#2

Test event coverage
criterion

The test contract set must contain adequate test
contracts that can test and examine each event
pertinent to the component or its objects under test.

#3

Class-operation-level
test contract coverage
criterion

The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and check each constitute (public)
class operation that contributes to the (full or partial)
formation of a component operation under test.

#4

Component-unit-level
test contract coverage
criterion

The test contract set must contain adequate test
contracts that can test and examine each constituent
class unit that contributes to the (full or partial)
formation of the component under test.

#5

Component-operation- The test contract set must contain adequate test
level test contract
contracts that can test and check each operation of the
coverage criterion
component under test.

#6

Component-level test
contract coverage
criterion

Low-Level
Test Criteria

Middle-Level
Test Criteria

High-Level
Test Criteria

Description

The test contract set must contain adequate test
contracts that can test and examine the component
under test.

The description of the TbC test contract criteria shown in Table 6.2 focuses on the component under test (CUT) as the major subject of SCT. However, the TbC test contract criteria
we develop are also applicable to similar software modules, such as individual classes/objects
with well-defined interfaces. The following subsections further discuss each of the TbC test
contract criteria in detail, especially how they are used and their relationships for contract-based
SCT.
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6.3.4.2 TbC Test Contract Criterion #1: test state coverage criterion
TbC Test Contract Criterion #1: test state coverage criterion
The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and check
each state of the component or its objects under test.

Component states capture certain useful testing information about component existence conditions, attributes, properties and/or relationships with other peer components/objects in time.
Components may reside in multiple states at any one time. A component must satisfy its related
state conditions or constraints for the software correctness purpose. A state invariant indicates
that the component must have certain consistently-required conditions in a specified environment for a specified time. Test contracts for this TbC test contract criterion may be used as part
of test contracts at the class unit level (see TbC test contract criterion #4) and the component
level (see TbC test contract criterion #6) as well as some other test contracts if applicable. In
this case, verifying test contracts at the class level or component unit level requires the verification of test contracts for checking underlying associated states.
In addition, test states may be also associated with some related test events that may affect the state’s attributes, conditions and/or termination. In this case, test contracts for checking
test states are associated with test contracts for checking related test events (see TbC test contract criterion #2 below).

6.3.4.3 TbC Test Contract Criterion #2: test event coverage criterion
TbC Test Contract Criterion #2: test event coverage criterion
The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and
examine each event pertinent to the component or its objects under test.

An event is associated with a relevant occurrence of message sending (e.g. object communication for collaboration), response reception (e.g. from a server, class or component), state transition stimulus (e.g. in a state machine), or external service request (e.g. from the user in a GUI
context). A fired or triggered event can activate the execution of an event operation, which may
change certain associated states of the CUT. Test contracts for this TbC test contract criterion
may be used as part of test contracts at the class operation level (see TbC test contract criterion
#3) and component operation level (see TbC test contract criterion #5) as well as some other test
contracts if applicable. In this case, verifying test contracts at the class operation level or component operation level requires the verification of test contracts for checking associated events.
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In addition, test contracts for checking test events may be also associated with test contracts for checking certain associated test states affected by the event’s occurrence and execution. In this case, the examination of the test contracts for checking test events leads to the verification of the test contracts for checking the event-associated test states (see TbC test contract
criterion #1 above).

6.3.4.4 TbC Test Contract Criterion #3: class-operation-level test contract
coverage criterion
TbC Test Contract Criterion #3: class-operation-level test contract coverage criterion
The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and check
each constitute (public) class operation that contributes to the (full or partial) formation of a
component operation under test.

A component operation is typically realised with one or more class operations from one or more
underlying class units, which constitute the component where this component operation exists.
Public operations of class units are typical candidates for constructing component operations,
which are a key basis for component interface design. This TbC test contract criterion ensures
that necessary test contracts can cover and examine important class operations, which establishes a coverage basis for other TbC test contract criteria covering component units (see TbC
test contract criterion #4) and component operations (see TbC test contract criterion #5).

6.3.4.5 TbC Test Contract Criterion #4: component-unit-level test contract
coverage criterion
TbC Test Contract Criterion #4: component-unit-level test contract coverage criterion
The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and examine
each constituent class unit that contributes to the (full or partial) formation of the component
under test.

A class is regarded as the basic software unit composing a software component. This TbC test
contract criterion requires necessary test contracts to cover and examine certain underlying
component artefacts inside the component. For this TbC test contract criterion, test contracts can
be (fully or partially) composed of test contracts at the class operation level (as described in
TbC test contract criterion #3), and test contracts covering component states/events in the class
unit (see TbC test contract criterion #1 and #2), as well as some additional test contracts as necessary. In this case, verifying a test contract at the component unit level requires the verification
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of all underlying test contracts related to testing-related class operations and elements in the
component unit. Note that, whether or not a component class has any invariant properties depends on the actual component requirements and specifications. Accordingly, this test contract
coverage may not always include assertions for class invariants.

6.3.4.6 TbC Test Contract Criterion #5: component-operation-level test contract
coverage criterion
TbC Test Contract Criterion #5: Component-operation-level test contract coverage criterion
The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and check each
operation of the component under test.

Component operations are specified mainly through the well-defined component interface,
which is used as the basic means for accessing component functions. Because a component operation typically consists of several class operations from the component’s underlying composite classes, test contracts for this TbC test contract criterion can be (fully or partially) composed
of test contracts used at the class operation level (as described in TbC test contract criterion #3)
and some additional test contracts as necessary. In this case, verifying a test contract at the component operation level requires the verification of all constituent test contracts at the class operation level.
Moreover, component functional testing mainly examines the component interface and
undertakes component operation testing. Following this TbC test contract criterion, applying
adequate test contracts to cover and examine all component operations can effectively support
component interface testing and thus component functional testing.

6.3.4.7 TbC Test Contract Criterion #6: component-level test contract coverage
criterion
TbC Test Contract Criterion #6: Component-level test contract coverage criterion
The test contract set must contain adequate test contracts that can test and
examine the component under test.

Testing individual components is the foundation of testing component-based systems that are
composed of software components. Because a component under test is usually composed of
multiple underlying composite classes and component operations defined through the component interface, we actually need a set of appropriate test contracts for testing the CUT in two
main aspects:
(a)

For component functional testing:
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This TbC test contract criterion requires sufficient test contracts to cover and examine
each of the component operations specified through the component interface (as described in
TbC test contract criterion #5). Accordingly, this TbC test contract criterion requires sufficient
test contracts to test all component operations and the component interface. This TbC test contract criterion works based on TbC test contract criterion #5 for the purpose of component functional testing.
(b)

For component structural testing of the underlying component artefacts behind the component interface:
This TbC test contract criterion requires sufficient test contracts to cover and examine

each of the underlying composite classes (as described in TbC test contract criterion #4) and
component elements (as described in TbC test contract criteria #1 and #2) inside the component.
Accordingly, this TbC test contract criterion works based on TbC test contract criteria #4, #1
and #2 for the purpose of component structural testing.

6.3.4.8 Adequate Test Contract Coverage and Testing Efficiency
A major purpose of the TbC test contract criteria for adequate test contract coverage promotes
and supports a high-level coverage of adequate test contracts that are applied to possible component operations and elements under test (e.g. for testing safety-critical software components
and systems). However, the high-level coverage of adequate test contracts would attract higher
testing overheads, and lead to low testing performance and efficiency. On the other hand, this
would also produce the result that some testing, which requires higher-level adequate test contract coverage, could become unattainable and infeasible in testing practice, due to the increasing size and complexity of software components and systems under test.
In testing practice, the necessary extent of adequate test contract coverage really depends
on the actual testing requirements and objectives. An appropriate trade-off between test contracts, testing overheads and efficiency requires that test contract coverage needed for test design should be as minimal and as adequate as possible to meet the required level of target testing
requirements and objectives.

6.3.5

Realising Component Testability Characteristics Improvement

A major goal of the TbC technique is to improve component testability. As described earlier in
Section 2.6.1, the first three characteristics of component testability (i.e. traceability, observability and controllability) are very important for providing good component testability. To realise
component testability improvement, the TbC technique particularly employs the test contract
mechanism and the TbC test contract criteria to design and apply adequate test contracts to enhance the three important component testability characteristics.
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Improving component traceability. Adequate test contracts can examine different component traces concerning component behaviours and related software elements, such as
state, event, operation, etc. Because these traceable artefacts may exist internally (inside a
component) or externally (on the component interface), test contracts can trace and record
component execution and test execution information in both white-box and black-box
views.

(2)

Improving component observability. Based on component information traced with adequate test contracts, we can observe dynamic information of component functions, testing-related behaviours and certain possible failure information. In particular, test contracts can aid monitoring and examination of input-output inconsistency of component
tests, which is a key property that affects component observability.

(3)

Improving component controllability. By enhancing component traceability and observability, we are able to control the process of component execution and test verification. We can observe specific traced test information (e.g. with initial test states as test
inputs) to monitor and control related test outputs (e.g. resulting test states) during testing.
Such a test-input-output correlation is very important to evaluate the observed test results, and determine test passes or fails of test execution for assessing the expected component correctness.

6.4 Test Contract Design for Test Model Construction
After introducing the TbC foundation aspects (including the contract-oriented concepts and TbC
test contract criteria), we follow the stepwise TbC working process (as shown in Figure 6.1),
and use the CPS case study to illustrate how to put the TbC technique into practice particularly
for undertaking contract-based CIT with UML models. One important objective is to demonstrate the applicability and effectiveness of the TbC technique for UML-based SCT. This section focuses on test contract design for contract-based test model construction (i.e. Step TbC2).
To support the CfT goals for UML-based SCT, test contract design aims to bridge the
“test gaps” in UML-based SCT and improve model-based component testability for effective
test model construction. For this purpose, the TbC technique works together with the relevant
MBSCT methodological components, as described earlier in Chapter 5 (especially in Sections
5.2.3, 5.2.4.2, 5.3, 5.4.3 and 5.5.3). Also as described earlier in Section 5.3, we classify test artefacts used in test model construction into two main categories: basic test artefacts and special
test artefacts. Our strategy for test contract design focuses on developing effective model-level
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test contracts as the special test artefacts to realise component testability at the modeling level
and improve test model construction. We design adequate test contracts, and apply them as
complementary testing-support artefacts to enable the testing-required, but non-testable component/model artefacts (which are in the category of basic test artefacts) to become testable as required for contract-based test model construction. In particular, for testing the CPS system that
is required to be secure and reliable to provide high quality public access services, we need to
apply the TbC test contract criteria for a high-level coverage of adequate test contracts. In other
words, we design and apply sufficient test contracts (including ITCs and ETCs) to all parking
control operations of the related CPS control devices that jointly manage the car’s access to the
PAL. In Chapter 5, Sections 5.2.3 and 5.2.4.2 have clearly described these technical aspects of
the TbC technique. Sections 5.4.3 and 5.5.3 have illustrated by examples (selected from the CPS
case study) to demonstrate that test contracts designed with the TbC technique are capable of
bridging the “test gaps” (especially Test-Gap #2) and improving model-based component testability for effective test model construction.

6.5 Contract-Based Component Test Design
This section focuses on the core Step TbC3 (as shown in Figure 6.1) to undertake contract-based
component test design with the TbC technique for CIT. In UML-based SCT, test design is carried out based on UML-based test models that are constructed and enhanced with test contract
design (i.e. Step TbC2 as described in Section 6.4). We further use some selected examples of
the CPS case study to illustrate how to undertake contract-based component test design for effective CIT.
Note that we employ some naming conventions for acronyms/abbreviations of the following testing terms in the MBSCT methodology: TS – test sequence/scenario, TG – test group, TO
– test operation, TC – test contract, and ITC/ETC – internal/external test contract.

6.5.1

Designing Test Sequences and Test Groups with Test Contracts

6.5.1.1 Designing Test Sequences
For the CIT purpose, an important testing focus is to test component interactions, especially
verifying related underlying object interactions and object state changes with those interactions,
because SCI takes place mainly with the interactions through the interfaces of component objects in the SCI context. Our contract-based component test design for CIT is based on a test
model that captures a sequence of test artefacts to realise test scenarios for testing relevant functional integration scenarios. A test sequence (TS) refers to a sequence of logically-ordered re-
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lated test artefacts, such as test operations (TOs), test elements (e.g. test state, test event), test
contracts (TCs), etc. Technically, test design can start with test sequence design, and combine a
set of related test operations and test contracts together into an appropriate test sequence (e.g. a
test group, which is defined in the next Section 6.5.1.2) to verify inter-component/object interactions for CIT. This testing requires well-designed test contracts to isolate, track down and examine different component traces (including not only operations but also states and events),
which are important test contracts to improve component traceability and support contract-based
component test design for effective CIT.
Test sequences play the key role of organising and structuring test artefacts for effective
contract-based component test design. Our test design is undertaken in conjunction with test
sequence design based on test models, in which test sequences are mainly mapped and derived
from related scenario-based test models. For testing the CPS system, Figure 6.3 illustrates a
typical overall test sequence that is designed and derived from the corresponding DOTM (as
shown earlier in Figure 5.4) and forms the foundation of contract-based component test design
to examine the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario. This test sequence incorporates logically-ordered relevant test contracts and test operations, and special test states and test events to
conduct CIT for the CPS system. Test contracts verify relevant component/object artefacts (e.g.
operation, state, or event) in the associated test sequence by using appropriate testable assertions
in terms of preconditions, postconditions or invariants (as described in Section 6.3.2).

Basic
test
artefacts

1.1 TO

1.2 TO

2.1 TO

2.2 TO 2.3 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

1.1 ITC

1.2 ITC

2.1 ETC

2.4 TO 2.5 TO

3.1 TO

3.2 TO

Sequence
2.3 ETC

2.5 ETC

3.1 ETC

3.2 ITC

Figure 6.3 Test Sequence = test contracts + test operations (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)

Note that when a test contract (e.g. test contract 2.5 ETC shown in Figure 6.3) is positioned between two consecutive operations under test in a test sequence (e.g. test operations 2.5
TO and 3.1 TO shown in Figure 6.3), this test contract actually plays dual testing roles: it works

as a postcondition assertion of the last operation (e.g. test operation 2.5 TO), and also as a precondition assertion of the next operation (e.g. test operation 3.1 TO). In principle, such dual
testing roles of well-designed test contracts apply to two sequential operations, if any software
artefact between them does not affect the postcondition of the first operation and the precondition of the second operation. This is one of the good characteristics of the TbC technique, which
demonstrates that test contracts are a useful concept for testing-support artefacts that can im-
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prove component testability efficiently. Based on this TbC feature, most test contracts designed
in the above CPS TUC1 test sequence functionally play such dual testing roles (as shown in
Figure 6.3), which supports low-overhead test contract usage for desired testing efficiency. In
addition, when a test contract is added to a sequence of test artefacts for improving testability, it
does not affect or change the sequencing attribute of the test sequence (as indicated in Section
6.3.2). For example, when test contract 2.5 ETC is added to the above CPS TUC1 test sequence
(as shown in Figure 6.3), test operations 2.5 TO is still verified as expected before test operation
3.1 TO and the related logical order or sequencing attribute of this test sequence remains un-

changed.

6.5.1.2 Optimising Test Sequences
This subsection further explores how to optimise the structural organisation of test sequences
for effective contract-based component test design. The above CPS TUC1 test sequence is designed based on the corresponding CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario, which is actually
composed of three sub test scenarios (as shown earlier in Figure 5.4). Accordingly, the overall
CPS TUC1 test sequence can be decomposed into three sub test sequences (as illustrated in Figure 6.4):
(1)

Sub test sequence #1 examines sub test scenario #1: testing whether the stopping bar is in
the expected state of “SB_DOWN” and the traffic light device is in the expected state of
“TL_GREEN” (which are the CPS TUC1 preconditions as described earlier in Section
5.4.3). If so, the test car is allowed to enter and start access to the PAL.

(2)

Sub test sequence #2 examines sub test scenario #2: testing whether the test car correctly
enters and passes through the PAL entry point. If so, the test car has entered the PAL.

(3)

Sub test sequence #3 examines sub test scenario #3: testing the traffic light device is in
the expected state of “TL_RED” (which is the CPS TUC1 precondition as described earlier in Section 5.4.3). If so, the testing of the CPS TUC1 test scenario has completed.

Basic
test
artefacts

1.1 TO

1.2 TO

2.1 TO

2.2 TO 2.3 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

1.1 ITC

1.2 ITC

sub test sequence #1

2.1 ETC

2.4 TO 2.5 TO

3.1 TO

3.2 TO

Sequence
2.3 ETC

sub test sequence #2

2.5 ETC

3.1 ETC

3.2 ITC

sub test sequence #3

Figure 6.4 Structured Test Sequence = a series of sub test sequences (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)
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In other words, when a test scenario is logically composed of several sub test scenarios,
we can optimise the corresponding test sequence into a structured test sequence consisting of a
series of sub test sequences (as shown in Figure 6.4), and each sub test sequence is designed
based on its corresponding sub test scenario. Technically, to reduce and control testing complexity with test sequences, it is necessary to perform test sequence optimisation on a complex
test sequence that is a long compound sequence consisting of many test artefacts, which may be
derived from a complex test scenario captured by a corresponding test model. One effective way
of optimising a complex test sequence is to appropriately decompose it into a sequence of logically-related test groups. A test group (TG) refers to a small or minimal test sequence composed
of closely-related test artefacts for a particular testing objective. All constituent test groups
should jointly function in an equivalent manner to the original test sequence to uphold the overall testing requirement and integrity. In the same way, a test group may further be divided into
smaller test groups as needed.
For the overall CPS TUC1 test sequence shown in Figure 6.3, we can conduct further test
sequence optimisation. We can divide it into a sequence of seven basic test groups to create the
structured test sequence (as illustrated in Figure 6.5), where sub test sequence #1 contains the
first two basic test groups, sub test sequence #2 contains the middle three basic test groups and
sub test sequence #3 contains the last two basic test groups. Each basic test group contains at
least one specific verifiable test contract for a particular testing objective, and may be numbered
with its main test contract’s number. For example, basic test group 1.2 TG contains test contract
1.2 ITC, and verifies whether the traffic light device is in the expected state of “TL_GREEN”

before the test car enters the PAL entry point. Basic test group 3.2 TG contains test contract 3.2
ITC, and verifies whether the traffic light device is in the expected state of “TL_RED” after the

test car has entered the PAL entry point. We can also combine two or more basic test groups
into a new joint test group for a particular joint testing purpose (which is to be further discussed
in Section 6.5.3).

Basic
test
artefacts

test group 1.1

test group 1.2

test group 2.1

1.1 TO

1.2 TO

2.1 TO

test group 2.3
2.2 TO 2.3 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

1.1 ITC

1.2 ITC

sub test sequence #1

2.1 ETC

test group 2.5
2.4 TO 2.5 TO

test group 3.1

test group 3.2

3.1 TO

3.2 TO

Sequence
2.3 ETC

sub test sequence #2

2.5 ETC

3.1 ETC

3.2 ITC

sub test sequence #3

Figure 6.5 Structured Test Sequence = a sequence of test groups (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)
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Test Design for Verifying Component Interactions with Test
States

This section discusses how to undertake contract-based component test design to examine component/object interactions by verifying particular test operations, test contracts and associated
test states for CIT, including inter-object integration testing and inter-component integration
testing. For the CIT purpose, we apply the TbC technique and TbC test contract criteria, and use
well-designed test contracts (including ITCs and ETCs) to trace and examine dynamic changes
of interacting object states against certain expected test states. The test states are used as the
testing basis for test oracle design for test evaluation (e.g. evaluating whether a component/object retains the expected state when its related operation is performed), and are incorporated into contract-based component test design to examine whether one or more related interacting object operations are performed correctly for the corresponding object interaction. Table
6.3 shows the relationship between test contracts and test operations (with specified signatures)
as well as test states, which are used for contract-based component test design for conducting
CIT in the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario (as shown earlier in Figure 5.4).
As an essential requirement for the CIT purpose, test design needs to cover sufficient testing-required component/object operations participating in SCI, which is based on effective test
model development that bridges the “test gap” (especially Test-Gap #1) in model-based testing
(as described earlier in Sections 5.2.4.2 and 5.5.2). For the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario, Table 6.3 comprises all associated parking control operations of the related CPS control
devices (i.e. the traffic light and in-PhotoCell sensor devices) and car movements along the PAL
(i.e. making a total of 9 test operations shown in the “Test Operation” column). This ensures
that our test design can exercise the necessary component/object operations participating in the
CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario.
On the above the basis, contract-based component test design needs to cover adequate test
contracts that are applied to all testing-required component/object operations for effective CIT,
which is based on effective test model development that bridges the “test gap” (especially TestGap #2) in model-based testing (as described earlier in Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4.2, 5.4.3 and 5.5.3).
For the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario, Table 6.3 (in the “Test Contract” column) comprises the necessary test contracts that are applied to all parking control operations for providing
parking control services, in order to verify the changes in the related control states (which are
the test states for the CPS system, as shown in Table 6.3 “Test State” column).
In the following, by using some selected testing examples in the CPS TUC1 integration
testing scenario, we illustrate how a specific ITC/ETC is identified and created for contractbased component test design, and used to conduct contract-based CIT with test states. The testing shows that component test design is actually undertaken based on test sequence design (e.g.
designing the structured test sequence with test groups, as described in Section 6.5.1).
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Table 6.3 Contract-Based Component Test Design (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario):
test sequences, test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states
Test
Sequence

Test
Group

enter PAL

Sub Test
Sequence
#1
turn
Traffic
Light to
GREEN

Sub Test
Sequence
#2
enter the
PAL entry
point

Test Operation

SB_DOWN

1.1
TG

1.1 TO: waitEvent(
stoppingBar, “SB_DOWN” )

1.1 ITC: checkEvent(
stoppingBar,
“SB_DOWN” )

SB_DOWN

1.2
TG

1.2 TO: setGreen()

1.2 ITC: checkState(
trafficLight,
“TL_GREEN” )

TL_GREEN

2.1 ETC: checkEvent(
trafficLight,
“TL_GREEN” )

TL_GREEN

2.3 ETC: checkState(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_OCCUPIED” )

IN_PC_OCCUPIED

2.5 ETC: checkState(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” )

IN_PC_CLEARED

2 TS: enterAccessLan()
2.1
TG

2.1 TO: waitEvent(
trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” )

2.3
TG

2.2 TO: goTo(
gopace-cross-inPC, int )

2.4 TO: goTo(
gopace-crossover-inPC,
int )
2.5 TO: clear()

(1)

0.1 ITC: checkState(
stoppingBar,
“SB_DOWN” )
1 TS:
turnTrafficLightToGreen()

2.5
TG

turn
Traffic
Light to
RED

Test State

enterAccessLane()

2.3 TO: occupy()

Sub Test
Sequence
#3

Test Contract

3 TS:
turnTrafficLightToRed()
3.1
TG

3.1 TO: waitEvent(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” )

3.1 ETC: checkEvent(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” )

IN_PC_CLEARED

3.2
TG

3.2 TO: setRed()

3.2 ITC: checkState(
trafficLight,
“TL_RED” )

TL_RED

ITC Example
Test design constructs test group 1.2 TG composed of test operation 1.2 TO

setGreen() and test contract 1.2 ITC checkState( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ),
which works as follows:
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(a)
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This test contract checks whether the traffic light is in the correct state of “TL_GREEN”
as expected, after test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() is performed.

(b)

This test contract is applied to operation setGreen() in object trafficLight and
verified in object deviceController. As both objects are within the same scope of
the device control component, test contract 1.2 is referred to as an ITC.

(c)

This ITC examines a typical object interaction within the scope of a single component.

(d)

This ITC by design is side-effect free (as indicated in Section 6.3.2 and Section 6.3.3.4).
Specifically, this ITC only checks whether the traffic light is in the expected state of
“TL_GREEN”, and does not affect or change the current state of the traffic light and any
other test artefacts (or testing-related data/values).
Note that we refer to this test contract 1.2 as an ITC in terms of the strict general

component context (i.e. within the scope of the device control component), not an individual
class context that is only a partial component scope. If an individual class scope (i.e. class
TrafficLight) is regarded relatively as a basic context for effectual contract scope, test
contract 1.2 may also be referred to as an ETC, since it examines an object interaction for interclass integration testing between two classes (i.e. class TrafficLight and class
DeviceController), but these classes are all within the scope of the same single
component (i.e. the device control component).
(2)

ETC Example
Test design can construct test group 2.3 TG composed of test operation 2.3 TO

occupy() and test contract 2.3 ETC checkState( inPhotoCell, “IN_PC_OCCUPIED”
), which works as follows:
(a)

This test contract checks whether the in-PhotoCell device is in the correct state of
“IN_PC_OCCUPIED” as expected, after test operation 2.3 TO occupy() is performed.

(b)

This test contract is applied to operation occupy() in object inPhotoCell in the device control component, but is verified in object testCarController in the car control component. So test contract 2.3 is referred to as an ETC.

(c)

This ETC examines a typical component interaction for inter-component integration testing between the two CPS collaboration components.

(d)

This ETC by design is side-effect free (as indicated in Section 6.3.2 and Section 6.3.3.4).
Specifically, this ETC only checks whether the in-PhotoCell device is in the expected
state of “IN_PC_OCCUPIED”, and does not affect or change the current state of the inPhotoCell device and any other test artefacts (or testing-related data/values).
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Test Design for Verifying Component Interactions with Test
Events

In this section, we explore another important aspect of CIT: we design contract-based tests with
test events to verify particular object interactions by checking certain communication messages
(or event communications) that realise the object interactions between collaborating objects. We
illustrate this type of contract-based component test design by retesting the Observer patternbased component EventCommunication that is reused in the CPS TUC1 integration testing
context, after this base component has been tested in its unit testing context. To carry out this
CIT task, we conduct test design with special test contracts to examine and verify certain event
communications by checking particular test events, in order to ensure that the specific event
communication is correctly performed in the SCI context. For example, test design is required to
be able to verify whether the registered event listener receives the correct event notification
from the correct event notifier as described in the Observer pattern [63]. For the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario, this testing is especially important when system control shifts from
the device control component to the car control component at the control switchover point, and
vice versa.
In the following, we illustrate how test design constructs and applies a special joint test
group of related test contracts and test operations (as shown in Figure 6.6) to examine a particular test event to ensure that system control is shifted correctly between (1) the device control
component and (2) the car control component at the control switchover point. This special joint
test group actually combines two basic test groups: test group 1.2 TG in sub test sequences #1
and test group 2.1 TG in sub test sequences #2 (note that these sub test sequences and test
groups were designed in Section 6.5.1, as shown in Figure 6.5). Also this special joint test group
crosses over from sub test sequences #1 to sub test sequence #2 to cover the control switchover
point in the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario.
(1)

In sub test sequence #1 of the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario, system control
commences with the device control component prior to the control switchover point. The
component controls parking operations approaching the control switchover point:

(a)

Test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() (from the basic test group 1.2 TG) runs on object
trafficLight to set the traffic light to the new state of “TL_GREEN” for the next
car’s access to the PAL.

(b)

The execution of this test operation causes the object’s state change, which results in a
new event being generated. Then by conducting an event communication with the
Observer pattern-based component EventCommunication, the event notifier object
trafficLight needs to notify the new event to all of its waiting event listener objects
testCarController and deviceController for the control switchover.
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(c)
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Like test design with test states (as described in Section 6.5.2), test contract 1.2 ITC
checkState( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ) (from the basic test group 1.2 TG) is
constructed as an ITC to check whether the traffic light device is now in the correct state
of “TL_GREEN” as expected in the scope of the device control component, before the
system control is switched over.
Joint Test Group

Basic
test
artefacts

test group 1.1

test group 1.2

test group 2.1

1.1 TO

1.2 TO

2.1 TO

control switchover point
test group 2.3
2.2 TO 2.3 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

1.1 ITC

1.2 ITC

test group 3.1

test group 3.2

3.1 TO

3.2 TO

2.4 TO 2.5 TO

Sequence

2.1 ETC

sub test sequence #1

test group 2.5

2.3 ETC

2.5 ETC

sub test sequence #2

3.1 ETC

3.2 ITC

sub test sequence #3

Figure 6.6 Contract-Based Component Test Design: joint test group for CIT (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)

(2)

Then, system control shifts to the car control component (accordingly, the testing shifts
from sub test sequence #1 to sub test sequence #2):

(a)

The waiting car (as the event listener object testCarController) waits for an incoming event notification as a parking instruction to assess the PAL. This is conducted by
test operation 2.1 TO waitEvent( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ) (from the basic
test group 2.1 TG) running on object testCarController.

(b)

When

the

event

communication

is

fulfilled

with

the

base

component

EventCommunication, the car needs to take some action according to the received
event notification. However, before the car enters the PAL, it is necessary to recheck
whether

the

event

reception

is

correct

on

the

event

listener

object

testCarController. Test contract 2.1 ETC checkEvent( trafficLight,
“TL_GREEN” ) (from the basic test group 2.1 TG) is constructed as an ETC to check
whether the waiting car (i.e. the event listener object testCarController in the car
control component) receives the correct event notification (i.e. the traffic light is in the
correct state of “TL_GREEN”; the car is allowed to enter the PAL) from the correct event
notifier object trafficLight in the device control component.
(c)

When the completion of this event communication between the two CPS components is
checked to be correct, the system control switchover is correct. Then, the car starts entering and accessing the PAL with a sequence of related parking operations controlled by
the car control component.
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6.6 Related Work and Discussion
This section reviews and discusses research work particularly related to contract-based testing in
line with the DbC principle. This serves as an extended literature review specific to the TbC
technique, which is based on the foundation literature review as described earlier in Chapter 2
and Chapter 3.
Beugnard et al. [22] define a general model of software contracts at four levels: basic or
syntactic contracts, behavioural contracts, synchronisation contracts and quality-of-service contracts. Because behavioural contracts are more pertinent to the DbC principle in component design and testing practice, our TbC technique promotes well-designed test contracts particularly
as behavioural contracts for UML-based CIT. Briand et al. [31] investigate analysis contracts to
improve the testability at the level of object-oriented code. Their contract definition rules mainly
apply to the class unit context, and analysis contracts are expressed in OCL [160]. They also use
contract-related instrumentation tools to instrument contracts for their testing example of the
ATM system, and evaluate relevant testability features, benefits and limitations. Edwards et al.
[56] present a contract wrapper approach to enhance component testing capabilities for component functional testing, without access to the low-level details inside component code. This approach is more flexible for improving design-based component testability, and offers good testing benefits for both component developers and users. However, developing companion test
wrappers for all components under test may attract high workloads and costs in testing. Nebut et
al. [102] present a use case driven approach to system testing. They build on UML use cases
enhanced with contracts based on use case pre and post conditions. System test cases are generated in two steps: use case orderings are deduced from use case contracts, and then use case
scenarios are substituted for each use case to produce system test cases.
By comparison, our research with the TbC technique has its own particular characteristics
different from other related work, which contributes to the following important aspects:
(1)

The TbC technique develops a set of important contract-based test concepts (e.g. test contract, Contract for Testability, effectual contract scope, internal/external test contract),
and useful TbC test contract criteria for effective testability improvement at the modeling
level (see Sections 6.2 and 6.3).

(2)

The TbC technique bridges the “test gaps” and improves model-based component testability for test model construction, and support UML model-based approaches to SCT
(see Section 6.4; and Sections 5.2.3, 5.2.4.2, 5.3, 5.4.3 and 5.5.3).

(3)

The developed TbC working process guides contract-based testing activities (see Section
6.2), and we have illustrated how to put them into practice for contract-based test design
with a case study (see Sections 6.5).
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(4)
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The TbC technique is a direct extension of the DbC concept (which was developed originally for object-oriented design) to the new domain for SCT, and becomes a useful selfcontained contract-based approach to SCT (see Sections 6.1 and 6.2).

6.7 Summary
This research has extended the DbC concept to the SCT domain, and developed the TbC technique as a new contract-based SCT technique with a primary aim to bridge the “test gaps” between ordinary UML models (non-testable) and target test models (testable) and improve
model-based component testability for effective UML-based SCT. In this chapter, we introduced the new test contract concept as the key testing-support mechanism, and the new concept
of Contract for Testability as the principal goal of the TbC technique. We described the test contract concept based on basic component contracts, classified test contracts into internal and external test contracts for effective contract-based testing based on the new concept of effectual
contract scope, and developed a set of useful TbC test contract criteria to realise testability improvement for achieving the CfT goals. Then, following the developed TbC working process,
we showed how to apply the TbC technique to test contract design for test model construction
and contract-based component test design by using the illustrative testing examples selected
from the CPS case study. The testing examples have demonstrated that the TbC technique is
capable of bridging the identified “test gaps” (especially Test-Gap #2), improving model-based
component testability and supporting effective component test design. These are some of the
major contributions of the TbC technique.
Therefore, this chapter has shown that component test development with the MBSCT
methodology is not only model-based, process-based and scenario-based, but also contractbased (note that the relevant MBSCT methodological features will be further justified in Sections 8.2 and 8.5). At the same time, this chapter has employed the TbC technique to demonstrate and validate the MBSCT testing applicability and capabilities particularly for component
test design, adequate test artefact coverage, and component testability improvement (which are
the core MBSCT testing capabilities #2, #4 and #5 as described earlier in Section 4.6). A more
comprehensive validation and evaluation of the MBSCT methodology will be presented in
Chapter 9.
This chapter has mainly covered the TbC foundation phase (including Steps TbC1, TbC2
and TbC3) in the stepwise TbC working process (as shown in Figure 6.1). The TbC advanced
phase (including Steps TbC4 and TbC5) will be discussed in the subsequent chapters of this thesis. Chapter 7 will describe component fault detection and diagnosis with the TbC technique
(i.e. Step TbC4). Contract-based test generation (i.e. Step TbC5) will be discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 7
Component Fault Detection, Diagnosis and
Localisation
7.1 Introduction
Component test design aims to detect and diagnose component faults for the goal of enhancing
and assessing component reliability and quality (see Section 7.2). At the same time, component
fault detection and diagnosis (FDD) is a useful means to improve and evaluate the effectiveness
of component test design with a testing approach. We undertake component fault detection and
diagnosis as an integral part of component test design in the Phase #2 of the MBSCT framework. With the MBSCT methodology, FDD is model-based, which means that FDD is undertaken with test models and model-based component tests. FDD is also scenario-based, which
means that test scenarios are used as the basis to detect and diagnose target component faults in
the related component functional scenario. Moreover, FDD is contract-based, which means that
the TbC technique plays a key role in the process of component fault detection, diagnosis and
localisation, and this process is undertaken jointly with our contract-based component test design (CBCTD) approach (as described earlier in Section 6.5).
Chapter 6 presented the foundation principles of the TbC technique, and described the
foundation phase (including Steps TbC1 to TbC3) in the stepwise TbC working process (as
shown earlier in Figure 6.1 in Section 6.2). This chapter moves on to the advanced phase in the
stepwise TbC working process, and focuses on the testing progression from Step TbC3 to Step
TbC4 with the TbC technique. In particular, we focus component test design on component fault
detection and diagnosis with the TbC technique. For this purpose, we develop a new contractbased fault detection and diagnosis (CBFDD) method [173] [175] [176], which further extends
the TbC technique to support effective SCT and establishes a key technical foundation for component test evaluation (see Chapter 9).
This chapter presents component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation with the TbC
technique to achieve effective component test design. First, Section 7.2 describes some important fault-related terms and their relationships, and presents an extended fault causality chain to
guide SCT activities in FDD and effective component test design. Section 7.3 introduces a new
important notion of Contract for Diagnosability (CfD) to be a key objective of our CBFDD
method, and this notion particularly satisfies the higher-level goals of the Contract for Testability concept with the TbC technique (as described earlier in Section 6.3). In Section 7.4, we develop a practical CBFDD process for fault detection, diagnosis and localisation, which is a ma-
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jor technical component of the CBFDD method. In Sections 7.5.1 to 7.5.4, we analyse and explore certain critical inter-relationships between test contracts and fault diagnosis properties in
terms of effectual contract scope, fault propagation scope, and fault diagnosis scope, which are
new testing notions we introduce to support the CBFDD method. In Section 7.5.5, we develop
the stepwise upper/lower-boundary scope reduction strategies and processes, and provide the
useful CBFDD guidelines for effective fault diagnosis and localisation. The CBFDD guidelines
are another major technical component of the CBFDD method. Then in Section 7.6, we apply
the CBFDD method, and employ the CPS case study to illustrate how to put the CBFDD
method into practice to undertake component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. We
develop the two useful diagnostic solutions with the CBFDD method in the two major possible
testing contexts (see Sections 7.6.2.2 and 7.6.2.3). Section 7.7 discusses some important open
issues and defines a set of new useful notions related to the TbC technique (especially the
CBFDD method). Section 7.8 summarises this chapter.

7.2 Fault Causality Chain: Fault

Error

Failure

A primary reason why software testing is required is that any activity during the software development process may introduce or produce certain software defects or imperfections in the developed software. This contributes to a principal objective of software testing that aims to detect
and uncover such software defects and imperfections in the software/system under test (SUT) as
much as possible, in order to improve and evaluate software reliability and quality. For use in
the testing process, it is important to clarify several important terms and their relationships:
fault, error, and failure [77].
Failure refers to a manifested incapacity to function or perform satisfactorily. It means
some undesired behaviour observed during the execution of the SUT, which unsuccessfully
meets the expected objective, e.g. there is some incorrect output or inability of fulfilling the expected functional requirement.
Fault refers to a defect or imperfection in the SUT. A fault may be a malfunction, imperfect data or operational definition, incorrect execution or operating step/process, etc. It is created
by certain incorrect activities during the software development and/or operation process. A fault
may also remain inactive and undetected, and thus may have no impact on the SUT or other related interacting software or systems even for a long time.
Once a fault is encountered and activated by software execution, it can negatively impact
on the SUT to produce a certain undesirable state or incorrect operational manifestation, which
is called an error (or a corrupted state). As the error develops and propagates to an incorrect
output, it may result in a subsequent failure of software execution. An error is an intermediate
corrupted or incorrect state between the original fault and the resulting failure, and may occur
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internally in the SUT.
Accordingly, we can develop the following “fault causality chain” to illustrate a causality
relationship among these three defect counterparts as shown in Figure 7.1, which is a further
extension from the work by Avizienis et al. [6] [7] [8]. This fault causality chain describes a
typical cause-effect relation: an activated fault produces an error, which, by propagation, subsequently causes a failure. Faults are the original sources of failures, and failures are the negative
outcomes resulting from faults. Note that the causality relationship can also iterate recursively
with the dashed line between failure and fault (as shown in Figure 7.1). In particular, a fault may
be subsequently caused by the failures of other related interacting software or systems [18].

Software
Developer

mistake

Fault

activation

Error

propagation

negative
Failure consequence

User
Organisation

causation
Figure 7.1 An Extended Fault Causality Chain

From this extended fault causality chain, we can see that both software developer and
user organisation are the external stakeholders. Software activities by software developers may
make possible mistakes, which is a source input to initialising the fault causality chain. The user
organisation receives the possible negative consequences, which is the ultimate output resulting
from the fault causality chain.
Furthermore, we can analyse and explore the following important implications from the
extended fault causality chain:
(1)

It is the software activity by the software developer that incorrectly creates software faults
during software development;

(2)

It is the execution of the software fault that causes actual software failures;

(3)

It is the software failure resulting from software faults that damages software system operations and organisation business operations.

(4)

A single fault can cause multiple failures, although some faults may never turn into failures. On the other hand, the same failure may be caused by different faults with different
software execution patterns at different times.

(5)

The primary concern with faults is that faults can develop into failures and produce negative impacts, whenever a fault is active and the software segment that contains the fault is
executed.
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The above extended fault causality chain and related important implications are particularly useful to guide SCT activities in FDD and effective component test design. In testing practice, the tester needs to design effective component tests that are able to activate a certain component fault to cause some observable manifestation of failure. From the observed component
failure, the tester needs to track down and analyse possible component errors, and identify and
reveal the original component fault, in order to correct the fault. Therefore, a central task of
SCT is to design and generate component tests that can detect and diagnose component faults
effectively and efficiently. This is one of the principle goals of our research on SCT.

7.3 Contract for Diagnosability
The TbC technique employs the test contract mechanism and test contract criteria to achieve the
CfT goals in two important aspects: not only constructing adequate test contracts for testability
specification and improvement, but also conducting effective component test design for testability verification and evaluation (as described earlier in Section 6.3). The second CfT aspect particularly supports the goal of Contract for Diagnosability (CfD): the TbC technique aims to
undertake CBCTD (as described earlier in Section 6.5) that can effectively detect and diagnose
component faults, and evaluate and demonstrate the required level of component correctness
and quality. Therefore, our CBCTD aims to not only design and generate component tests with
fault detection capability, but also diagnose and locate the detected faults for correction and removal, which is a primary goal of our CBFDD method.
According to the test contract principle (as described earlier in Section 6.3.1), violating
the required contracts of the mutual responsibilities bound by both component partners (component service supplier/contractor and client) indicates the presence of possible component faults,
which often results from incorrect component design and specification (e.g. incorrect UMLbased model specification). On the other hand, based on the principle of the fault causality chain
(fault-error-failure) (as described in Section 7.2), it is a component fault that produces an intermediate component error, which, by propagation, subsequently causes a component failure,
which could finally result in an incorrect and unsatisfactory component integration in a component-based system.
From the above analysis based on the test contract principle and the fault causality chain,
we can see that it is not adequate to conduct a simple component fault detection that only reveals and shows some faults present during testing. If the detected fault is not located and corrected, the same fault or its variants will still exist and continuously cause the same or similar
software failures during software execution or testing. An effective SCT technique should have
effective fault-diagnosis capabilities that are able to diagnose and locate the detected fault for
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correction and removal. Technically, fault diagnosis denotes the testing process that analyses
fault cases and causes, and identifies and locates the detected fault in the associated faulty part
of the component under test (CUT), when a failure is observed due to the detected fault during
testing. In the TbC context, the Contract for Diagnosability feature denotes the testing capability for identifying and locating the detected fault with well-designed test contracts for the goal
of effective fault diagnosis and localisation. A key measure of a good CBCTD is that it should
be able to support and realise the CfD goal effectively. Our CBFDD method particularly focuses
on fault diagnosis that bridges fault detection and fault localisation. In other words, our CBFDD
method covers not only the basic capability for fault detection and diagnosis, but also the advanced capability for fault diagnosis and localisation.
Based on test models constructed with the TbC technique, our CBCTD can combine relevant adequately-designed test contracts and test operations together into particular test sequences or test groups (as described earlier in Section 6.5) to detect and diagnose possible component faults in the CIT context. In particular, if the assertion of a test contract in the current
CBCTD returns false, a component fault has probably occurred and so has been detected during
testing, and the fault is most likely related to the associated operation under test that is involved
in the testing scope of the current CBCTD. Furthering this key strategy of CBCTD, we focus
our CBFDD method on the following important technical aspects to realise the CfD goal:
(a)

Developing a systematic process to effectively guide component fault detection, diagnosis
and localisation, which we call the CBFDD process that becomes a major technical component of the CBFDD method (see Section 7.4);

(b)

Exploring and analysing certain intrinsic relationships between test contracts and fault
diagnosis properties to improve test design quality (see Sections 7.5.1 to 7.5.4); and then

(c)

Developing the related scope reduction strategies and processes, and providing useful
technical guidelines for effective fault diagnosis and localisation, which we call the
CBFDD guidelines that become another major technical component of the CBFDD
method (see Section 7.5.5).

7.4 Contract-Based Fault Detection and Diagnosis Process
With the TbC technique, we develop a practical CBFDD process that involves five main steps in
conjunction with fault case analysis, which is illustrated in Figure 7.2. A major purpose of the
CBFDD process aims to systematically guide fault detection, diagnosis and localisation effectively with CBCTD (as described earlier in Section 6.5). This process establishes the primary
foundation of our CBFDD method to realise the CfD goal.
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Contract-Based
Test Design
[TRUE: more contracts ?]

test contract ?
[FALSE]

Fault Case Scenario

Fault Consequence

Fault Cause

Fault Location

Fault-Related Test Lev el

FDD: Component
Integration Testing

FDD: Component
Unit Testing

[NO]
FDD Complete?
[YES]

Figure 7.2 Contract-Based Fault Detection and Diagnosis Process

The following describes the main technical aspects of the CBFDD process for the CIT
purpose:
(1)

Fault case scenario
When the test contract returns false (i.e. a contract violation occurs), a component fault

has been detected during testing with the current CBCTD. We need to analyse the observed
failure scenario and diagnose what has happened to the related failure output in order to diagnose and locate the detected fault.
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Fault consequence
We need to analyse what consequence might have resulted from the contract-violated

failure output. The relevant consequence includes all possible direct and indirect negative impacts on the CUT in the CIT context.
For example, suppose the current component operation under test fails the completion of
an expected component function, then this negative outcome may further cause some subsequent operations not to be executed as needed in the expected sequence of software operations,
or potentially the entire CBS execution could be halted unexpectedly at this failure point in the
CIT context.
(3)

Fault causes and analysis
Based on the analysis of the fault case scenario and consequence, we need to further de-

termine possible causes according to the principle of the fault causality chain (fault-errorfailure) (as described in Section 7.2). In particular, we analyse and uncover what possible errors
are made during the fault propagation process towards the failure point.
Typically, possible fault causes may include:
(i)

Fault cause #1: the incorrect invocation/usage of a specific operation that is being exercised and examined by the current CBCTD; or

(ii)

Fault cause #2: the incorrect definition/implementation of this operation in its home class
unit.

(4)

Fault location
When the possible fault cause is determined, we are then able to identify the possible

software location of the fault under diagnosis:
(a)

Fault location for incorrect invocation/usage: For the above fault cause #1, the fault under
diagnosis is most likely located in the caller component class (e.g. it may be an integration control class for component integration purpose, and serves as the current integration
context), which incorrectly invokes and uses that specific operation under test.

(b)

Fault location for incorrect definition: For the above fault cause #2, the related fault is
most likely located in its home class unit, where the operation is incorrectly defined
and/or implemented.

(5)

Fault-related test level
The two possible fault locations as described above may be in the same home compo-

nent/class or possibly across multiple different components/classes, depending on the nature of
the fault under diagnosis. The two different fault locations by their nature indicate that the possible fault occurrence is pertinent to the two different levels of SCT:
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If the fault is located in the integration class, then this fault occurrence is clearly related to
inter-class or inter-component integration testing, because the fault occurs when conducting component integration via operation invocations for object interactions and collaborations in the SCI context.

(b)

If the fault is located in the home class unit, then this fault occurrence is clearly related to
class unit testing, because the fault occurs when defining the class unit (e.g. defining class
operations and attributes). If so, this indicates that the previous component unit testing
has not been sufficiently adequate before the testing proceeds to CIT.

(c)

It is observed that, because the failure output is caused by this detected and located fault,
the related test contract eventually returns false in the above fault case scenario (as described in (1) above).
By effectively applying the CBFDD process, the TbC technique can aid our CIT ap-

proach to achieve two testing benefits: we can examine and detect possible component faults
that are related to not only certain integration contexts as the central focus of CIT, but also to
certain component class units as a secondary focus of CIT. Any component faults uncovered in
class units require undertaking more component unit testing for the purpose of effective CIT
performance. All detected/located component faults need to be corrected and removed, and necessary regression testing needs to repeat the related integration/unit testing activities after the
software modification for fault correction and removal.

The CBFDD process provides an overall FDD process with CBCTD. A key focus of the
CBFDD process is on how to design and apply appropriate test contracts for effective fault diagnosis and localisation, which is further discussed in Section 7.5 below. The CBFDD process
is an iterative and incremental testing process, and has the following characteristics:
(1)

The CBFDD process starts with CBCTD, and when some test contract with the current
CBCTD detects a component fault occurrence through the contract-violated failure output, the steps of the CBFDD process are applied to diagnose and locate this detected
component fault with the current CBCTD.

(2)

The CBFDD process can be used to detect and diagnose new potential component faults
when additional test contracts are incrementally designed and added to the current
CBCTD to meet a new testing objective. This particularly accommodates and supports
the perspectives and needs of the component tester, who must identify and uncover as
many potential component faults as possible.

(3)

The current CBCTD may need additional test contracts that are constructed incrementally
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in the CBFDD process, in order to detect and diagnose a specific target component fault.
(4)

The CBFDD process should be re-conducted iteratively with the required regression testing, after a fault is identified and fixed with the CBFDD process undertaken previously,
in order to ensure that the previously detected fault is ultimately corrected and removed.

(5)

The CBFDD process starts with CBCTD, and works iteratively and incrementally, until
all FDD tasks have been completed to fulfil the target testing requirements (e.g. meeting
the required level of component correctness and quality).

7.5 Fault Detection, Diagnosis and Localisation
The effectiveness and efficiency of CBFDD mainly depends on the quality of CBCTD, which is
determined typically by the quality of test contracts developed with the TbC technique for
CBCTD. Clearly, a good CBCTD is required to be able to detect and diagnose certain target
component faults with adequately-designed test contracts. To improve the CBCTD quality for
the CfD goal, we need to further explore certain critical relationships between test contracts and
fault diagnosis properties. With the TbC technique, we focus on three important notions and
their intrinsic relationships for supporting our CBFDD method: fault propagation scope, fault
diagnosis scope, and effectual contract scope (as shown in Figure 7.3). A key purpose of the
CBFDD method is to examine how to discover and use these key notions and their relationships
to guide test contract design effectively to facilitate fault detection, diagnosis and localisation,
which is a major focus of the CBFDD process (as described in Section 7.4). The following subsections discuss relevant concepts, technical aspects and guidelines for fault diagnosis and localisation with test contracts.

Overall Effectual Contract Scope
Fault Diagnosis Scope
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Execution
start
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Figure 7.3 CBFDD: Test Contracts and Fault Diagnosis Properties
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Fault Propagation Scope

During testing, a possible component fault occurrence may not be noticed until the main or final
system outputs produce a failure. Because the fault propagation process (fault-error-failure) (as
described in Section 7.2) usually spans a space from its start to its end, there exists a certain
software artefact range from the fault’s original home location to the actual failure output point,
which becomes a fault propagation scope.
The notion of fault propagation scope has an impact on fault diagnosis and localisation,
which needs to undertake the following important CBFDD activities for the purpose of effective
FDD (as illustrated in Figure 7.3):
(a)

Delimit the possible (maximum) boundary of the relevant fault propagation scope;

(b)

Constrain the fault propagation scope within the delimited boundary;

(c)

Reduce the range of the relevant fault propagation scope in order to facilitate fault diagnosis and localisation.
At the initial stage, the maximum scope of fault propagation would range from the execu-

tion start point to the final failure output point. Depending on the actual software execution scenarios, the actual fault propagation scope may vary even for the same fault, and could extend
across different classes, different components or different SCI scenarios. It is observed that such
uncertainty in the fault propagation scope is one of the key reasons why it is very difficult to
exactly identify, diagnose and locate a specific fault in testing practice. Moreover, because the
exact failure output point may actually be unknown, the possible final failure output point could
be just at the last execution point of the SUT in the worst-case situation. This means that the
maximum fault propagation scope may range from the first execution point to the last execution
point.

7.5.2

Fault Diagnosis Scope

A test case can be regarded as successful if it detects an as-yet undiscovered error/failure of a
system or component [100]. This accordingly indicates that there exists a possible new component fault that has not been detected before, or there still exists a previous component fault that
has not been corrected and removed yet. However, whichever fault type occurs, it could lead to
a new failure. An ordinary test case usually has a testing range where it exercises and examines
the possible fault, although it may not be able to determine the exact location of the fault. Such a
testing range encloses a software artefact context (e.g. a component context or modeling context) where the fault most likely exists, which becomes a fault diagnosis scope.
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The notion of fault diagnosis scope also impacts on fault diagnosis and localisation,
which requires similar CBFDD activities for the purpose of effective FDD (as illustrated in Figure 7.3) as follows:
(a)

A basic requirement for fault diagnosis and localisation is that the fault diagnosis scope
must cover the relevant fault propagation scope to finally identify and locate a specific related fault.

(b)

A further requirement for fault diagnosis and localisation is that it should be able to delimit and constrain the possible boundary of the relevant fault diagnosis scope, and then
reduce the relevant fault diagnosis scope, and thus facilitate diagnosing and locating a
specific component fault in the FDD process.
The notion of fault diagnosis scope is a very useful mechanism to control and deal with

the relevant fault propagation scope. There are several situations of fault diagnosis scope that
can be applied to actual fault diagnosis and localisation:
(1)

At the initial stage, the initial scope of fault detection and diagnosis ranges from the execution start point to the final failure output point. To deal with the maximum fault propagation scope in the worst-case situation (as described in Section 7.5.1), the maximum fault
diagnosis scope needs to cover the range from the first execution point to the last execution point.

(2)

The fault diagnosis scope may be a particular test scenario that delimits and constrains
the possible range for fault propagation scope. Test scenarios are a useful means to isolate
a possible fault-related testing range from the other parts of the SUT outside the current
testing context, so that FDD can focus on a particular test scenario that covers the faultrelated testing range.

(3)

The fault diagnosis scope may be a particular component under test, in which the fault
under diagnosis originally occurs and propagates. This is a fault diagnosis scope at the
component level.

(4)

The fault diagnosis scope may be a specific component unit (e.g. a class of the CUT),
which is the home location of the fault under diagnosis. This is a fault diagnosis scope at
the component unit level.

(5)

The fault diagnosis scope may be related to a specific component/class operation whose
definition and/implementation contains the fault under diagnosis. This is a fault diagnosis
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scope at the component operation level, which would be the minimum scope of fault detection and diagnosis for component functional testing.

7.5.3

TbC Test Contract Criteria and Fault Diagnosis

The TbC technique provides useful test contract mechanisms and test contract criteria to enable
CBCTD to support and facilitate CBFDD. Following the TbC test contract criteria for the CfD
goal, CBCTD can design and construct appropriate test contracts to trace execution information
of possible component operations and elements, observe and control certain possible failure information and testing points (as described earlier in Section 6.3.5) , in order to detect and diagnose possible component faults. If necessary, CBCTD can also use test contracts to raise appropriate warnings or exceptions at certain key testing points to prevent and stop fault propagation
development. Using this typical TbC test contract criteria based FDD approach, component test
design developed with adequate test contracts is able to delimit, constrain and reduce the relevant fault propagation scope. Accordingly, the relevant fault diagnosis scope is also delimited,
constrained and reduced.
Technically, the above component test design approach to FDD employs the TbC test
contract criteria for adequate test contract coverage, which promotes and supports a high level
of coverage of adequate test contracts that are applied to all possible component operations and
elements under test (as described earlier in Section 6.3.4). This strategy seems straightforward
and works to detect and diagnose possible component faults. However, this approach also has
some deficiencies. As discussed earlier in Section 6.3.4.8, this test design approach would
probably lead to higher testing overheads and an unattainable level of test contract coverage,
and thus become impractical for higher-complexity software components and systems under
test. In addition, this approach has low testing performance and efficiency for uncovering a specific component fault currently associated with a particular testing objective. This is because not
all test contracts or related test artefacts applied based on the TbC test contract criteria are
equally effective in reducing the relevant fault diagnosis scope and locating a specific target
component fault. Only some of the closely related test contracts contribute to actual diagnosis
and localisation of the specific target component fault. Therefore, a balanced trade-off between
test contracts and FDD requires that the number of test contracts needed for CBCTD should be
as minimal and as adequate as possible to detect and diagnose a specific target component fault
effectively and efficiently. This is one of the key features of good CfD practice.
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Effectual Contract Scope and Fault Diagnosis

A major goal of our CBFDD method aims to provide an alternative useful approach to overcome some deficiencies of the above TbC test contract criteria based FDD approach (as described in Section 7.5.3 above), and to achieve low-overhead test contract coverage/usage and
acceptable testing effectiveness and efficiency. For this purpose, let us further explore the interrelationship between test contracts and fault diagnosis. Based on the important concept of effectual contract scope defined in the TbC technique (as described earlier in Section 6.3.3), we can
further refine and optimise component test design for effective FDD by developing appropriate
types of ITCs and ETCs. In principle, the overall effectual contract scope of all types of test
contracts (ITCs and ETCs) in CBCTD must cover the relevant fault diagnosis scope, which also
must cover the relevant fault propagation scope (as illustrated in Figure 7.3). Furthermore, our
CBFDD method is to employ the notion of effectual contract scope to control both fault diagnosis properties (i.e. the relevant fault diagnosis scope and fault propagation scope), in conjunction
with well-developed ITCs and ETCs.
In our CBFDD method, for a particular testing objective, we may only need to diagnose
and locate a specific target component fault with which we are currently concerned. For example, in certain situations, when a specific component fault is the primary cause of the occurrence
of other associated side-effect errors or failures, the correction and removal of this specific
component fault can lead to the correction and removal of these side-effect errors or failures that
are closely associated with this specific component fault before it is fixed. Accordingly, it is
important to use a small number of well-designed test contracts (ITCs and ETCs) that are effective and efficient in diagnosing and locating the specific target component fault to support the
CfD goal.

7.5.5

Guidelines for Fault Diagnosis and Localisation

Based on the above analysis of test contracts and fault diagnosis properties, we can see that the
TbC technique enhances the basic SCT towards fault detection and diagnosis, and further to localisation for fault correction and removal. In this section, to put our CBFDD method into practice, we develop and provide the following useful technical guidelines for effective fault diagnosis and localisation to realise the CfD goal. The CBFDD guidelines refine and detail the fault
diagnosis and localisation activities in the CBFDD process (as described in Section 7.4). In particular, the CBFDD guidelines provide the series of technical steps for fault diagnosis and localisation, based on the three important testing notions of fault propagation scope (as described in
Section 7.5.1), fault diagnosis scope (as described in Section 7.5.2), and effectual contract scope
(as described in Section 7.5.4 and Section 6.3.3). An additional key part of the CBFDD guidelines is to apply the two stepwise upper/lower-boundary scope reduction strategies and the as-
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sociated stepwise upper/lower-boundary scope reduction processes, which are developed to
support the CBFDD method. One major objective aims to effectively and efficiently detect and
diagnose a specific target fault for a particular testing objective, by applying a smaller number
of well-designed test contracts (ITCs and ETCs), positioning them at certain selected testing
points and covering certain selected component artefacts under test, along with the stepwise
scope reduction process.
The CBFDD guidelines for fault diagnosis and localisation are outlined in the six main
steps shown in Table 7.1, which are further described as follows:
Table 7.1 The CBFDD Guidelines: an Outline
Step #

(1)

Step Description

Step #1

Determining test levels: integration testing or unit testing

Step #2

Determining the fault propagation direction for scope reduction

Step #3

Stepwise scope reduction process for reducing the fault propagation scope and
the fault diagnosis scope

Step #3.1

The upper-boundary scope reduction process

Step #3.2

The lower-boundary scope reduction process

Step #4

Reducing the fault diagnosis scope to class/operation scope

Step #5

Locating the target fault that has been detected during testing

Step #6

Correcting and removing the detected fault

Step #1: Determining test levels: integration testing or unit testing
First, we need to design appropriate ETCs to discover whether the overall effectual con-

tract scope crosses over certain integration classes/component boundaries. If so, these ETCs
needed for CBCTD are essentially used to do CIT; otherwise, they are used to do unit testing.
The overall effectual contract scope of these ETCs is the basis for the determination of the initial overall fault diagnosis scope. As described in Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2, the initial (maximum) fault diagnosis scope would range from the execution starting point to the final failure
output point, which properly covers the initial (maximum) fault propagation scope.
(2)

Step #2: Determining the fault propagation direction for scope reduction
Around the final failure output point, inserting appropriate test contracts at certain testing

points in the relevant (sequential) execution path can ascertain the direction of fault propagation
development. Our approach is as follows: we apply appropriate test contracts to raise related
warnings or exceptions at certain crucial testing points, which is a useful way to stop the development of fault propagation. If a test contract can stop fault propagation development in the
relevant execution path before the final failure output point, such an observed outcome indicates
the direction of fault propagation. When the fault propagation direction is determined, the rele-
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vant test contracts must be inserted at certain testing points that are opposite to the direction of
fault propagation development, between the execution start point and the final failure output
point, in order to reduce the relevant fault propagation scope and fault diagnosis scope for fault
diagnosis and localisation.
(3)

Step #3: Stepwise scope reduction process for reducing the fault propagation scope and
the fault diagnosis scope
Because the possible fault location should exist within the relevant fault diagnosis scope

that covers the relevant fault propagation scope (as described in Section 7.5.2), our major approach to scope reduction for the purpose of fault diagnosis and localisation is to reduce the
relevant fault propagation scope and then reduce the relevant fault diagnosis scope. We develop
a useful stepwise scope reduction process to reduce the relevant scope from both boundary directions towards the intermediate location of the target fault under diagnosis. We introduce the
following two testing strategies for stepwise scope reduction:
(a)

The upper-boundary scope reduction strategy
This stepwise scope reduction strategy aims to stepwise reduce the upper boundary of the

relevant fault propagation scope and fault diagnosis scope from the upper boundary point towards the possible location of the target fault under diagnosis. A key testing guideline for effective fault diagnosis and localisation is to insert appropriate test contracts at certain selected testing points before the last upper boundary point and in the reverse direction of fault propagation
in the relevant (sequential) execution path (as illustrated in Figure 7.3).
(b)

The lower-boundary scope reduction strategy
Similarly, this stepwise scope reduction strategy aims to stepwise increase the lower

boundary of the relevant fault propagation scope and fault diagnosis scope from the lower
boundary point towards the possible location of the target fault under diagnosis. A key testing
guideline is to insert appropriate test contracts at certain selected testing points after the last
lower boundary point and in the same direction of fault propagation in the relevant (sequential)
execution path (as illustrated in Figure 7.3).
(c)

Guide to the use of the stepwise scope reduction strategies
These two testing strategies enable stepwise scope reduction from both upper and lower

boundary directions towards the intermediate location of the fault under diagnosis. In practice,
the tester can first apply the upper-boundary reduction strategy to conduct the upper-boundary
scope reduction process, and then apply the lower-boundary reduction strategy to conduct the
lower-boundary scope reduction process, or conduct joint dual-direction boundary scope reduction alternatively, depending on the actual testing circumstances and/or needs.
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The stepwise scope reduction process is a major part of the CBFDD guidelines, and plays
a key role in actual fault diagnosis and localisation. We can now further detail the main steps
and associated technical aspects to illustrate how to apply the above two stepwise scope reduction processes for fault diagnosis and localisation.
(3.1) Step 3.1: The upper-boundary scope reduction process
Step 3.1.1: To realise the upper-boundary scope reduction strategy, we can insert an appropriate test contract to raise related warnings or exceptions at a selected testing point
before the last upper boundary point (which may initially be at the final failure output point) to stop the development of fault propagation. If the inserted test contract
can stop the fault propagation development at the selected testing point, this test
contract is regarded as effective for scope reduction.
Step 3.1.2: The stopping point of the fault propagation development is where the inserted test
contract is violated. This indicates that the relevant scope reduction can be carried
out by reducing the relevant upper boundary to the new contract-violated point,
which becomes the newly-reduced upper boundary. As the result of scope reduction, the new fault propagation scope now ranges only from the execution starting
point to the new upper boundary point, and thus is smaller than the initial (maximum) fault propagation scope ranging from the execution starting point to the final
failure output point.
Step 3.1.3: Accordingly, this new localised scope is the basis for producing the relevant
newly-reduced fault diagnosis scope, which covers a range from the execution
starting point to the new contract-violated point (which becomes the newly-reduced
upper boundary). Therefore, the new fault diagnosis scope covers the relevant new
fault propagation scope, and is reduced as the relevant new fault propagation scope
becomes smaller.
Step 3.1.4: Following a similar stepwise process (Steps 3.1.1 to 3.1.3 as above) for further
scope reduction, we can insert the same or a new test contract at a newly selected
testing point in the reverse direction of fault propagation in the execution path before the last upper boundary point (i.e. before the last contract-violated point).
Consequently, we can further reduce the fault propagation scope to a smaller scope
ranging from the execution starting point to the new contract-violated point (which
becomes the newly-reduced upper boundary). Accordingly, the relevant new fault
diagnosis scope can also be reduced to a further localised scope and covers the
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relevant newly-reduced fault propagation scope. The upper-boundary scope reduction process can be undertaken iteratively and incrementally as described above for
further stepwise scope reduction.
(3.2) Step 3.2: The lower-boundary scope reduction process
The lower-boundary scope reduction process is similar to the above upper-boundary
scope reduction process, but reduces the relevant scope by increasing the lower boundary towards the possible location of the target fault under diagnosis. A major difference is that we
conduct stepwise scope reduction by inserting new test contracts at certain selected testing
points towards the same direction of fault propagation in the execution path and after the last
lower boundary point. The lower-boundary scope reduction process can be also undertaken iteratively and incrementally for further stepwise scope reduction.
(3.3) Main advantages of the stepwise scope reduction process
We can observe that the reduction of the relevant fault propagation scope and fault diagnosis scope can optimise fault diagnosis and localisation. One major advantage is that we now
need to focus fault diagnosis and localisation only on the software execution part in the newlyreduced fault diagnosis scope, where there is a high probability of occurrence of the target fault
under diagnosis. On the other hand, it is generally not necessary to examine the diagnosisirrelevant range that is outside the newly-reduced fault diagnosis scope, where it has a low or
almost no possibility of the fault occurring. Such a diagnosis-irrelevant range may be the software execution part between the newly-reduced upper boundary point and the initial upper
boundary point (which may initially be at the final failure output point) in the case of the upperboundary scope reduction. Or, such a diagnosis-irrelevant range may be the software execution
part between the initial lower boundary point (which may initially be at the execution start
point) and the newly-increased lower point in the case of the lower-boundary scope reduction.
Therefore, the use of the stepwise scope reduction process can significantly improve fault diagnosis efficiency and reduce testing costs.
(4)

Step #4: Reducing the fault diagnosis scope to class/operation scope
When the relevant fault diagnosis scope is constrained and reduced to a specific compo-

nent unit (e.g. a class of the CUT), the complexity of fault diagnosis and localisation has also
been reduced. Then, in the smaller scope of the component class, we can further apply a similar
stepwise scope reduction process to fault diagnosis and localisation. By inserting appropriate
test contracts in the component unit, it is possible to further reduce the relevant fault diagnosis
scope to the much smaller scope of some closely-related class operation(s), which would be the
minimum possible fault diagnosis scope.
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(5)

Step #5: Locating the target fault that has been detected during testing
When CBFDD reaches the above Step #4, it becomes much easier to diagnose and locate

the actual position of the target fault for correction and removal to meet the particular testing
objective.
(6)

Step #6: Correcting and removing the detected fault
It is not always an easy task to correct and remove a specific component fault even

though the fault has been detected and located. Clearly, fault correction and removal must follow component requirements and specifications. Although there is no general method or solution, we can still develop certain useful guidelines that can be applied to some particular situations for fault correction and removal.
For example, when the detected fault is located within the localised scope of a relevant
operation, we can carry out fault correction and removal based on the following four possible
fault cases:
(a)

If the relevant operation is present, but the CUT does not actually execute the relevant
operation as required, we need to change the relevant execution scenario by putting this
operation in its correct execution path, so that this operation is executed at its correct execution point in the execution path of this CUT.

(b)

If the relevant operation is present and is executed at its correct execution point, but its
execution is incorrect or fails, for example, due to some incorrect invocation/usage of this
operation (e.g. incorrect operation name use, incorrect operation parameters passing). In
this case, we need to correctly invoke and use this operation at its correct execution point.

(c)

If the relevant operation is present and is executed at its correct execution point, but its
execution is incorrect or fails, for example, due to the incorrect definition/implementation
of this operation in its home class (which consequently causes the incorrect operation
execution return/result). In this case, we need to change its home class to correct the definition and/or implementation of this operation.

(d)

If the relevant operation is not present or the CUT does not actually contain the relevant
operation as required, we need to define this operation in its home class and/or include
this operation at its correct execution point in this CUT.

(7)

Guidelines remarks: Interactive/incremental fault diagnosis and localisation
With the CBFDD guidelines, Steps #1 to #6 can be undertaken iteratively and incremen-

tally in actual fault diagnosis and localisation. In particular, the stepwise scope reduction process (e.g. Steps 3.1.1 to 3.1.4) needs to follow an iterative process to gradually reduce the rele-
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vant fault propagation scope and fault diagnosis scope. Fault diagnosis and localisation need to
follow an incremental process when additional test contracts are needed with CBCTD to diagnose and locate a specific target component fault (as illustrated in Figure 7.2).

7.6 Applying the CBFDD Method
As described in Sections 7.3 to 7.5, the CBFDD method enhances the TbC technique to realise
the CfD goal for effective fault diagnosis and localisation by using a number of useful technical
components, including the CBFDD process, the three fault diagnosis properties, the two stepwise upper/lower-boundary scope reduction strategies and the two associated processes, and the
CBFDD guidelines. This section moves on to apply the CBFDD method. We employ the CPS
case study to illustrate how to put the CBFDD method into practice to detect, diagnose and locate component faults.

7.6.1

Applying the CBFDD Process

As described earlier in Section 6.5, CBCTD can create a test group composed of related test
operations and test contracts to examine a possible fault case scenario and uncover potential
component faults. In this section, to undertake CIT for the CPS system, we follow the CBFDD
process (as described in Section 7.4) to illustrate how to detect and diagnose possible
component faults in the context of the CPS TUC1 integration testing scenario (as illustrated
earlier in Figure 5.4, and as described earlier in Section 5.5.2 and Section 6.5). We use a
particular CBCTD involving a basic test group 2.3 TG that consists of test operations 2.2 TO
goTo( gopace-cross-inPC, int ) and 2.3 TO occupy(), and test contract 2.3 ETC
checkState( inPhotoCell, “IN_PC_OCCUPIED” ) in the CPS TUC1 test sequence (as
shown in Figure 7.4), in order to examine a fault case scenario of the in-PhotoCell sensor device
in the CBFDD process.

test group 2.3 TG

Basic
test
artefacts

1.1 TO

1.2 TO

2.1 TO

2.2 TO 2.3 TO

2.4 TO 2.5 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

1.1 ITC

1.2 ITC

sub test sequence #1

3.1 TO

3.2 TO

Sequence
2.1 ETC

Fault
home
location 2.3 ETC

sub test sequence #2

2.5 ETC

3.1 ETC

3.2 ITC

sub test sequence #3

Figure 7.4 CBFDD: Fault Detection and Diagnosis (CPS TUC1 Test Sequence)
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Fault case scenario
If test contract 2.3 ETC in the current CBCTD returns false, a fault case scenario occurs:

the in-PhotoCell sensor device is not in the correct state of “IN_PC_OCCUPIED” as expected,
after test operation 2.3 TO has been performed. This means that this device fails to sense that
the PAL entry point has been occupied by the entering car (i.e. this device fails to sense that the
test car is accessing the PAL entry point). The failure output may show that this device still remains in the incorrect state of “IN_PC_CLEARED” or another unexpected state.
(2)

Fault consequence
This fault case scenario may cause the PAL entry point not to be occupied as expected,

and some subsequent operation (e.g. test operation 2.5 TO clear()) may not be executed as
needed in the expected execution sequence of parking control operations, which may further
lead to the entire CPS operation being halted at this failure output point.
(3)

Fault causes and analysis
This fault case scenario indicates that the execution of test operation 2.3 TO fails in the

CPS TUC1 integration testing context possibly with two main causes:
(i)

Fault cause #1: the incorrect invocation/usage of test operation 2.3 TO; or

(ii)

Fault cause #2: the incorrect definition/implementation of test operation 2.3 TO.
Note that either of these fault causes is related to test operation 2.3 TO and is examined

with the current CBCTD in the current CPS TUC1 integration testing context.
(4)

Fault location
Based on the above examination of fault causes, we can identify possible locations of the

fault under diagnosis as follows:
(a)

For the above fault cause #1, the fault most likely occurs in the caller class
CarController in the car control component, where this integration class incorrectly
invokes and/or uses test operation 2.3 TO in the integration context.

(b)

For the above fault cause #2, the fault most likely occurs in its home class PhotoCell,
where test operation 2.3 TO is incorrectly defined and/or implemented.

(5)

Fault-related test level
The above two different fault locations by their nature indicate that the possible fault oc-

currence is related to the following two different component test levels:
(a)

The fault location in (4) (a) above (which is related to the above fault cause #1) indicates
that the fault occurrence is clearly pertinent to inter-component integration testing. This is
because the fault is produced when the integration class CarController in the car
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control component incorrectly invokes and/or uses operation occupy() of device class
PhotoCell in the device control component, and the invocation is a typical object interaction to realise a component collaboration between the two CPS components. Accordingly, the above CBFDD activity shows that the current CBCTD (which involves a basic
test group 2.3 TG) is able to examine and uncover a possible component fault related to
CIT in the SCI context of the CPS system.
(b)

The fault location in (4) (b) above (which is related to the above fault cause #2) indicates
that the fault occurrence is clearly pertinent to class unit testing. This is because the fault
is produced when operation occupy() is incorrectly defined/implemented inside its
home class PhotoCell, which means that there may be an actual physical hardware
fault of the in-PhotoCell sensor device. Accordingly, the above CBFDD activity shows
the current CBCTD (which involves a basic test group 2.3 TG) can examine and uncover
a possible component fault related to the component unit context of device class
PhotoCell. This further indicates that the previous unit testing of this CPS device class
might not turn out to be sufficiently adequate when the testing proceeds to the higherlevel CIT of the CPS system.
The above illustrative example shows how the CBFDD process is applied to detect and

diagnose actual component faults that are related to component integration testing and/or component unit testing. Following the CBFDD method, after the detected/located component fault
(e.g. the above fault related to operation occupy()) is corrected and removed, we then need to
conduct the appropriate integration/unit-level regression testing.

7.6.2

Diagnosing and Locating Target Component Faults

A key objective of the CBFDD method aims to apply a smaller number of well-designed test
contracts (ITCs and ETCs) that can diagnose and locate a specific target component fault for a
particular testing objective, in terms of low-overhead test contract coverage and desired testing
effectiveness and efficiency (as described in Sections 7.5.4 and 7.5.5). To realise the above CfD
goal, the CBFDD method provides a set of useful FDD guidelines, which are supported with the
relevant fault diagnosis properties, the stepwise scope reduction strategies and processes (as described in Section 7.5). In this section, we employ some selected examples from the CPS case
study to illustrate how to apply the CBFDD guidelines to diagnose and locate a specific target
fault against the particular testing objective as follows: the CPS system must conform to the
CPS special testing requirement #1 for the mandatory parking access safety rule – “one access
at a time” (as described in Section B.2 in Appendix B).
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7.6.2.1 A Specific Target Fault
Suppose that the CPS system encounters the following actual major fault/failure scenario of the
CPS safety rule: while the current car enters the PAL entry point and is accessing the PAL but
has not finished its complete PAL access yet, another unauthorised car illegally enters and accesses the PAL at the same time. This resulting failure is a safety violation of the “one access at
a time” rule against the CPS special testing requirement #1. If the related fault is not corrected
and removed immediately, a worse case scenario would be that two or more cars might access
the PAL simultaneously, which could lead to hazardous collisions between cars in the CPS system.

7.6.2.2 Diagnosing and Locating the Specific Target Fault
Our FDD task is to diagnose and locate the specific target fault that causes the occurrence of
this CPS operation failure and safety violation, and CBFDD activities start with analysing the
above actual CPS safety rule failure scenario to seek and develop certain useful fault diagnostic
solutions. Due to the nature of the occurrence of the actual CPS safety rule failure scenario, we
need to apply the CBFDD method to diagnose and locate this specific target fault in two major
possible testing contexts. In particular, we undertake CBFDD in the CPS system development
environment as the current testing context (see the following sub Sections 7.6.2.2.1 and
7.6.2.2.2), and we also undertake CBFDD in the CPS user operational environment as the current testing context (see the next Section 7.6.2.3).

7.6.2.2.1 A Direct Fault Diagnosis Scenario Analysis
In this section, we undertake CBFDD based on the CPS system’s requirements and design
specifications, and examine the CPS safety rule failure scenario by conducting a direct fault diagnosis scenario analysis in the CPS system development environment as the current testing
context. According to the CPS design, the traffic light device in the CPS system is responsible
for authorising and controlling a car to enter and access the PAL, by using its two main control
operations setGreen() and setRed() of class TrafficLight in the CPS system’s device
control component. The traffic light device with these two operations functions in the CPS system as follows:
(1)

Operation setGreen() sets the traffic light device to the control state of “TL_GREEN”
(i.e. the traffic light device turns to the GREEN signal), so that the next waiting car is allowed to enter the PAL.
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Operation setRed() sets the traffic light device to the control state of “TL_RED” (i.e.
the traffic light device turns to the RED signal), so that the next waiting car is not allowed
to enter the PAL and must wait for access permission (i.e. the car waits for the traffic
light device to change to the GREEN signal).

(3)

The traffic light device by design should maintain a basic CPS control state consistency
feature as follows:

(a)

The traffic light device should consistently remain in the control state of “TL_GREEN”
after the successful execution of operation setGreen() and before the next execution of
operation setRed().

(b)

Similarly, the traffic light device should consistently remain in the control state of
“TL_RED” after the successful execution of operation setRed() and before the next
execution of operation setGreen().

(c)

The traffic light device should shift its control state only from “TL_GREEN” to
“TL_RED” and vice versa, and there should be no any other valid control state for the
traffic light device at any time in the CPS system.

(d)

Any other CPS operations should have no effect on the control state of the traffic light
device at any time.
(Note that, for simplicity in the CPS system, here we do not consider the intermediate

transitional signal of AMBER, when the traffic light device changes from the GREEN signal to
the RED signal.)
The CPS safety rule failure scenario indicates that, after the current test car enters the
PAL entry point, the traffic light device is not correctly set to the required control state of
“TL_RED”, which then causes the CPS system to fail in preventing another test car unexpectedly entering the PAL while the current test car is still accessing the PAL. When this failure
scenario occurs, we can infer how the CPS operation unexpectedly fails in the CPS TUC1 integration context, in terms of the following possible CPS fault cases for the purpose of fault diagnosis and correction (which corresponds to Step #6 in the CBFDD guidelines as described in
Section 7.5.5):
(a)

The current CPS program may not actually execute operation setRed(), e.g. due to
some incorrect execution path; or

(b)

The execution of this operation is incorrect or fails, e.g. due to the incorrect invocation/usage of this operation; or

(c)

The execution of this operation is incorrect or fails, e.g. due to the incorrect definition/implementation of this operation.
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The current CPS program may not actually contain operation setRed() in the execution
path.
With any of these specific fault cases, a fault (namely FAULT_TL_RED) related to

operation setRed() of the traffic light device is mistakenly produced, and because it is
activated in the CPS TUC1 integration context, this fault eventually causes the occurrence of the
actual CPS safety rule failure scenario. Therefore, our FDD task is to diagnose and locate this
specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault, which is a component fault related to operation
setRed() of class TrafficLight in the CPS system’s device control component.

7.6.2.2.2 A Direct Fault Diagnostic Solution
The above direct fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1) can aid in
developing certain useful testing solutions to conduct fault diagnosis and localisation. In the
CPS system, the correct operation and use of the traffic light device is critical to support and
realise the “one access at a time” rule. Accordingly, the CPS TUC1 test scenario needs to correctly use test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() to authorise a car to enter the PAL. When the car
has just entered the PAL, the CPS TUC1 needs to correctly use test operation 3.2 TO setRed()
to promptly disallow the next waiting car from entering the PAL while the current test car is
accessing the PAL. Therefore, the above fault scenario is closely related to the traffic light device, especially to its control operation setRed() in the CPS TUC1 integration testing context.
According to the CPS design, the other two test scenarios CPS TUC2 and CPS TUC3 by
their nature are not functionally responsible for controlling any operation of the traffic light device. This implies that the concealed FAULT_TL_RED fault, when it is activated in the CPS
TUC1, could propagate from the CPS TUC1 to the CPS TUC2 and even to the CPS TUC3. If
the exact failure output point is unknown, the last execution point of the CPS TUC3 may become the final failure output point in the worst-case situation (e.g. the entire system fails just at
its last execution point), as described in Section 7.5.1. Consequently, the fault propagation development may extend across the entire parking cycle process covering all the three CPS test
scenarios, which forms a typical (maximum) fault propagation scope for the specific target
FAULT_TL_RED fault under diagnosis. Eventually, this concealed fault causes the occurrence

of the CPS operation failure and safety violation (as described in Section 7.6.2.1).
Based on the above discussions, we can develop and obtain a direct fault diagnostic solution to identify and uncover this specific FAULT_TL_RED fault. The relevant CBCTD for the
CPS TUC1 test scenario must correctly incorporate the two test operations setGreen() and
setRed() of class TrafficLight, and their associated test contracts to examine and diagnose their execution, invocation/usage, and/or definition.
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Figure 7.5 CBFDD: Fault Diagnosis and Localisation (CPS TUC1 Test Sequence)

In particular, the relevant CBCTD must correctly incorporate the following two basic test
groups in the CPS TUC1 test sequence (as shown in Figure 7.5), which has the following diagnostic functions for the CIT purpose:
(1)

One basic test group 1.2 TG contains test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() and its associated test contract 1.2 ITC checkState( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ).
This test contract is positioned at the selected testing point just after this test operation in

the CPS TUC1 test sequence. This test group has the following diagnostic function: this test
contract examines whether the traffic light device is in the correct control state of
“TL_GREEN” as expected, just after test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() is performed. If and
only if this test contract returns true, the next waiting car is allowed to enter the PAL.
(2)

Another basic test group 3.2 TG contains test operation 3.2 TO setRed() and its associated test contract 3.2 ITC checkState( trafficLight, “TL_RED” ).
This test contract is positioned at the selected testing point just after this test operation in

the CPS TUC1 test sequence. This test group has the following diagnostic function: this test
contract examines whether the traffic light device is in the correct control state of “TL_RED” as
expected, just after test operation 3.2 TO setRed() is performed. If and only if this test contract returns true, the next waiting car is disallowed from entering the PAL and must wait for
access permission.
(3)

Applying the basic CPS control state consistency feature (as described in Section
7.6.2.2.1)
In addition, our FDD makes use of the related basic CPS control state consistency feature

for effective fault diagnosis. When test contract 1.2 ITC in basic test group 1.2 TG returns true
(i.e. test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() is executed correctly), the traffic light device will remain in the control state of “TL_GREEN” until the next execution point of test operation 3.2
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TO setRed(). Any other CPS operations (e.g. test operations 2.1 TO, 2.2 TO, 2.3 TO, 2.4 TO,
2.5 TO and 3.1 TO, as shown in Figure 7.5) should have no effect on the control state of the

traffic light device at any time (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1). Accordingly, this can bring
out an important testing advantage that it is not needed to check the state of the traffic light device between the successful execution of operation setGreen() and the next execution of operation setRed(), which can reduce the requirement for a number of test contracts that can improve testing efficiency and performance.
(4)

Dual testing roles (also as described earlier in Section 6.5.1.1)
Based on the related basic CPS control state consistency feature, test contract 1.2 ITC ac-

tually acts in dual testing roles to facilitate fault diagnosis. This test contract works as a postcondition assertion of test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() in basic test group 1.2 TG, and also
as an additional precondition assertion of test operation 3.2 TO setRed() in basic test group
3.2 TG, even though this test contract is not positioned just before test operation 3.2 TO. One

testing advantage of such an additional precondition attribute is to ensure that the traffic light
device shifts its control state only from “TL_GREEN” to “TL_RED” and vice versa, and there
is no third valid control state for the traffic light device at any time in the CPS system (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1).
Accordingly, we can see that component tests with the above CBCTD are able to detect,
diagnose and locate the specific FAULT_TL_RED fault in the CPS TUC1 integration testing
context. Moreover, this CBCTD only needs fewer test contracts (e.g. two selected test contracts
at two selected testing points in this situation) to fulfil this specific fault diagnosis task. The illustrative example above demonstrates that our CBFDD method is capable of achieving the CfD
goal in terms of low-overhead test contract coverage and desired testing efficiency and performance, compared with the TbC test contract criteria based FDD approach (as described in Section
7.5.3).
Note that the above direct fault diagnostic solution implicitly depends on some testingrelated assumptions as follows:
(a)

The tester is able to access component requirements and/or design specifications.

(b)

The tester is able to undertake critical fault diagnosis scenario analysis, such as the direct
fault diagnosis scenario analysis undertaken in the CPS system development environment
as the current testing context (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1 above).

(c)

The tester is able to obtain and make use of certain testing-support features, such as the
basic CPS control state consistency feature designed for the traffic light device in the CPS
system (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1 above).
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The above testing-related assumptions are typically applicable to the testers on the component development/production side, who have certain testing advantages compared with the
testers on the component user side (as described earlier in Section 2.3.4). Technically, this direct
fault diagnostic solution can significantly simplify the steps from the CBFDD guidelines applied to diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault, which are outlined as
follows:
(1)

The actual CPS safety rule failure scenario occurs in the CPS user operational environment, which is a system integration context. Accordingly, the testing is at the level of integration testing, which also covers Step #1 in the CBFDD guidelines.

(2)

The direct fault diagnosis scenario analysis indicates that the testing can be conducted in
the CPS TUC1 test scenario context (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1). Accordingly, we
can use the CPS TUC1 test scenario as the basic fault diagnosis scope to delimit and constrain the relevant fault propagation scope. This means that we only need to conduct
CBFDD within the range of the CPS TUC1 test scenario, even though the relevant fault
propagation scope may spread out to the entire parking cycle process covering all the
three CPS test scenarios (as described above). This simplifies the stepwise scope reduction, and also covers Step #2 and Step #3 in the CBFDD guidelines.

(3)

The direct fault diagnosis scenario analysis indicates that the specific FAULT_TL_RED
fault is related to operation setRed() of the traffic light device (as described in Section
7.6.2.2.1). This simplifies the fault diagnosis process, and also covers Step #4 and Step #5
in the CBFDD guidelines.

(4)

The CPS fault cases identified with the direct fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1) facilitate correcting and removing the specific
FAULT_TL_RED fault. This covers Step #6 in the CBFDD guidelines.

7.6.2.3 Stepwise Diagnosis and Localisation of the Specific Target Fault
The direct fault diagnostic solution (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.2 above) is not always attainable or available in testing practice, due to the uncertain complexity of software component
and systems under test. On the other hand, the above testing-related assumptions (as described
in Section 7.6.2.2.2 above) are not applicable in all testing situations. For example, most testers
on the component user side usually would not have the privilege of accessing the full information of component requirements and design specifications (as described earlier in Section 2.3.4).
On the other hand, the actual fault diagnosis may not always be able to obtain and/or make use
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of certain testing-support features (e.g. the basic CPS control state consistency feature as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1).
The CBFDD guidelines (as described in Section 7.5.5) are particularly applicable to the
above situations, by applying all steps for stepwise fault diagnosis and localisation. This section
illustrates all the steps with the CBFDD guidelines that are applied to develop and attain a stepwise fault diagnostic solution to diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault.
A primary objective is to show how the CBFDD guidelines work and demonstrate the applicability of our CBFDD method.

7.6.2.3.1 Fault Diagnosis Scenario Analysis
To apply the CBFDD guidelines effectively, it is first necessary to conduct the relevant fault
diagnosis scenario analysis. From the user perspective of the CPS system under test (e.g. concerning relevant system operational functions provided for the users), the tester can analyse the
CPS safety rule failure scenario (as described in Section 7.6.2.1) that could occur in the CPS
user operational environment as the current testing context as follows:
(1)

The CPS system uses the traffic light device to authorise a car to enter and access the
PAL. The safety violation of the “one access at a time” rule is due to the operational failure of the traffic light device, i.e. it fails in changing to the RED signal to prevent the next
car from entering the PAL, while the current car is still accessing the PAL. Accordingly,
our major FDD task is to diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault
related to the traffic light device, which causes the CPS operation failure and safety violation (as described in Section 7.6.2.1).

(2)

To diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault:

(a)

The relevant CBCTD needs to examine and diagnose the related operation of the traffic
light device (namely TO_TL_RED), which should turn to the RED signal to prevent the
next car from entering the PAL, after the current car enters the PAL. Test operation
TO_TL_RED functions equivalently to test operation 3.2 TO that is included in the CPS

design and is shown in the basic test group 3.2 TG in Figure 7.5.
(b)

For the fault diagnostic purpose as in (2) (a) above, the relevant CBCTD needs to design
a crucial test contract (namely TC_TL_RED) that can examine and diagnose whether the
traffic light device is currently in the correct control state of “TL_RED” as expected, after
the current car enters the PAL entry point and when the current car is accessing the PAL.
Test contract TC_TL_RED functions equivalently to test contract 3.2 ITC in the basic test
group 3.2 TG (as shown in Figure 7.5).
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Combining (2) (a) and (b) above, the relevant FDD task needs to apply test contract
TC_TL_RED to examine and diagnose test operation TO_TL_RED. With regard to re-

lated diagnostic functions, test contract TC_TL_RED needs to be verified after test operation TO_TL_RED is executed.
•

If this test contract returns false, the execution of this test operation fails, which results in
the CPS operation failure and safety violation (as described in Section 7.6.2.1). In this
case, this test contract needs to raise relevant warnings or exceptions at its testing point to
stop fault propagation development for the purpose of fault diagnosis and localisation.

•

If this test contract returns true, the execution of this test operation is correct as expected
to prevent the next car from entering the PAL, while the current car is still accessing the
PAL. However, the current CPS system operation does not work correctly in this situation.

(d)

However, it is not exactly known (at least at the initial testing stages) where test operation
TO_TL_RED is in the CPS system under test. This may be due to certain testing-related

factors in practice, for example, the nature of the uncertain component complexity and/or
the limited information of component requirements and design specifications. Accordingly, this causes certain practical difficulties to select appropriate testing points and to
apply test contract TC_TL_RED to effectively examine and diagnose the related test operation TO_TL_RED. Therefore, it is necessary to apply the diagnostic steps with the
CBFDD guidelines to undertake our FDD task.
(3)

To fulfil our major FDD task as described in (1) and (2) above, the relevant CBCTD
needs to be able to conduct some supporting fault diagnosis to ensure normal CPS operation:

(a)

The relevant CBCTD needs to examine and diagnose the related operation of the traffic
light device (namely TO_TL_GREEN), which should turn to the GREEN signal to allow
the next waiting car to enter the PAL for the normal CPS operation. Test operation
TO_TL_GREEN functions equivalently to test operation 1.2 TO that is included in the

CPS design and is shown in the basic test group 1.2 TG in Figure 7.5.
(b)

For the fault diagnostic purpose as in (3) (a) above, the relevant CBCTD needs to design
another necessary test contract (namely TC_TL_GREEN) that can examine and diagnose
whether the traffic light device is currently in the correct control state of “TL_GREEN”
as expected, which allows the next waiting car to enter the PAL for the normal CPS operation. Test contract TC_TL_GREEN functions equivalently to test contract 1.2 ITC in
the basic test group 1.2 TG (as shown in Figure 7.5).
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Combining (3) (a) and (b) above, the supporting FDD task needs to apply test contract
TC_TL_GREEN to examine and diagnose test operation TO_TL_GREEN. With regard

to related diagnostic functions, test contract TC_TL_GREEN needs to be verified after
test operation TO_TL_GREEN is executed.
•

If this test contract returns true, the execution of this test operation is correct as expected.
This means that the traffic light device correctly turns to the GREEN signal to allow the
next waiting car to enter the PAL for normal CPS operation. The current CPS system operation works correctly in this situation.

•

If this test contract returns false, the execution of this test operation fails to allow the next
waiting car to enter the PAL for the normal CPS operation. In this case, this test contract
needs to raise relevant warnings or exceptions at its testing point to stop fault propagation
development for the purpose of fault diagnosis and localisation.

(d)

However, it is not exactly known (at least at the initial testing stages) where test operation
TO_TL_GREEN is in the CPS system under test, for example, due to the nature of the

uncertain component complexity and/or the limited information of component requirements and design specifications. Accordingly, this causes certain practical difficulties to
select appropriate testing points and to apply test contract TC_TL_GREEN to effectively
examine and diagnose the related test operation TO_TL_GREEN. Therefore, it is necessary to apply the diagnostic steps with the CBFDD guidelines to conduct the above supporting FDD task.

7.6.2.3.2 Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation
Based on the above fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section 7.6.2.3.1), the following illustrates how to stepwise diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault
(as illustrated in Figure 7.6), by using the two main test contracts TC_TL_RED and
TC_TL_GREEN identified above. We apply the main technical steps and stepwise scope reduc-

tion process described in the CBFDD guidelines to undertake stepwise fault diagnosis and localisation, in conjunction with the features of the relevant fault diagnosis properties, the stepwise
upper/lower-boundary scope reduction strategies and processes, which all were described in
Section 7.5.
Note that in Figure 7.6, TC1.0 (TC2.0, TC3.0) denotes the first test contract at the first testing point that is just before the first execution point in the CPS TUC1 (TUC2, TUC3) test scenario. Similarly, TC1.L (TC2.L, TC3.L) denotes the last test contract at the last testing point that is
just after the last execution point in the CPS TUC1 (TUC2, TUC3) test scenario.
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Figure 7.6 CBFDD: Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation

(1)

Step #1: Determining test levels: integration testing
We first need to find the initial fault diagnosis scope to determine the relevant test level.

Because the exact failure output point may actually be unknown, we need to consider the worstcase situation for the actual fault propagation scope and the actual fault diagnosis scope (as described in Sections 7.5.1 and 7.5.2). In the case of the CPS system under test, this means that the
maximum fault propagation scope may range from the first execution point of the CPS TUC1
range to the last execution point of the CPS TUC3 range. Accordingly, the maximum fault diagnosis scope may range from the first testing point (at the TC1.0 position) just before the first
execution point of the CPS TUC1 range to the last testing point (at the TC3.L position) just after
the last execution point of the CPS TUC3 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.6). This would be the
worst-case situation for all possible faults in the CPS system.
For the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault under diagnosis, we initially insert test contract TC_TL_GREEN at the TC1.1 position in the CPS TUC1 range, and test contract
TC_TL_RED at the TC3.L position in the CPS TUC3 range. The initial fault diagnosis scope

ranges from the TC1.1 position in the CPS TUC1 range to the TC3.L position in the CPS TUC3
range (as illustrated in Figure 7.6). Accordingly, we need to diagnose and locate this fault in the
CPS integration context, which, in this case, covers the CPS TUC1, TUC2 and TUC3 range.
Therefore, the task of diagnosing and locating this specific target fault is typically related to
component integration testing. (Note that the TC1.1 position is the first valid testing point for test
contract TC_TL_GREEN and the TC3.L position is the last valid testing point for test contract
TC_TL_RED. However, the TC1.0 position is not a valid testing point for test contract
TC_TL_GREEN, which is to be explained in Step 3.2 below.)

Because the actual CPS safety rule failure scenario occurs after the current test car enters
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the PAL entry point, test contract TC_TL_RED at the last testing point (at the TC3.L position)
incorrectly returns false. The violation of this test contract indicates that the traffic light device
is currently NOT in the expected control state of “TL_RED”, and so fails to prevent another car
entering the PAL when the current test car is accessing the PAL. This means that the traffic light
device currently has the FAULT_TL_RED fault, which occurs at some execution point before
the last testing point at the TC3.L position in the CPS TUC3 range, even though, in the initial
testing stages, we do not exactly know where this specific fault is in the CPS system under test.
(2)

Step #2: Determining the fault propagation direction for scope reduction
By inserting test contract TC_TL_RED at a testing point before the last-diagnosed testing

point (initially at the TC3.L position) in the CPS TUC3 range, we can ascertain the direction of
fault propagation development related to the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault. When the
fault propagation development is stopped by this test contract before the final failure output
point (initially at the last execution point), the direction of fault propagation development is determined, i.e. this fault propagates from its under-diagnosis home location to the CPS TUC1
range to the CPS TUC2 range to the CPS TUC3 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.6).
(3)

Step #3: Applying the stepwise scope reduction process to reduce the fault propagation
scope and the fault diagnosis scope
We apply the stepwise scope reduction process to diagnose and locate the specific target

FAULT_TL_RED fault. The stepwise scope reduction process starts with the above initial fault

diagnosis scope, where test contract TC_TL_GREEN at the TC1.1 position acts as the lower
boundary, and test contract TC_TL_RED at the TC3.L position acts as the upper boundary. We
first apply the upper-boundary scope reduction process and then apply the lower-boundary
scope reduction process (as described in Section 7.5.5).
(3.1) Step 3.1: Applying the upper-boundary scope reduction process
Following the upper-boundary scope reduction strategy (as described in Section 7.5.5),
we apply the following key testing guideline: insert test contract TC_TL_RED at certain testing
points in the CPS TUC3 range, before the last upper boundary point (initially it is at the last
testing point at the TC3.L position) and towards the reverse direction of fault propagation development. We now conduct the stepwise process for upper-boundary scope reduction, by using
test contract TC_TL_RED to reduce both the relevant fault propagation scope and the relevant
fault diagnosis scope. Note that, during the following stepwise scope reduction process, we provisionally leave test contract TC_TL_GREEN at the lower boundary point unchanged (initially
at the TC1.1 position in the CPS TUC1 range).
(3.1.1) Stepwise reduction of the fault propagation scope and the fault diagnosis scope related
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to the CPS TUC3 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.7)
With test contract TC_TL_RED being violated at a selected testing point in the CPS
TUC3 range, we get the same occurrence of the actual CPS safety rule failure scenario related to
the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault. To diagnose and locate this fault, we are able to stop
the fault propagation development by inserting this test contract at a new selected testing point
before the last upper boundary point (initially at the TC3.L position) in the CPS TUC3 range.
Accordingly, the current upper boundary of the relevant fault propagation scope is constrained
and reduced to the new stopping point of fault propagation development, that is, the new upper
boundary point is at the new selected testing point before the last upper boundary point in the
CPS TUC3 range. This means that the relevant fault propagation scope is reduced to become a
smaller localised range from the unchanged lower boundary point to the new upper boundary
point. Consequently, the relevant fault diagnosis scope also is reduced and covers the current
fault propagation scope (as illustrated in Figure 7.7).
After conducting a similar stepwise scope reduction process iteratively and incrementally
by using the upper-boundary scope reduction strategy, we can obtain the smallest possible fault
diagnosis scope related to the CPS TUC3 range, which ranges from the unchanged lower
boundary point (initially at the TC1.1 position) to the finally-reduced upper boundary point at the
TC3.0 position (as illustrated in Figure 7.7).
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Figure 7.7 CBFDD: Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation (Step 3.1.1)

Within this newly-reduced fault diagnosis scope, because the TC3.0 position is the first
testing point before the first execution point in the CPS TUC3 integration context, we can reasonably exclude the possibility that the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault may exist in the
CPS TUC3 range. Therefore, applying this stepwise scope reduction process can greatly constrain the fault propagation scope and reduce the fault diagnosis scope to be smaller only within
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the newly-reduced CPS integration context: in this case, the CPS TUC1 and TUC2 range. As
the result of scope reduction, we can obtain the new stepwise-reduced fault diagnosis scope that
ranges from the unchanged lower boundary point (initially at the TC1.1 position) to the last testing point at the TC2.L position (as the new upper boundary point) in the CPS TUC2 range (as
illustrated in Figure 7.8).
(3.1.2) Stepwise reducing the fault propagation scope and the fault diagnosis scope related to
the CPS TUC2 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.8)
In the CPS TUC2 range, applying the upper-boundary scope reduction strategy to conduct
a similar upper-boundary scope reduction process as described in Step 3.1.1 above, we can further reduce the upper boundary point from the TC2.L position to the TC2.0 position, and obtain a
further localised scope for fault propagation and fault diagnosis. Accordingly, we can obtain the
smallest possible fault diagnosis scope related to the CPS TUC2 range, which ranges from the
unchanged lower boundary point (initially at the TC1.1 position) to the finally-reduced upper
boundary point at the TC2.0 position (as illustrated in Figure 7.8).
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Figure 7.8 CBFDD: Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation (Step 3.1.2)

Similarly, in this newly-reduced fault diagnosis scope, because the TC2.0 position is the
first testing point before the first operation execution in the CPS TUC2 integration context, we
can reasonably exclude the possibility that the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault may exist
in the CPS TUC2 range. This means that we can further constrain the fault propagation scope
and reduce the fault diagnosis scope to be smaller only within the newly-reduced CPS integration context, i.e. the CPS TUC1 range. Therefore, as the result of further scope reduction, we
can obtain the new stepwise-reduced fault diagnosis scope that ranges from the unchanged
lower boundary point (initially at the TC1.1 position) to the last testing point at the TC1.L position
(as the new upper boundary point) in the CPS TUC1 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.9).
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(3.1.3) Stepwise reducing the fault propagation scope and the fault diagnosis scope related to
the CPS TUC1 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.9)
The fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section 7.6.2.3.1) indicates that it is
difficult to select an appropriate testing point and to apply test contract TC_TL_RED to effectively examine and diagnose the related test operation TO_TL_RED, because it is not exactly
known where this test operation is in the CPS system under test. A key objective of applying the
stepwise scope reduction process is that reducing the relevant scope can considerably aid in
finding the possible location of the related test operation TO_TL_RED in the CPS system, and
an appropriate testing point for effectively applying test contract TC_TL_RED. The result of
stepwise scope reduction conducted in Step 3.1.1 and Step 3.1.2 above shows that the related
test operation TO_TL_RED does not exist in the CPS TUC3 and TUC2 range, which, in this
case, matches the actual design of the CPS system. Accordingly, this implies that the relevant
scope reduction must end up at some point within the CPS TUC1 range.
Now in the CPS TUC1 range, the current fault diagnosis scope covers the relevant fault
propagation scope and ranges from the unchanged lower boundary point (initially at the TC1.1
position) to the last testing point at the TC1.L position (as the upper boundary point), as illustrated in Figure 7.9. To further the upper-boundary scope reduction, we need to select a next
contract testing point before the current upper boundary point. However, selecting a next contract testing point before the current upper boundary point at the TC1.L position leads to finding
the location of the related test operation TO_TL_RED used in the CPS TUC1 test scenario,
which, in this case, matches the actual design of the CPS system. This means that, for test contract TC_TL_RED, there is no valid testing point before the current upper boundary point at the
TC1.L position in the CPS TUC1 range, because this test contract by its nature must be verified

after this test operation is executed, based on the fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described
in Section 7.6.2.3.1). In other words, test contract TC_TL_RED by its nature has no effect on
test operation TO_TL_RED if this test contract is positioned before this test operation. The
fault-related test operation is now found at this execution point in the CPS TUC1 range. Accordingly, the current upper boundary point at the TC1.L position becomes the last valid testing point
for this test contract, and because this testing point is positioned just after this test operation, it
is the better-selected testing point for this test contract to effectively examine and diagnose this
test operation.
Therefore, the relevant upper-boundary scope reduction process would reasonably end up
at this last valid testing point in the CPS TUC1 range. The final stepwise-reduced fault diagnosis scope ranges from the unchanged lower boundary point (initially at the TC1.1 position) to the
last valid testing point at the TC1.L position (which becomes the final upper boundary point) in
the CPS TUC1 range, as illustrated in Figure 7.10.
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Figure 7.9 CBFDD: Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation (Step 3.1.3)

(3.2) Step 3.2: Applying the lower-boundary scope reduction process
The result of the upper-boundary scope reduction process conducted in Step 3.1 above
(including Step 3.1.1 to Step 3.1.3) shows that test contract TC_TL_RED needs to be positioned
at the TC1.L position as the final upper boundary point, and is verified as the postcondition assertion just after the execution of operation TO_TL_RED. For the purpose of rigorously diagnosing and locating the specific target FAULT_TL_RED, it is necessary to identify the final lower
boundary point and obtain the final minimum fault diagnosis scope that ranges from the final
lower boundary point to the above final upper boundary point. Moreover, it is also necessary to
obtain the relevant test contract as the precondition assertion for effectively examining and diagnosing test operation TO_TL_RED in the final minimum fault diagnosis scope. Accordingly,
we need to apply the lower-boundary scope reduction process.
Following the lower-boundary scope reduction strategy (as described in Section 7.5.5),
we apply the following key testing guideline: inserting test contract TC_TL_GREEN at certain
testing points in the CPS TUC1 range, after the last lower boundary point (initially it may be at
the first testing point at the TC1.0 position) and towards the same direction of fault propagation
development. Note that, during the following stepwise scope reduction process, we maintain test
contract TC_TL_RED at the above final upper boundary point unchanged (at the TC1.L position)
in the CPS TUC1 range.
(3.2.1) Identifying the first valid testing point and the initial fault diagnosis scope
To conduct the lower-boundary scope reduction, we need to select a contract testing point
after the first testing point at the TC1.0 position in the CPS TUC1 range. However, selecting a
contract testing point after the first testing point at the TC1.0 position leads to finding the loca-
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tion of the related test operation TO_TL_GREEN used in the CPS TUC1 test scenario, which,
in this case, matches the actual design of the CPS system. This means that the TC1.0 position is
not a valid testing point for test contract TC_TL_GREEN (as indicated in Step #1 above), because this test contract by its nature must be verified after this test operation is executed, based
on the fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section 7.6.2.3.1). In other words, test
contract TC_TL_GREEN by its nature has no effect on test operation TO_TL_GREEN if this
test contract is positioned before this test operation. Accordingly, the TC1.1 position, which is
positioned just after test operation TO_TL_GREEN, becomes the first valid testing point for test
contract TC_TL_GREEN and the starting lower boundary point for stepwise scope reduction.
Therefore, the starting fault diagnosis scope for the lower-boundary scope reduction
process is the same as the last stepwise-reduced fault diagnosis scope (which is resulted from
Step 3.1 above). It covers the relevant fault propagation scope and ranges from the starting
lower boundary point (at the TC1.1 position) to the final upper boundary point (at the TC1.L position) in the CPS TUC1 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.10).
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Figure 7.10 CBFDD: Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation (Step 3.2.1)

(3.2.2) Identifying the valid testing points and the valid testing range
We need to identify the valid testing points and obtain the valid testing range for test contract TC_TL_GREEN. Based on the fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section
7.6.2.3.1), test contract TC_TL_GREEN by its nature should be positioned at a contract testing
point after the execution point of operation TO_TL_GREEN. In addition, test contract
TC_TL_GREEN by its nature has no effect on test operation TO_TL_RED even if this test con-

tract is positioned after this test operation in the CPS TUC1 range. Accordingly, a valid testing
point for test contract TC_TL_GREEN is after the execution point of operation
TO_TL_GREEN, towards the same direction of fault propagation development, and before the
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execution point of operation TO_TL_RED. In particular, the first valid testing point is at the
TC1.1 position, and the last valid testing point is at the TC1.K position that is just before the exe-

cution point of operation TO_TL_RED in the CPS TUC1 range. These valid testing points form
the valid testing range for test contract TC_TL_GREEN, which ranges from the first valid testing point at the TC1.1 position to the last valid testing point at the TC1.K position in the CPS
TUC1 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.10). Therefore, test contract TC_TL_GREEN must be
applied and verified at a valid testing point within this valid testing range.
(3.2.3) Stepwise reducing the fault diagnosis/propagation scope
The fault diagnosis scenario analysis (as described in Section 7.6.2.3.1) indicates that the
traffic light device currently shows the GREEN signal to allow the current waiting car to enter
the PAL for the normal CPS operation. This means that the execution of operation
TO_TL_GREEN is correct and test contract TC_TL_GREEN verified at the TC1.1 position re-

turns true. From the perspective of the CPS operational functions in the CPS user operational
environment, the CPS system should maintain this correct CPS operational status in the execution range from the execution starting point where the current car starts entering the PAL entry
point to the execution ending point where the current car finishes entering the PAL entry point.
Then, just after the current car finishes entering the PAL entry point, the CPS system should
immediately change the traffic light device from the GREEN signal to the RED signal to prevent the next car from entering the PAL, while the current car is accessing the PAL. In other
words, from the perspective of the CPS operational functions, the CPS system should maintain
this correct CPS operational status for the traffic light device in the execution range that is after
the execution point of operation TO_TL_GREEN and before the execution point of operation
TO_TL_RED. This property of the CPS system is equivalent to the basic CPS control state con-

sistency feature as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1.
The abovementioned CPS operational status can be examined with test contract
TC_TL_GREEN in conjunction with applying the lower-boundary scope reduction process. By

inserting test contract TC_TL_GREEN at a new selected testing point after the starting lower
boundary point (at the TC1.1 position) and in the above valid testing range, the testing shows
that this test contract by its nature returns true, which, in this case, matches the actual design of
the CPS system. Accordingly, the new lower boundary point can be increased to this new selected testing point after the starting lower boundary point (at the TC1.1 position), and the new
fault diagnosis scope is reduced to be a smaller range from this newly-increased lower boundary
point to the above final upper boundary point (at the TC1.L position) in the CPS TUC1 range.
After conducting a similar stepwise scope reduction process iteratively and incrementally
by using the lower-boundary scope reduction strategy, we can obtain the final (and increased)
lower boundary point at the TC1.K position just before the execution point of operation
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TO_TL_RED in the CPS TUC1 range. Test contract TC_TL_GREEN verified at the TC1.K posi-

tion returns true, confirming that the abovementioned CPS operational status is maintained consistently. Because the TC1.K position is the last valid testing point in the above valid testing
range for this test contract, the relevant lower-boundary scope reduction process would reasonably end up at this finally-increased lower boundary point at the TC1.K position in the CPS TUC1
range. Accordingly, the final stepwise-reduced fault diagnosis scope ranges from the testing
point at the TC1.K position (which becomes the final lower boundary point) to the above final
upper boundary point (at the TC1.L position) in the CPS TUC1 range, as illustrated in Figure
7.11.
(3.3) Attaining the final fault diagnosis scope
Consequently, at the end of the above two stepwise scope reduction processes being applied, we attain the final fault diagnosis scope that ranges from the final lower boundary point at
the TC1.K position to the final upper boundary point at the TC1.L position in the CPS TUC1
range (as illustrated in Figure 7.11). In the final fault diagnosis scope, test contract
TC_TL_GREEN is verified as the precondition assertion just before the execution of operation
TO_TL_RED, and test contract TC_TL_RED is verified as the postcondition assertion just after

the execution of operation TO_TL_RED.
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Figure 7.11 CBFDD: Stepwise Fault Diagnosis and Localisation (Step 3.2.3)

(4)

Step #4: Reducing the fault diagnosis scope to class/operation scope
The above final fault diagnosis scope contains only three test artefacts, including test con-

tract TC_TL_GREEN, test operation TO_TL_RED and test contract TC_TL_RED, all in the
CPS TUC1 range (as illustrated in Figure 7.11). The two test contracts are added to the relevant
execution path to diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault. This implies
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that the above final fault diagnosis scope is actually constrained and reduced to be only related
to the scope of operation TO_TL_RED of the traffic light device, and thus, in this case, becomes the final minimum fault diagnosis scope.
(5)

Step #5: Locating the target fault that has been detected during testing
With the above final minimum fault diagnosis scope that only contains the above three

test artefacts, we can ascertain that the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault is located in the
execution point of operation TO_TL_RED, as illustrated by the following points:
(a)

The two added test contracts are specially-designed test artefacts that work as the upper
and lower boundary points, and contribute to the above two-sided stepwise scope boundary reduction to identify the target execution point that is related to the fault under diagnosis and to produce the final minimum fault diagnosis scope.

(b)

With respect to relevant diagnostic functions, test contract TC_TL_RED is the postcondition assertion and is verified just after the execution of operation TO_TL_RED. This test
contract examines the relevant test result and evaluates whether this operation is executed
correctly. In addition, test operation TO_TL_GREEN acts as the special precondition assertion and is verified before the execution of operation TO_TL_RED. This test contract
examines and shows that the abovementioned CPS operational status is maintained consistently for the purpose of rigorous fault diagnosis and localisation. Both test contracts
joint support rigorous diagnosis and localisation of the specific target FAULT_TL_RED
fault.

(c)

In this case, the only target execution point is at the execution point of operation
TO_TL_RED, which is the fault home location of the specific target FAULT_TL_RED

fault.
(6)

Step #6: Correcting and removing the detected fault FAULT_TL_RED
As the result of Step #1 to Step #5 above, the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault has

been detected and located in the final minimum fault diagnosis scope. We can now conduct fault
correction and removal in the following four possible fault cases, which follow Step #6 in the
CBFDD guidelines as described in Section 7.5.5 and are equivalent to the possible CPS fault
cases as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1.
(a)

If the target operation TO_TL_RED is present, but the current CPS execution scenario/path does not actually execute this operation as expected, we need to modify the
relevant CPS execution scenario to put this operation in its expected execution path, so
that this operation is executed at its correct execution point in the CPS execution path.
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If the target operation TO_TL_RED is present and is executed at its correct execution
point, but this operation execution is incorrect or fails, for example, due to the incorrect
invocation/usage of this operation (e.g. incorrect operation name use, incorrect operation
parameters passing). In this case, we need to use the correct invocation/usage of this operation at its correct execution point.

(c)

If the target operation TO_TL_RED is present and is executed at its correct execution
point, but this operation execution is incorrect or fails, for example, due to the incorrect
definition/implementation of this operation in its home class (which consequently causes
the incorrect operation execution return/result). In this case, we need to modify and correct the definition and/or implementation of this operation in its home class.

(d)

If the target operation TO_TL_RED is not present or the current CPS execution scenario/path does not actually contain this operation, we need to define this operation in the
correct class and/or include this operation at its correct execution point.
Note that, for the purpose of effective fault correction and removal, access to more infor-

mation about component requirements and design specifications for the CPS system may be
needed, especially when there is a need to correct the definition and/or implementation of this
operation, as described in (c) and (d) above.

7.6.2.3.3 Stepwise Fault Diagnostic Solution
Section 7.6.2.2 (including sub Sections 7.6.2.2.1 and 7.6.2.2.2) describes a direct fault diagnostic solution in the system development environment (which is used as the current testing context). Section 7.6.2.3 (including sub Sections 7.6.2.3.1 and 7.6.2.3.2) discusses a stepwise fault
diagnostic solution from the user perspective in the system user operational environment (which
is used as the current testing context). We can observe that the stepwise fault diagnostic solution
attained by applying all steps with the CBFDD guidelines is equivalent to the direct fault diagnostic solution.
With the stepwise fault diagnostic solution, the relevant CBCTD needs to correctly incorporate the above three test artefacts, which naturally form a special test group and jointly detect,
diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault in the final minimum fault diagnosis scope (as shown in Figure 7.11). In particular, test operation TO_TL_RED functions
equivalently to test operation 3.2 TO in the test group 3.2 TG, which is executed at the above
target execution point to exercise the associated CPS operation related to the target fault under
diagnosis. Test contract TC_TL_RED functions equivalently to test contract 3.2 ITC in the basic
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test group 3.2 TG and is the postcondition assertion verified just after the execution of operation
TO_TL_RED. Test contract TC_TL_GREEN functions equivalently to test contract 1.2 ITC in

the basic test group 1.2 TG and acts as the special precondition assertion verified before the
execution of operation TO_TL_RED. The above analysis shows that, being equivalent to the
direct fault diagnostic solution, the stepwise fault diagnostic solution developed with the
CBFDD guidelines can accomplish the same diagnostic functions and tasks, and achieve the
same CfD goal, in terms of the low-overhead test contract coverage/usage and desired testing
effectiveness and efficiency.
The principle of the extended fault causality chain (as described in Section 7.2) indicates
that effective component test design must be able to activate a component fault to cause some
observable manifestation of failure in order to diagnose and locate a specific fault. In this sense,
the relevant CBCTD based on the direct fault diagnostic solution and the stepwise fault diagnostic solution has been shown to be an effective component test design. When this relevant
CBCTD is used to test the CPS system, it can activate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault
in the CPS TUC1 integration context, which then causes the actual CPS safety rule failure scenario as described in Section 7.6.2.1. As described in Section 7.6.2, the CBFDD method is able
to attain this relevant CBCTD that can effectively diagnose and locate this specific component
fault. Therefore, the relevant CBCTD supported with the CBFDD method is an effective component test design for realising the CfD goal.

7.7 Selection of Test Contracts and Testing Points
This section discusses some important open issues about how to effectively apply test contracts
to SCT activities with the TbC technique, such as selection, positioning and verification of test
contracts and testing points. We introduce and define a set of new useful notions (including the
notion of a testing point, a valid testing point, a valid testing range and a consistent valid testing
range), and explore their inter-relationships. Some of these notions have been referred to before
(especially in Sections 7.5.3, 7.5.5, 7.6.2.2.2, 7.6.2.3.1 and 7.6.2.3.2) and all these notions are
now formally defined here with additional discussions.

7.7.1

Selection of Test Contracts

Selection of test contracts is an important open issue for applying test contracts to SCT activities. The importance of this issue is closely related to testing effectiveness and efficiency with
the TbC technique. An essential aspect of test contract selection is that the selected test contract
must perform its testing functions for a specific testing requirement or a target testing objective,
for example:
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(a)

A test contract is selected to verify a particular software function;

(b)

A test contract is selected to detect and diagnose a specific target fault.
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A typical approach is to select test contracts from relevant assertion-based preconditions,
postconditions and invariants that describe certain contractual relationships for the related component artefact under test, which are all preferred test candidates for test contract selection. On
the other hand, the selected test contract should be relatively simple and easy to design and construct, while it also must perform its testing functions correctly. In practice, the tester may have
to make some compromises in the selection of test contracts.
Let us look at a testing example with the CPS case study. To find the specific target
FAULT_TL_RED fault in the CPS system (as described in Section 7.6.2), the direct fault diag-

nostic solution uses test contract 1.2 ITC and test contract 3.2 ITC, and equivalently, the stepwise fault diagnostic solution employs test contract TC_TL_GREEN and test contract
TC_TL_RED. For the fault diagnostic purpose, test contract 3.2 ITC (or equivalently,
TC_TL_RED) must be selected and applied just after the execution of the associated CPS op-

eration (i.e. test operation 3.2 TO setRed() or equivalently, TO_TL_RED) that is related to
the target fault under diagnosis. This test contract by its nature is verified as the direct, mandatory postcondition assertion to evaluate the relevant test result of this operation execution.
Therefore, the selection of this test contract is regarded as the best selection.
On the other hand, test contract 1.2 ITC by its nature (or equivalently TC_TL_GREEN) is
actually the direct, mandatory postcondition assertion for test operation 1.2 TO setGreen()
(or equivalently, TO_TL_GREEN), and should be positioned and verified just after this test operation. However with the direct fault diagnostic solution, test contract 1.2 ITC acts as an additional, indirect precondition assertion, and it does not need to be positioned just before the related test operation 3.2 TO (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.2), due to the support of the basic
CPS control state consistency feature (as described in Section 7.6.2.2.1). With the stepwise fault
diagnostic solution, test contract TC_TL_GREEN acts as the special precondition assertion positioned before the execution of operation TO_TL_RED to demonstrate that the abovementioned CPS operational status is maintained consistently for the traffic light device (as described
in Section 7.6.2.3.2 Step 3.2 (3.2.3) and Step #5). This test contract is also used as the lower
boundary point for stepwise scope reduction. The above analysis indicates that the selection of
this test contract is an acceptable selection for diagnosing and locating the specific target
FAULT_TL_RED fault, in terms of simple test contract design, practical testing effectiveness

and efficiency (as described in Section 7.6.2.3.3).
In the case where we use the idea of the TbC test contract criteria based FDD approach
for the CfD goal (as described in Section 7.5.3), we can examine the entire CPS TUC1 test sce-
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nario (as illustrated earlier in Figure 5.4) or its corresponding overall test sequence (as illustrated earlier in Figure 6.4) for selecting a better test contract. We can observe that test contract
2.5 ETC (or 3.1 ETC) is better selected and positioned at the testing point just before the execu-

tion point of test operation 3.2 TO setRed(), and has some improved features over test contract 1.2 ITC used in the direct fault diagnostic solution (or equivalently test contract
TC_TL_GREEN used in the stepwise fault diagnostic solution). One distinct feature of test con-

tract 2.5 ETC (or 3.1 ETC) is that it can effectively ensure that test operation 3.2 TO is executed in the correct execution context, especially at the correct execution point in the execution
path conforming to the overall CPS TUC1 test sequence for achieving the particular testing objective. In particular, test operation 3.2 TO should be executed at its correct execution point just
after the current car has successfully finished entering the PAL entry point. This operation execution point is controlled by test contract 2.5 ETC (or 3.1 ETC): when and only when this ETC
returns true, the current car has successfully passed through the PAL entry point controlled by
the in-PhotoCell sensor device; and then test operation 3.2 TO can be executed at its correct
execution point to immediately set the traffic light device to the control state of “TL_RED”, in
order to prevent the next car from entering the PAL. Therefore, the above analysis shows that
the selection of test contract 2.5 ETC (or 3.1 ETC) is a better test contract selection over test
contract 1.2 ITC (or equivalently TC_TL_GREEN), which can support fault diagnosis and localisation in a more adequate manner. Note that test contract 2.5 ETC (or 3.1 ETC) by its nature
has no effect on checking the control state of the traffic light device.

7.7.2

Selection of Testing Points and Valid Testing Range

While the proper selection of test contracts is very important, it is still not adequate for the goal
of applying test contracts to SCT activities effectively. Another important issue is where is the
right point in the CUT software where the selected test contract should be positioned and verified, in order to make it possible to achieve the desired testing effectiveness and efficiency.
Conceptually, a testing point refers to a software point in the CUT software where a relevant software test (e.g. a test contract) may be positioned and verified for software testing. For
selection of testing points, a valid testing point of a test contract refers to a testing point where
the test contract can make a valid testing effect as expected, for example, for the particular testing function or the specific target testing objective. Certainly, test contracts should be applied
and verified at the selected valid testing points. The selected test contract would not have a valid
testing effect if it were placed at an incorrectly-selected testing point or an invalid testing point.
For example, to diagnose and locate the specific target FAULT_TL_RED fault as described in
Section 7.6.2, test contract TC_TL_GREEN can be positioned at its valid testing point selected
just after test operation TO_TL_GREEN. However, this test contract has no effect on this test
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operation if this test contract is positioned at a (invalid) testing point selected before this test
operation. Similarly, this test contract has also no effect on test operation TO_TL_RED if this
test contract is positioned at a (invalid) testing point selected after this test operation.
One common approach is to select valid testing points from possible software locations
where certain relevant assertion-based preconditions, postconditions or invariants should hold
for the component artefact under test. A valid testing range of a test contract refers to a particular testing range between two selected valid testing points, where the test contract can have a
valid testing effect at any intermediate valid test point in this testing range. A consistent valid
testing range of a test contract refers to a particular valid testing range, where the test contract
can make an equivalent valid testing effect at any intermediate valid test point in this valid testing range, for example, the test contract should fulfil the equivalent testing requirement or target
objective (e.g. obtaining an equivalent state or testing results). This indicates that any other
software artefacts or tests in the consistent valid testing range should have no effect on the related test contract. For example, as described in Section 7.6.2.3.2 Step 3.2 (3.2.3), for test contract TC_TL_GREEN, the valid testing range is after the execution point of operation
TO_TL_GREEN and before the execution point of operation TO_TL_RED in the CPS TUC1

test scenario. In fact, this valid testing range for test contract TC_TL_GREEN is also a consistent valid testing range, due to the support of the basic CPS control state consistency feature (as
described in Section 7.6.2.2.1).
With respect to the important concept of effectual contract scope defined in the TbC
technique (as described earlier in Section 6.3.3), we can explore certain inter-relationships
among the three important notions (effectual contract scope, valid testing range and consistent
valid testing range) as follows:
(a)

Conceptually, a consistent valid testing range of a test contract is a valid testing range, but
certainly not vice versa.

(b)

In principle, the effectual contract scope of a test contract forms a valid testing range, and
possibly vice versa, but they are not exactly the same all the time. It is very possible that
the entire effectual contract scope of a test contract may comprise several valid testing
ranges of the same test contract. In other words, a valid testing range may be just part of
the entire effectual contract scope of a particular test contract.

(c)

However, the same property described in (b) above may not always apply to the relationship between the effectual contract scope and a consistent valid testing range of a test
contract. In particular, a consistent valid testing range of a test contract forms part of the
effectual contract scope, but not usually vice versa. In other words, the effectual contract
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scope may contain a valid testing range that is not a consistent valid testing range for the
same test contract.
(d)

The entire effectual contract scope of a test contract comprises the set union of all valid
testing ranges of the same test contract.
For the purpose of effective component testing and fault diagnosis, test contracts should

only be applied and verified only at the valid testing points selected in the relevant valid test
range. It is advantageous to make use of the feature of a consistent valid test range to optimise
testing activities and improve testing effectiveness. Accordingly, to effectively apply test contracts to SCT activities with the TbC technique, one important testing task is to analyse and
identify all relevant valid testing points, valid testing ranges and/or consistent valid testing
ranges.

7.8 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has applied the TbC technique to undertake component fault detection, diagnosis
and localisation, which covers the crucial Step TbC4 in the advanced phase of the stepwise TbC
working process (as illustrated earlier in Figure 6.1 in Section 6.2). We developed the extended
fault causality chain to guide FDD activities and effective component test design. We introduced the important CfD notion, and developed the CBFDD method that further extends the
TbC technique to realise the CfD goal. The CBFDD method comprises the two major technical
components, the CBFDD process and the CBFDD guidelines, which are further supported with
the three fault diagnosis properties, the two stepwise upper/lower-boundary scope reduction
strategies and the two associated processes. The CBFDD process establishes the primary foundation of the CBFDD method, and aims to detect and diagnose as many component faults as
possible. The CBFDD guidelines provide the series of diagnostic steps, and aim to detect, diagnose and locate target component faults. Then we showed how to apply the complete CBFDD
method to fault detection, diagnosis and localisation with the CPS case study. We developed
and illustrated the two types of useful and equivalent fault diagnostic solutions (i.e. the direct
fault diagnostic solution and the stepwise fault diagnostic solution) with the CBFDD method in
the two major possible testing contexts (i.e. the system development environment and the system user operational environment). The illustrative examples have demonstrated that the
CBFDD method is capable of supporting effective component test design, diagnosing and locating component faults, and achieving the CfD goal. These are the major contributions of the
CBFDD method together with the TbC technique.
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There are two main types of FDD approaches with the TbC technique: the CBFDD
method and the TbC test contract criteria based FDD approach. The TbC test contract criteria
based FDD approach supports high-level coverage of adequate test contracts, and can be applied
particularly in conjunction with the overall CBFDD process to systematically detect and diagnose as many new potential component faults as possible. The CBFDD method (especially the
CBFDD guidelines) aims to overcome some of the deficiencies of the TbC test contract criteria
based FDD approach, and achieve low-overhead test contract coverage and acceptable testing
effectiveness and efficiency, which are the main advantages of the CBFDD method.
Therefore, this chapter has shown the FDD-based feature of the MBSCT methodology,
which ensures that component test evaluation is achievable in the third phase of the MBSCT
framework. At the same time, this chapter has demonstrated and validated the MBSCT testing
applicability and capabilities particularly for component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation, and adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions (which are the core
MBSCT testing capabilities #3 and #6 as described earlier in Section 4.6). A more comprehensive validation and evaluation of the MBSCT methodology will be presented in Chapter 9.
This chapter has described the FDD-related Step TbC4 in the TbC advanced phase. The
TbC technique (especially the CBFDD method) supports effective component test design, making it possible to generate component tests that can attain the desired FDD capability for realising the CfD goal. The subsequent contract-based test generation (i.e. Step TbC5 in the advanced
phase of the stepwise TbC working process) will be discussed in Chapter 8.
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Chapter 8
Component Test Design and Generation
8.1 Introduction
Component test design and generation in the second phase of the MBSCT framework derives
component test cases for UML-based SCT (as described earlier in Section 4.4). The previous
chapters of this thesis (Chapter 4 to Chapter 7) have described the methodological foundation
and technical aspects of component test development with the MBSCT methodology, including
test model construction (in Chapter 5), contract-based component test design (in Chapter 6), and
contract-based component fault detection and diagnosis for improving the effectiveness of component test design (in Chapter 7). This chapter mainly focuses on component test generation,
which is undertaken with the fifth MBSCT methodological component, the Component Test
Mapping (CTM) technique. Chapter 4 previously presented a basic introduction to the CTM
technique and this chapter goes into much more details about the technical aspects of the CTM
technique [167] [169] [171] [172] [173] [174] [175] [176] [179].
In this chapter, Section 8.2 describes the main tasks and techniques for designing and
generating component test cases, and reiterates the process and summarises the main technical
aspects of component test development with the related MBSCT methodological components
before we move on to component test generation. Then, Section 8.3 discusses the CTM technique, including relevant mapping concepts, principles, process and steps as well as mapping
criteria. Section 8.4 describes the derivation of the target CTS test case specifications. Section
8.5 gives a summary of this chapter.

8.2 Main Tasks and Techniques
Component test design and generation refers to a process of component test development for
SCT, and the major target tasks include:
(a)

Analysing and identifying what software artefacts are needed to be tested for the target
testing requirements and objectives;

(b)

Designing and constructing test sets with test scenarios and test sequences;

(c)

Designing and constructing related composite test artefacts in test sequences and test sets;

(d)

Conducting component test design for fault detection and diagnosis;

(e)

Generating component test cases to evaluate and demonstrate component correctness and
quality.
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The MBSCT methodology employs a set of useful methodological components to support
component test design and generation, and our method of component test development has its
own particular technical characteristics to fulfil the above target tasks, as described as follows:
(1)

Component test development is model-based
Component tests are developed based on relevant UML-based test models constructed in

the first phase of the MBSCT framework. In Chapter 5, we discussed how to undertake test
model construction with the related MBSCT methodological components, including the integrated SCT process, the TCR strategy, the scenario-based CIT technique and the TbC technique.
We also described what test artefacts (including basic test artefacts and special test artefacts) are
needed to be identified and designed with test models for UML-based SCT. Test models capture
necessary testing-related artefacts and establish the primary foundation for component test design and generation. This feature fulfils the target tasks (a) and (c) above.
(2)

Component test development is scenario-based
Component tests are developed based on relevant test scenarios that are designed and

constructed with the scenario-based CIT technique, in order to test crucial component functional
scenarios (e.g. behavioural instances or integration scenarios), as described earlier in Section
4.3.2 and Sections 5.2.2, 5.4.2 and 5.5.2. Test scenarios and associated test sequences are the
basis for designing and constructing test sets to organise and group relevant component test
cases for a particular testing purpose. This feature fulfils the target task (b) above. Note that
more than one test set may be designed in a complex test scenario or test sequence.
(3)

Component test development is contract-based
Component tests are developed based on relevant test contracts that are the special test ar-

tefacts designed and constructed with the TbC technique, in order to bridge the identified “test
gaps” and improve component testability for effective component test design and generation (as
described earlier in Chapter 6). Test contracts are useful testing-support artefacts to enable testing-related component/model artefacts to become testable as required. This feature can effectively enhance component test development with verifiable test artefacts in relevant test sequences and test sets, and further aid in the fulfilment of the target tasks (a) and (c) above.
(4)

Component test development is FDD-based
Component tests are developed to detect, diagnose and locate component faults for the

goal of improving and evaluating component quality. In Chapter 7, we discussed how to apply
the TbC technique (especially the CBFDD method) to undertake FDD to enhance the effectiveness of component test design, making it possible to generate component tests that can attain the
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desired FDD capability. This feature specifically fulfils the target task (d) above.
(5)

Component test development is process-based
Component tests are developed based on relevant testing processes that are created and

supported with the corresponding MBSCT methodological components. The iterative SCT
process provides a process model for the entire MBSCT methodology, and enables the iterative
and incremental development of test models and model-based component tests (as described
earlier in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5). With the TbC technique (as described earlier in Chapter 6),
the stepwise TbC working process shows the main contract-based SCT activities for contractbased component test design and generation. With the CBFDD method (as described earlier in
Chapter 7), the CBFDD process guides the main steps for component fault detection and diagnosis, and the two upper/lower-boundary scope reduction processes show the stepwise diagnostic steps to diagnose and locate component faults. With the CTM technique (to be described in
the next Section 8.3), the stepwise CTM process shows a series of the steps for test mapping and
transformations to generate target component test cases. This feature supports the fulfilment of
the target tasks (a) to (e) above.
As discussed above, we can see that our method of component test development is able to
achieve the above target tasks for component test design and generation. The related MBSCT
methodological components enable component test design to produce adequate test artefacts for
effective component test generation. To further the MBSCT methodology, we develop the CTM
technique to provide more technical support for component test development, enabling it to become mapping-based. This feature particularly fulfils the target task (e) above.

8.3 Component Test Mapping Technique
This section describes the Component Test Mapping (CTM) technique, which we develop as
the fifth MBSCT methodological component. We introduce the CTM definition, the stepwise
CTM process with a series of mapping steps, and the CTM criteria, which are all developed to
support the CTM technique to become a new mapping-based approach to component test development. At the same time, we employ the CPS case study to illustrate how to put the CTM
technique into practice to undertake component test development, with the focus particularly on
component test generation.

8.3.1

The CTM Definition

The CTM technique is developed to be a new mapping-based technique that explores the fundamental relationship between the two domains, SCD artefacts and SCT artefacts with UML
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models, in order to support effective component test derivation and to bridge the identified “test
gaps” between these two domains in UML-based SCT practice. In the context of UML-based
SCD, a model artefact may be a scenario, a sequence, a message, an operation, an element, etc.
Because UML-based modeling is conducted for component design and implementation, these
model artefacts will eventually correspond to, and be realised with, one or more component artefacts in the final component implementation. In the context of UML-based SCT, model-based
test artefacts will finally correspond to, and be realised with, one or more testing-related component artefacts that are used for component test derivation. Consequently, following this corresponding testing relationship between these testing-related model/component artefacts in the
two domains, developing model-based test artefacts leads to developing corresponding testingrelated component artefacts for the SCT purpose. This is one of the crucial principles of modelbased testing approaches, which is also the primary basis on which the CTM technique is developed.
The CTM technique establishes a (1 – n) test mapping relationship between the two sets
(i.e. the set of model artefacts for UML-based SCD, and the set of testing-related component
artefacts for UML-based SCT), which can be described in the following CTM definition (note
that the test mapping operation is denoted with the “ ” symbol):

Definition 8–1. Component Test Mapping is a (1 – n) test mapping relationship
between the following two sets:
(1 – n) CTM: SCD_Set

SCT_Set

where SCD_Set = {elements of SCD specifications, e.g. model artefacts for UMLbased SCD}; SCT_Set = {elements of SCT specifications, e.g. testing-related
component artefacts for UML-based SCT}.

The CTM definition denotes that one element in SCD_Set may be mapped, and thus correspond to, one or more elements in SCT_Set for deriving and specifying a particular test for a
specific testing objective. This indicates that there are two mapping relationships:
(a)

(1 – 1) simple mapping relationship (for n = 1): one element in SCD_Set is mapped, and

thus correspond to, one element in SCT_Set;
(b)

(1 – n) general mapping relationship (for n > 1): one element in SCD_Set is mapped, and

thus correspond to, multiple elements in SCT_Set.
The CTM technique employs this definition to unify the relevant testing activities in the
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complex process of model-based component test development under a single testing concept.
An important implication from the CTM definition is that component test derivation needs to
focus on how to map and transform relevant model-based test artefacts into useful test case data
for deriving target component test cases.

8.3.2

The Stepwise CTM Process

Furthermore, the CTM technique provides a useful systematic mapping process to realise the
above CTM definition for practical component test derivation. The CTM process uses a series
of mapping steps for test transformations and constructions in terms of different model-based
test artefacts towards target component test cases. Figure 8.1 illustrates the stepwise CTM process and the main mapping steps as well as their relationships. Among the six main CTM steps,
an earlier “TM” step provides certain test structures and constructs, based on which a later
“TM” step derives and complements more specific test data details for generating target component test cases.

TM1: Map Scenarios

TM2: Map Sequences

TM3: Map Messages
Map Test
Artefacts

Generate
Test Cases
TM4: Map Operations

TM5: Map Elements

TM6: Map Contracts

Figure 8.1 The Stepwise CTM Process

Test models are constructed to capture adequate test artefacts to provide the SCT foundation for component test design and generation. The CTM technique refines the process of component test derivation from test models, and provides practical test transformation strategies on
how to transform model-based test artefacts to abstract test cases and then to concrete test cases
for generating target component test cases. As discussed in Section 1.2, Section 4.3.5 and Ap-
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pendix A, the MBSCT methodology employs the XML-based CTS to specify and represent target component test cases. Accordingly, we derive our target component test cases to become
CTS test case specifications, which are executable for dynamic testing with the testingsupported software tools developed by the previous SCL project (as described in Appendix A).
The test mapping for deriving the above target component test cases is actually carried
out in the two main technical mapping phases, which apply typically in each individual step in
the CTM process and are outlined as follows:
(1)

CTM Phase #1: The test mapping firstly maps out and produces adequate test artefacts
and test data for deriving component test cases.

(2)

CTM Phase #2: Then, these test artefacts/data are further mapped to appropriate CTS
constructs and elements to generate the target CTS test case specifications.
The first phase described above (i.e. CTM Phase #1) is undertaken mainly with the other

MBSCT methodological components in test model construction and model-based component
test design (as described earlier in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7). In this section, our test mapping particularly focuses on the second phase (i.e. CTM Phase #2) in each step in the CTM process. Accordingly, the CTM technique undertakes mapping-based component test generation, which
maps and transforms relevant UML-based test artefacts and test contracts to abstract test artefacts/data and then generates the target CTS test case specifications for UML-based SCT. The
following subsections describe how each step in the CTM process works, and use some examples selected from the CPS case study to illustrate the relevant test mapping details for component test generation. The above two mapping phases can be summarised as shown in Figure 8.2.

Mapping-Based Component Test Generation

{ model-based test artefacts with UML models }
CTM Phase #1:

{ abstract test artefacts/data for target test cases }

CTM Phase #2:

{ target CTS test case specifications }

Figure 8.2 CTM: Test Mapping Phases

8.3.2.1 TM1: Mapping Scenarios
For component test derivation, Step TM1 in the CTM process maps and transforms use case
scenarios that capture component behaviour with a sequence of interactions and operations for
CIT. This scenario mapping takes place at two levels (i.e. the system level and the object level)
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in the two CTM phases as shown in Figure 8.3. Note that Figure 8.3 (a) shows Step TM1 in the
form of diagrammatic illustration and Figure 8.3 (b) shows Step TM1 in the form of tabular illustration. Both illustrations jointly show the relevant CTM tasks and activities (e.g. sub steps
TM1.1, TM1.2, etc.) in Step TM1. Similar illustrations are used for describing each CTM step
(Step TM1 to Step TM6).
CTM
Phase #2

CTM Phase #1

Test Mapping

Use-Case Model

Use-Case Test Model

TM1.1: Map
system use case
scenarios

Object Model

Object Test Model

TM1.2: Map
use case
scenarios

Derive test
scenarios

Test Case Spec

Derive
system test
scenarios

TM1: Map
Scenarios
TM1.3

Generate
<TestSet>

(a) TM1: Mapping Scenarios (Diagrammatic Illustration)

TM1:

Mapping Scenarios

Phase #1: TM1.1: system use case scenarios
TM1.2: use case scenarios
Phase #2: TM1.3: test scenarios

system test scenarios
test scenarios
test sets <TestSet>

(b) TM1: Mapping Scenarios (Tabular Illustration)
Figure 8.3 TM1: Mapping Scenarios

(1)

TM1.1: system use case scenarios

system test scenarios

At the system level, a system use case scenario describes how system events/operations
interact between the actor and the system, which can be illustrated with system sequence diagrams in the UCM (Use Case Model) (as described earlier in Section 5.4).
The test mapping in Step TM1.1 is a (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, and mapping a
system use case scenario results in a corresponding system test scenario, which is realised and
represented with system test events/operations to examine and verify system interactions for
system integration testing. The system test scenario can be illustrated with system test sequence
diagrams in the UCTM (Use Case Test Model) (as described earlier in Section 5.4). For example, Figure 5.2 in Section 5.4.2 used a system test sequence diagram to illustrate the system test
scenario for the CPS TUC1.
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test scenarios

A scenario at the system level is further refined into a scenario at a SCD level subordinate
to the system level, such as at the object analysis, design or implementation level. This indicates
that the scenario mapping in Step TM1.2 may take place more than once. At the object level, a
scenario is a use case instance describing interactions among collaborating objects in the integration context, which can be illustrated with UML sequence diagrams in the object model (as
described earlier in Section 5.5).
The test mapping in Step TM1.2 is a (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, and mapping a
scenario produces a corresponding test scenario for undertaking CIT. The test scenario captures
a sequence of test messages/operations to examine and verify whether object interactions correctly fulfil the required functions by integrated objects in the integration context. The test scenario can be illustrated with test sequence diagrams in the object test model (as described earlier
in Section 5.5). For example, Figure 5.4 in Section 5.5.2 used a design test sequence diagram to
illustrate the test scenario for the CPS TUC1 at the object design level.
(3)

TM1.3: test scenarios

test sets <TestSet>

After scenarios are mapped out in CTM Phase #1 as described above, a test scenario is
further mapped and transformed to a test set (represented with XML element <TestSet>) for
generating the target CTS test case specification. This element represents the top level of CTS
test sequences under the root element <TestSpecification> in the CTS test case specification. In
CTM Phase #2, a complex test scenario may be mapped to more than one test set (i.e., that is a
(1 – n) general mapping relationship), which depends on the size and complexity of the actual

test scenario. For example, the CPS TUC1 test scenario comprises three sub test scenarios (as
shown earlier in Figure 5.4 in Section 5.5.2), which can be mapped to the following three test
sets (as shown in Figure 8.4):
(a)

The first test set mapped for sub test scenario #1 describes a set of tests to examine and
verify that the traffic light turns to the expected state of “TL_GREEN” before the test car
starts entering the PAL, where the relevant CPS operations are controlled by the device
control component.

(b)

The second test set mapped for sub test scenario #2 describes a set of tests to examine and
verify that the test car correctly proceeds, enters and passes through the PAL entry point,
where the relevant CPS operations are controlled by the car control component.

(c)

The third test set mapped for sub test scenario #3 describes a set of tests to examine and
verify that the traffic light turns to the expected state of “TL_RED” after the test car has
entered the PAL, where the relevant CPS operations are controlled by the device control
component.
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... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="CPS_TUC1_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for CPS TUC1: car enters PAL</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_turnTLtoGreen">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
....<!-- the details of the test set are to be mapped out and constructed -->
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_carEnterPAL">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines car entering the PAL entry point</Desc>
....<!-- the details of the test set are to be mapped out and constructed -->
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_turnTLtoRed">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
....<!-- the details of the test set are to be mapped out and constructed -->
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure 8.4 TM1: Overall CTS test sets mapped for the CPS TUC1 test scenario

Note that certain details of test scenarios (e.g. composite test sequences, test messages
and/or test operations) are further transformed, constructed and complemented in conjunction
with relevant subsequent test mapping steps. Accordingly, certain CTS element details (e.g.
XML elements <TestGroup>, <TestOperation>) between the XML elements <TestSet> and
</TestSet> for one test set in the CTS test case specification are then produced in conjunction

with the relevant subsequent test mapping steps. All these test mapping aspects are further described in the subsequent Sections 8.3.2.2 to 8.3.2.6.

8.3.2.2 TM2: Mapping Sequences
The sequence mapping in Step TM2 carries out mapping and transforming the sequences of interactions into the sequences of logically ordered composite test artefacts, which are called test
sequences. Test sequences realise and represent test scenarios for undertaking CIT, using a sequence of test messages/operations to examine and verify whether object interactions correctly
fulfil the required functions by integrated objects in the integration context. A sequence may be
composed of logically ordered system events, abstract messages or executable object operations,
which all realise interactions occurring at different SCD levels. Accordingly, the sequence mapping may take place to derive test sequences at different mapping levels as shown in Figure 8.5
(a) and Figure 8.5 (b). In particular, Step TM2 results in system test event sequences mapped
from system event sequences, test message sequences mapped from message sequences, and test
operation sequences mapped from operation sequences.
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CTM
Phase #2

CTM Phase #1
Test Mapping

Use-Case Model

Use-Case Test Model

TM2.1: Map
system event
sequences

Object Model

Object Test Model

Test Case Spec

Derive system
test event
sequences

TM2: Map
Sequences

TM2.2: Map
message
sequences

Derive test
message
sequences

TM2.3: Map
operation
sequences

Derive test
operation
sequences

TM2.4
Generate
<TestSet>

TM2.5
Generate
<TestGroup>

TM2.6
Generate
<TestOperation>

(a) TM2: Mapping Sequences (Diagrammatic Illustration)

TM2:
Phase #1: TM2.1:

Mapping Sequences
system event sequences

system test event sequences

TM2.2:

message sequences

test message sequences

TM2.3:

operation sequences

test operation sequences

Phase #2: TM2.4:

test sequences

test sets <TestSet>

TM2.5:

test sequences

test groups <TestGroup>

TM2.6:

test sequences

test operations <TestOperation>

(b) TM2: Mapping Sequences (Tabular Illustration)
Figure 8.5 TM2: Mapping Sequences

(1)

TM2.1: system event sequences

system test event sequences

At the system level, a system event sequence realises and represents a system scenario
where the composite system events/operations interact with the system to fulfil certain target
system functions, which can be illustrated with system sequence diagrams in the UCM (as described earlier in Section 5.4).
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The test mapping in Step TM2.1 is a (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, and mapping a
system event sequence produces a corresponding system test event sequence, which represents a
related system test scenario for system integration testing. Similar to system test scenarios, we
can use system test sequence diagrams in the UCTM (as described earlier in Section 5.4) to capture a system test event sequence in the related system test scenario. For example, Figure 5.2 in
Section 5.4.2 employed a system test sequence diagram to illustrate a system test event sequence in the system test scenario for the CPS TUC1. After the sequence is mapped out, we can
describe this system test sequence with a sequence of system test events (initially with abstract
textual descriptions) as shown in Figure 8.6. Note that Step TM2.1 works in accordance with the
UCTM that treats the entire system under test as a black-box entity at the system testing level
(as described earlier in Section 5.4). Accordingly, system test contracts are initially added and
applied only at the start and end of this system test sequence, but not within this system test sequence.

... ... ... ...
..<Test Contract: stopping bar is in the expected state of "SB_DOWN">
..<test car waits for traffic light to turn to the state of "TL_GREEN">
..<traffic light turns to the state of "TL_GREEN">
..<test car crosses and passes through the PAL entry point>
..<traffic light turns to the state of "TL_RED">
..<Test Contract: traffic light is in the expected state of "TL_RED">
... ... ... ...

Figure 8.6 TM2.1: System test event sequences
mapped for the CPS TUC1 test scenario

(2)

TM2.2: message sequences

test message sequences

A sequence at the system level is further refined into a sequence at a SCD level that is
subordinate to the system level, such as at the object analysis, design or implementation level.
For example, at the object analysis level, an analysis message sequence comprises interacting
messages among collaborating objects in the integration context, and is illustrated with UML
sequence diagrams.
The test mapping in Step TM2.2 is a (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, and mapping a
message sequence results in a test message sequence for integration testing. We can use test sequence diagrams in the object test model (as described earlier in Section 5.5) to capture a test
message sequence in the related test scenario. For example, for the above system test event sequence as shown in Figure 8.6, after the message sequence is further mapped out, we can use a
system test sequence diagram to illustrate three sub test message sequences for the CPS TUC1
test scenario. These three sub test sequences realise and represent the three corresponding sub
test scenarios, which are mapped out into the three test sets as described in Section 8.3.2.1. After the test mapping in Step TM2.2, we can describe these three sub test sequences with the
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three sequences of test messages (initially with abstract textual descriptions) as shown in Figure
8.7.

... ... ... ...
..<0.1 ITC: check stopping bar in the expected state of "SB_DOWN">

Test
Set #1

<Test Sequence #1: turn traffic light to green>
....<1.1 TO: wait for stopping bar to lower down to the state of "SB_DOWN">
....<1.1 ETC: check the event of "SB_DOWN" received from stopping bar>
....<1.2 TO: turn traffic light to the state of "TL_GREEN">
....<1.2 ITC: check traffic light in the state of "TL_GREEN">

Test
Set #2

..<Test Sequence #2: test car is to enter the PAL>
....<2.1 TO: test car waits for traffic light to turn to the state of "TL_GREEN">
....<2.1 ETC: check the event of "TL_GREEN" received from traffic light>
....<2.2 TO: test car crosses PAL entry point controlled by in-photocell sensor>
....<2.3 TO: set in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED">
....<2.3 ETC: check in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED">
....<2.4 TO: test car crosses over and passes through the PAL entry point>
....<2.5 TO: set in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of "IN_PC_CLEARED">
....<2.5 ETC: check in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of "IN_PC_CLEARED">

Test
Set #3

<Test Sequence #3: turn traffic light to red>
....<3.1 TO: wait for in-PhotoCell sensor to set to the state of "IN_PC_CLEARED">
....<3.1 ETC: check the event of "IN_PC_CLEARED" received from in-PhotoCell sensor>
....<3.2 TO: turn traffic light to the state of "TL_RED">
....<3.2 ITC: check traffic light in the expected state of "TL_RED">
... ... ... ...

Figure 8.7 TM2.2: test message sequences
mapped for the CPS TUC1 test scenario

(3)

TM2.3: operation sequences

test operation sequences

At the object design/implementation level, a message is typically represented with one or
more operations that fulfil the message. Accordingly, an operation sequence comprises interacting operations among collaborating objects in the integration context, and is illustrated with
UML sequence diagrams in the object model (as described earlier in Section 5.5).
The test mapping in Step TM2.3 is a (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, and mapping
an operation sequence produces a test operation sequence for integration testing. We can use
test sequence diagrams in the object test model (as described earlier in Section 5.5) to capture a
test operation sequence in the related test scenario. For example, Figure 5.4 in Section 5.5.2
used a design test sequence diagram to illustrate three sub test operation sequences for the CPS
TUC1 test scenario. These three sub test sequences correspond to the three sub test scenarios,
which are mapped out into the three test sets as described in Section 8.3.2.1. After the test mapping in Step TM2.3, we can describe these three sub test sequences with the three sequences of
concrete test operations and associated test contracts as shown in Figure 8.8. We can observe
that a major difference between Step TM2.2 and Step TM2.3 is that the relevant test sequence
has been further transformed and refined, and can be represented with the sequence of concrete
test operations and associated test contracts in Step TM2.3, rather than with the sequence of test
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messages (with abstract textual descriptions) in Step TM2.2.

... ... ... ...
..<0.1 ITC: checkState(stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN")>

Test
Set #1

<Test Sequence #1: turnTrafficLightToGreen()>
....<1.1 TO: waitEvent(stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN")>
....<1.1 ETC: checkEvent(stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN")>
....<1.2 TO: setGreen()>
....<1.2 ITC: checkState(trafficLight, "TL_GREEN")>

Test
Set #2

..<Test Sequence #2: enterAccessLane()>
....<2.1 TO: waitEvent(trafficLight, "TL_GREEN")>
....<2.1 ETC: checkEvent(trafficLight, "TL_GREEN")>
....<2.2 TO: goTo(gopace-cross-inPC: int)>
....<2.3 TO: occupy()>
....<2.3 ETC: checkState(inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_OCCUPIED")>
....<2.4 TO: goTo(gopace-crossover-inPC: int)>
....<2.5 TO: clear()>
....<2.5 ETC: checkState(inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_CLEARED")>

Test
Set #3

<Test Sequence #3: turnTrafficLightToRed()>
....<3.1 TO: waitEvent(inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_CLEARED")>
....<3.1 ETC: checkEvent(inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_CLEARED")>
....<3.2 TO: setRed()>
....<3.2 ITC: checkState(trafficLight, "TL_RED")>
... ... ... ...

Figure 8.8 TM2.3: test operation sequences
mapped for the CPS TUC1 test scenario

In practice, a sequence may cover all messages/operations of the full scenario, or some
messages/operations from a partial scenario. Accordingly, a mapped test sequence may be made
up of any number of different types of test constituents or units, or the same type of test elements. To deal with these different sequencing situations, our XML-based CTS provides several
useful structural elements to construct and represent test sequences at different levels of test
granularity to streamline the structure of CTS test case specifications (as described in Section
A.2 in Appendix A). After sequences are mapped out in CTM Phase #1 as described above, a
test sequence, which is typically composed of multiple test operations and test contracts, needs
to be further mapped and transformed to one of the CTS structural elements. Accordingly, this
test mapping phase in CTM Phase #2 is required to generate the hierarchical structure of the
target CTS test case specification. In the following sub-steps (4) – (6), we show how test sequences are mapped to different types of the CTS structural elements.
(4)

TM2.4: test sequences

test sets <TestSet>

As described in Section 8.3.2.1, a test set (represented with XML element <TestSet>),
which is typically mapped for a test scenario, represents a sequence of test messages/operations
from that test scenario. This CTS structural element may comprise a sequence of subordinate
CTS structural elements, such as test groups and/or test operations.
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test groups <TestGroup>

A test group (represented with XML element <TestGroup>) organises certain related test
artefacts together into a special test sequence. As described earlier in Section 6.5, a basic test
group is mapped from a pair made up of a test operation and its associated test contract to exercise and verify a particular object interaction in CIT. Several test operations and their associated
test contracts may be mapped to one test group if they work closely together for the same testing
objective, (e.g. they jointly examine and verify the same complex component interaction). The
details of specific test artefacts included in a test group are provided with composite test operations and basic test elements (which are to be further discussed in the subsequent Step TM3 to
Step TM6).
(6)

TM2.6: test sequences

test operations <TestOperation>

A test operation (represented with XML element <TestOperation>) is the lowest level of
the CTS test sequence. Test operations contain specific basic test elements and are used to construct relevant test sequences of test groups or test sets. The test mapping of test operations relates to mapping messages/operations, which is to be further discussed in the subsequent Step
TM3 to Step TM4.
We now illustrate by example how to use the different types of CTS structural elements
described above to represent test sequences in CTS test case specifications. Taking the CPS
TUC1 test scenario as an illustrative example, after the test mapping in Step TM2, we can map
out and group relevant test artefacts into a test group that is included in a test set of the CTS test
case specification. Figure 8.9 shows three basic test groups selected from the three test sets of
the CTS test case specification for the CPS TUC1 test scenario, as described as follows (note
that the details of composite test operations and basic test elements are produced in the subsequent test mapping steps):
(a)

A basic test group 1.2 TG in the first test set consists of test operation 1.2 TO and its associated test contract 1.2 ITC, which exercises and examines turning the traffic light to
the state of “TL_GREEN”.

(b)

A test group 2.3 TG in the second test set consists of test operation 2.2 TO, test operation
2.3 TO and its associated test contract 2.3 ETC, which exercises and examines setting the

in-PhotoCell sensor device to the state of “IN_PC_OCCUPIED” (i.e. this device senses
that the PAL entry point is occupied by the test car).
(c)

A test group 3.2 TG in the third test set consists of test operation 3.2 TO and its associated test contract 3.2 ITC, which exercises and examines turning the traffic light to the
state of “TL_RED”.
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... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_turnTLtoGreen">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
... ... ... ...
....<TestGroup Name="setGreen_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="setGreen_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine turning traffic light to the state of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="setGreen" ... ...>
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: turn traffic light to the state of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" ... ...>
..........<Desc>1.2 ITC: check traffic light in the resulted correct state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
... ... ... ...
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_carEnterPAL">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines car entering the PAL entry point</Desc>
... ... ... ...
....<TestGroup Name="occupy_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in
the state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine the test car crossing the PAL entry point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" ... ...>
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: the test car crosses the PAL entry point controlled by
in-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="occupy_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor to the state
of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="occupy" ... ...>
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set in-PhotoCell sensor in the state
of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" ... ...>
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check in-PhotoCell sensor in the resulted correct
state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
... ... ... ...
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_turnTLtoRed">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
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....<TestGroup Name="setRed_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.2 TG: grouped tests examine turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="setRed_tests">
........<Desc>3.2 TO: examine turning traffic light to the state of "TL_RED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="setRed" ... ...>
..........<Desc>3.2 TO: turn traffic light to the state of "TL_RED"</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" ... ...>
..........<Desc>3.2 ITC: check traffic light in the resulted correct state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
..........<!-- the details of the test operation/method are to be mapped out
and constructed -->
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...

Figure 8.9 TM2: CTS test sequences (test sets/groups/operations)
mapped for the CPS TUC1 test scenario

8.3.2.3 TM3: Mapping Messages
Step TM3 maps and transforms interacting messages into test messages to exercise and verify
interactions for CIT. Messages may occur in the form of system events, abstract messages, or
object operations, and the last form of messages is more useful for realising executable messages. Accordingly, the message mapping may take place to derive test messages at different
mapping levels as shown in Figure 8.10 (a) and Figure 8.10 (b). In particular, Step TM3 results
in system test messages mapped from system interaction messages, component test messages
mapped from component interaction messages, and object test messages mapped from object
interaction messages.
(1)

TM3.1: system interaction messages

system test messages

At the system level, a system interaction message represents and fulfils a system interaction as part of a system scenario/sequence. Mapping a system interaction message produces one
or more corresponding system test messages as part of the mapped system test scenario
/sequence.
(2)

TM3.2: component interaction messages

component test messages

At the component level, a component interaction message represents and fulfils a component interaction as part of a component scenario/sequence. Mapping a component interaction
message produces one or more corresponding component test messages as part of the mapped
component test scenario/sequence.
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object test messages

At the object level, an object interaction message represents and fulfils an object interaction as part of an object scenario/sequence. Mapping an object interaction message produces one
or more corresponding object test messages as part of the mapped object test scenario/sequence.
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(a) TM3: Mapping Messages (Diagrammatic Illustration)
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object test messages

TM3.4: test messages
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TM3.5: test messages
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(b) TM3: Mapping Messages (Tabular Illustration)
Figure 8.10 TM3: Mapping Messages

With UML modeling, a message is a specification of a communication or interaction between participating objects, which conveys collaboration information with certain expected activity. A message sent from one object A (called the message’s sender object) usually invokes
the execution of an operation on another object B (called the message’s receiver object); and if
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applicable, the operation execution on object B may return some value as a response to the operation-invocation request made by object A (also called the operation’s caller or invocator).
The class operation, which realises its corresponding interaction message, is statically defined in
the UML class diagram and is dynamically instantiated in the UML interaction diagram (e.g.
UML sequence diagram). The dynamic information associated with the interaction message
usually includes the actual values bound to the operation parameters, and if applicable, the actual result returned from the operation execution. Such dynamic information and binding
mechanisms are useful for mapping and constructing corresponding test messages to examine
and verify how the class operation realises the interaction message and works collaboratively
with other messages in the corresponding scenario/sequence. For example, Figure 8.6 shows test
messages in the form of system test events for the CPS TUC1 test scenario. Figure 8.7 shows
test messages in the form of object test messages to examine component/object messages for the
CPS TUC1 test scenario. Figure 8.8 shows test messages in the form of concrete test operations
and associated test contracts to examine component/object operations for the CPS TUC1 test
scenario. These three figures (i.e. Figure 8.6, Figure 8.7 and Figure 8.8) actually show the three
main forms of abstract test cases derived from the relevant model-based test artefacts towards
the target component test cases for the CPS TUC1 test scenario.
After messages are mapped out in CTM Phase #1 as described above, a test message, depending on its complexity, needs to be further mapped to one or more CTS elements to create
the related test sequences, which is undertaken in CTM Phases #2 as described below. Figure
8.9 shows some relevant mapping examples selected from the CPS TUC1 test scenario.
(4)

TM3.4: test messages

test groups <TestGroup>

A complex test message is mapped to a test group (that contains a number of test operations), which examines and verifies the test message (e.g. test group 1.2 TG, test group 2.3 TG
and test group 3.2 TG as shown in Figure 8.9).
(5)

TM3.5: test messages

test operations <TestOperation>

A simple test message is mapped to a test operation to examine and verify the test message (e.g. test operation 1.2 TO, test operation 2.2 TO, test operation 2.3 TO and test operation
3.2 TO as shown in Figure 8.9). Test operations mapped from component/class operations are a

crucial focus of component test mapping, which is further discussed in the next subsection.

8.3.2.4 TM4: Mapping Operations
Step TM4 is an essential and most useful test mapping step in the CTM process. An operation
usually represents and realises a function or behavioural responsibility of a software module
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(e.g. a class or component). The operation mapping carries out mapping and transforming functional operations to test operations to exercise and verify whether a particular operation correctly fulfils its target function. Operations may occur at different SCD levels, named as system
operations, component operations, object operations, or specific class constructors or methods.
Accordingly, the operation mapping may take place to derive test operations at different mapping levels as shown in Figure 8.11 (a) and Figure 8.11 (b). In particular, Step TM4 results in
system test operations mapped from system operations, component test operations mapped from
component operations, object test operations mapped from object operations, and specific constructor test operations mapped from class constructors or specific method test operations
mapped from class methods.
(1)

TM4.1: system operations

system test operations

At the system level, a system operation represents and fulfils the full, or a partial, system
function. Mapping a system operation may produce one or more corresponding system test operations to verify the related system function.
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(b) TM4: Mapping Operations (Tabular Illustration)
Figure 8.11 TM4: Mapping Operations

(2)

TM4.2: component operations

component test operations

At the component level, a component operation represents and fulfils the full, or a partial,
component function. Mapping a component operation may produce one or more corresponding
component test operations to verify the related component function.
(3)

TM4.3: object operations

object test operations

At the object level, an object operation represents and fulfils the full, or a partial, object
function. Mapping an object operation may produce one or more corresponding object test operations to verify the related object function.
Usually, an object operation is an instance of the corresponding class operation. Accordingly, at the class level, a class operation (i.e. a class constructor or class method) represents and
fulfils the full, or a partial, class function implemented with the class. Mapping a class operation
may produce one or more corresponding class test operations to verify the related class function,
which is described as follows:
(3.1) TM4.3.1: class constructors

constructor test operations

Mapping a class constructor may produce a single corresponding constructor test operation.
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method test operations

Mapping a class method may produce one or more corresponding method test operations,
depending on the complexity of the class method under test.
In practice, how Step TM4 works to produce each type of test operation depends on the
types (e.g. operation level) and complexity of the operations under test. After operations are
mapped out in CTM Phase #1 as described above, a test operation needs to be further mapped to
one or more CTS atomic test operations and their associated elements to produce the target CTS
test case specification. Following the defined CTM relationship, we need to consider the following mapping cases in CTM Phase #2:
(a)

(1 – 1) simple mapping relationship

One operation in SCD_Set is mapped and corresponds to one atomic test operation (represented with XML element <TestMethod> or <TestConstructor>) in SCT_Set. In this case,
one operation is examined with a test specified with one CTS test operation element. This case
often occurs when the operation under test is a simple object operation (e.g. a class method). For
example in the CPS TUC1 test scenario, after Step TM4.3.2 and Step TM4.6.2 are carried out,
atomic test operation 2.2 TO <TestMethod> (as shown in Figure 8.12) examines class/object
operation goTo() for car moving.
(b)

(1 – n) general mapping relationship

One operation in SCD_Set is mapped and corresponds to several atomic test operations
(represented with XML element <TestMethod> or <TestConstructor>) in SCT_Set. In this
case, one operation is examined with several tests specified with several CTS test elements.
These generated tests are then structured and organised into certain test sequences made up of
related structural elements <TestGroup> or <TestOperation> as necessary. This case may occur when the operation under test is a complex component operation or integration interaction.
For example, after Step TM4.2 and Step TM4.4 are carried out, test group 2.3 TG <TestGroup>
(as shown in Figure 8.12) is generated and composed of three atomic test operations, which
jointly exercise and examine the composite operation that the in-PhotoCell sensor device senses
that the PAL entry point is occupied by the test car and is set to the state of
“IN_PC_OCCUPIED”.
(4)

TM4.4: test operations

test groups <TestGroup>

In accordance with the (1 – n) general mapping relationship, a test operation is mapped to
a CTS test element <TestGroup>, which may further enclose several basic CTS test elements,
such as atomic test operations.
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... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_carEnterPAL">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines car entering the PAL entry point </Desc>
... ... ... ...
....<TestGroup Name="occupy_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in
the state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine the test car crossing the PAL entry point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" Target="testCar">
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: the test car crosses the PAL entry point controlled by
in-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="gopace" Source="gopace-cross-inPC" DataType="int" />
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="occupy_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in the state
of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="occupy" Target="inPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set in-PhotoCell sensor in the state
of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="inPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check in-PhotoCell sensor in the resulted correct
state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="inPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="IN_PC_OCCUPIED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
... ... ... ...
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...

Figure 8.12 TM4: CTS test groups, test operations, test contracts
and basic test elements mapped for the CPS TUC1 test scenario

(5)

TM4.5: test operations

test operations <TestOperation>

In accordance with the (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, a test operation is mapped to
a CTS test element <TestOperation>, which may further enclose one or more basic CTS test
elements, such as atomic test operations.
(6.1) TM4.6.1: constructor test operations

atomic test operations <TestConstructor>

In accordance with the (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, a constructor test operation is
mapped to a CTS test element <TestConstructor>.
(6.2) TM4.6.2: method test operations

atomic test operations <TestMethod>

In accordance with the (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, a method test operation is
mapped to a CTS test element <TestMethod>.
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8.3.2.5 TM5: Mapping Elements
Elements represent atomic constituents of software artefacts. An element often holds some specific data that may determine the representation and certain behaviour or functions of the software artefact (e.g. the operation under test). Typically, such specific element data may correspond to an operation’s identification (operation name), actual parameter values (acting as test
inputs), and/or expected return results (acting as expected test outputs), which are the lowestlevel test data used for test generation.
Step TM5 is at the lowest level of test mapping in the entire CTM process. This means
that all CTM steps would, in one way or another, eventually reach this final test mapping step in
order to complete the mapping activity and derive final test data for generating the target component test cases. As any level of software artefacts may comprise elements that will be useful
for software testing, the element mapping may take place to derive test elements at different
mapping levels as shown in Figure 8.13 (a) and Figure 8.13 (b). Specifically, Step TM5 may
produce system test elements mapped from system elements, component test elements mapped
from component elements, object test elements mapped from object elements, and operation test
elements mapped from operation elements.
(1)

TM5.1: system elements

system test elements

At the system level, system elements are basic constituents to compose (part of) system
artefacts, such as system scenarios, system sequences, system events/operations, system contracts, etc. Mapping a system element may produce one or more system test elements to examine and verify the related system artefact.
System test elements are basic test constituents to construct (part of) a particular system
test artefact, which works in the following ways:
(a)

A system test event/operation is composed of one or more mapped test elements.

(b)

A system test contract is composed of one or more related special test operations, which
are further composed of the mapped test elements.

(c)

A system test sequence is composed of one or more composite test operations and associated test contracts, which are further composed of the mapped test elements.

(d)

A system test scenario is composed of one or more related test sequences and test operations/contracts, which are further composed of the mapped test elements.

(2)

TM5.2: component elements

component test elements

At the component level, component elements are basic constituents to compose (part of)
component artefacts, such as component scenarios, component messages/operations, component
contracts, etc. Mapping a component element may produce one or more component test elements to examine and verify the related component artefact.
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Component test elements are basic test constituents to construct (part of) a particular
component test artefact, which works in the following ways:
(a)

A component test operation is composed of one or more mapped test elements.

(b)

A component test contract is composed of one or more related special test operations,
which are further composed of the mapped test elements.

(c)

A component test scenario is composed of one or more related test sequences and test
operations/contracts, which are further composed of the mapped test elements.
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(a) TM5: Mapping Elements (Diagrammatic Illustration)
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(b) TM5: Mapping Elements (Tabular Illustration)
Figure 8.13 TM5: Mapping Elements

(3)

TM5.3: object elements

object test elements

At the object level, object elements are basic constituents to compose (part of) object artefacts, such as object variables (state/event), object operations, object contracts, etc. Mapping an
object element may produce one or more object test elements to examine and verify the related
object artefact.
Object test elements are basic test constituents to construct (part of) a particular object
test artefact, which works in the following ways:
(a)

An object test state/event is composed of one or more mapped test elements.

(b)

An object test operation is composed of one or more mapped test elements.
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An object test contract is composed of one or more related special test operations, which
are further composed of the mapped test elements.

(4)

TM5.4: operation elements

operation test elements

At the operation level, operation elements are atomic constituents to compose a specific
operation. Mapping an operation element may produce an operation test element to examine and
verify the operation under test.
Operation test elements are atomic test constituents to construct basic test data, which are
further used to produce the corresponding test operation for verifying the operation under test.
(4.1) TM5.4.1: operation’s name

test operation’s name

The element for the operation’s name is mapped to the test operation’s name.
(4.2) TM5.4.2: operation’s parameter list

test operation’s parameter list

The element for the operation’s parameter list is mapped to the test operation’s parameter
list. The test mapping should maintain the logical, sequential order of parameters in the list, so
that each actual parameter value is correctly bound to its corresponding formal parameter for
dynamic testing.
(4.3) TM5.4.3: operation’s return type

test operation’s return type

The element for the operation’s return type is mapped to the test operation’s return type.
An operation may have the explicit return type when it needs to return an actual execution result, or has no return value when its return type is defined as void. Checking return type is part
of the verification of the result of the operation’s execution.
Operation test elements are at the lowest level of test artefacts that are used as basic test
data to construct certain useful test cases. This means that all sub-steps of the element mapping
eventually arrive at Step TM5.4 (i.e. mapping operation elements as described in (4) above) so
as to complete the mapping activity and derive final test data for generating target component
test cases. After operation elements are mapped out in CTM Phase #1 as described above, a test
element needs to be further mapped to one or more constituents of a specific XML-based CTS
element (especially to the atomic test operation element <TestMethod> and associated subelements), in order to generate the target CTS test case specification. This is undertaken in CTM
Phases #2 as described below. Figure 8.12 shows some relevant mapping examples selected
from the CPS TUC1 test scenario.
(5)

TM5.5: test operation elements

<TestMethod>’s attributes and sub-elements

The mapped elements for a test operation are further mapped to the attributes and subelements of the atomic test operation element <TestMethod> in the target CTS test case specifi-
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cation.
(5.1) TM5.5.1: test operation’s name

<TestMethod>’s attribute <Name>

The test operation’s name is mapped to the attribute <Name> of the <TestMethod>
element.
(5.2) TM5.5.2: test operation’s parameter list

<TestMethod>’s sub-element <Arg>

The test operation’s parameter list is mapped to the sub-element <Arg> of the
<TestMethod> element. Each parameter in the parameter list is mapped to one sub-element
<Arg>. All <Arg> sub-elements are mapped and arranged in accordance with the same sequence

of the corresponding parameters in the parameter list.
(6)

TM5.6: test operation elements

<Result>’s attributes and sub-elements

Verifying operations are required to check the actual execution result and compare it with
the expected result. This testing is specified and conducted with the <Result> element’s attributes and sub-elements. Note that the <Result> element is a sub-element of CTS elements
<TestMethod> and <TestConstructor>.

(6.1) TM5.6.1: test operation’s return type

<Result>’s attribute <DataType>

The test operation’s return type is mapped to the attribute <DataType> of the <Result>
element. When the attribute <Save> of the <Result> element is set to “Y”, the actual returned
value is recorded for test evaluation.
(6.2) TM5.6.2: test operation’s expected return result

<Result>’s sub-element <Exp>

The sub-element <Exp> of the <Result> element is used to record and specify the expected return result of the test operation. This mapping is assisted with test contracts that are
constructed and applied to the operation under test.

8.3.2.6 TM6: Mapping Contracts
The contract mapping in Step TM6 maps and transforms contract artefacts to test contracts and
then to test operations. This fulfils the final Step TbC5 in the TbC advanced phase of the stepwise TbC working process (as shown earlier in Figure 6.1). With the TbC technique (as described earlier in Chapter 6 and Chapter 7), test contracts are identified and constructed as necessary test constraints to examine and verify the related software artefacts for component correctness. Test contracts are typically realised and represented with special assertion-based test
operations. Since contract artefacts may occur at different SCD levels, the contract mapping
may also take place to derive test contracts at different mapping levels shown in Figure 8.14 (a)
and Figure 8.14 (b). Accordingly, Step TM6 results in system test contracts, component test
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contracts, object test contracts, and operation test contracts.
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(a) TM6: Mapping Contracts (Diagrammatic Illustration)
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(b) TM6: Mapping Contracts (Tabular Illustration)
Figure 8.14 TM6: Mapping Contracts

(1)

TM6.1: system contracts

system test contracts

At the system level, a system contract may be applied to the system-level artefact under
test, such as a system scenario, event, message or operation. Mapping a system contract may
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produce one or more system test contracts to verify the related system artefact.
(2)

TM6.2: component contracts

component test contracts

At the component level, a system contract may be applied to the component-level artefact
under test, such as a component scenario, message or operation. Mapping a component contract
may produce one or more component test contracts to verify the related component artefact.
(3)

TM6.3: object contracts

object test contracts

At the object level, an object contract may be applied to the object-level artefact under
test, such as an object message or operation. Mapping an object contract may produce one or
more object test contracts to verify the related object artefact.
(4)

TM6.4: operation contracts

operation test contracts

At the operation level, an operation contract may be applied to the operation under test.
Mapping an operation contract may produce one or more operation test contracts to verify the
related operation.
Realised with special test operations, test contracts may be additional to the original CUT
and are added to constitute relevant test classes and test artefacts. Accordingly, after contracts
are mapped out in CTM Phase #1 as described above, a test contract, depending on its complexity, needs to be further mapped to one or more test operations. Following the defined CTM relationship, we need to consider the following mapping cases in CTM Phase #2:
(a)

(1 – 1) simple mapping relationship

One test contract is mapped and corresponds to one atomic test operation (represented
with XML element <TestMethod> or <TestConstructor>) in SCT_Set. This case often occurs
when the test contract is realised and represented with a simple test operation. For example, after we conduct Step TM4.6.4 and Step TM6.7, atomic test operation <TestMethod
Name=“checkState” …> (as shown in Figure 8.12) represents test contract 2.3 ETC being di-

rected

to

examine

the

in-PhotoCell

sensor

device

in

the

expected

state

of

“IN_PC_OCCUPIED”. The test contract also requires checking the associated <Result> of the
test operation <TestMethod> to detect whether the related state is correct as expected (as shown
in Figure 8.12).
(b)

(1 – n) general mapping relationship

One test contract is mapped and corresponds to several atomic test operations (represented with XML element <TestMethod> or <TestConstructor>) in SCT_Set. In this case, one
test contract is realised and represented with several tests specified with several test elements.
These generated tests are then structured and organised into certain test sequences made up of
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related structural elements <TestOperation> or <TestGroup> as necessary. This case may occur when the operation under test causes changes in multiple states, or the corresponding object
interaction involves the communication of multiple events. In these situations, multiple test operations are needed to realise and specify a complex test contract in order to examine and verify
a complex operation or object interaction, as illustrated with Steps TM6.2 to TM6.5/TM6.6 in
Figure 8.14 (a) and Figure 8.14 (b).
(5)

TM6.5: test contracts

test groups <TestGroup>

In accordance with the (1 – n) general mapping relationship, a test contract, which is
realised and represented with several test operations, is mapped to a CTS test element
<TestGroup>, which may further enclose several basic CTS test elements, such as atomic test

operations.
(6)

TM6.6: test contracts

test operations <TestOperation>

In accordance with the (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, a test contract, which is
realised and represented with a simple test operation, is mapped to a CTS test element
<TestOperation>, which may further enclose one or more basic CTS test elements, such as

atomic test operations.
(7)

TM6.7: test contracts

atomic test operations <TestMethod>

In accordance with the (1 – 1) simple mapping relationship, a test contract, which is realised and represented with a simple test operation, is mapped to a CTS atomic test operation
<TestMethod>.

8.3.3

Setting and Applying CTM Criteria

A proven test derivation with any testing technique should conform to certain testing rules or
criteria that are able to not only carry out but also regulate component test derivation for the
purposes of testing correctness and effectiveness. To ensure the test mapping correctness and
quality, we develop certain CTM criteria for effective test mapping and transformation to derive
target component test cases. We focus on identifying and designing two main types of CTM
criteria: CTM correctness criteria and CTM optimising criteria.

8.3.3.1 CTM Correctness Criteria
The CTM correctness criteria focus on dynamic testing rules, and aim to ensure that component
test cases are correctly derived with the CTM technique. One important issue is about test sequences, which organise and structure test artefacts. The sequencing logic is a central focus of
sequence mapping because it describes the working procedure and logic of related test artefacts.
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At this point, it is useful to be reminded that all software programs on a single processor are
executed sequentially, no matter how they are designed and tested. This sequencing execution
characteristic is also expressed with UML modeling (which is used for both SCD and SCT in
our MBSCT methodology), where UML sequence diagrams clearly illustrate how logically
time-ordering interactions (messages/operations) work between participating objects in scenarios for CIT. Therefore, to ensure the sequence mapping correctness, we introduce and define a
useful CTM correctness criterion as follows:

CTM Correctness Criteria: sequence consistency matching criterion
The sequence of test messages/operations that contain test elements for
constructing component test cases should consistently match (e.g. in the same
sequential logical order) the sequence of corresponding interacting messages
/operations that are used as the basis to derive the test messages/operations.

Based on this CTM criterion, when some individual testing-related software artefacts are
mapped and transformed to become test artefacts, the logic of sequencing order should remain
unchanged, that is, the sequencing logic of the test sequence in the SCT context should be consistent with the sequencing logic of the corresponding message/operation sequence in the SCD
context. Any mismatch may change the sequencing logic and lead to incompatible or incorrect
test derivation, which may contradict test requirements and/or the functional logic of the CUT.
Test contracts that are constructed and added into test sequences are also required to be consistent in following the relevant sequencing logic. For example, test group 2.3 TG as shown in
Figure 8.12 is a test sequence composed of (i) test operation 2.2 TO, and (ii) test operation 2.3
TO. This test sequence matches with the sequential order as illustrated with the related sequence

diagram in Figure 5.4 in Section 5.5. Test contract 2.3 ETC is constructed and added into this
test sequence, whose consistent sequence ordering remains unchanged.
The CTM correctness criteria described above can be used as a type of test correctness
checking mechanism to examine the relevant rules or constraints applying to test mapping and
transformation. Checking test mapping correctness requires conformance to mapping consistency, compliance and compatibility for correct test derivation. During the CTM process, applying the CTM correctness criteria could uncover test mapping problems, and identify possible
adjustments needed to regulate the test derivation process. If this occurs, this situation indicates
that the prior test design may contain some defects, and test improvement is required to prevent
incorrect test cases being derived. This is a useful way that the CTM correctness criteria can aid
in identifying test design problems to ensure test mapping correctness for effective test derivation.
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8.3.3.2 CTM Optimising Criteria
The CTM optimising criteria focus on static testing and structural rules, and aim to optimise the
test mapping and derivation to achieve better test effectiveness. We introduce and define a useful CTM optimising criterion as follows:

CTM Optimising Criteria: sequence formatting/structuring criterion
Test messages/operations and underlying test elements can be structured and
optimised to maintain the consistent hierarchical structure and format (e.g. recursive,
nested indentation rules at the same logical level) of corresponding interacting
messages/operations that occur over time in related sequence diagrams and/or
programs for the CUT.

The consistent and uniform structure between test artefacts and component/model artefacts can aid in producing a well-formed structure and format of the target CTS test case specification. A consistent structure also indicates that related test operations work closely together
for a specific common testing objective and thus can be organised in the same structured test
sequence at the same level. For example, a collection of consecutive test operations in Figure
8.12 jointly work to achieve a common testing objective: examining the composite operation
that the in-PhotoCell sensor device senses that the PAL entry point is occupied by the test car
and is set to the state of “IN_PC_OCCUPIED”. So these test operations and associated test contracts are organised into the same structured test group. In addition, following this CTM criterion, we use leading dot points positioned before each line in Figure 8.12 to highlight certain
appropriate structural indentations among the different CTS elements, which emphasises the
hierarchical format of the target CTS test case specification.

8.4 Deriving CTS Test Case Specifications
As described in Section 8.2 and Section 8.3, based on test artefacts using UML-based test models and model-based component test design with the MBSCT methodology as shown earlier in
Chapter 5 and Chapter 6, we are able to apply the CTM technique to derive target component
test cases. Taking the CPS TUC1 test scenario as an illustrative example, the following description summarises how the target CTS test case specification was generated with the MBSCT
methodology:
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(1)

Figure 5.2 showed the developed use case test model and system test scenario.

(2)

Figure 5.4 showed the developed design object test model and sub test scenarios.

(3)

Figure 6.3 showed the developed overall test sequence with component test design.

(4)

Figure 6.4 and Figure 6.5 showed the structured test sequences and test groups in component test design.

(5)

Table 6.3 showed all developed test artefacts with component test design, including test
sequences, test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states.

(6)

Figure 8.6 showed the derived abstract test cases in the form of the sequences of system
test events.

(7)

Figure 8.7 showed the derived abstract test cases in the form of the sequences of object
test messages.

(8)

Figure 8.8 showed the derived abstract test cases in the form of the sequences of concrete
test operations and associated test contracts.

(9)

Figure 8.4 showed the derived overall CTS test sets.

(10) Figure 8.9 showed the derived CTS test sequences (test sets/groups/operations).
(11) Figure 8.12 showed the derived CTS test groups, test operations, test contracts and basic
test elements.
Finally, we are able to obtain the full target CTS test case specification generated for the
CPS TUC1 test scenario, which is shown in Figure B.5 in Appendix B.

8.5 Summary and Discussion
This chapter has introduced the CTM technique as a new mapping-based test derivation approach and applied it to derive target component test cases in the second phase of the MBSCT
framework. We introduced the CTM definition as a unified testing concept for each of the steps
of test mapping and transformations that are employed by the CTM technique for model-based
component test derivation. We developed the stepwise CTM process with a series of mapping
steps to provide practical test transformation strategies and guidance on how to transform
model-based test artefacts into abstract test cases and to generate target component test cases.
We also developed the useful CTM criteria to ensure test mapping correctness, effectiveness
and quality. At the same time, we showed how to apply the CTM technique to component test
derivation with the CPS case study. The illustrative examples have demonstrated that, based on
test artefacts with UML-based test models and model-based component test design with the
MBSCT methodology, the CTM technique is capable of generating target component test cases,
such as CTS test case specifications. Therefore, this chapter has demonstrated and validated the
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MBSCT testing applicability and capability particularly for component test design and generation (which is the core MBSCT testing capability #2 as described in Section 4.6). This is a major contribution of the CTM technique.
The MBSCT methodology presented in the previous chapters (Chapter 4 to Chapter 7)
has showed that our method of component test development holds the five technical characteristics; that is, component test development is model-based, process-based, scenario-based, contract-based and FDD-based. The CTM technique presented in this chapter further enhances our
method of component test development, enabling it to have the sixth technical characteristic;
that is, component test development is also mapping-based. This is a major feature of the CTM
technique.
After showing the MBSCT methodology and its framework in Chapter 4 to Chapter 8, we
will undertake more comprehensive methodology validation and evaluation in Chapter 9.
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Chapter 9
Methodology Validation and Evaluation
9.1 Introduction
A software testing approach needs to be properly validated and evaluated before it can be
adopted in the testing practice. The previous chapters of this thesis (Chapter 4 to Chapter 8)
have presented the MBSCT methodology and its framework developed by this research. At the
same time, many illustrative examples have been used to demonstrate how to apply the MBSCT
methodology and its framework to undertake UML-based SCT, particularly test model construction, model-based component test design and generation, and component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. Based on this, this chapter specifically undertakes further methodology
validation by evaluating the MBSCT testing capabilities with more comprehensive case studies.
This chapter reports a series of two full case studies undertaken in this research. Section
9.2 describes an overview of case study design and setup. Section 9.3 presents the first core case
study, the Car Parking System. Section 9.4 presents the second major case study, the Automated
Teller Machine system. Section 9.5 conducts evaluation comparison and discussions on case
studies. Section 9.6 summarises this chapter.

9.2 Case Study Design
We employ case studies to carry out methodology validation and evaluation, because case study
research is known as an effective empirical study method in software engineering [86] [111]
[75] [126] [161]. This section describes an overview of case study design and setup.
The major objectives of our case studies are to validate and evaluate the six core MBSCT
testing capabilities of principal interest (as described earlier in Section 4.6). Our objectives are
described as follows:
(1)

Evaluating the testing applicability of the MBSCT methodology
We carry out case studies to demonstrate and validate that the MBSCT methodology and

its framework can be practically applied to UML-based CIT (Component Integration Testing).
This is measured in terms of primary MBSCT capabilities in the following three aspects:
(a)

MBSCT Capability #1: test model construction

(b)

MBSCT Capability #2: component test design and generation

(c)

MBSCT Capability #3: component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation
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Evaluating the testing effectiveness of the MBSCT methodology
We carry out case studies to validate and evaluate the MBSCT testing effectiveness,

which is measured in terms of the following important MBSCT testing capabilities:
(a)

MBSCT Capability #4: adequate test artefact coverage
We validate and evaluate the MBSCT methodology that is capable of achieving adequate

test artefact coverage of testing-related component/model artefacts and associated test contracts
for the purpose of effective model-based component testing.
(b)

MBSCT Capability #5: component testability improvement
We validate and evaluate the MBSCT methodology that is capable of bridging the identi-

fied “test gaps” and improving component testability effectively for fulfilling testing requirements.
(c)

MBSCT Capability #6: adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions
Validation and evaluation of the FDD capability is regarded as a major method for assess-

ing the effectiveness of software testing approaches [33] [37]. We validate and evaluate the
MBSCT methodology that is capable of achieving adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions for the purpose of effective FDD and fulfilling testing requirements.
Our case studies are designed following the generally accepted structure of empirical
study methods in software engineering (as referred to above). The object of each case study is
the MBSCT methodology and its framework. The quality focus of each case study is the applicability and effectiveness of the MBSCT methodology and its framework for UML-based SCT.
The perspective of each case study is from the viewpoint of software testing researchers. The
context of each case study is this research project. The subject of each case study is the researcher. Each case study was performed off-line in an academic research environment (i.e.
non-industry software development). The scope for each case study was limited to a singleobject study by a single subject because of the constraint of available research resources and
time.
Two full case studies have been carried out. Each case study was conducted in the following six main steps:
(1)

Step #1: Constructing test models (Capability #1)

(2)

Step #2: Designing and generating component tests (Capability #2)

(3)

Step #3: Evaluating test artefact coverage and adequacy (Capability #4)

(4)

Step #4: Evaluating component testability improvement (Capability #5)

(5)

Step #5: Detecting, diagnosing and locating component faults (Capability #3)
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Step #6: Evaluating component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions (Capability #6)
Our case study description is structured in terms of the important tasks of testing and

evaluation undertaken in the above main steps. By using many test evaluation examples selected
from the CPS TUC1 test scenario, the previous chapters (Chapter 4 to Chapter 8) have systematically illustrated and demonstrated how to apply the MBSCT methodology and its framework
to UML-based SCT activities, with a specific emphasis on the validation of the MBSCT testing
applicability (including the core MBSCT testing capabilities #1 to #3). On this basis, the two
case studies presented in this chapter particularly focus on validating and evaluating the
MBSCT testing effectiveness (including the core MBSCT testing capabilities #4 to #6).

9.3 Case Study: Car Parking System
The first core case study is the testing of the Car Parking System (CPS) undertaken in this research. In order to further validate and evaluate the core MBSCT testing capabilities, the full
CPS case study has been undertaken to exercise and examine all three CPS TUC core test scenarios (including TUC1, TUC2 and TUC3 in the three major parking phases), which constitute
an overall test scenario/sequence of one full parking access process cycle for any parking car.
This section reports important testing aspects and evaluation results of the CPS case study, with
respect to adequate test artefact coverage (in Section 9.3.2), component testability improvement
(in Section 9.3.3), fault case scenario analysis and diagnostic solution design (in Section 9.3.4),
adequate component fault coverage and fault diagnostic solutions and results (in Section 9.3.5).
Other relevant testing aspects (such as test model development, model-based component test
design and generation, etc.) and evaluation results are included in Appendix B. The full CPS
case study has been described earlier in [168] [170].

9.3.1

Special Testing Requirements

This section describes important special testing requirements for testing the CPS system. In addition to the usual system operations and functional requirements as described in Appendix B,
we have identified and examined a set of special quality requirements for supporting secure and
reliable parking services, which are the principal focus of testing and evaluation conducted in
the CPS case study. By using a series of three illustrative test evaluation examples (#1, #2, and
#3), the CPS case study was undertaken to particularly demonstrate and evaluate how the core
MBSCT testing capabilities can be effectively applied to test the CPS system to fulfil the three
most important CPS special testing requirements (#1, #2, and #3).
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In this chapter, we describe one selected CPS special testing requirement #1 in Section
9.3.1, and relevant testing aspects and evaluation results with the evaluation example #1 particularly in association with this special testing requirement in subsequent Sections 9.3.2 to 9.3.5.
Appendix B includes all three CPS special testing requirements (in Section B.2), and shows
relevant testing aspects and evaluation results with the evaluation examples #2 and #3 (especially in Sections B.6 to B.8) for the other two CPS special testing requirements #2 and #3.
As an illustrative example, we select “Special Testing Requirement #1: Parking Access
Safety Rule”, which is specified as follows:
(1)

Special Testing Requirement #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
In the CPS system, all parking cars must abide by the parking access safety rule – “one

access at a time”, with the following specific mandatory public access requirements:
(a)

Only one car can access the PAL (Parking Access Lane) at a time. This means that it is
not allowed that two or more cars access the PAL at any same time.

(b)

The next car is allowed to access the PAL only after the last car has finished its full PAL
access.
This CPS safety rule is jointly supported by the correct control operations of the Traffic

Light device and the In-PhotoCell Sensor device operated at the PAL entry point. This rule can
prevent the occurrences of unsafe scenarios, e.g. possible car collisions due to multiple concurrent car accesses.

9.3.2

Evaluating Test Artefact Coverage and Adequacy

This section analyses test artefacts derived with the MBSCT methodology in the CPS case
study, and evaluates how they are able to achieve adequate test artefact coverage for the CIT
purpose. This test evaluation aspect is also further discussed with the testability evaluation in
the next Section 9.3.3.
In Appendix B for the CPS case study, Section B.4 shows that the constructed CPS test
models cover sufficient testing-required model artefacts and corresponding component/object
operations that participate in SCI in test scenarios (as illustrated in Figure B.2, Table B.1 and
Figure B.3). Section B.5 shows that the CPS test sequence design covers all testing-required
parking control operations of the associated CPS control devices and car movements along the
PAL (as illustrated in Figure B.4), and that the CPS component test design provides the defined
test data for all the covered test artefacts (as illustrated in Table B.2). Adequate test artefact
coverage is technically supported by the TbC test contract criteria of the TbC technique.
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In the CPS case study, the evaluation of test artefact coverage and adequacy can be measured in terms of the number of different types of test artefacts used for the CPS test design,
which is shown in Table 9.1. We can observe that there were a total of three (3) main test scenarios/sequences, a total of eight (8) sub test scenarios/sequences, a total of eighteen (18) test
groups, a total of twenty-three (23) test operations, a total of eighteen (18) test contracts, and a
total of ten (10) (different) test states in the CPS component test design.
Table 9.1 Measurement of Test Artefact Coverage (CPS Case Study)

Total

Test
Scenario

No. of Test
Sequences

No. of Test
Groups

No. of Test
Operations

No. of Test
Contracts

No. of Test
States

CPS
TUC1

3

7

9

7

4 + 1 (6)

CPS
TUC2

2

4

5

4

2 + 1 (4)

CPS
TUC3

3

7

9

7

4 + 1 (7)

3

8

18

23

18

10 + 3 (17)

Note that, among the seventeen (17) test states being used in component test design, there
were only ten (10) different test states, which correspond to ten (10) individual CPS control
states. There were three (3) special test states (including “SB_DOWN”, “TL_RED”,
“TD_WITHDRAWN”) that are repeatedly used in the preconditions/postconditions between the
boundaries of the three CPS TUC test scenarios respectively as follows:
(a)

The special test state of “TL_RED” is used in the postcondition of the current CPS TUC1
test scenario and also in the precondition of the next CPS TUC2 test scenario;

(b)

The special test state of “TD_WITHDRAWN” is used in the postcondition of the current
CPS TUC2 test scenario and also in the precondition of the next CPS TUC3 test scenario;

(c)

The special test state of “SB_DOWN” is used in the postcondition of the current CPS
TUC3 test scenario and also in the precondition of the next CPS TUC1 test scenario.

9.3.3

Evaluating Component Testability Improvement

Adequate test artefact coverage creates a solid foundation for achieving good model-based
component testability improvement. The testability improvement is fulfilled by applying the
MBSCT methodology (especially the two MBSCT methodological components: the TbC technique and the TCR strategy) to test model construction and contract-based test design, as described earlier in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7. These chapters have demonstrated the MBSCT testing
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capabilities to improve component testability by means of bridging the previously identified
“test gaps” (including both Test-Gap #1 and Test-Gap #2, as described in Section 5.2.4.2).
These chapters have illustrated and discussed many testing examples in detail for the CPS
TUC1 test scenario, which technically paves the way for our further evaluation in this section.
We further examine and evaluate the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capabilities #4
and #5 (as described in Section 9.2) across all three CPS TUC core test scenarios in the CPS
case study. In particular, we illustrate the three relevant evaluation examples with the CPS component test design, and evaluate how adequate test artefact coverage and component testability
improvement can be achieved to fulfil the three CPS special testing requirements. As an illustrative evaluation example, the next Section 9.3.3.1 presents “Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access Safety Rule” (for the first CPS special testing requirement). Another two evaluation examples #2 and #3 (for the two CPS special testing requirements #2 and #3) are included in Section
B.6 in Appendix B. Then, Section 9.3.3.2 presents an evaluation summary with the three evaluation examples.

9.3.3.1 Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
This section presents the first evaluation example, which is about the CPS special testing requirement #1 (Parking Access Safety Rule) and is related to the testing of the traffic light device
in the CPS TUC1 test scenario. Because the control operations of the traffic light device are exercised and examined in the CPS TUC1 integration testing context, the testing is CIT-related.
The CPS system has a special testing requirement of the “one access at a time” rule for
the mandatory public access safety purpose (as described in Section 9.3.1). The testing of this
CPS safety rule requires sufficient test coverage for exercising and examining the testingrequired control operations of the traffic light device, and the main test operations include 1.2
TO setGreen() and 3.2 TO setRed() in the CPS TUC1 test scenario. As described in

Section B.5 in Appendix B and Section 9.3.2 above, the CPS test sequence design and
component test design undertaken in the CPS case study have provided adequate test artefact
coverage for this testing requirement, which bridges Test-Gap #1. In addition, the CPS
component test design constructs and applies appropriate test contracts to each of these testingrequired control operations for testing the traffic light device. The main test contracts comprise
1.2 ITC checkState( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ) and 3.2 ITC checkState(

trafficLight, “TL_RED” ), which improve component testability by enabling testing to
evaluate relevant test results and so bridges Test-Gap #2. Therefore, the CPS component test
design can effectively improve component testability and fulfil the CPS special testing
requirement #1.
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9.3.3.2 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Test Artefact Coverage and Component
Testability Improvement
Based on the three evaluation examples and relevant discussions for the MBSCT evaluation (as
described in Section 9.3.2 and Section 9.3.3.1 above, and Section B.6.1 and Section B.6.2 in
Appendix B), the evaluation of adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement with the CPS case study can be summarised as shown as in Table 9.2. This table
shows three main evaluation result sets (in three rows) that are assessed in terms of test scenarios, adequate test artefact coverage, testability improvement (i.e. bridging the “test gaps”, including both Test-Gap #1 and Test-Gap #2), and testing requirement fulfilment.
Table 9.2 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Test Artefact Coverage
and Component Testability Improvement (CPS Case Study)
Special Testing
Requirement

#1: Parking Access

Safety Rule
#2: Parking Pay-

Service Rule
#3: Parking Service

Security Rule

Test
Scenario

Adequate
Test
Artefact
Coverage

Testability Improvement

Testing
Requirement
Fulfilment

Bridging
Test-Gap #1

Bridging
Test-Gap #2

CPS
TUC1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CPS
TUC2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

CPS
TUC3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Our evaluation has concluded the following important points:
(1)

Based on the relevant evaluation as described in Section 9.3.2 and Section 9.3.3.1 above,
the first evaluation result set has drawn the conclusion that the CPS component test design in the CPS TUC1 test scenario is capable of achieving adequate test artefact coverage, improving component testability and fulfilling the CPS special testing requirement
#1: Parking Access Safety Rule.

(2)

Based on the relevant evaluation in Section 9.3.2 above and Section B.6.1 in Appendix B,
the second evaluation result set has drawn the conclusion that the CPS component test design in the CPS TUC2 test scenario is capable of achieving adequate test artefact coverage, improving component testability and fulfilling the CPS special testing requirement
#2: Parking Pay-Service Rule.

(3)

Based on the relevant evaluation in Section 9.3.2 above and Section B.6.2 in Appendix B,
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the third evaluation result set has drawn the conclusion that the CPS component test design in the CPS TUC3 test scenario is capable of achieving adequate test artefact coverage, improving component testability and fulfilling the CPS special testing requirement
#3: Parking Service Security Rule.
(4)

Finally, our evaluation concludes that the CPS component test design with the MBSCT
methodology can fulfil the three CPS special testing requirements for effective testing of
the CPS system, and the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capabilities #4 and #5 (for
adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement) can be achieved
as required.

9.3.4

Detecting, Diagnosing and Locating Component Faults

Validating and evaluating fault diagnosis capability is commonly used as a key approach to the
assessment of the effectiveness of SCT methods (as indicated earlier in Section 9.2 (2) (c)).
Adequate test artefact coverage and testability improvement jointly create a solid foundation for
component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. This is accomplished effectively by applying the TbC technique (especially, the CBFDD method) to FDD activities, as described earlier in Chapter 7, where we have demonstrated the MBSCT testing capability of not only fault
detection, but also fault diagnosis to locate component faults for correction or removal. Chapter
7 also described many relevant illustrative FDD examples for the CPS TUC1 test scenario.
On this basis, we further examine and evaluate the MBSCT testing capabilities #3 and #6
(as described in Section 9.2) for fault detection, diagnosis and localisation with the CPS case
study. Consistent with the FDD activities as discussed earlier in Chapter 7, we examine the actual CPS integration-level faults (e.g. which cause certain major CPS integration fault/failure
scenarios) to fulfil the three CPS special testing requirements. Specifically, we demonstrate
three illustrative FDD evaluation examples for fault case scenario analysis and fault diagnostic
solution design: the first evaluation example for “Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access
Safety Rule” (for the first CPS special testing requirement) is presented in Section 9.3.4.1 below, and two other evaluation examples #2 and #3 (for the two CPS special testing requirements
#2 and #3) are described in Section B.7 in Appendix B.
Each FDD example is described in the following six main parts:
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis: describing what the fault is about (especially major
fault/failure scenarios) against a specific CPS special testing requirement in the CPS system. The fault is to be detected, diagnosed and located with the two types of fault diagnostic solutions that are described below.
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Fault-Related Test Scenario: indicating which CPS TUC test scenario is related to the
fault under diagnosis, and this related test scenario must cover the fault case scenario.

(3)

Fault-Related Control Point: indicating which main CPS control point (e.g. the entry
point, the ticket point or the exit point in the PAL) is related to the fault under diagnosis,
and this control point is where the fault occurs.

(4)

Fault-Related Control Device: indicating which CPS control device is related to the fault
under diagnosis, and this control device operating at the fault-related control point is the
cause of the fault.

(5)

Direct Diagnostic Solution: A fault diagnostic solution that is obtained with the CBFDD
method, based on the relevant information of component design and/or certain testingsupport features (especially as described earlier in Section 7.6.2.2).

(6)

Stepwise Diagnostic Solution: A fault diagnostic solution that is obtained with the
CBFDD method, especially by applying the stepwise CBFDD guidelines (as described
earlier in Section 7.5.5 and Section 7.6.2.3). Note that these two types of fault diagnostic
solutions are equivalent for diagnosing and locating the same fault, as discussed earlier in
Section 7.6.2.3.3. In the following (especially in Section 9.3.5 onwards), our FDD descriptions mainly focus on direct diagnostic solutions.

9.3.4.1 Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
(1)

Fault Case Scenario And Analysis
For the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS safety rule: while the current car enters the

PAL entry point but has not finished its full PAL access yet, another unauthorised car illegally
enters and accesses the PAL at the same time. The resulting failure is a safety violation of the
“one access at a time” rule against the CPS special testing requirement #1.
(2)

Fault-Related Test Scenario
This fault is related to the CPS TUC1 test scenario, where the fault diagnosis is CIT-

related.
(3)

Fault-Related Control Point
This fault is related to the CPS control point – the entry point in the PAL.

(4)

Fault-Related Control Device
This fault is related to the CPS control device – the traffic light device, which is operated
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at the PAL entry point.
(5)

Direct Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnostic solution for the CPS test design is to incorporate the following test

groups in the CPS TUC1 test scenario:
(a)

Test group 1.2 TG contains test operation 1.2 TO setGreen() and its associated (postcondition) test contract 1.2 ITC checkState( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ), and
test state “TL_GREEN”.

(b)

Test group 3.2 TG contains test operation 3.2 TO setRed() and its associated (postcondition) test contract 3.2 ITC checkState( trafficLight, “TL_RED” ), and test
state “TL_RED”.

(6)

Stepwise Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnostic solution for the CPS TUC1 test design is to incorporate the following

equivalent test artefacts as a special test group:
(a)

Precondition: test contract TC_TL_GREEN, which functions equivalently to test contract
1.2 ITC in test group 1.2 TG in the CPS TUC1 test scenario.

(b)

Test operation TO_TL_RED, which functions equivalently to test operation 3.2 TO in
test group 3.2 TG in the CPS TUC1 test scenario.

(c)

Postcondition: test contract TC_TL_RED, which functions equivalently to test contract
3.2 ITC in test group 3.2 TG in the CPS TUC1 test scenario.

9.3.5

Evaluating Adequate Component Fault Coverage and
Diagnostic Solutions

Based on the relevant discussions about the MBSCT assessment in Section 9.3.2 to Section
9.3.4 and Section B.4 to Section B.7 in Appendix B (especially for fault case scenario analysis
and diagnostic solution design), we undertake further examination and evaluation of the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capability #6 for adequate component fault coverage (in Section
9.3.5.1), fault diagnostic solutions and results (in Section 9.3.5.2).

9.3.5.1 Adequate Component Fault Coverage
The MBSCT methodology employs test groups as the primary mechanism to achieve adequate
component fault coverage. In particular, at least one basic test group (usually consisting of at
least a test operation and its associated test contract as well as relevant test states) is used to
cover and diagnose a possible fault related to the component/object operation under test. Such
basic test groups can be regarded as basic test cases, which form the primary testing basis for
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developing basic fault diagnostic solutions (consisting of one or more basic test groups) and
component integration test cases.
In the following, we analyse and evaluate adequate component fault coverage for fault diagnosis of the CPS system:
(1)

The CPS system comprises the five (5) main individual control devices (including traffic
light, in-PhotoCell sensor, ticket dispenser, stopping bar, and out-PhotoCell sensor),
which are located at the three (3) main control points (i.e. entry point, ticket point and exit
point) along the PAL.

(2)

Based on the contractual rules and relationships for the normal CPS operation, a CPS
control device works only in the two (2) main correct control states.
For example, the traffic light device functions only in the two (2) main correct control

states: “TL_GREEN” and “TL_RED”, which are orthogonal and occur alternatively. These two
correct control states of the traffic light device are independent of other CPS control device operations, i.e. their occurrences are not affected by the operation of another CPS control device.
Except for these two correct control states, there should be no any other valid control state for
the traffic light device at any time in the CPS system.
(3)

There are only two (2) possible values related to one individual control state of a CPS
control device.
For example, for the CPS control state of “TL_GREEN” of the traffic light device, there

are only two (2) possible control state values as follows:
(a)

The correct state with the valid state value for the correct control operation, e.g.
TL_GREEN.

(b)

The incorrect state with some invalid state value for the faulty/incorrect control operation,
e.g. its opposite/orthogonal state value of “TL_RED” or any other invalid state value.

(4)

Accordingly, a CPS control device can have a total of four (i.e. 2 * 2) possibly-combined
control state values. Then, the number of the possibly-combined incorrect control state
values
= (the number of the total combinations of all the possible control state values)
– (the only two correct combinations of the two correct control state values)
=4–2=2
In other words, a CPS control device may have at least two (2) primary faults. The
primary faults of a CPS control device are independent of other CPS control device operations. These primary faults may occur both at the unit level and at the integration level.
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Therefore, the CPS system may contain a maximum of 10 primary faults (i.e. 2 primary
faults/device * 5 devices). These 10 CPS primary faults could occur independently of
each other, possibly at both the unit level and the integration level.

(6)

Note that these 10 CPS primary faults may also be interrelated, which means that one
fault may have resulted from the occurrence of another fault. For example, a typical case
is that a preceding fault may cause a violated precondition and then lead to the occurrence
of a related succeeding fault in certain execution paths. This indicates that it is necessary
to diagnose relevant interrelated faults in order to find all possibly-combined faults (such
relevant fault diagnosis is further discussed in the next Section 9.3.5.2).
Based on the above fault coverage analysis and the relevant MBSCT validation and

evaluation as discussed in Section 9.3.2 to Section 9.3.4 and Section B.4 to Section B.7 in Appendix B, we can describe a comprehensive analysis and evaluation by using Table 9.3. This
table is structured in terms of primary faults, fault case scenario and analysis, and fault coverage
with appropriate fault diagnostic solutions, and shows that each primary fault can be adequately
covered and diagnosed by at least a basic fault diagnostic solution to fulfil a relevant specific
CPS special testing requirement. A usual (or commonly-used) fault diagnostic solution can
combine the two test groups related to the same CPS control device, or some more test groups
related to the different CPS control devices, when these test groups and their associated test artefacts are related to the particular CPS primary fault under diagnosis. Therefore, the MBSCT
methodology can develop effective test groups and fault diagnostic solutions to adequately
cover and diagnose all 10 primary faults in the CPS system to fulfil the three CPS special testing
requirements.
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Table 9.3 Analysis and Evaluation of Adequate Component Fault Coverage and Diagnostic Solutions (CPS Case Study)
Primary Fault

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis

Control Control
Test
Device
Point Scenario

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

Special Testing Requirement #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
1.1 FAULT_TL_GREEN
The traffic light device is NOT in
the correct control state of
“TL_GREEN” as expected.

Scenario #1: The next waiting car could not enter the PAL,
even after the last car has finished its full PAL access or
even though no car is accessing the PAL. This fault may
cause that the CPS services could become inaccessible.
Scenario #2: The test car illegally enters the PAL entry
point, even though the test car is not allowed for access
permission. This fault may cause a violated precondition for
the related succeeding CPS operation for the current car.

The
Traffic
Light
device

The
CPS
entry
point

The CPS
TUC1
test
scenario

CPS TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 1.2 TG contains test
operation 1.2 TO setGreen() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
1.2 ITC checkState(
trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ).

1.2 FAULT_TL_RED
The traffic light device is NOT in
the correct control state of
“TL_RED” as expected.

While the current car enters the PAL entry point but has not
finished its full PAL access yet, another unauthorised car
illegally enters and accesses the PAL at the same time. The
resulting failure is a safety violation of the “one access at a
time” rule against the CPS special testing requirement #1.

The
Traffic
Light
device

The
CPS
entry
point

The CPS
TUC1
test
scenario

CPS TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 3.2 TG contains test
operation 3.2 TO setRed() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
3.2 ETC checkState(
trafficLight, “TL_RED” ).

2.1 FAULT_IN_PC_OCCUPIED
The in-PhotoCell sensor device is
NOT in the correct control state of
“IN_PC_OCCUPIED” as expected.

The in-PhotoCell sensor device fails to sense that the PAL
entry point has been occupied by the entering car (i.e. the test
car is accessing the PAL entry point). This fault may cause a
violated precondition for the related succeeding CPS
operation for the current car, or a failure that the CPS entry
point becomes inaccessible.

The InPhotoCell
Sensor
device

The
CPS
entry
point

The CPS
TUC1
test
scenario

CPS TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 2.3 TG contains test
operation 2.2 TO goTo( gopacecross-inPC, int ), test operation
2.3 TO occupy() and its associated
(postcondition) test contract 2.3 ETC
checkState( inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_OCCUPIED” ).
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2.2 FAULT_IN_PC_CLEARED
The in-PhotoCell sensor device is
NOT in the correct control state of
“IN_PC_CLEARED” as expected.
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Fault Case Scenario and Analysis

The in-PhotoCell sensor device fails to sense that the PAL
entry point has been cleared by the entering car (i.e. the test
car has finished accessing the PAL entry point). This fault
could lead to a violated precondition for the related
succeeding CPS operation for the current car, or a failure that
the CPS entry point is not to be assessable by the next
entering car.

Control Control
Test
Device
Point Scenario

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

The In–
PhotoCell
Sensor
device

The
CPS
entry
point

The CPS
TUC1
test
scenario

CPS TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 2.5 TG contains test
operation 2.4 TO goTo( gopacecrossover-inPC, int ), test
operation 2.5 TO clear() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
2.5 ETC checkState(
inPhotoCell, “IN_PC_CLEARED”
).

Special Testing Requirement #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule
3.1 FAULT_TD_DELIVERED
The ticket dispenser device is NOT
in the correct control state of
“TD_DELIVERED” as expected.

The ticket dispenser fails to deliver a ticket to be withdrawn
by the test driver. This fault may cause that the test driver
could not withdraw the ticket for paying parking fare as
expected. The resulting failure could further cause a payservice violation of the “no pay, no parking” rule.

The
Ticket
Dispenser
device

The
CPS
ticket
point

The CPS
TUC2
test
scenario

CPS TUC2 Test Design:
Test group 1.2 TG contains test
operation 1.2 TO deliver() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
1.2 ITC checkState(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_DELIVERED” ).

3.2 FAULT_TD_WITHDRAWN
The ticket dispenser device is NOT
in the correct control state of
“TD_WITHDRAWN” as expected.

The test car crosses over the ticket point to move forward
towards the PAL exit point, even though the test driver has
not withdrawn the ticket for paying parking fare. The
resulting failure is a pay-service violation of the “no pay, no
parking” rule against the CPS special testing requirement #2.

The
Ticket
Dispenser
device

The
CPS
ticket
point

The CPS
TUC2
test
scenario

CPS TUC2 Test Design:
Test group 2.3 TG contains 2.2 TO
goTo( gopace-goto-TD, int ), test
operation 2.3 TO withdraw() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
2.3 ETC checkState(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_WITHDRAWN” ).
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Fault Case Scenario and Analysis

Control Control
Test
Device
Point Scenario

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

Special Testing Requirement #3: Parking Service Security Rule
4.1 FAULT_SB_UP
The stopping bar device is NOT in
the correct control state of
“SB_UP” as expected.

The test car cannot go to cross over the PAL exit point to
complete its full access to the PAL. This fault may cause a
violated precondition for the related succeeding CPS
operation for the current car, or a failure that the PAL exit
point could become inaccessible (i.e. the current car could
not exit the PAL).

The
Stopping
Bar
device

The
CPS
exit
point

The CPS
TUC3
test
scenario

CPS TUC3 Test Design:
Test group 1.2 TG contains test
operation 1.2 TO raise() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
1.2 ITC checkState(
stoppingBar, “SB_UP” ).

4.2 FAULT_SB_DOWN
The stopping bar device is NOT in
the correct control state of
“SB_DOWN” as expected.

The stopping bar remains un-lowered (e.g. the stopping bar
is still raised to up), even after the current car has finished its
full access to the PAL (which means that the current car has
already finished accessing the PAL exit point), or even if no
car is accessing the PAL. The resulting failure is a security
violation of the “public security protection and
maintenance” rule against the CPS special testing
requirement #3.

The
Stopping
Bar
device

The
CPS
exit
point

The CPS
TUC3
test
scenario

CPS TUC3 Test Design:
Test group 3.2 TG contains test
operation 3.2 TO lower() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
3.2 ITC checkState(
stoppingBar, “SB_DOWN” ).

5.1 FAULT_OUT_PC_OCCUPIED
The out-PhotoCell sensor device is
NOT in the correct control state of
“OUT_PC_OCCUPIED” as
expected.

The out-PhotoCell sensor device fails to sense that the PAL
exit point has been occupied by the test car (i.e. the test car is
accessing the PAL exit point). This fault may cause a
violated precondition for the related succeeding CPS
operation for the current car, or a failure that the CPS exit
point becomes inaccessible.

The OutPhotoCell
Sensor
device

The
CPS
exit
point

The CPS
TUC3
test
scenario

CPS TUC3 Test Design:
Test group 2.3 TG contains test
operation 2.2 TO goTo( gopacecross-outPC, int ), test operation
2.3 TO occupy() and its associated
(postcondition) test contract 2.3 ETC
checkState( outPhotoCell,
“OUT_PC_OCCUPIED” ).

5.2 FAULT_OUT_PC_CLEARED
The out-PhotoCell sensor device is
NOT in the correct control state of
“OUT_PC_CLEARED” as
expected.

The out-PhotoCell sensor device fails to sense that the PAL
exit point has been cleared by the exiting car (i.e. the test car
has finished accessing the PAL exit point). This fault could
lead to a violated precondition for the related succeeding
CPS operation for the current car, or a failure that the CPS
exit point is not to be accessible by the next accessing car.

The OutPhotoCell
Sensor
device

The
CPS
exit
point

The CPS
TUC3
test
scenario

CPS TUC3 Test Design:
Test group 2.5 TG contains test
operation 2.4 TO goTo( gopacecrossover-outPC, int ), test
operation 2.5 TO clear() and its
associated (postcondition) test contract
2.5 ETC checkState(
outPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” ).
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9.3.5.2 Fault Diagnostic Solutions: Diagnosis Results and Analysis
Section 9.3.4 and Section 9.3.5.1 have assessed the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capability for fault case scenario analysis and diagnostic solution design, and adequate component fault
coverage. On this basis, this section conducts a more comprehensive examination of our fault
diagnostic solutions and their results to further evaluate the MBSCT fault diagnosis capability.
With the MBSCT methodology, test sequences are a core part of component test design
(as described in Section 6.5.1 and Section B.5.1 in Appendix B) to develop fault diagnostic solutions. A test sequence comprises an expected execution sequence of component/object operations, where a typical case of interrelated faults may exist: a fault of a preceding operation may
trigger and/or produce a violated precondition for a directly/indirectly succeeding operation.
Accordingly, this violated precondition could cause the related succeeding operation to be prevented from executing or its execution to fail. This is a useful fault diagnostic feature that can
facilitate diagnosing possible interrelated faults.
In particular, based on this feature, we can apply the following fault diagnostic strategy to
develop useful fault diagnostic solutions for uncovering faults that may cause the same
fault/failure case scenario:
(a)

When diagnosing the possible faults related to the current operation, it is necessary to
exercise and examine its preceding operations that are closely related to its preconditions.
The faults of these preceding operations (if they exist) may produce an intermediate error,
which, by propagation, could subsequently result in the execution failure of the current
operation under diagnosis. This fault diagnostic strategy conforms to the principle of the
“fault causality chain” as described earlier in Section 7.2.

(b)

Accordingly, when developing possible fault diagnostic solutions for diagnosing the possible faults related to the current operation under diagnosis, we can apply this fault diagnosis strategy to conduct fault diagnosis of its preceding operations. Note that such preceding operations include the immediately preceding operation just before the current operation and other non-immediately preceding operations, and these preceding operations’
execution may affect some precondition of the execution of the current operation.

(c)

To diagnose the possible faults causing the same fault/failure case scenario, a fault with
the current operation is a directly-related fault causing this fault/failure case scenario. In
addition, a fault with a preceding operation is an indirectly-related fault that could result
in the occurrence of the same fault/failure case scenario. Usually for the same fault/failure
case scenario, there may be more than one indirectly-related faults, but there is only one
directly-related primary fault that is associated with the current operation under diagnosis.
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Effective fault diagnostic solutions must be able to cover and diagnose all possible directly and indirectly related faults to achieve the desired fault diagnosis capability. In the CPS
case study, we describe the three illustrative FDD evaluation examples using our fault diagnosis
strategy (as described above) and our fault diagnostic solutions (as illustrated in Table 9.3) to
detect, diagnose and locate the possible directly and indirectly related faults that violate the
three CPS special testing requirements. The next Section 9.3.5.2.1 describes “Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access Safety Rule” (for the first CPS special testing requirement). Another two
evaluation examples #2 and #3 (for the two CPS special testing requirements #2 and #3) are
shown in Section B.8 in Appendix B. Then, Section 9.3.5.3 presents a FDD evaluation summary
with the three evaluation examples.

9.3.5.2.1 Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
This subsection diagnoses the possible directly and indirectly related faults causing the major
failure scenario of the CPS safety rule against the CPS special testing requirement #1. In the
CPS case study, we developed and applied three individual fault diagnostic solutions (as described in Section 9.3.4.1 and Table 9.3 above). Each fault diagnostic solution incorporated the
relevant test groups in the CPS TUC1 test scenario for the CPS test design (as illustrated in Figure 9.1 below).

test group 1.2

Basic
test
artefacts

1.2 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

test group 2.5

Fault
1.1

test group 3.2

2.4 TO 2.5 TO

3.2 TO

Sequence
1.2 ITC

Fault
2.2

2.5 ETC

Fault
1.2

3.2 ITC

CPS safety rule failure scenario
Figure 9.1 Evaluation Example #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
(Fault Diagnostic Solutions with the CPS TUC1 Test Design)

Our FDD evaluation for this major fault/failure scenario is described as follows:
(1)

Primary Fault 1.2 FAULT_TL_RED (as described in Table 9.3)
For diagnosing the directly-related primary fault, the first fault diagnostic solution we de-

veloped is that the CPS TUC1 test design employs test group 3.2 TG to exercise test operation
3.2 TO setRed(), which is verified by its associated (postcondition) test contract 3.2 ITC
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checkState( trafficLight, “TL_RED” ) and test state “TL_RED” in the CPS TUC1 test
scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed the following
fault: the fault is related to the traffic light device operated at the PAL entry point, where this
CPS device fails in the execution of operation setRed(), causing the traffic light device NOT
to be in the correct control state of “TL_RED” as expected. This is Primary Fault 1.2
FAULT_TL_RED as described in Table 9.3, which leads to a failure to maintain the CPS safety

rule (“one access at a time”) against the CPS special testing requirement #1.
Therefore, Primary Fault 1.2 FAULT_TL_RED directly causes the major fault/failure
scenario of the CPS safety rule as described in Section 9.3.4.1. The first fault diagnostic solution
is able to diagnose this directly-related primary fault. Following Step #6 of the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault can be corrected and removed in
the fault-related operation setRed() of the traffic light device (as illustrated earlier in Step #6
in Section 7.6.2.3.2).

(2)

Primary Fault 1.1 FAULT_TL_GREEN (as described in Table 9.3)
To diagnose an indirectly-related primary fault, the second fault diagnostic solution we

developed is that the CPS TUC1 test design uses test group 1.2 TG to exercise test operation
1.2 TO setGreen(), which is verified by its associated (postcondition) test contract 1.2 ITC

checkState( trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” ) and test state “TL_GREEN” in the CPS
TUC1 test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed a fault: the fault
is related to the traffic light device operated at the PAL entry point, where the traffic light device fails in the execution of operation setGreen(), causing the traffic light device NOT to be
in the correct control state of “TL_GREEN” as expected. This is Primary Fault 1.1
FAULT_TL_GREEN as described in Table 9.3. The occurrence of this fault indicates a violated

precondition resulted from the preceding operation setGreen(); this violated precondition could
cause the related succeeding operation setRed() in the expected operation execution sequence
NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. the traffic light device’s operation setRed() cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails.
Hence, Primary Fault 1.1 FAULT_TL_GREEN could indirectly result in the occurrence
of the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS safety rule as described in Section 9.3.4.1. The
second fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related primary fault. In the
same manner, following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that is related to the traffic light device’s operation setGreen() can be corrected
and removed.
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Primary Fault 2.2 FAULT_IN_PC_CLEARED (as described in Table 9.3)
For diagnosing an indirectly-related primary fault, the third fault diagnostic solution we

developed with the CPS TUC1 test design uses test group 2.5 TG to exercise test operation 2.5
TO clear(), which is verified by its associated (postcondition) test contract 2.5 ETC check-

State( inPhotoCell, “IN_PC_CLEARED” ) and test state “IN_PC_CLEARED” in the
CPS TUC1 test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed a fault: the fault
is related to the in-PhotoCell sensor device operated at the PAL entry point, where this CPS
device fails in the execution of operation clear(), causing the in-PhotoCell sensor device NOT
to be in the correct control state of “IN_PC_CLEARED” as expected. This is Primary Fault 2.2
FAULT_IN_PC_CLEARED as described in Table 9.3. The occurrence of this fault indicates

that the current car might have not finished its access to the PAL entry point. Consequently, this
fault could lead to a violated precondition resulting from the preceding operation clear(); this
violated precondition could cause the related succeeding operation setRed() in the expected
operation execution sequence NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. the traffic light device’s
operation setRed() cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails.
Thus, Primary Fault 2.2 FAULT_IN_PC_CLEARED could indirectly result in the occurrence of the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS safety rule as described in Section 9.3.4.1.
The third fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related primary fault. In the
same way, following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault can be corrected and removed in the fault-related operation clear() of the inPhotoCell sensor device.

(4)

Combined faults of the above three individual CPS primary faults
To diagnose the combined faults related to the traffic light device and the in-PhotoCell

sensor device, the fault diagnostic solution needs to combine the above three individual fault
diagnostic solutions. Based on the above (1) to (3), the combined diagnostic solution can detect
and diagnose the possible combinations of these three CPS primary faults, and the combined
faults can be corrected and removed in the following fault-related operations:
(a)

the traffic light device’s operation setRed(), and/or

(b)

the traffic light device’s operation setGreen(), and/or

(c)

the in-PhotoCell sensor device’s operation clear().
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9.3.5.3 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Component Fault Coverage and
Diagnostic Solutions and Results
Based on the three evaluation examples and relevant discussions for the MBSCT evaluation
with the CPS case study (especially in Section 9.3.4, Section 9.3.5.1, Table 9.3 and Section
9.3.5.2; Section B.7 and Section B.8 in Appendix B), the evaluation of adequate component
fault coverage and diagnostic solutions can be summarised as shown in Table 9.4. This table
shows three main evaluation result sets (in the first three rows) that are assessed in terms of the
number of different test scenarios, directly-related primary faults, indirectly-related primary
faults and fault diagnostic solutions for the three CPS special testing requirements.
Table 9.4 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Component Fault Coverage
and Diagnostic Solutions and Results (CPS Case Study)
Special
Test
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
Adequate Adequate
Testing
Testing
Scenario Directly Indirectly Directly/
Fault
Component
Fault
Requirement
Requirement
-Related -Related Indirectly Diagnostic
Fault
Diagnostic Fulfilment
Faults
Faults
Related Solutions Coverage Solutions
Faults
#1: Parking

Access
Safety Rule
#2: Parking

Pay-Service
Rule
#3: Parking

Service
Security
Rule
Total

3

CPS
TUC1

1

3

4

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

CPS
TUC2

1

1

2

2

Yes

Yes

Yes

CPS
TUC3

1

3

4

4

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

3

7

10

10

Yes

Yes

Yes

These evaluation result sets have drawn the following conclusions:
(1)

Based on the relevant FDD evaluation (as described in Section 9.3.4.1, Section 9.3.5.1,
Table 9.3 and Section 9.3.5.2.1 above), the first evaluation result set (in Table 9.4) concludes that the CPS TUC1 test design can employ the four (4) fault diagnostic solutions
we developed to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of four (4) directly/indirectly-related primary faults. Accordingly, this achieves adequate component
fault coverage and adequate fault diagnostic solutions, and fulfils the first CPS special
testing requirement #1: Parking Access Safety Rule.

(2)

Based on the relevant FDD evaluation (in Section 9.3.5.1 and Table 9.3 above; Section
B.7.1 and Section B.8.1 in Appendix B), the second evaluation result set (in Table 9.4)
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concludes that the CPS TUC2 test design can employ the two (2) fault diagnostic solutions we have developed to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of two (2)
directly/indirectly-related primary faults. Accordingly, this achieves adequate component
fault coverage and adequate fault diagnostic solutions, and fulfils the second CPS special
testing requirement #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule.
(3)

Based on the relevant FDD evaluation (in Section 9.3.5.1 and Table 9.3 above; Section
B.7.2 and Section B.8.2 in Appendix B), the third evaluation result set (in Table 9.4) concludes that the CPS TUC3 test design can employ the four (4) fault diagnostic solutions
we developed to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of four (4) directly/indirectly-related primary faults. Accordingly, this achieves adequate component
fault coverage and adequate fault diagnostic solutions, and fulfils the third CPS special
testing requirement #3: Parking Service Security Rule.

(4)

Finally (in the last row in Table 9.4), our FDD evaluation concludes that the CPS test design can employ the ten (10) fault diagnostic solutions developed in the three (3) core test
scenarios to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of ten (10) directly/indirectly-related primary faults to fulfil all the three (3) CPS special testing requirements. As the result of FDD evaluation, we conclude that the effectiveness of the
MBSCT testing capability #6 (for adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions) can be achieved as required.

9.4 Case Study: Automated Teller Machine System
The testing of the Automated Teller Machine (ATM) system is the second major case study undertaken in this research, with the purpose of further validating and evaluating the core characteristic testing capabilities of the MBSCT methodology and its framework (as described in Section 9.2). This section reports important testing aspects and evaluation results of the ATM case
study in terms of adequate test artefact coverage (in Section 9.4.2), component testability improvement (in Section 9.4.3), and FDD evaluation (for fault case scenario diagnosis and diagnostic solution design, adequate component fault coverage, fault diagnostic solutions and results) (in Section 9.4.4). Other relevant testing aspects (such as test model construction, modelbased component test development, etc.) and evaluation results are included in Appendix C. The
ATM system in our case study is described much more comprehensively and rigorously than a
prototype in [124] [78]. The full ATM case study has been described earlier in [178].
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Special Testing Requirements

An overview of the ATM system is described in Appendix C, including the main ATM operations and requirements, and core ATM transactions. This section describes the main special testing requirements to assure high quality ATM-based banking services. In particular, we have
identified a set of special quality requirements for supporting secure and reliable banking services for the core ATM transactions in the ATM system. Accordingly, these special quality requirements become the central focus of testing and evaluation undertaken in the ATM case
study.
Section C.2 in Appendix C describes a set of eight important ATM special testing requirements we have identified particularly with regard to the first two core ATM transactions
“Inquire Balance” and “Withdraw Cash” in the ATM system. By demonstrating a series of three
illustrative test evaluation examples (#1, #2, and #3) selected from the ATM case study, we specifically aim to validate and evaluate how the core MBSCT testing capabilities can be effectively applied to test the ATM system to fulfil the three most important ATM special testing
requirements (#3, #7 and #8). For the evaluation example #3 shown in this chapter, we describe
the selected ATM special testing requirement #8 in Section 9.4.1, and relevant testing aspects
and evaluation results about this special testing requirement specifically in subsequent Sections
9.4.2 to 9.4.4. Appendix C presents relevant testing aspects and evaluation results in association
with the other two ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7 using the evaluation examples
#1 and #2 (especially in Sections C.6 to C.8).
The selected “Special Testing Requirement #8: Account Balance Validation” is specified
as follows:
(1)

Special Testing Requirement #8: Account Balance Validation – validating the available
credit balance of the customer-selected account that can be transacted correctly in the
ATM system
In the ATM system, the customer-selected account must have a sufficient credit balance

available for correctly performing certain ATM transactions, such as “Withdraw Cash” or
“Transfer Money”. Account balance validation has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The customer-selected account must have previously been validated correctly as described in the above “Special Testing Requirement #7: Account Selection Validation”.

(b)

The available credit balance of the customer-selected account must be sufficient, and
must be greater than or equal to the transaction amount (i.e. the customer-requested
amount of money that can be transacted correctly in the customer-selected ATM transaction).
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Evaluating Test Artefact Coverage and Adequacy

This section evaluates test artefact coverage and adequacy for testing the ATM system, which is
based on the test models and component test design undertaken for the ATM case study (as described in Section C.4 to Section C.5 in Appendix C). Adequate test artefact coverage can be
assessed in terms of sufficiently-covered test scenarios/sequences, sub test scenarios/sequences,
test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states for the CIT purpose.
In the ATM case study, the evaluation of test artefact coverage and adequacy can be
measured as shown in Table 9.5. With regard to the measurement of the number of different
types of test artefacts used for the ATM component test design, there are a total of three (3)
main test scenarios/sequences, ten (10) sub test scenarios/sequences, thirty-one (31) test groups,
thirty-three (33) test operations, twenty-nine (29) test contracts, and twenty-nine (29) test states.
Among the total of twenty-nine (29) test states used in the ATM component test design,
there are twenty-one (21) different test states used in the ATM Session, ATM TUC1 and ATM
TUC2 test scenarios, but the other eight (8) test states are repeatedly used for examining different ATM transactions in the ATM TUC1 and ATM TUC2 test scenarios. In addition, as indicated in Section C.5.2 in Appendix C, there are three (3) other special test states being repeatedly used as the overall preconditions/postconditions of the test scenarios of the ATM Session,
ATM TUC1 and ATM TUC2.
In the ATM case study, we employ these sufficiently-covered test artefacts with the component test design to test the ATM system. Adequate test artefact coverage can effectively aid in
improving component testability, which is further evaluated in Section 9.4.3 below.
Table 9.5 Measurement of Test Artefact Coverage (ATM Case Study)

Total

9.4.3

Test
Scenario

No. of Test
Sequences

No. of Test
Groups

No. of Test
Operations

No. of Test
Contracts

No. of Test
States

ATM
Session

4

8

9

7

7 + 1 (8)

ATM
TUC1

3

9

10

8

8 + 1 (9)

ATM
TUC2

3

14

14

14

14 + 1 (15)

3

10

31

33

29

29 + 3 (32)

Evaluating Component Testability Improvement

Among the five main MBSCT methodological components, the TbC technique and the TCR
strategy effectively contribute to model-based component testability improvement. Chapter 4 to
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Chapter 7 have previously described how to apply the MBSCT methodological components to
achieve component testability improvement, especially bridging the identified “test gaps” (including both Test-Gap #1 and Test-Gap #2, as described in Section 5.2.4.2).
Based on the ATM component test design (as described in Section C.5 in Appendix C),
adequate test artefact coverage (as described in Section 9.4.2 above) establishes the foundation
for achieving good component testability improvement. This section conducts further analysis
and evaluation to show adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement
for the CIT purpose, with regard to the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capabilities #4 and
#5. By showing the three relevant evaluation examples selected from the ATM case study, we
discuss how the ATM component test design and adequate test artefact coverage can bridge the
identified “test gaps” to improve component testability and to fulfil the three most important
ATM special testing requirements. As indicated in Section 9.4.1, the next Section 9.4.3.1 illustrates “Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation” for the ATM special testing requirements #8. Section C.6 in Appendix C describes two other evaluation examples #1 and #2
for the two ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7. Section 9.4.3.2 then provides an
evaluation summary for the three evaluation examples.

9.4.3.1 Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation
The ATM special testing requirement #8 (Account Balance Validation) is important in a certain
test scenario of a relevant ATM TUC, e.g. the ATM TUC2 core test scenario. Account balance
validation requires adequate test artefact coverage and testability for validating the available
credit balance of the customer-selected account that can be transacted correctly in the ATM system. Specifically, the available credit balance of the customer-selected account (e.g. “Savings”
account linked to the ATM card) must be sufficient and must be greater than or equal to the
transaction amount, so that the customer-requested amount can be transacted correctly in the
customer-selected ATM transaction.
Based on Section C.5 in Appendix C and Section 9.4.2 above, the component test design
for the ATM TUC2 core test scenario creates a special sub test sequence #2 that can exercise
and examine all three testing-required control operations of account balance, including 2.4 TO,
2.5 TO and 2.6 TO. These test operations are adequate and can bridge Test-Gap #1. Further-

more, the special sub test sequence #2 comprises a set of appropriately-designed test contracts,
including 2.4 ETC, 2.5 ETC and 2.6 ETC. These testing-support artefacts can adequately verify
each of the three testing-required control operations for account balance validation, which can
bridge Test-Gap #2. Adequate testing artefact coverage improves component testability, enabling testing to evaluate the relevant test results of account balance validation. Therefore, the
ATM component test design can improve component testability and accomplish the ATM spe-
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cial testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation.

9.4.3.2 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Test Artefact Coverage and Component
Testability Improvement
Based on the three evaluation examples and relevant discussions for the MBSCT evaluation (as
described in Section 9.4.2 and Section 9.4.3.1 above, and Section C.6 in Appendix C), the
evaluation of adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement with the
ATM case study can be summarised as shown as in Table 9.6. This table shows three main
evaluation result sets (in three rows) that are assessed in terms of test scenarios, adequate test
artefact coverage, testability improvement (i.e. bridging the “test gaps”, including both TestGap #1 and Test-Gap #2), and testing requirement fulfilment.
Table 9.6 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Test Artefact Coverage
and Component Testability Improvement (ATM Case Study)
Special Testing
Requirement

#3: Customer

Validation
#7: Account Selection

Validation
#8: Account Balance

Validation

Test
Scenario

Adequate
Test
Artefact
Coverage

Testability Improvement

Testing
Requirement
Fulfilment

Bridging
Test-Gap #1

Bridging
Test-Gap #2

ATM
Session

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATM
TUC1

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATM
TUC2

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Our evaluation has concluded the following important points:
(1)

Based on the relevant evaluation as described in Section 9.4.2 above and Section C.6.1 in
Appendix C, the first evaluation result set has drawn the conclusion that the ATM component test design in the ATM Session test scenario is capable of achieving adequate test
artefact coverage, improving component testability and fulfilling the ATM special testing
requirement #3: Customer Validation.

(2)

Based on the relevant evaluation in Section 9.4.2 above and Section C.6.2 in Appendix C,
the second evaluation result set has drawn the conclusion that the ATM component test
design in the ATM TUC1 test scenario is capable of achieving adequate test artefact coverage, improving component testability and fulfilling the ATM special testing requirement #7: Account Selection Validation.
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Based on the relevant evaluation in Section 9.4.2 and Section 9.4.3.1 above, the second
evaluation result set has drawn the conclusion that the ATM component test design in the
ATM TUC2 test scenario is capable of achieving adequate test artefact coverage, improving component testability and fulfilling the ATM special testing requirement #8: Account
Balance Validation.

(4)

Finally, our evaluation concludes that the ATM component test design with the MBSCT
methodology can fulfil the three most important ATM special testing requirements for effective testing of the ATM system, and the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capabilities #4 and #5 (for adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement) can be achieved as required.

9.4.4

Evaluating Component Fault Detection, Diagnosis and
Localisation

Among the five main MBSCT methodological components, the TbC technique (especially, the
CBFDD method) effectively contributes to component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. Chapter 7 has previously demonstrated how to apply the MBSCT methodological components to detect, diagnose and locate component faults.
Based on the ATM component test design (as described in Section C.5 in Appendix C),
adequate test artefact coverage (as described in Section 9.4.2) and component testability improvement (as described in Section 9.4.3) jointly create a solid foundation to undertake component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. This section undertakes a further examination
and evaluation for component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation for the CIT purpose,
with regard to the MBSCT testing capabilities #3 and #6. By demonstrating a series of three
FDD evaluation examples selected from the ATM case study, we discuss how the ATM component test design can effectively detect, diagnose and locate component faults to fulfil the three
most important special testing requirements in the ATM system. Our evaluation focuses on analysing fault case scenarios to design fault diagnostic solutions (in Section 9.4.4.1), evaluating
adequate component fault coverage (in Section 9.4.4.2), and evaluating fault diagnostic solutions and results (in Section 9.4.4.3) for the CIT purpose.

9.4.4.1 Analysing Fault Case Scenarios to Design Fault Diagnostic Solutions
For the FDD evaluation, this section analyses the ATM integration-related faults that cause certain major ATM failure scenarios that violate the three most important ATM special testing requirements. At the same time, we design relevant fault diagnostic solutions that can detect, di-
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agnose and locate possible component faults to fulfil the three most important ATM special testing requirements. In particular, we present the three relevant FDD evaluation examples selected
from the ATM case study for fault case scenario analysis and fault diagnostic solution design.
The next Section 9.4.4.1.1 describes “Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation” for
the ATM special testing requirements #8. Section C.7 in Appendix C presents two other evaluation examples #1 and #2 for the two ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7.
Each FDD evaluation example is described in the following four main parts:
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis: This part analyses the major ATM failure scenario
caused by the major requirement-violating fault, and describes the impact of this major
fault/failure in the ATM system, which is our main FDD focus. The fault is to be detected, diagnosed and located with the ATM component test design.

(2)

Fault-Related Test Scenario: This part identifies which ATM test scenario is related to the
fault under diagnosis. The ATM test scenario must cover the fault case scenario.

(3)

Fault-Related ATM Device (or Fault-Related Bank Operation): This part analyses which
ATM device (or which Bank operation) is related to the fault under diagnosis. Some
faulty operation of the ATM device is one source of the fault (e.g. the incorrect invocation or definition of the component/class operation of the ATM device). Similarly, some
faulty operation of the Bank is another source of the fault under diagnosis. Note that here
the “Bank” represents the Bank ATM Server, which is mainly responsible for ATMbased banking operations in the Bank system (as described in Section C.4.1 in Appendix
C).

(4)

Fault Diagnostic Solution: This part describes the design of a contract-based diagnostic
solution to detect and diagnose the target fault for fulfilling the relevant ATM special
testing requirement. Based on the ATM component test design, fault diagnostic solutions
are obtained with the CBFDD method (as described earlier in Chapter 7).
As discussed earlier in Chapter 7, a major testing strategy for developing fault diagnostic

solutions with the MBSCT methodology is to design and apply appropriate basic test groups as
basic test cases in fault detection, diagnosis and localisation. A basic test group usually comprises at least a test operation and its associated test contract, which verifies the execution of the
test operation to diagnose a possible fault related to the component/class operation under test. A
basic test group is also applied in conjunction with some associated test states that are used as a
basis for test oracle design for test verification and fault diagnosis. A basic fault diagnostic solution contains at least one basic test group, and the fault diagnostic solution for diagnosing the
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major ATM fault/failure scenario can incorporate multiple related basic fault diagnostic solutions.

9.4.4.1.1 Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis
For the major fault/failure scenario of Account Balance Validation: The ATM/Bank sys-

tem fails to validate the available credit balance of the customer-selected account, and/or fails to
reject the customer’s access to the selected account while this validation is NOT fulfilled. The
correct validation requires that the available credit balance of the customer-selected account
must be sufficient, and must be greater than or equal to the customer-requested amount of
money to be transacted in the customer-selected ATM transaction. A validation failure would
allow the customer to perform transactions on the selected account that is balance-insufficient
(e.g. in the “Withdraw Cash” transaction, the customer could impermissibly overdraw the selected account that has the insufficient available credit balance), which violates the ATM special
testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation.
(2)

Fault-Related Test Scenario
This fault is covered by a related ATM TUC test scenario, e.g., the ATM TUC2 core test

scenario.
(3)

Fault-Related ATM Device (or Fault-Related Bank Operation)
This fault is related to the Customer Console (Keypad) device, the Customer, and/or the

Bank.
(4)

Fault Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnosis is CIT-related in the ATM TUC2 core test scenario. The fault diag-

nostic solution with the ATM TUC2 test design must incorporate certain basic fault diagnostic
solutions with the following one or more related test groups (as described in Section C.5.2 in
Appendix C):
(a)

Test group 2.4 TG comprises test operation 2.4 TO enterMoneyAmount() and its associated

test

2.4

contract

ETC

“MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED”

)

checkState(
(as

postcondition),

customerConsole,
and

test

state

“MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED”.
(b)

Test group 2.5 TG comprises test operation 2.5 TO readMoneyAmount() and its associated

test

contract

2.5

“MONEY_AMOUNT_READ”
“MONEY_AMOUNT_READ”.

ETC

)

(as

checkState(
postcondition),

customerConsole,
and

test

state
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Test group 2.6 TG comprises test operation 2.6 TO validateAccountBalance(
selectedAccountType, enteredMoneyAmount ) and its associated test contract
2.6 ETC checkState( bank, “ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED” ) (as postcon-

dition), and test state “ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED”.

9.4.4.2 Evaluating Adequate Component Fault Coverage
Using the MBSCT methodology, adequate component fault coverage can be achieved by applying sufficient test groups to develop fault diagnostic solutions to adequately cover and diagnose
possible faults. At the same time, such adequate component fault coverage can be also evaluated
by sufficiently-covered test groups and associated fault diagnostic solutions that are applied to
fault diagnosis. Based on the fault case scenario analysis and fault diagnostic solution design as
described in Section 9.4.4.1, we further analyse and evaluate adequate component fault coverage in the ATM case study, with regard to the three most important ATM special testing requirements.
Table 9.7 describes a comprehensive analysis and evaluation of adequate component fault
coverage and diagnostic solutions for the three most important ATM special testing requirements, in terms of basic fault, fault case scenario and analysis, fault-related ATM device (or the
bank), fault-related test scenario, fault diagnostic solution and test group coverage. Most table
items for fault diagnosis analysis and evaluation are explained in Section 9.4.4.1. This table
shows that the major requirement-violating fault (i.e. the major fault/failure scenario as described in Section 9.4.4.1, which violates the related ATM special testing requirement) is due to
the occurrence of one of the several requirement-violating basic faults (which are associated
with the Boolean operation “or”). A basic fault, which could subsequently cause the major
fault/failure scenario, is covered adequately by the related basic fault diagnostic solution that
contains at least one basic test group to diagnose the fault related to the component/class operation under test. In many situations, a usual (or commonly-used) fault diagnostic solution at an
intermediate level needs to incorporate one or more basic fault diagnostic solutions (consisting
of one or more basic test groups) to cover and diagnose one or more correlated basic faults for
the joint testing objective. A comprehensive fault diagnostic solution to cover and diagnose the
major requirement-violating fault must combine all requirement-related basic fault diagnostic
solutions consisting of all requirement-related basic test groups. Following this fault diagnosis
strategy, the ATM component test design with the MBSCT methodology can develop fault diagnostic solutions to adequately cover and diagnose the major requirement-violating faults and
their correlated basic faults for the purpose of effective fault diagnosis in the ATM system.
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Table 9.7 Analysis and Evaluation of Adequate Component Fault Coverage and Diagnostic Solutions (ATM Case Study)
Fault

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis

ATM Bank
Test
Device
Scenario

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

Special Testing Requirement #3: Customer Validation
3. FAULT_CUSTOMER = FAULT_CARD or FAULT_PIN or
FAULT_CUSTOMER_VALIDATED

The
ATM
Session

3.1 FAULT_CARD = FAULT_CARD_INSERTED or FAULT_CARD_READ

The
ATM
Session

3.1.1 FAULT_CARD
_INSERTED
The Card Reader device is
NOT in the correct control
state of “CARD_
INSERTED” as expected.

The Card Reader device fails to eject the ATM card that is inserted
incorrectly into the card slot by the customer, and/or the ATM fails
to be ready for the customer to re-insert a card for a new ATM
session. This fault may cause a violated precondition for the
succeeding ATM operation (e.g. this fault causes that the Card
Reader device cannot correctly read in the card information), or that
the customer could not attempt to re-insert the ATM card correctly
for accessing the ATM.

The
Card
Reader
device

The
ATM
Session

ATM Session Test Design:
Test group 1.1 TG comprises test operation
1.1 TO insertCard() and its associated
test contract 1.1 ETC checkState(
cardReader, “CARD_INSERTED” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“CARD_INSERTED”.

3.1.2 FAULT_CARD_READ
The Card Reader device is
NOT in the correct control
state of “CARD_READ” as
expected.

The ATM fails to read in the card information (e.g. card number)
encoded on the customer-inserted ATM card, and/or fails to reject
the unreadable/unacceptable card being inserted in (i.e. the Card
Reader device fails to eject the inserted but
unreadable/unacceptable card). This fault may cause a violated
precondition for the succeeding ATM operation (e.g. this fault
causes that the operation of customer validation cannot be
performed correctly), or that the customer could not re-attempt to
use a readable/acceptable card for accessing the ATM.

The
Card
Reader
device

The
ATM
Session

ATM Session Test Design:
Test group 1.2 TG comprises test operation
1.2 TO readCard() and its associated test
contract 1.2 ETC checkState(
cardReader, “CARD_READ” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“CARD_READ”.
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ATM Bank
Test
Device
Scenario

3.2 FAULT_PIN = FAULT_PIN_ENTERED or FAULT_PIN_READ

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

ATM
Session

3.2.1 FAULT_PIN
_ENTERED
The Keypad device is NOT
in the correct control state of
“PIN_ENTERED” as expected.

The
The ATM fails to reject the customer’s PIN that is entered
incorrectly by the customer from the Customer Console (Keypad)
Keypad
device, and/or fails to allow the three entries of the customer’s PIN. device
This fault may cause a violated precondition for the succeeding
ATM operation (e.g. this fault causes that the ATM cannot
correctly read in the customer’s PIN), or that the customer could
not attempt to re-enter another PIN correctly (within the permitted
three entries) for accessing the ATM.

The
ATM
Session

ATM Session Test Design:
Test group 1.3 TG comprises test operation
1.3 TO enterPIN() and its associated test
contract 1.3 ETC checkState(
customerConsole, “PIN_ENTERED” )
(as postcondition), and test state
“PIN_ENTERED”.

3.2.2 FAULT_PIN_READ
The Keypad device is NOT
in the correct control state of
“PIN_READ” as expected.

The ATM fails to read in the customer’s PIN entered from the
The
Customer Console (Keypad) device, and/or fails to reject the
Keypad
entered but unreadable/unacceptable customer’s PIN, and/or fails to device
allow the three entries of a readable/acceptable customer’s PIN.
This fault may cause a violated precondition for the succeeding
ATM operation (e.g. this fault causes that the operation of customer
validation cannot be performed correctly), or that the customer
could not attempt to re-enter a readable/acceptable PIN (within the
permitted three entries) for accessing the ATM.

The
ATM
Session

ATM Session Test Design:
Test group 1.4 TG comprises test operation
1.4 TO readPIN() and its associated test
contract 1.4 ETC checkState(
customerConsole, “PIN_READ” ) (as
postcondition), and test state “PIN_READ”.

3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED
The Bank system is NOT in
the correct control state of
“CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED” as expected.

The ATM/Bank system fails to validate the ATM-input customer
information (e.g. card number and PIN), and/or fails to reject the
customer’s access to the ATM while this validation is NOT
fulfilled. The correct validation requires that the inserted-card
number must be valid, the entered PIN must be valid, and the
ATM-input customer information must be correct and identical to
the customer information stored in the Bank system. A validation
failure would allow the customer to access the ATM while the
customer-inserted card is invalid and/or the customer-entered PIN
is invalid, which violates the ATM special testing requirement #3:
Customer Validation.

Bank The
ATM
Session

ATM Session Test Design:
Test group 1.5 TG comprises test operation
1.5 TO validateCustomer(
insertedCard, enteredPIN ) and its
associated test contract 1.5 ETC
checkState( bank,
“CUSTOMER_VALIDATED” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“CUSTOMER_VALIDATED”.
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ATM Bank
Test
Device
Scenario

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

Special Testing Requirement #7: Account Selection Validation
ATM
TUC1

7. FAULT_ACCOUNT_SELECTION = FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED or
FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ or FAULT_ACCOUNT_VALIDATED
7.1 FAULT_ACCOUNT
_TYPE_SELECTED
The Display/Screen device is
NOT in the correct control
state of “ACCOUNT_TYPE
_SELECTED” as expected.

The ATM fails to reject the account type that is selected incorrectly
by the customer from the Customer Console (Display/Screen)
device, and/or fails to allow re-selecting another bank account. This
fault may cause a violated precondition for the succeeding ATM
operation (e.g. this fault causes that the ATM cannot correctly read
in/accept a bank account type), or that the customer could not
attempt to re-select a bank account correctly for accessing the
ATM.

The
Display
/Screen
device

The
ATM
TUC1

ATM TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 2.1 TG comprises test operation
2.1 TO selectAccountType() and its
associated test contract 2.1 ETC
checkState( customerConsole,
“ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED”.

7.2 FAULT_ACCOUNT
_TYPE_READ
The Display/Screen device is
NOT in the correct control
state of “ACCOUNT_TYPE
_READ” as expected.

The ATM fails to read in the account type selected from the
Customer Console (Display/Screen) device, and/or fails to reject
the selected but unreadable/unacceptable account, and/or fails to
allow re-selecting a readable/acceptable account. This fault may
cause a violated precondition for the succeeding ATM operation
(e.g. this fault causes that the operation of account selection
validation cannot be performed correctly), or that the customer
could not attempt to re-select a readable/acceptable account for
accessing the ATM.

The
Display
/Screen
device

The
ATM
TUC1

ATM TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 2.2 TG comprises test operation
2.2 TO readAccountType() and its
associated test contract 2.2 ETC
checkState( customerConsole,
“ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ”.

7.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT
_VALIDATED
The Bank system is NOT in
the correct control state of
“ACCOUNT_VALIDATED”
as expected.

The ATM/Bank system fails to validate the customer-selected
account, and/or fails to reject the customer’s access to the selected
account while this validation is NOT fulfilled. The correct
validation requires that the customer-selected account must be valid
for the customer’s account in the Bank system, must be linked to
the inserted ATM card, and can be accessed by the customer to
perform the customer-selected ATM transaction. A validation
failure would allow the customer to perform transactions on the
selected account, which violates the ATM special testing
requirement #7: Account Selection Validation.

Bank The
ATM
TUC1

ATM TUC1 Test Design:
Test group 2.3 TG comprises test operation
2.3 TO validateAccount(
insertedCard, enteredPIN,
selectedAccountType ) and its
associated test contract 2.3 ETC
checkState( bank,
“ACCOUNT_VALIDATED” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“ACCOUNT_VALIDATED”.
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ATM Bank
Test
Device
Scenario

Fault Diagnostic Solution:
Test Group Coverage

Special Testing Requirement #8: Account Balance Validation
ATM
TUC2

8. FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE = FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED or
FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ or FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED
8.1 FAULT_MONEY
_AMOUNT_ENTERED
The Keypad device is NOT
in the correct control state of
“MONEY_AMOUNT
_ENTERED” as expected.

The ATM fails to reject the money amount that is entered
incorrectly by the customer from the Customer Console (Keypad)
device, and/or fails to allow re-entering another amount of money
to be transacted. This fault may cause a violated precondition for
the succeeding ATM operation (e.g. this fault causes that the ATM
cannot correctly read in the money amount), or that the customer
could not attempt to re-enter a money amount correctly for
accessing the ATM.

The
Keypad
device

The
ATM
TUC2

ATM TUC2 Test Design:
Test group 2.4 TG comprises test operation
2.4 TO enterMoneyAmount() and its
associated test contract 2.4 ETC
checkState( customerConsole,
“MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED”.

8.2 FAULT_MONEY
_AMOUNT_READ
The Keypad device is NOT
in the correct control state of
“MONEY_AMOUNT
_READ” as expected.

The ATM fails to read in the money amount correctly entered from The
the Customer Console (Keypad) device, and/or fails to reject the
Keypad
entered but unreadable/unacceptable money amount, and/or fails to device
allow re-entering a readable/acceptable amount of money to be
transacted. This fault may cause a violated precondition for the
succeeding ATM operation (e.g. this fault causes that the operation
of account balance validation cannot be performed correctly), or
that the customer could not attempt to re-enter a
readable/acceptable money amount for accessing the ATM.

The
ATM
TUC2

ATM TUC2 Test Design:
Test group 2.5 TG comprises test operation
2.5 TO readMoneyAmount() and its
associated test contract 2.5 ETC
checkState( customerConsole,
“MONEY_AMOUNT_READ” ) (as
postcondition), and test state
“MONEY_AMOUNT_READ”.

8.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT
_BALANCE_VALIDATED
The Bank system is NOT in
the correct control state of
“ACCOUNT_BALANCE
_VALIDATED” as expected.

The ATM/Bank system fails to validate the available credit balance
of the customer-selected account, and/or fails to reject the
customer’s access to the selected account while this validation is
NOT fulfilled. The correct validation requires that the available
credit balance of the customer-selected account must be sufficient,
and must be greater than or equal to the customer-requested amount
of money to be transacted in the customer-selected ATM
transaction. A validation failure would allow the customer to
perform transactions on the selected account that is balanceinsufficient (e.g. in the “Withdraw Cash” transaction, the customer
could impermissibly overdraw the selected account that has the
insufficient available credit balance), which violates the ATM
special testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation.

Bank The
ATM
TUC2

ATM TUC2 Test Design:
Test group 2.6 TG comprises test operation
2.6 TO validateAccountBalance(
selectedAccountType,
enteredMoneyAmount ) and its
associated test contract 2.6 ETC
checkState( bank,
“ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED” )
(as postcondition), and test state
“ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED”.
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9.4.4.3 Evaluating Fault Diagnostic Solutions and Results
Based on the relevant FDD assessment in Section 9.4.4.1 to Section 9.4.4.2 (including Table
9.7) above and Section C.7 in Appendix C, this section further analyses and evaluates fault diagnostic solutions and results in more detail, with regard to the MBSCT testing capability #6.
Further analysing possible component faults that violate the ATM special testing requirements,
we can observe that the major requirement-violating fault is due to the occurrence of one of several relevant requirement-violating basic faults (which are associated with the Boolean operation “or”). For example, the major requirement-violating fault FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE
(which violates the ATM special testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation) is due to
the

occurrence

of

the

requirement-violating

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED

basic

faults

or FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ or

FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED, which all subsequently violate the same ATM spe-

cial testing requirement #8.
As indicated in Section 9.3.5.2, we can further classify these requirement-violating basic
faults into the following two main categories:
(1)

Directly-related fault: This type of basic fault is associated with the current operation that
could directly result in the major requirement-violating fault against the related ATM
special

testing

requirement.

For

example,

the

basic

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED is the directly-related fault for the major

requirement-violating fault FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE, which directly violates the
ATM special testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation (Section 9.4.4.3.1 presents more detailed discussions about diagnosing this directly-related fault).
(2)

Indirectly-related fault: This type of basic fault is associated with a related preceding operation that could result in an intermediate fault or a violated precondition, and thus indirectly cause the same major requirement-violating fault against the related ATM special
testing requirement. For example, the basic fault FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ is
an

indirectly-related

fault

for

the

same

major

requirement-violating

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE, which subsequently violates the same ATM special

testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation (Section 9.4.4.3.1 presents more detailed discussions about diagnosing these indirectly-related faults).
For the same major requirement-violating fault, usually there might be more than one indirectly-related fault, while there is one directly-related fault in the ATM case study. Effective
fault diagnostic solutions must cover and diagnose all these directly/indirectly related faults
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against the same ATM special testing requirement. By illustrating the three relevant FDD
evaluation examples selected from the ATM case study, we conduct a comprehensive analysis
and evaluation of fault diagnostic solutions and results that adequately cover and diagnose all
the major requirement-violating faults and their directly/indirectly related faults against the
three most important ATM special testing requirements. Following our fault diagnosis strategy
as described in Section 9.3.5.2, our fault diagnosis analysis and evaluation starts with first diagnosing the directly-related fault and then diagnosing the indirectly-related faults that are associated with the same major requirement-violating fault. The description of fault diagnosis analysis
and evaluation in each FDD evaluation example is similar in principal as the result of applying
the same FDD method with the MBSCT methodology, but differs in certain specific technical
details when diagnosing different faults. Our major objective here is to evaluate the effectiveness of the fault diagnostic solutions developed with the MBSCT methodology.
For the three relevant FDD evaluation examples selected from the ATM case study, the
next Section 9.4.4.3.1 illustrates “Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation” for the
ATM special testing requirements #8. Section C.8 in Appendix C describes two other evaluation
examples #1 and #2 for the two ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7. Then, Section
9.4.4.4 provides a FDD evaluation summary for the three evaluation examples.

9.4.4.3.1 Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation
This subsection evaluates the fault diagnostic solutions and results for diagnosing the possible
faults that result in the same major requirement-violating fault FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE
against the ATM special testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation. As described in
Section 9.4.4.1.1 and Table 9.7 above, we develop and apply the three individual basic fault diagnostic solutions in the ATM case study. Each basic fault diagnostic solution uses a basic test
group to diagnose a directly/indirectly related fault in the ATM TUC2 test scenario (as illustrated in Figure 9.2).
2.4 TG
Basic
test
artefacts

2.5 TG
2.5 TO

2.4 TO
Test

Special
test
contracts

Fault 2.4 ETC
8.1

2.6 TG
2.6 TO
Sequence

Fault 2.5 ETC
8.2

Fault 2.6 ETC
8.3

major fault/failure scenario
Figure 9.2 Evaluation Example #3: Account Balance Validation
(Fault Diagnostic Solutions with the ATM TUC2 Test Design)
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The FDD evaluation for this major requirement-violating fault is described as follows:
(1)

Basic Fault 8.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED (as shown in Table 9.7)
To diagnose the directly-related fault in the ATM TUC2 test scenario, the ATM TUC2

test design contains the first fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 2.6 TG to exercise test
operation

2.6

TO

validateAccountBalance(

selectedAccountType,

enteredMoneyAmount ), which is verified by its associated test contract 2.6 ETC
checkState( bank, “ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED” ) (as postcondition) and test
state “ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED”.
If the test contract returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed
the following fault: the execution of operation validateAccountBalance() fails, causing
the

Bank

system

NOT

to

be

in

the

correct

control

state

of

“ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED” as expected. This means that the ATM/Bank system
fails to validate the available credit balance of the customer-selected account, and/or the ATM
fails to reject the customer’s access to the selected account while this validation is NOT fulfilled. In this fault case scenario, the available credit balance of the customer-selected account is
insufficient to transact the customer-requested money amount in doing a certain customerselected ATM transaction (e.g. permitting an excess money withdrawal in the “Withdraw Cash”
transaction).

This

accords

with

the

basic

fault

8.3

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED as described in Table 9.7, and the account bal-

ance validation failure directly violates the ATM special testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation.
Therefore, the basic fault 8.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED is the
directly-related

fault

that

causes

the

major

requirement-violating

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE, which directly results in the major fault/failure scenario of

Account Balance Validation as described in Section 9.4.4.1.1. The first fault diagnostic solution
can diagnose this directly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier
in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault can be corrected and removed in the fault-related Bank’s
operation validateAccountBalance().

(2)

Basic Fault 8.2 FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ (as shown in Table 9.7)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault in the ATM TUC2 test scenario, the ATM TUC2

test design incorporates the second fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 2.5 TG to exercise test operation 2.5 TO readMoneyAmount(), which is verified by its associated test contract 2.5 ETC checkState( customerConsole, “MONEY_AMOUNT_READ” ) (as post-
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condition) and test state “MONEY_AMOUNT_READ”.
If the test contract returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed
the following fault: the Customer Console (Keypad) device fails in the execution of operation
readMoneyAmount(), causing the Customer Console (Keypad) device NOT to be in the
correct control state of “MONEY_AMOUNT_READ” as expected. This means that the ATM
fails to read in the money amount entered from the Customer Console (Keypad) device, and/or
fails to reject the entered but unreadable/unacceptable money amount, and/or fails to allow the
customer to re-enter a readable/acceptable amount of money to be transacted. This accords with
the basic fault 8.2 FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ as described in Table 9.7. The
occurrence of this fault indicates a violated precondition, causing the related succeeding
operation validateAccountBalance() in the expected ATM TUC2 test sequence NOT to
be executed correctly, i.e. this validation operation cannot be executed as expected or its
execution fails in the expected operation execution sequence.
Thus, the basic fault 8.2 FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ is an indirectly-related
fault that causes the directly-related fault 8.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED,
and

then

indirectly

results

in

the

same

major

requirement-violating

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE. The second fault diagnostic solution can diagnose this

indirectly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5),
the diagnosed fault that is associated with the Customer Console device’s operation
readMoneyAmount() can be corrected and removed.

(3)

Basic Fault 8.1 FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED (as shown in Table 9.7)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault in the ATM TUC2 test scenario, the ATM TUC2

test design incorporates the third fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 2.4 TG to exercise
test operation 2.4 TO enterMoneyAmount(), which is verified by its associated test contract
2.4 ETC checkState( customerConsole, “MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED” ) (as post-

condition) and test state “MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED”.
If the test contract returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed
the following fault: the execution of operation enterMoneyAmount() fails, causing the Customer

Console

(Keypad)

device

NOT

to

be

in

the

correct

control

state

of

“MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED” as expected. This means that the money amount is entered
incorrectly by the customer from the Customer Console (Keypad) device. While this fault occurs, the ATM fails to reject the money amount that is entered incorrectly by the customer from
the Customer Console (Keypad) device, and/or fails to allow the customer to re-enter another
amount

of

money

to

be

transacted.

This

accords

with

the

basic

fault

8.1
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FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED as described in Table 9.7. The occurrence of this fault

indicates a violated precondition, causing the succeeding operation readMoneyAmount() in
the expected ATM TUC2 test sequence NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. this operation can not
be executed as expected or its execution fails in the expected operation execution sequence.
Hence, the basic fault 8.1 FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED is an indirectlyrelated fault that causes the indirectly-related fault 8.2 FAULT_MONEY_AMOUNT_READ,
and

then

indirectly

results

in

the

same

major

requirement-violating

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_BALANCE. The third fault diagnostic solution can diagnose this indi-

rectly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the
diagnosed fault that is associated with the Customer and Customer Console device related operation enterMoneyAmount() can be corrected and removed.

(4)

Combined faults of the above three individual directly/indirectly related faults
Based on the FDD evaluation in (1) to (3) above, a comprehensive fault diagnostic solu-

tion needs to incorporate the abovementioned three individual fault diagnostic solutions to detect and diagnose the combined faults of the above three individual directly/indirectly related
faults against the same ATM special testing requirement #8: Account Balance Validation. The
combined faults can be corrected and removed in the following fault-related operations:
(a)

the Bank’s operation validateAccountBalance(), and/or

(b)

in the Customer Console device’s operation readMoneyAmount(), and/or

(c)

the Customer and Customer Console device related operation enterMoneyAmount().

9.4.4.4 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Component Fault Coverage and
Diagnostic Solutions and Results
Based on the three FDD evaluation examples and relevant discussions for the MBSCT evaluation with the ATM case study (especially in Section 9.4.4.1, Section 9.4.4.2, Table 9.13 and
Section 9.4.4.3 above; Section C.7 and Section C.8 in Appendix C), the evaluation of adequate
component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions and results can be summarised as shown in
Table 9.8. This table shows three main evaluation result sets (in the first three rows) that are
assessed in terms of the number of different test scenarios, directly-related requirementviolating faults, indirectly-related requirement-violating faults and fault diagnostic solutions for
the three most important ATM special testing requirements.
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Table 9.8 Evaluation Summary: Adequate Component Fault Coverage
and Diagnostic Solutions and Results (ATM Case Study)
Special
Testing
Requirement

#3: Customer

ATM

1

4

5

5

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATM
TUC1

1

2

3

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATM
TUC2

1

2

3

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

3

3

8

11

11

Yes

Yes

Yes

Validation

Session

#7: Account

Selection
Validation
#8: Account

Balance
Validation
Total

Test
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
Adequate Adequate
Testing
Scenario Directly Indirectly Directly/
Fault
Component
Fault
Requirement
-Related -Related Indirectly Diagnostic
Fault
Diagnostic Fulfilment
Faults
Faults
Related Solutions Coverage Solutions
Faults

3

These evaluation result sets have drawn the following conclusions:
(1)

Based on the relevant FDD evaluation (as described in Section 9.4.4.1 to Section 9.4.4.3
and Table 9.7 above; Section C.7.1 and Section C.8.1 in Appendix C), the first evaluation
result set (in Table 9.8) concludes that the ATM Session test design can employ the five
(5) fault diagnostic solutions we have developed to adequately cover and diagnose the
combined faults of five (5) directly/indirectly-related requirement-violating faults. Accordingly, this achieves adequate component fault coverage and adequate fault diagnostic
solutions, and fulfils the ATM special testing requirement #3: Customer Validation.

(2)

Based on the relevant FDD evaluation (in Section 9.4.4.1 to Section 9.4.4.3 and Table 9.7
above; Section C.7.2 and Section C.8.2 in Appendix C), the second evaluation result set
(in Table 9.8) concludes that the ATM TUC1 test design can employ the three (3) fault
diagnostic solutions we have developed to adequately cover and diagnose the combined
faults of three (3) directly/indirectly-related requirement-violating faults. Accordingly,
this achieves adequate component fault coverage and adequate fault diagnostic solutions,
and fulfils the ATM special testing requirement #7: Account Selection Validation.

(3)

Based on the relevant FDD evaluation (in Section 9.4.4.1 to Section 9.4.4.3 and Table 9.7
above), the third evaluation result set (in Table 9.8) concludes that the ATM TUC2 test
design can employ the three (3) fault diagnostic solutions we have developed to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of three (3) directly/indirectly-related requirement-violating faults. Accordingly, this achieves adequate component fault coverage
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and adequate fault diagnostic solutions, and fulfils the ATM special testing requirement
#8: Account Balance Validation.
(4)

Finally (in the last row in Table 9.8), our FDD evaluation concludes that the ATM test
design can employ the eleven (11) fault diagnostic solutions developed in the three (3)
core test scenarios to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of eleven (11)
directly/indirectly-related requirement-violating faults to fulfil all the three (3) most important ATM special testing requirements. As the result of FDD evaluation, we can conclude that the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capability #6 (for adequate component
fault coverage and diagnostic solutions) can be achieved as required.

9.5 Evaluation Comparison and Discussions
As the principal focus of testing and evaluation, each of our case studies has validated and
evaluated specifically how the MBSCT testing capabilities can be effectively applied to fulfil
the most important special testing requirements. For the purpose of comparison of evaluation
results, we can compare the two case studies in the following three main evaluation aspects:

(1)

A comparison for the evaluation of test artefact coverage measurement (as shown in Table 9.9)
For adequate test artefact coverage, the CPS component test design employs a total of

three (3) main test scenarios/sequences, eight (8) sub test scenarios/sequences, eighteen (18) test
groups, twenty-three (23) test operations, eighteen (18) test contracts, and ten (10) (different)
test states in the CPS case study. In the ATM case study, the ATM component test design employs a total of three (3) main test scenarios/sequences, ten (10) sub test scenarios/sequences,
thirty-one (31) test groups, thirty-three (33) test operations, twenty-nine (29) test contracts, and
twenty-nine (29) test states.
This evaluation comparison is shown in Table 9.9, which is a joint summary of Table 9.1
and Table 9.5. It can be observed that the ATM case study uses more test artefacts than the CPS
case study does, because the ATM system is more complex than the CPS system. In particular,
the ATM system has more operations under test, and thus needs more test contracts to examine
these operations.
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Table 9.9 Evaluation Comparison: Test Artefacts Coverage Measurement
(CPS Case Study vs. ATM Case Study)

(2)

Case
Study

No. of Test
Scenarios

No. of Test
Sequences

No. of Test
Groups

No. of Test
Operations

No. of Test
Contracts

No. of Test
States

CPS

3

8

18

23

18

10

ATM

3

10

31

33

29

29

A comparison for the evaluation of adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement (as shown in Table 9.10)
This evaluation comparison is shown in Table 9.10, which summarises both Table 9.2

and Table 9.6. Our evaluation from the presented case studies has concluded that the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capabilities #4 and #5 (for adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement) can be achieved as required by fulfilling the most important
special testing requirements.
Table 9.10 Evaluation Comparison: Adequate Test Artefact Coverage
and Component Testability Improvement (CPS Case Study vs. ATM Case Study)
Case
Study

(3)

No. of Special
Testing
Requirements

No. of
Test
Scenarios

Adequate
Test
Artefact
Coverage

Testability Improvement

Testing
Requirement
Fulfilment

Bridging
Test-Gap #1

Bridging
Test-Gap #2

CPS

3

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATM

3

3

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

A comparison for the evaluation of adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic
solutions (as shown in Table 9.11)
In the CPS case study, the CPS test design can use the ten (10) fault diagnostic solutions

developed in the three (3) core test scenarios to adequately cover and diagnose the combined
faults of ten (10) directly/indirectly-related primary faults to fulfil all the three (3) CPS special
testing requirements. In the ATM case study, the ATM test design can use the eleven (11) fault
diagnostic solutions developed in the three (3) core test scenarios to adequately cover and diagnose the combined faults of eleven (11) directly/indirectly-related requirement-violating faults
to fulfil all the three (3) most important ATM special testing requirements.
This evaluation comparison is shown in Table 9.11, which is a joint summary of Table
9.4 and Table 9.8. As the result of FDD evaluation, our evaluation from the presented case studies has concluded that the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capability #6 (for adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions) can be achieved as required by fulfilling the
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most important special testing requirements.
Table 9.11 Evaluation Comparison: Adequate Component Fault Coverage
and Diagnostic Solutions and Results (CPS Case Study vs. ATM Case Study)
Case No. of Special
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
No. of
Adequate Adequate
Testing
Study
Testing
Test
Directly Indirectly Directly/
Fault
Component
Fault
Requirement
Requirements Scenarios -Related -Related Indirectly Diagnostic
Fault
Diagnostic Fulfilment
Faults
Faults
Related Solutions Coverage Solutions
Faults
CPS

3

3

3

7

10

10

Yes

Yes

Yes

ATM

3

3

3

8

11

11

Yes

Yes

Yes

9.6 Summary
This chapter has reported two full case studies for comprehensive validation and evaluation of
the six core characteristic testing capabilities of the MBSCT methodology and its framework.
While the two case studies were selected from different component-based system application
areas, they were undertaken in this research to support the common goal of methodology validation and evaluation. This chapter conducted the full CPS case study that examines all the core
CPS test scenarios for a more comprehensive methodology validation and evaluation. The ATM
case study was an additional case study undertaken for further methodology validation and
evaluation.
As the result of the comprehensive methodology validation and evaluation presented with
the full case studies, we have demonstrated and validated the MBSCT testing applicability for
test model construction, model-based component test design and generation, component fault
detection, diagnosis and localisation in the SCT practice (including the core MBSCT testing
capabilities #1 to #3). More importantly, we have examined and evaluated the MBSCT testing
effectiveness for adequate component artefact coverage, component testability improvement,
adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions (including the core MBSCT testing
capabilities #4 to #6). Our validation and evaluation have demonstrated and confirmed that the
core MBSCT testing capabilities are effective to achieve the required level of component correctness and quality by fulfilling the most important special testing requirements. Therefore, our
two diverse case studies have achieved the intended major objectives of the methodology validation and evaluation as described in Section 9.2.
For the MBSCT methodology developed by this research, there are some important issues
concerning areas of methodology improvements, which will be further discussed in conjunction
with future work in Chapter 10.
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Chapter 10
Conclusions and Future Work
This chapter concludes this thesis by revisiting the original research contributions with further
discussions, and exploring important open issues concerning areas for methodology improvement and research directions for future work.

10.1 Original Contributions
Section 1.3 presented an overview of the original contributions of this research. This section
provides a more detailed account of the original research contributions based on the research
presented in Chapter 2 to Chapter 9.
This thesis has achieved substantial and original contributions to the Software Engineering scholarly body of knowledge in the main research areas of principal interest, including software components, software component testing, model-based testing, UML-based testing, contract-based testing, scenario-based testing, mapping-based testing, and fault detection, diagnosis
and localisation. The original contributions have advanced the state of the art in these research
areas, and comprise two major parts: the substantial literature review to provide a firm research
foundation and the comprehensive MBSCT methodology developed as the result of this research.
Each of the individual original contributions of this thesis is further discussed below:
1.

The original contributions arising from the literature review for the research foundation (as described in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3)
This thesis comprehensively reviews important concepts, principles, characteristics and

techniques of the abovementioned main research areas in the current literature. This literature
review is substantial and comprehensive, and has achieved a number of research results and
findings (including new concepts and definitions), which constitute the first major part of the
original contributions of this thesis. The comprehensive literature review and research outcomes
have created a solid conceptual and methodological foundation for the development of the
MBSCT methodology by this research.
1.1

In the research areas of software components and software component testing

(1)

A new comprehensive taxonomy of software component characteristics (in Section 2.2.2)
This new taxonomy contains twenty-two (22) software component properties in the four
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(4) main classified categories at different componentisation levels, with seven (7) new component characteristics identified and added to emphasise high-level component properties. As far
as we know, our proposed taxonomy is much more informative and comprehensive than the existing component characteristic classifications in the current literature (as reviewed in Section
2.2.1 and Section 2.2.2). This new taxonomy has provided a conceptual basis for the new software component definition introduced by this research (see (2) below).
(2)

A new software component definition (in Section 2.2.3)
We found that there was no single formal component definition in the current literature

(as reviewed in Section 2.2.1 and Section 2.2.3). Compared with other component definitions in
the current literature, this new component definition was based on the abovementioned new taxonomy and comprised new added component quality properties in terms of testability and reliability, which are crucial to assure important component attributes (e.g. component functionality
and reusability) in CBSE. The MBSCT methodology has integrated this new component definition to effectively improve component testability and quality.
(3)

A new definition of software component testing (in Section 2.3)
We found that there was no single formal SCT definition in the current literature (as re-

viewed in Section 2.3). Our proposed SCT definition describes a generic testing process and the
key testing tasks in six major testing phases. Based on this new SCT definition, this research
analyses important SCT characteristics, test cases and specification concepts, and different testing perspectives and needs. The MBSCT methodology has incorporated this new SCT definition.
(4)

A useful taxonomy of software component testing techniques (in Section 2.5)
This useful taxonomy, which was based on component development information used for

component test design and generation, illustrates the relationship between the classification of
testing techniques and test levels. With support from this taxonomy, this research has focused
on model-based testing for the goal of component integration and system testing.
(5)

A practical taxonomy of component testability improvement approaches (in Section 2.6)
This practical taxonomy was developed based on a comparative study of component test-

ability concepts, characteristics, and improvement approaches from different stakeholder perspectives. This research emphasised component testability as a key property to support component quality and achieve component testing effectiveness. The MBSCT methodology was
shown to be capable of improving component testability and quality.
1.2

In the research areas of model-based testing and UML-based testing
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A study of model-based tests (in Section 3.2.4)
This thesis studied model-based tests derived from test models in two main steps in terms

of abstract test cases and executable test cases. Based on this study, the CTM technique developed with the MBSCT methodology has supported test transformation from abstract test cases
to concrete test cases suitable for test execution (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 8).
(2)

A new definition of model-based testing (in Section 3.2.5)
We found that there was no single formal MBT definition in the current literature (as re-

viewed in Section 3.2.1). In addition to covering the main MBT tasks and goals, our proposed
MBT definition had a distinguishing characteristic that the new MBT definition addressed some
of the main outstanding issues in current MBT practice (as reviewed in Section 3.2.5, Section
3.2.6 and Section 3.5), and clearly emphasised the integration of MBT and MBD activities to
allow both to work together as part of the SDLC. This new MBT definition created a conceptual
foundation for the model-based integrated SCT process and the TCR strategy developed in the
MBSCT methodology (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5).
(3)

A new test model definition (in Section 3.2.6)
We found that there was no single formal test model definition in the current literature (as

reviewed in Section 3.2.6). Being conceptually consistent with the new MBT definition as
above, our proposed test model definition indicated that good test models for effective MBT
must be developed from transformed and improved development models, must be reasonably
simple and more abstract than the concrete implementation of the SUT, and must be adequately
precise for target testing objectives. This research applied these insights as a guide to develop
test models with the MBSCT methodology.
(4)

A new definition of UML-based testing (in Section 3.3.1)
Our proposed UBT definition was based on the new MBT definition as mentioned above,

where UBT was the major type of MBT approach used in this research. Based on this UBT definition, we have shown that the MBSCT methodology is a new UBT approach to SCT, which
has benefited from the advantages of the UML standard and enables the utilisation of a consistent UML-based approach and specification for effective component development and testing.
(5)

A core UML subset for SCT (in Section 3.3.2)
This core UML subset was selected to provide a primary modeling foundation for effec-

tive UML-based component development and testing process/techniques developed in the
MBSCT methodology. This research has demonstrated that the core UML subset selected is
adequate and effective to support UML-based SCT.
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A study and review of use case driven testing and scenario-based testing (in Sections
3.3.2 to 3.3.3, and Sections 3.4.2 to 3.4.5)
This thesis studied the main concepts and reviewed related work of use case driven test-

ing and scenario-based testing in MBT/UBT practice. Based on this study, the scenario-based
CIT technique developed with the MBSCT methodology has aided in deriving test scenarios
and test sequences for UML-based component integration testing (in Chapter 4 to Chapter 8).

2.

The principal original contributions of the MBSCT methodology (as described from
Chapter 4 to Chapter 9)
As the principal original contributions of this thesis, this research has introduced a novel

hybrid SCT methodology – Model-Based Software Component Testing (MBSCT), developed a set of five major supporting methodological components, and created the three-phase
testing framework to enable the MBSCT methodology to possess six main methodological features and six core testing capabilities in SCT practice.
2.1

The five major MBSCT methodological components are as follows:

(1)

Model-Based Integrated SCT Process (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)
Our proposed SCT process integrates software component development and testing into a

unified UML-based software process as part of the SDLC, and enables using a consistent UMLbased approach and specification for systematically developing test models and model-based
component tests with UML. Based on the proposed MBT/UBT definition, this SCT process addressed some of the main outstanding issues in current MBT practice (as reviewed in Section
3.2.5, Section 3.2.6 and Section 3.5). As a base methodological component, the proposed SCT
process provided a useful process model for the entire MBSCT methodology, thus enabling
MBSCT to be model-based and process-based.
(2)

Scenario-Based Component Integration Testing Technique (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)
Our proposed CIT technique focused testing priority on identifying and constructing ap-

propriate test scenarios and test sequences to exercise and examine crucial deliverable component functions with the associated operational use case scenarios (e.g. behavioural instances and
integration scenarios). This CIT technique enabled the MBSCT methodology to be scenariobased, which specifically supports component integration testing that bridges component unit
testing and component system testing.
(3)

Test by Contract (TbC) Technique (in Chapter 4 to Chapter 7)
As a primary MBSCT methodological component, our proposed TbC technique intro-
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duced a new notion of a test contract as a key testing-support mechanism and associated contract-based concepts, and designed a set of six contract-based test criteria in order to improve
component testability and bridge the identified “test gaps” in MBT/UBT (as reviewed in Section 3.2.5 and Section 3.5). Based on the proposed stepwise TbC process, this TbC technique
was shown to enhance test model construction, model-based component test design and generation, which enabled the MBSCT methodology to be contract-based (in Chapter 4 to Chapter 6).
In addition, by further extending this TbC technique, a new contract-based fault detection and
diagnosis (CBFDD) method was developed to support effective component fault diagnosis and
localisation, which established the major technical foundation for component test evaluation,
thus enabling the MBSCT methodology to be FDD-based (in Chapter 7).
(4)

Testing-Centric Remodeling (TCR) Strategy (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)
Our proposed TCR strategy provided a practical guide to assist test model construction

and model-based test derivation by means of test-centric model refinement, model-based testability improvement and test-centric model optimisation. This TCR strategy worked collaboratively with the corresponding MBSCT methodological components, especially the TbC technique and the scenario-based CIT technique.
(5)

Component Test Mapping (CTM) Technique (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 8)
Our proposed CTM technique is a new mapping-based test derivation approach, which

focused on mapping and transforming testing-related model artefacts and associated test contracts into useful test data for generating target component test cases, thus enabling the MBSCT
methodology to be mapping-based.
2.2

The MBSCT framework has three main phases for undertaking UML-based SCT:

(1)

Test Model Construction (in Chapter 4 and Chapter 5)
The MBSCT framework in Phase #1 applies the first four MBSCT methodological com-

ponents (as described in the list of 2.1 (1) to (4) above) to build UML-based test models, which
creates a solid foundation for UML-based SCT.
(2)

Component Test Design and Generation (in Chapter 4 to Chapter 8)
Based on relevant UML-based test models and test artefacts, the MBSCT framework in

Phase #2 undertakes component test design to attain effective FDD. The designed model-based
(abstract) test cases are then mapped and transformed into concrete test cases for generating target component test cases. Component test development is supported by all five MBSCT methodological components.
(3)

Component Test Evaluation (in Chapter 7 and Chapter 9)
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The MBSCT framework in Phase #3 undertakes component test evaluation in conjunction
with the validation and evaluation of the core MBSCT testing capabilities (as described in the
list of 2.4 (1) – (6) below).

2.3

The MBSCT methodology and its framework have six main methodological features.
Supported by the above five major methodological components, the MBSCT methodol-

ogy and its framework have six main methodological features that enables SCT to be modelbased, process-based, scenario-based, contract-based, FDD-based, and mapping-based in the
SCT practice (as described in the list of 2.1 (1) – (5) above).

2.4

The MBSCT methodology and its framework have six core testing capabilities.
The six core MBSCT testing capabilities, which are listed below, were built on the five

major methodological components and the six main methodological features of the MBSCT
methodology. The first three MBSCT testing capabilities were classified into the category of
testing applicability, and the remaining three were classified into the category of testing effectiveness. This thesis has undertaken a comprehensive methodology validation and evaluation (in
Chapter 9), which has demonstrated and confirmed that the core MBSCT testing capabilities are
effective in achieving the required level of component correctness and quality:
(1)

MBSCT Capability #1: test model construction

(2)

MBSCT Capability #2: model-based component test design and generation

(3)

MBSCT Capability #3: component fault detection, diagnosis and localisation

(4)

MBSCT Capability #4: adequate test artefact coverage

(5)

MBSCT Capability #5: component testability improvement

(6)

MBSCT Capability #6: adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions

2.5

The MBSCT methodology has integrated the six new SCT/MBT concepts/definitions.
The MBSCT methodology has integrated the six new SCT/MBT concepts/definitions de-

veloped in this research, including a taxonomy of software component characteristics, a software component definition, a SCT definition, a MBT definition, a UBT definition, and a test
model definition (as described in the lists of 1.1 and 1.2 above). The MBSCT methodology has
been rigorously developed based on the conceptual foundation created by these six new
SCT/MBT concepts/definitions. This demonstrates that this research has made an original contribution that achieves the seamless integration of a practical testing methodology with theoretical testing concepts and principles.
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10.1.1 Methodology Comparison
This section presents a methodology comparison between the MBSCT methodology and a
number of representative SCT/MBT (including UBT, UML-based SCT) approaches reported in
the literature (as reviewed earlier in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3). Because these representative
SCT/MBT approaches have been highly cited by many research papers/work reported in the
literature, it is appropriate to select them for the comparison, although admittedly it is impractical to obtain an all-inclusive or complete list of SCT/MBT approaches for the comparison. Our
comparison concludes that the MBSCT methodology is a very comprehensive UML-based SCT
methodology that has been developed with effective methodological components (testing techniques and processes) and testing framework, and possesses unique methodological features and
testing capabilities, which all have significant advantages over the most cited representative
SCT/MBT approaches reported in the literature.
Table 10.1 shows a summary of our comparison in terms of the important methodological
features and testing capabilities. In this table, for a SCT/MBT approach (as reported in the related work/paper) under comparison, the “ ” symbol denotes that the approach has (or partially
has) the feature/capability in the corresponding column, and the “NA” denotes that the approach
has no feature/capability in the corresponding column, thus making the comparison “not applicable”. Table 10.1 clearly shows that the MBSCT methodology has more “ ” symbols than the
ones having by any of the most cited representative SCT/MBT approaches. The primary objective of Table 10.1 is to demonstrate the main MBSCT advantages and differences with a group
of the most cited representative SCT/MBT approaches reported in the literature.
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Table 10.1
Testing
Approach

MBSCT

Approach by
Offutt &
Abdurazik
[103]

component
integration
testing

Approach by integration
Hartmann et
testing
al. [72]
Approach by
Briand &
Labiche [30]

Comparison Summary: the MBSCT Methodology vs. Representative SCT/MBT Approaches

Test Level UML- Testing ModelFault
Models Process Based Test Diagnosis
Derivation

system
testing

Test
Criteria

Adequate
Test
Artefact
Coverage

Testability Adequate
Improvement
Fault
Coverage

ToolTest
Conceptual
Support
Evaluation Foundation
Test
Automation
future work

future work
NA

NA

NA

NA

NA

partial

NA

testing
examples

NA

NA

testing
examples,
future work

NA

NA

partial

NA

NA

NA

partial,
future work
NA

NA

partial,
future work

NA

NA

two full
case studies,
future work
testing
examples,
future work

partial,
future work

system
testing

Approach by component
Wu et al.
integration
[162]
testing

Conclusions and Future Work

partial,
future work

partial,
future work

NA

NA

NA

future work

testing
examples,
future work

NA

partial,
future work

one case
study,
future work

NA

three small
case studies

NA

Approach by
Offutt et al.
[105]

system
testing

partial

NA

NA

Approach by
Nebut et al.
[102]

system
testing

NA

NA

NA
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Based on this table, we analyse and examine the comparison further in the following five
main aspects:
(1)

We found that there was no single SCT/MBT approach reported in the literature that is
developed with all of the five major MBSCT methodological components introduced by
this research.
Our comparison has shown that most reported SCT/MBT approaches are developed with

only some (but not all) of the five major MBSCT methodological components (as illustrated in
Table 10.1). While different testing approaches may use different techniques, these major
MBSCT methodological components represent the most important testing techniques and processes that a very comprehensive SCT/MBT should have, and thus significantly contribute to the
development of an effective model-based component testing approach in practice.
(2)

We found that there was no single SCT/MBT approach reported in the literature having
all of the six main methodological features that the MBSCT methodology possesses.
Our comparison has shown that most reported SCT/MBT approaches only have some

(but not all) of the six main MBSCT methodological features (as illustrated in Table 10.1) that
are supported by the five major MBSCT methodological components. While different testing
approaches may have different characteristics, these main MBSCT methodological features
characterise an effective model-based component testing approach, and thus significantly contribute to the development of an effective model-based component testing approach in practice.
(3)

We found that there was no single SCT/MBT approach reported in the literature having
all of the six core testing capabilities that the MBSCT methodology possesses.
Our comparison has shown that most reported SCT/MBT approaches only have some

(but not all) of the six core MBSCT testing capabilities (as illustrated in Table 10.1) that are
supported by the five major MBSCT methodological components. These core MBSCT testing
capabilities have covered the most important testing functionalities that an effective modelbased component testing approach should have in testing practice, and thus enable a modelbased component testing approach to be much more effective to achieve the required level of
component correctness and quality.
(4)

There is little work reported in the literature that has validated and evaluated a SCT/MBT
approach comprehensively with a series of full case studies as undertaken by this research
for the assessment of the MBSCT methodology.
Our comparison has shown that most reported SCT/MBT approaches are examined only

with some individual testing examples or a part of a case study in the reported work, but not
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with one or more full case studies or “experiments” (as illustrated in Table 10.1). Because case
study research is regarded as an effective empirical study method in software engineering, this
thesis has undertaken two full case studies for the comprehensive validation and evaluation of
all of the MBSCT methodological components, testing framework, methodological features and
testing capabilities. This provides observable and useful evidence on the effectiveness of the
MBSCT methodology in SCT/MBT practice.
(5)

We found that there was no single SCT/MBT approach reported in the literature having
integrated all of the six new SCT/MBT concepts/definitions introduced by this research
for the rigorous development of the MBSCT methodology.
Our comparison has shown that most reported SCT/MBT approaches have incorporated

less theoretical SCT/MBT concepts and principles to provide the necessary conceptual foundation to support their approaches (as illustrated in Table 10.1). There is also little work that presents its own unique testing concepts and principles as an established methodological basis for
the development of a testing approach. The six new SCT/MBT concepts/definitions introduced
by this research are essential SCT/MBT concepts, and create a solid conceptual foundation for
the rigorous development of an effective model-based component testing approach. The
MBSCT methodology has integrated them together well with its unique methodological concepts and techniques to become a comprehensive UML-based SCT methodology.

However, there are notable exceptions to the last two findings (as described in (4) and (5)
above) worth mentioning. For example, for the finding described in (4) above, the work by
[102] (as shown in Table 10.1 and as reviewed earlier in Section 3.4.4) presented and evaluated
their approach empirically with three case studies. Two other examples of exceptions are the
work by [34] (as reviewed earlier in Section 3.4.1) that conducted three experiments in controlled experiment settings, and the work by [121] that presented a full experimental case study
in an industrial context. Note however that the work reported for these two examples of exceptions focused on the experiments and empirical study for evaluating existing MBT approaches
that have been developed by others, and thus contained more case studies or experiments, in
comparison with a research paper that concentrates on the development of a new SCT/MBT
approach (plus relevant testing examples). With regard to the finding described in (5) above,
three examples of exceptions are [180] [70] [21]: they all focused on a literature review with a
discussion of a range of testing concepts and principles, but did not engage in the development
of a new software testing approach. Note that these three papers have been also highly cited by
many research papers reported in the literature in the software testing domain.
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10.2 Future Work
For the MBSCT methodology introduced by this research, this section discusses several important areas of methodology improvement and research directions for future work beyond the current scope of this thesis.
1.

Test Automation
One important area of methodology improvement is to develop a toolset system to sup-

port test automation of the MBSCT methodology, which would automate current manual testing. Test automation is very useful because a testing approach cannot be adopted in practice
without the support of effective testing tools. Test automation also helps to effectively produce
and evaluate a large number of test cases to detect more software faults. As a major part of the
future development of the MBSCT methodology, our research plan on the development of a
toolset system for test automation is summarized as follows:
(1)

A model reader tool that reads and retrieves the test information from UML models.
A crucial step for automated UBT is to read, analyse and retrieve the test information

from UML-based test models that are represented by UML diagrams constructed by UML modeling tools. Model-based test artefacts produced by this tool are the basis for automated test case
derivation. There are two main solutions to be considered for designing a model reader tool:
(a)

One design solution is, when the APIs of a UML modeling tool are accessible, to employ
the provided APIs to read and retrieve the test information from UML diagrams drawn by
this UML modeling tool. But this design solution may be limited to a specific UML modeling tool, which could cause some problems when UML diagrams are drawn with different UML modeling tools.

(b)

Another design solution is to read, parse and retrieve the test information from the UML
diagrams’ XMI representation files [109], which are exported from recent advanced UML
modelling tools. Because the XMI (XML Metadata Interchange) is regarded as an OMG
standard for an interchange format for UML models drawn by different UML modeling
tools, this design solution is UML tools independent and thus is applicable when using
different UML modeling tools to build UML-based test models. This design solution
needs the support of XML/XMI parsers.

(2)

A test contract generator tool that derives verifiable test contracts for component artefacts under test, which is based on contract-based test artefacts that are designed with the
TbC technique in test models and are retrieved from test models by the abovementioned
model reader tool.
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A test case mapper tool that maps and transforms different levels of model-based test artefacts to produce specific test case elements, which is mainly based on the CTM technique, where an investigation of more concrete test mapping procedures and test transformation algorithms may be required.

(4)

A test specification generator tool that compiles and integrates related test case data to
generate the target CTS test case specifications.

(5)

A test specification verifier tool that verifies test case specifications during dynamic test
execution. This would be a much improved version of the TPV tool used in the previous
SCL project (see Appendix A for an overview and review of the SCL project) from lowlevel unit testing to high-level integration/system testing.

2.

OCL Expressions for Test Contracts and Test Models
Currently with the MBSCT methodology, our strategy for test contract representation and

implementation is to use special test operations to handle test contracts for verifying component
artefacts. The special test operations for test contracts are realised to be similar to the usual operations of components or classes, and thus are able to be executable directly with component
programs to support dynamic testing. This strategy is very practical and can facilitate test automation. This is a primary reason why we currently use this strategy.
It is suggested that in a future methodology development stage, OCL expressions [160]
could be used for the precise specification of test contracts and test models. Because the OCL is
not intended to be a programming language for writing actions or executable code, most OCL
expressions are not directly executable, just as most models are not yet executable. Therefore, it
would be necessary to investigate techniques and tools to transform OCL expressions into executable forms to support dynamic testing and test automation, beyond the basic use of OCL
expressions for static specification and analysis.
3.

More Test Criteria
Currently with the MBSCT methodology, we have introduced a set of contract-based test

criteria to support adequate test artefact coverage and testability improvement with the TbC
technique, and several test mapping criteria for test case derivation with the CTM technique.
Further research into additional test criteria is of interest for the purposes of effective component test development and fault diagnosis.
4.

More Comprehensive Methodology Evaluations
The MBSCT methodology and its framework have been demonstrated with many illustra-

tive testing examples, and furthermore, have been validated and evaluated comprehensively
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with two full case studies. One limitation of the current methodology evaluation is that we were
unable to conduct an appropriate statistical and empirical analysis, because there was limited
data produced from this evaluation (as shown earlier in Section 9.3.2, Section 9.3.3.2, Section
9.3.5.3, Section 9.4.2, Section 9.4.3.2, Section 9.4.4.4 and Section 9.5). Note that the evaluation
was limited to a single-object study by a single subject in an academic research context, due to
the constraint of available research resources and time, as described in Section 9.2.
Thus, more comprehensive evaluations are needed to conduct empirical and comparative
studies concerning the applicability and effectiveness of the MBSCT methodology with other
testing approaches. More test experiments also need to be undertaken with complex componentbased systems and industrial case studies.
In addition, further research into the evaluation of testing costs of the MBSCT methodology is also of interest. For example, one area of evaluation is to examine the testing costs over
the number of test contracts used for test case development. Another area of evaluation is to assess the fault diagnosis costs over the number of fault diagnostic solutions used for FDD and the
number of component faults revealed by the fault diagnostic solutions.

10.3 Concluding Remarks
Based on our comprehensive literature review, this thesis has identified a set of the most important challenging research problems that hamper more effective utilisation of SCT/MBT. This
thesis has introduced the MBSCT methodology as our research resolution to these problems.
The MBSCT methodology is a comprehensive UML-based SCT methodology that possesses
five major methodological components, a three-phase testing framework, six main methodological features and six core testing capabilities. This thesis has undertaken comprehensive
methodology validation and evaluation, which has demonstrated and confirmed that the
MBSCT methodology is effective in achieving the required level of component correctness and
quality. The methodology comparison has concluded that the MBSCT methodology has significant advantages over the most-cited representative SCT/MBT approaches reported in the literature. The significance of this research is that we have achieved substantial and original contributions to the Software Engineering scholarly body of knowledge in terms of the substantial literature review and the comprehensive MBSCT methodology in the main research areas of software
components, software component testing, model-based testing, UML-based testing, contractbased testing, scenario-based testing, mapping-based testing, and fault detection, diagnosis and
localisation. The methodology, techniques, processes, framework, literature reviews and associated research results presented in this thesis have altogether created a solid foundation for further research into SCT/MBT, which can help to bring closer the ultimate goal of achieving effective model-based component testing and producing trusted quality software components.
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Appendix A
Software Component Laboratory Project
This research was partially motivated by the previous research work conducted by the Software
Component Laboratory (SCL) at the Centre of Intelligent Information Processing Systems,
School of Electrical, Electronic and Computer Engineering, University of Western Australia,
Australia [40] [96] [97] [98] [88]. In 1999, the SCL was established as an Australian Government funded project, and supported by a grant from Software Engineering Australia (Western
Australia) Ltd through the Software Engineering Quality Centres Program of the Department of
Communication, Information Technology and the Arts, Australia. The SCL project linked together expertise and collaboration at the University of Western Australia, Murdoch University
and Software Engineering Australia (Western Australia) Ltd.
This appendix presents an overview of the SCL project, and reviews its main limitations
and remaining issues to provide a basis for the further work as part of this research. Further details about the SCL project and a comprehensive review of it can be found in [165].

A.1 The SCL Project Overview
A principle goal of the SCL project was to establish a laboratory for building reliable component software for the new and fast-growing CBSE community. The main SCL work can be
summarised as follows:
(a)

An XML-based component test specification (CTS) for specifying and representing component test cases (called CTS test case specifications) [40] [96] [98]

(b)

A lightweight testing tool, test pattern verifier (TPV) for verifying CTS test case specifications in a dynamic testing environment [40] [96] [98] [88]

(c)

A component testing index (CTI) as the rating scheme for measuring the extent of component testing [97] [98]

(d)

A prototype of the verified software component library (VeriLib) [40] [97] [98]

The XML-based CTS and the TPV tool are outlined in Section A.2 and Section A.3, because they are used by this research as part of the development of the new MBSCT methodology.
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A.2 XML-Based Component Test Specification
The XML-based CTS integrates the XML standard and technology [156] with SCT to specify
and represent CTS test case specifications, which aims to support standard test specification
requirements and characteristics, such as a well-defined and well-structured specification format, portability, reusability, etc. (as described in [98] [166]). The XML-based CTS has advantages over traditional test representations [24], and well caters for the needs of both component
developers and users in different contexts.
A dedicated XML DTD is defined, called CTS–DTD [98], to produce well-formed and
valid XML documents for CTS test case specifications. The full DTD can be restructured and
decomposed into individual XML DTDs according to different characteristic categories of related test data. Table A.1 (which is adapted from [165] [166]) shows the three sub DTDs and
their corresponding test documents that can be classified and created with the XML-based CTS.

Table A.1 Component Test Specification: DTD and Test Document
CTS Document Type Definition

CTS Test Document

Component Descriptor DTD (CD–DTD)

Component Descriptor Document (CDD)

Test Specification DTD (TS–DTD)

Test Specification Document (TSD)

Test Specification DTD (TS–DTD)

Result Set Document (RSD)

The most important sub DTD is the CTS TS–DTD that contains the twelve (12) main
XML elements and their attributes, as shown in Figure A.1 (which is adapted from [98] [165]).
The corresponding test specification document TSD is an XML document that begins with the
<TestSpecification> root element and consists of a list of test sets. A test set (specified by the
<TestSet> element) contains multiple test groups. A test group (specified by the <TestGroup>

element) is composed of related operations. A test operation (specified by the <TestOperation>
element) comprises several logically ordered atomic test operations; each of them examines a
basic class operation, such as constructor (specified by the <TestConstructor> element) or
method (specified by the <TestMethod> element). These structural mechanisms organise individual tests into appropriate test sequences to establish the logical hierarchies of tests relevant to
the component under test (CUT), which are tree-structured, well-formed, simple and easy to
understand and use.
To understand these structural mechanisms and test elements, Table A.2 (which is
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adapted from [166]) describes the TSD (e.g. for a test example component class heap) with its
main structures, elements, tags, attributes, etc, which are defined in the TS–DTD (in Figure
A.1).

<!-- CTS Test Specification DTD -->
<!-<?xml version="1.0" encoding="UTF-8" standalone="no"? >
<!DOCTYPE TestSpecification SYSTEM "TestSpecification.dtd" >
-->
<!ELEMENT TestSpecification ( TestSet+ ) >
<!ATTLIST TestSpecification Name ID #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT TestSet ( Desc? ( TestGroup | TestOperation | Invariant )* ) >
<!ATTLIST TestSet Name ID #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT Decs (#PCDATA) >
<!ELEMENT TestGroup ( Desc? (TestOperation | TestGroup | Invariant)* ) >
<!ATTLIST TestGroup Name ID #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST TestGroup TargetMethod CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ELEMENT Invariant ( Arg* (Result | Exception)? ) >
<!ATTLIST Invariant DataType CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Invariant TestMethod CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT TestOperation ( (TestConstructor | TestMethod | Invariant)* ) >
<!ATTLIST TestOperation Name ID #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST TestOperation Pre IDREF #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST TestOperation Version CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ELEMENT TestConstructor ( Arg*, (Result | Exception)? ) >
<!ATTLIST TestConstructor Name CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ELEMENT TestMethod ( Arg*, (Result | Exception)? ) >
<!ATTLIST TestMethod Name CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST TestMethod Target CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST TestMethod Static ( Y | N ) "N" >
<!ELEMENT Arg (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST Arg Name CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Arg Source CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Arg DataType CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ELEMENT Result (Exp?) >
<!ATTLIST Result Name CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Result DataType CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Result Qualification CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Result Save ( Y | N ) "N" >
<!ELEMENT Exp (#PCDATA) >
<!ATTLIST Exp SpecVersion CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ELEMENT Exception (Exp?) >
<!ATTLIST Exception Name CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Exception DataType CDATA #REQUIRED >
<!ATTLIST Exception Qualification CDATA #IMPLIED >
<!ATTLIST Exception Save ( Y | N ) "N" >
Figure A.1 An extract of CTS Test Specification DTD (TS–DTD)
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Table A.2 Test Specification Document: structures, elements, tags, attributes
Element

Structures, Elements, Tags, Attributes, Contents

Description

<TestSpecification Name=“heap.xml”>
<TestSet>+...
</TestSpecification>

The TSD has only one <TestSpecification> root element containing one or more test sets (specified by the
<TestSet> element) for the CUT, e.g. heap.

TestSet
(Test Set)

<TestSet Name=“Heap_BasicTests”>
<Desc>?...
<TestGroup>*...
</TestSet>

A Test Set is a collection of test groups (specified by
the <TestGroup> child element) or test operations
(specified by the <TestOperation> child element).

Desc
(Text

<Desc> A set of basic tests
checking operations. </Desc>

The <Desc> element contains a text description of the
element where the <Desc> element is embedded.

TestGroup
(Test Group)

<TestGroup Name=“Constructor check”>
<Desc>?...
<TestOperation>*...
</TestGroup>

A Test Group groups related tests together, which
typically is a sequence of logically-ordered related test
operations. A Test Group may recursively include
other nested test groups.

TestOperation
(Test
Operation)

<TestOperation Name=“Heap(n)”>
<TestConstrcutor>*...
<TestMethod>*...
</TestOperation>

A Test Operation is a sequence of calls to constructor
(specified by the <TestConstructor> child element)
and/or method (specified by the <TestMethod> child
element) of the class under test. Calls formed into a
Test Operation may perform some test scenario,
such as verifying object construction, testing one of
methods of an object constructed, etc.

Test
Specification

Description)

TestConstructor <TestConstructor Name=“Heap”>
(Test
<Arg Name=“size” DataType=“int”>
Constructor)
0
</Arg>
<Result Name=“heap”
DataType=“Heap”/>
</TestConstructor>

A Test Constructor represents a call to construct an
object. It may take arguments (specified by the <Arg>
child element), and return a resultant object (specified
by the <Result> child element) or throw an exception
(specified by the <Exception> child element). A
Test Constructor is an atomic test operation.

TestMethod
(Method Call)

<TestMethod Name=“size” Target=“heap”>
<Result Name=“n”
DataType=“int”
Save=“y”>
<Exp>0</Exp>
</Result>
</TestMethod>

A Test Method represents a call to invoke a method on an
object constructed. It may take arguments, and return a
result or throw an exception. The object on which the
Test Method is invoked is specified by the “Target”
attribute, and was already constructed by a previous constructor that stored this object and specified it by the Name
attribute of the <Result> element. A Test Method is
an atomic test operation.

Invariant

<Invariant DataType=“...”
TestMethod=“...”>
<Args>*...
<Result>?...
</Invariant>

An Invariant for a class indicates that objects of the
class must always hold some properties no matter what
operations are applied to the objects. It takes the form
of a special method, which will always return a known
result (indicating if the class is satisfied with the invariant property) when the method is called.

Arg
(Argument)

<Arg Name=“x” DataType=“int”>
5
</Arg>

An Arg argument can be either a literal or an object already constructed by the previous constructor. The data of
the <Arg> element should be read and converted to the
specified data type (primitive type or class) before the
constructor or method is invoked. The <Arg> element
specifies some test input to the constructor or method
under test.

Result

<Result Name=“empty”
DataType=“boolean”
Save=“y”>
<Exp>true</Exp>
</Result>

A Result determines the expected data (specified by the
<Exp> child element) to be returned from a method that is
successfully executed. The actual returned value of the
method under test is stored in the execution environment
by the Name attribute, and is to be saved in the RSD accompanying the TSD when the Save=”Y” attribute is
present. The expected data should be read and converted to
the specified data type before it is compared with the actual returned value.

Exp

<Exp>true</Exp>

An Exp expression represents the expected data (primitive result) of the method under test.

(Expression)
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Exception

<Exception Name=“...”
DataType=“...”
Save=“Y”>
<Exp>?
</Exception>
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An Exception indicates that the method under test is
expected to throw an exception as a result rather than
returning normally. The exception value is to be saved
in the RSD as the specified class type of the exception
if the Save=”Y” attribute is present.

A.3 Test Pattern Verifier
The TPV tool enables component testers to execute and examine component tests specified by
the XML-based CTS, which supports executability of component tests and verifiability of software components. In the testing environment, after the tester selects a test specification (an
XML document) for the CUT, the TPV opens, reads, parses and stores it in an internal file structure that is similar to the XML document. The TPV applies the tests to the CUT, and checks the
actual test results against:
(a)

The expected test results specified by Exp elements in the test specification (especially
when the selected test specification is executed the first time for testing); or

(b)

The historical test results previously stored in the ResultSet documents for the CUT (especially when the same test specification is rerun for regression testing).
Figure A.2 shows the TPV’s main GUI screen after a CTS test case specification has been

loaded and a group of tests run (e.g. for component class heap) [98]. The main frame contains
three panels:

Figure A.2 Main TPV GUI: test selection, history and results panels
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(1)

The left-most panel displays the content of the test specification as a test set: test group:
operation hierarchy. The tester can select one of the run options to run the appropriate test
set, group or single operation selected.

(2)

The middle panel shows a history of test executions to date combined with simple
pass/fail statistics for each test execution.

(3)

The right-most panel has several tabs, which enable the tester to view the execution history for individual method invocations, the state of the run time environment, error reports and results from each constructor or method call invocation.

A.4 Main Limitations and Remaining Issues
This section analyses and reviews some of the main limitations and remaining issues of the previous SCL work in order to provide a basis for the further work as part of this research, which
can be summarised as follows:
(1)

Component test design and generation in the previous SCL work

(a)

Did not provide a systematic approach or framework on how to design and generate component tests conforming to the standard XML-based CTS.
The XML-based CTS provides a XML-styled notation for test specification and represen-

tation with a standard, well-defined and well-structured format. Although it is a novel approach
towards the standardisation of test specifications, the previous SCL work did not provide a testing method for test design and generation in practice. It is necessary to undertake further research to investigate useful approaches for developing CTS test case specifications.
(b)

Did not provide test criteria to assist design and evaluation of CTS test case specifications.
Using the specification notation of the XML-based CTS does not mean that any test cases

represented in the CTS format are “good tests” in realising testing effectiveness. In fact, effective tests are principally measured with appropriate test criteria and requirements.
(c)

Did not correlate SBT/MBT/UMBT approaches with design and generation of CTS test
case specifications
The previous SCL work gave some IBT examples that derived test cases based on com-

ponent programs for code-based unit testing [96] [98]. A major deficiency of the SCL work is
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lacking a practical methodology for test design and generation particularly pertinent to
SBT/MBT/UBT approaches for high-level testing purposes.
(2)

Test levels
The previous SCL work did not well address important testing issues that can effectively

support integration and system testing. Because software components are developed mainly for
reuse and integration in component applications and component-based systems, component users are usually concerned much more about component integration and system testing for component software quality at higher levels.
(3)

Fault detection and diagnosis
The previous SCL work did not address the important testing issue of fault detection and

diagnosis, which is a crucial measurement of component quality. Fault detection and diagnosis
is one of most important testing capabilities that an effective testing approach should have.
(4)

Component testability and its improvement
The previous SCL work did not address the important testing issue of component testabil-

ity and its improvement, which is essential to assist effective component test development to
detect and diagnose possible component faults.

This research was partially motivated by the previous SCL project, with the aim to address its main limitations with regard to model-based component test design and generation,
component integrations testing, component testability and its improvement, and component fault
detection and diagnosis. By bridging these gaps in the previous SCL work, the new MBSCT
methodology is developed to overcome these remaining problems to achieve a desirable level of
SCT effectiveness.
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Appendix B
Case Study: Car Parking System
The testing of the Car Parking System (CPS) is the first case study that is used throughout this
thesis, in order to validate and evaluate the core characteristic testing capabilities of the MBSCT
methodology and its framework. We have also used the CPS case study as a major source of
illustrative examples throughout Chapter 5 to Chapter 8, and Chapter 9 has presented the most
important contents of the CPS case study. This appendix provides the background and supplementary information about the CPS case study. The full CPS case study has been described earlier in [168] [170].

B.1 Overview of the CPS System
This section presents an overview of the CPS system. The CPS system is a typical access control system to provide public parking services. The CPS system employs a set of parking control
devices to monitor, coordinate and regulate a flow of cars accessing the parking access lane
(PAL) for parking cars in the area of parking bays. The CPS system comprises five individual
parking control devices that are located in three main control points along the PAL (as illustrated in Figure B.1).
The following describes the main system operations and functional requirements for the
CPS system:
(1)

The first control point is the entry point, which is jointly controlled by the Traffic Light
device and the In-PhotoCell Sensor device.

(a)

The Traffic Light device controls a car’s accessing the PAL entry point.

•

The Traffic Light device displays a GREEN signal to permit the waiting car to enter the
PAL;

•

The Traffic Light device displays a RED signal to disallow the next car to enter the PAL
and the next car must wait for access permission.

(b)

The In-PhotoCell Sensor device senses whether or not the current car is accessing the
PAL entry point.

•

First, the In-PhotoCell Sensor device senses that the PAL entry point has been occupied
by the entering car, when this car is accessing the PAL entry point;

•

Then, the In-PhotoCell Sensor device senses that the PAL entry point has been cleared by
the same entering car, after this car has finished accessing the PAL entry point.
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Figure B.1 The Car Parking System

(2)

The second control point is the ticket point, which is controlled by the Ticket Dispenser
device.

(a)

The Ticket Dispenser device delivers a ticket to be withdrawn by the car driver.

•

First, the Ticket Dispenser device delivers a parking ticket;

•

Then, the current car driver withdraws the delivered ticket, which is used to pay a parking
fare.

(3)

The third control point is the exit point, which is jointly controlled by the Stopping Bar
device and the Out-PhotoCell Sensor device.

(a)

The Stopping Bar device controls a car’s exiting the PAL exit point.

•

The Stopping Bar raises up to allow the current car to exit the PAL exit point;

•

The Stopping Bar lowers down after the current car has finished accessing the PAL exit
point, or the Stopping Bar lowers down to disallow the current car to exit the PAL exit
point.

(b)

The Out-PhotoCell Sensor device senses whether or not the current car is accessing the
PAL exit point.

•

First, the Out-PhotoCell Sensor device senses that the PAL exit point has been occupied
by the exiting car, when this car is accessing the PAL exit point;
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Then, the Out-PhotoCell Sensor device senses that the PAL exit point has been cleared by
the same exiting car, after this car has finished accessing the PAL exit point.

B.2 Special Testing Requirements
In addition, the CPS system must be secure and reliable in order to provide high quality public
access services. In the CPS case study, we have identified and examined a set of special quality
requirements for supporting secure and reliable parking services. Among many other requirements, the following specifies a set of the three most important CPS special testing requirements
(#1, #2, and #3), which become the principal testing and evaluation focus in the CPS case study.
(1)

Special Testing Requirement #1: Parking Access Safety Rule
In the CPS system, all parking cars must abide by the parking access safety rule – “one

access at a time”, with the following specific mandatory public access requirements:
(a)

Only one car can access the PAL (Parking Access Lane) at a time. This means that it is
not allowed that two or more cars access the PAL at any same time.

(b)

The next car is allowed to access the PAL only after the last car has finished its full PAL
access.
This CPS safety rule is jointly supported by the correct control operations of the Traffic

Light device and the In-PhotoCell Sensor device operated at the PAL entry point. This rule can
prevent the occurrences of unsafe scenarios, e.g. possible car collisions due to multiple concurrent car accesses.
(2)

Special Testing Requirement #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule
In the CPS system, all parking cars/drivers must comply with the parking pay-service rule

– “no pay, no parking”, with the specific requirement that the driver must withdraw a parking
ticket to pay the required parking fare.
This CPS pay-service rule is mainly supported by the correct control operations of the
Ticket Dispenser device operated at the PAL ticket point. This rule can assure the required level
of financial support for public parking service operations.
(3)

Special Testing Requirement #3: Parking Service Security Rule
In the CPS system, all parking cars must conform to this parking service security rule for

any parking service violations, including:
(a)

Violating the CPS safety rule

(b)

Violating the CPS pay-service rule

(c)

Any possible unsafe/insecure parking activities, e.g. excessive speeding along the PAL,
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parking in unready/unavailable bays, parking in unauthorised areas, etc.
This CPS security rule is jointly supported by the correct control operations of the Stopping Bar device and the Out-PhotoCell Sensor device operated at the PAL exit point. This rule
can assure the required level of public service safety/security protection and maintenance with
the Stopping Bar device.

B.3 UML-Based Software Component Development
This section presents an overview of UML-based software component development for the CPS
system. For this case study, we develop a software controller simulation for the CPS system,
which simulates a typical public access control system, where a flow of cars and parking control
devices are monitored, coordinated and regulated against certain public access requirements and
rules (as shown earlier in Figure B.1). The CPS system is a typical reactive system: its dynamics
are controlled and regulated by stimuli (events/actions) communicated with the external world
(e.g. a parking user who is a car driver). Its main control structure for device communications
employs an event-driven client-server control architecture. For event communications, we develop an independent, lightweight, base component EventCommunication, which is a patternbased software component that is built on the Observer pattern [63] to implement a broadcasterlistener communication mechanism. Several application components are built on top of the Observer component that allows these components to work collaboratively to support event communications. The main application components include a device control component, a car control component and a GUI simulation component. The entire CPS system is componentised into
a Java-based CBS.
More details about the CPS system development are further described in [168], including
UML-based component development and UML-based component specifications for the CPS
system.

B.4 Constructing Test Models
Chapter 4 to Chapter 5 have previously demonstrated the methodological characteristics and
applicability of the MBSCT methodology and its framework for effective test model construction. Test model development is performed by applying the four main MBSCT methodological
components: the model-based integrated SCT process, the scenario-based CIT technique, the
TbC technique, and the TCR strategy. This section describes the construction of the use case
test model (in Section B.4.1) and the design object test model (in Section B.4.2) undertaken in
the CPS case study for the CIT purpose.
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B.4.1 Use Case Test Model Construction
The use case test model (UCTM) for testing the CPS system was constructed as illustrated in
Figure B.2. The UCTM is represented in four main parts: an overall test use case diagram shows
the three core test use cases (TUCs) (as shown in Figure B.2 (a)), and three system test sequence
diagrams show the main system-level test scenarios of the three individual CPS TUCs respectively (as illustrated in Figure B.2 (b), (c), (d)). In addition, as part of the UCTM, Table B.1 describes an overview of the three core CPS TUCs for testing the CPS system.

Car Parking System

Enter PAL
TUC1

Withdraw
Ticket
TestCar/TestDriver

TUC2

Exit PAL
TUC3

(a) Test Use Case Diagram (CPS System)
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: CarParkingSystem
: TestCar/TestDriver
Test Contract: stopping bar is in the state of "SB_DOWN"

test car w aits for traffic light to turn to the state of "TL_GREEN"

traffic light turns to the state of "TL_GREEN" from "TL_RED"
test car crosses and passes through the PAL entry point

traffic light turns to the state of "TL_RED" from "TL_GREEN"

Test Contract: traffic light is in the state of "TL_RED"

(b) System Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)

: CarParkingSystem
: TestCar/TestDriver
Test Contract: traffic light is in the state of "TL_RED"

test car w aits for ticket dispenser to deliv er a ticket

ticket dispenser deliv ers a ticket (set TD in the state of "TD_DELIVERED" from "TD_ WITHDRAWN")

test car proceeds tow ards and pauses besides ticket dispenser

test driv er w ithdraw s the ticket (set TD in the state of "TD_ WITHDRAWN" from "TD_DELIVERED")

Test Contract: ticket dispenser is in the state of "TD_WITHDRAWN"

(c) System Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC2 Test Scenario)
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: CarParkingSystem
: TestCar/TestDriver
Test Contract: ticket dispenser is in the state of "TD_WITHDRAWN"

test car w aits for stopping bar to raise up to the state of "SB_UP"

stopping bar is raised up to the state of "SB_UP" from "SB_DOWN"
test car passes through stopping bar and crosses the PAL exit point
stopping bar is low ed dow n to the state of "SB_DOWN" from "SB_UP"

Test Contract: stopping bar is in the state of "SB_DOWN"

(d) System Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC3 Test Scenario)
Figure B.2 Use Case Test Model (CPS System)

Table B.1 Use Case Test Model: Test Use Cases (CPS System)
Test Use Case

Test Use Case Overview

CPS TUC1:
Enter PAL

Exercise and examine that the test car enters the entry point of the parking access
lane (PAL) to start accessing the PAL.

CPS TUC2:
Withdraw Ticket

Exercise and examine that the test driver withdraws parking ticket at the PAL
ticket point.

CPS TUC3:
Exit PAL

Exercise and examine that the test car exits the PAL exit point to finish accessing
the PAL.

B.4.2 Design Object Test Model Construction
The design object test model (DOTM) for testing the CPS system was constructed as illustrated
in Figure B.3. The DOTM is represented in three main parts: three test sequence diagrams show
the main design-level test scenarios of the three individual CPS TUCs respectively (as illustrated in Figure B.3 (a), (b), (c)).
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: CPSController

testCarController
: CarController

testCar : Car

: DeviceController
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: TrafficLight

inPhotoCell
: PhotoCell

: StoppingBar

: TestCar/TestDriver
enterAccessLane()
0.1 ITC: checkState( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )
1 TS: turnTrafficLightToGreen()
1.1 TO: waitEv ent( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )

1.1 ITC: checkEv ent( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )
1.2 TO: setGreen()

1.2 ITC: checkState( trafficLight, "TL_GREEN" )
2 TS: enterAccessLane()
2.1 TO: waitEv ent( trafficLight, "TL_GREEN" )

2.1 ETC: checkEv ent( trafficLight, "TL_GREEN" )
2.2 TO: goTo( gopace-cross-inPC, int )

2.3 TO: occupy()
2.3 ETC: checkState( inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_OCCUPIED" )
2.4 TO: goTo( gopace-crossov er-inPC, int )

2.5 TO: clear()
2.5 ETC: checkState( inPhotoCell, "IN_PC_CLEARED" )

3 TS: turnTrafficLightToRed()
3.1 TO: waitEv ent( inPhotoCell,
"IN_PC_CLEARED" )

3.1 ETC: checkEv ent( inPhotoCell,
"IN_PC_CLEARED" )
3.2 TO: setRed()

3.2 ITC: checkState( trafficLight, "TL_RED" )

(a) Design Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)
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testCPSController
: CPSController

testCarController
: CarController
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testCar : Car

: DeviceController

: TrafficLight

: TicketDispenser

: TestCar/TestDriver
w ithdraw Ticket()
0.1 ITC: checkState( trafficLight, "TL_RED" )

1 TS: deliv erTicket()
1.1 TO: w aitEv ent( trafficLight,
"TL_RED" )

1.1 ITC: checkEv ent( trafficLight,
"TL_RED" )

1.2 TO: deliv er()

1.2 ITC: checkState( ticketDispenser,
"TD_DELIVERED" )

2 TS: w ithdraw Ticket()
2.1 TO: w aitEv ent( ticketDispenser, "TD_DELIVERED" )

2.1 ETC: checkEv ent( ticketDispenser, "TD_DELIVERED" )
2.2 TO: goTo( gopace-goto-TD, int )

2.3 TO: w ithdraw ()
2.3 ETC: checkState( ticketDispenser, "TD_WITHDRAWN" )

(b) Design Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC2 Test Scenario)
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testCarController
: CarController

testCar : Car
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: DeviceController : TicketDispenser

: StoppingBar

outPhotoCell
: PhotoCell

: TestCar/TestDriver
exitAccessLane()
0.1 ETC: checkState( ticketDispenser, "TD_WITHDRAWN" )

1 TS: raiseStoppingBar()
1.1 TO: w aitEv ent( ticketDispenser,
"TD_WITHDRAWN" )

1.1 ETC: checkEv ent( ticketDispenser,
"TD_WITHDRAWN" )
1.2 TO: raise()

1.2 ITC: checkState( stoppingBar, "SB_UP" )
2 TS: exitAccessLane()
2.1 TO: waitEv ent( stoppingBar, "SB_UP" )

2.1 ETC: checkEv ent( stoppingBar, "SB_UP" )
2.2 TO: goTo( gopace-cross-outPC, int )

2.3 TO: occupy()
2.3 ETC: checkState( outPhotoCell, "OUT_PC_OCCUPIED" )
2.4 TO: goTo( gopace-crossov er-outPC, int )

2.5 TO: clear()
2.5 ETC: checkState( outPhotoCell, "OUT_PC_CLEARED" )

3 TS: low erStoppingBar()
3.1 TO: waitEv ent( outPhotoCell,
"OUT_PC_CLEARED" )

3.1 ETC: checkEv ent( outPhotoCell,
"OUT_PC_CLEARED" )
3.2 TO: lower()

3.2 ITC: checkState( stoppingBar, "SB_DOWN" )

(c) Design Test Sequence Diagram (CPS TUC3 Test Scenario)
Figure B.3 Design Object Test Model (CPS System)
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B.5 Designing and Generating Component Tests
Chapter 4 to Chapter 8 have previously illustrated and demonstrated the methodological characteristics and applicability of the MBSCT methodology and its framework for component test
design and generation. Test case development is model-based, process-based, scenario-based,
contract-based, FDD-based and mapping-based. This section describes component test derivation undertaken in the CPS case study for the CIT purpose.
Note that the description uses some naming conventions for acronyms or abbreviations of
the following testing terms in the MBSCT methodology: TS – test sequence/scenario, TG – test
group, TO – test operation, TC – test contract, and ITC/ETC – internal/external test contract.

B.5.1 Test Sequence Design
The test sequence design for testing the CPS system was conducted to organise and structure a
set of logically-ordered related test artefacts (e.g. test operations, test contracts and test elements) into test sequences for the three CPS TUC core test scenarios. The three main test sequences contain a total of eight (8) sub test sequences and a total of eighteen (18) test groups (as
illustrated in Figure B.4).
(a)

The test sequence for the CPS TUC1 test scenario contains three (3) sub test sequences,
where sub test sequence #1 comprises two (2) test groups, sub test sequence #2 comprises
three (3) test groups, and sub test sequence #3 comprises two (2) test groups, with a subtotal of seven (7) test groups (as illustrated in Figure B.4 (a)).

(b)

The test sequence for the CPS TUC2 test scenario contains two (2) sub test sequences,
where sub test sequence #1 comprises two (2) test groups, and sub test sequence #2 comprises two (2) test groups, with a subtotal of four (4) test groups (as illustrated in Figure
B.4 (b)).

(c)

The test sequence for the CPS TUC3 test scenario contains three (3) sub test sequences,
where sub test sequence #1 comprises two (2) test groups, sub test sequence #2 comprises
three (3) test groups, and sub test sequence #3 comprises two (2) test groups, with a subtotal of seven (7) test groups (as illustrated in Figure B.4 (c)).
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B.5.2 Component Test Design
Table B.2 shows the relationships between sub test sequences, test groups, test contracts, test
operations (with specified signatures) and test states, which were used for component test design
in the CPS case study for conducting CIT in the three CPS TUC core test scenarios (as illustrated in Table B.2 (a), (b) and (c) respectively).
Table B.2 Component Test Design (CPS System):
test sequences, test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states
Table B.2 (a) Component Test Design (CPS TUC1 Test Scenario)
Test
Sequence

Test
Group

enter PAL

Sub Test
Sequence
#1
turn
Traffic
Light to
GREEN

Sub Test
Sequence
#2
enter the
PAL entry
point

Test Operation

0.1 ITC: checkState(
stoppingBar,
“SB_DOWN” )

SB_DOWN

1 TS:
turnTrafficLightToGreen()
1.1
TG

1.1 TO: waitEvent(
stoppingBar, “SB_DOWN” )

1.1 ITC: checkEvent(
stoppingBar,
“SB_DOWN” )

SB_DOWN

1.2
TG

1.2 TO: setGreen()

1.2 ITC: checkState(
trafficLight,
“TL_GREEN” )

TL_GREEN

2.1 ETC: checkEvent(
trafficLight,
“TL_GREEN” )

TL_GREEN

2.3 ETC: checkState(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_OCCUPIED” )

IN_PC_OCCUPIED

2.5 ETC: checkState(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” )

IN_PC_CLEARED

2 TS: enterAccessLan()
2.1
TG

2.1 TO: waitEvent(
trafficLight, “TL_GREEN” )

2.3
TG

2.2 TO: goTo(
gopace-cross-inPC, int )

2.5
TG

2.4 TO: goTo(
gopace-crossover-inPC,
int )
2.5 TO: clear()

turn
Traffic
Light to
RED

Test State

enterAccessLane()

2.3 TO: occupy()

Sub Test
Sequence
#3

Test Contract

3 TS:
turnTrafficLightToRed()
3.1
TG

3.1 TO: waitEvent(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” )

3.1 ETC: checkEvent(
inPhotoCell,
“IN_PC_CLEARED” )

IN_PC_CLEARED

3.2
TG

3.2 TO: setRed()

3.2 ITC: checkState(
trafficLight,
“TL_RED” )

TL_RED
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Table B.2 (b) Component Test Design (CPS TUC2 Test Scenario)
Test
Test
Sequence Group
withdraw
ticket

Sub Test
Sequence
#1
deliver
ticket

Sub Test
Sequence
#2
withdraw
ticket

Test Operation

Test Contract

Test State

withdrawTicket()
0.1 ITC: checkState(
trafficLight,
“TL_RED” )

TL_RED

1 TS: deliverTicket()
1.1
TG

1.1 TO: waitEvent(
trafficLight, “TL_RED” )

1.1 ITC: checkEvent(
trafficLight,
“TL_RED” )

TL_RED

1.2
TG

1.2 TO: deliver()

1.2 ITC: checkState(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_DELIVERED” )

TD_DELIVERED

2.1 ETC: checkEvent(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_DELIVERED” )

TD_DELIVERED

2.3 ETC: checkState(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_WITHDRAWN” )

TD_WITHDRAWN

2 TS: withdrawTicket()
2.1
TG

2.1 TO: waitEvent(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_DELIVERED” )

2.3
TG

2.2 TO: goTo(
gopace-goto-TD, int )
2.3 TO: withdraw()
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Table B.2 (c) Component Test Design (CPS TUC3 Test Scenario)
Test
Test
Sequence Group
exit PAL

Sub Test
Sequence
#1
raise
Stopping
Bar
up
Sub Test
Sequence
#2
exit the
PAL exit
point

Test Operation

0.1 ETC: checkState(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_WITHDRAWN” )

TD_WITHDRAWN

1 TS:
raiseStoppingBar()
1.1
TG

1.1 TO: waitEvent(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_WITHDRAWN” )

1.1 ETC: checkEvent(
ticketDispenser,
“TD_WITHDRAWN” )

TD_WITHDRAWN

1.2
TG

1.2 TO: raise()

1.2 ITC: checkState(
stoppingBar, “SB_UP” )

SB_UP

2.1 ETC: checkEvent(
stoppingBar, “SB_UP” )

SB_UP

2.3 ETC: checkState(
outPhotoCell,
“OUT_PC_OCCUPIED” )

OUT_PC_OCCUPIED

2.5 ETC: checkState(
outPhotoCell,
“OUT_PC_CLEARED” )

OUT_PC_CLEARED

2 TS: exitAccessLane()
2.1
TG

2.1 TO: waitEvent(
stoppingBar, “SB_UP” )

2.3
TG

2.2 TO: goTo(
gopace-cross-outPC,
int )

2.5
TG

2.4 TO: goTo(
gopace-crossoveroutPC, int )
2.5 TO: clear()

lower
Stopping
Bar
down

Test State

exitAccessLane()

2.3 TO: occupy()

Sub Test
Sequence
#3

Test Contract

3 TS:
lowerStoppingBar()
3.1
TG

3.1 TO: waitEvent(
outPhotoCell,
“OUT_PC_CLEARED” )

3.1 ETC: checkEvent(
outPhotoCell,
“OUT_PC_CLEARED” )

OUT_PC_CLEARED

3.2
TG

3.2 TO: lower()

3.2 ITC: checkState(
stoppingBar,
“SB_DOWN” )

SB_DOWN

B.5.3 Component Test Generation
This section shows the target CTS test case specifications that are derived in the CPS case study
for the three CPS TUC core test scenarios, including:
(1)

The CTS test case specification for the CPS TUC1 test scenario (as shown in Figure B.5)

(2)

The CTS test case specification for the CPS TUC2 test scenario (as shown in Figure B.6)

(3)

The CTS test case specification for the CPS TUC3 test scenario (as shown in Figure B.7)
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... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="CPS_TUC1_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for CPS TUC1: car enters PAL</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_turnTLtoGreen">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
to turn traffic light</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>1.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified to turn
traffic light</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>1.1 TO: deviceController waits the incoming event notification
from stopping bar</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="stoppingBar"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="SB_DOWN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>1.1 ITC: deviceController checks receiving the correct event
notification from stopping bar</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="stoppingBar"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="SB_DOWN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.1 ITC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="setGreen_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="setGreen_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine turning traffic light to the state of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="setGreen" Target="trafficLight">
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: turn traffic light to the state of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="trafficLight">
..........<Desc>1.2 ITC: check traffic light in the resulted correct state
of "TL_GREEN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TL_GREEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.2 ITC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_carEnterPAL">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines car entering PAL entry point</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
for car to enter PAL entry point</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>2.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified for car to
enter PAL entry point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="testCarController">
..........<Desc>2.1 TO: testCarController waits the incoming event notification
from traffic light</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
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DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TL_GREEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="testCarController">
..........<Desc>2.1 ETC: testCarController checks receiving the correct event
notified from traffic light</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TL_GREEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.1 ETC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="occupy_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in
the state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine the test car crossing PAL entry point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" Target="testCar">
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: the test car crosses PAL entry point controlled by
in-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="gopace" Source="gopace-cross-inPC" DataType="int" />
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="occupy_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of
"IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="occupy" Target="inPhotoCell"
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of
"IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="inPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check in-PhotoCell sensor in the resulted correct
state of "IN_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="inPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="IN_PC_OCCUPIED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="clear_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.5 TG: grouped tests examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in
the state of "IN_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.4 TO: examine the test car crosses over and passes through
PAL entry point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" Target="testCar">
..........<Desc>2.4 TO: the test car crosses over and passes through PAL
entry point</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="gopace" Source="gopace-crossover-inPC" DataType="int" />
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="clear_tests">
........<Desc>2.5 TO: examine setting in-PhotoCell sensor in the state
of "IN_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="clear" Target="inPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.5 TO: set in-PhotoCell sensor in the state of "IN_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="inPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.5 ETC: check in-PhotoCell sensor in the resulted correct
state of "IN_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="inPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="IN_PC_CLEARED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.5 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
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............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_turnTLtoRed">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
to turn traffic light</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>3.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified to turn
traffic light</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>3.1 TO: deviceController waits the incoming event notification
from in-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="inPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="IN_PC_CLEARED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>3.1 ETC: deviceController checks receiving the correct event
notification from in-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="inPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="IN_PC_CLEARED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.1 ETC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="setRed_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.2 TG: grouped tests examine turning traffic light to the state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="setRed_tests">
........<Desc>3.2 TO: examine turning traffic light to the state of "TL_RED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="setRed" Target="trafficLight">
..........<Desc>3.2 TO: turn traffic light to the state of "TL_RED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="trafficLight">
..........<Desc>3.2 ITC: check traffic light in the resulted correct state
of "TL_RED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TL_RED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.2 ITC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure B.5 CTS Test Case Specification for the CPS TUC1 Test Scenario
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... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="CPS_TUC2_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for CPS TUC2: withdraw ticket</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC2_TestSet_deliverTicket">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines setting ticket dispenser in the state
of "TD_DELIVERED"</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
to deliver ticket</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>1.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified to
deliver ticket</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>1.1 TO: deviceController waits the incoming event notification
from traffic light</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TL_RED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>1.1 ITC: deviceController checks receiving the correct event
notification from traffic light</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TL_RED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.1 ITC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="deliver_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine setting ticket dispenser in the state
of "TD_DELIVERED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name=" deliver_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine setting ticket dispenser in the state of
"TD_DELIVERED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="deliver" Target="ticketDispenser">
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: set ticket dispenser in the state of "TD_DELIVERED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="ticketDispenser">
..........<Desc>1.2 ITC: check ticket dispenser in the resulted correct state
of "TD_DELIVERED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="ticketDispenser"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TD_DELIVERED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.2 ITC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC2_TestSet_withdrawTicket">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines setting ticket dispenser in the state
of "TD_WITHDRAWN"</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
to withdraw ticket</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>2.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified to
withdraw ticket</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="testCarController">
..........<Desc>2.1 TO: testCarController waits the incoming event notification
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from ticket dispenser</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="ticketDispenser"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TD_DELIVERED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="testCarController">
..........<Desc>2.1 ETC: testCarController checks receiving the correct event
notified from ticket dispenser</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="ticketDispenser"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TD_DELIVERED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.1 ETC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="withdraw_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine setting ticket dispenser in the state
of "TD_WITHDRAWN"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine the test car crossing PAL ticket point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" Target="testCar">
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: the test car crosses PAL ticket point controlled by
ticket dispenser</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="gopace" Source="gopace-goto-TD" DataType="int" />
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="withdraw_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting ticket dispenser in the state of
"TD_WITHDRAWN"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="withdraw" Target="ticketDispenser"
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set ticket dispenser in the state of "TD_WITHDRAWN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="ticketDispenser">
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check ticket dispenser in the resulted correct
state of "TD_WITHDRAWN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="ticketDispenser"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TD_WITHDRAWN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure B.6 CTS Test Case Specification for the CPS TUC2 Test Scenario
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... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="CPS_TUC3_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for CPS TUC3: car exits PAL</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC3_TestSet_raiseStoppingBar">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines raising up stopping bar to
the state of "SB_UP"</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
to raise up stopping bar</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>1.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified to
raise up stopping bar</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>1.1 TO: deviceController waits the incoming event notification
from ticket dispenser</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="ticketDispenser"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TD_WITHDRAWN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>1.1 ITC: deviceController checks receiving the correct event
notification from ticket dispenser</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="trafficLight"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="TD_WITHDRAWN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.1 ITC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="raise_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine raising up stopping bar to
the state of "SB_UP"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="raise_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine raising up stopping bar to the state of "SB_UP"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="raise" Target="stoppingBar">
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: raise up stopping bar to the state of "SB_UP"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="stoppingBar">
..........<Desc>1.2 ITC: check stopping bar in the resulted correct state
of "SB_UP"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="stoppingBar"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="SB_UP" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.2 ITC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC3_TestSet_carExitPAL">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines car exiting PAL exit point</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
for car to exit PAL exit point</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>2.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified for car to
exit PAL exit point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="testCarController">
..........<Desc>2.1 TO: testCarController waits the incoming event notification
from stopping bar</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="stoppingBar"
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DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="SB_UP" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="testCarController">
..........<Desc>2.1 ETC: testCarController checks receiving the correct event
notified from stopping bar</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="stoppingBar"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="SB_UP" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.1 ETC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="occupy_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine setting out-PhotoCell sensor in
the state of "OUT_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine the test car crossing PAL exit point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" Target="testCar">
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: the test car crosses PAL exit point controlled by
out-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="gopace" Source="gopace-cross-outPC" DataType="int" />
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="occupy_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting out-PhotoCell sensor in the state of
"OUT_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="occupy" Target="outPhotoCell"
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set out-PhotoCell sensor in the state of
"OUT_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="outPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check out-PhotoCell sensor in the resulted correct
state of "OUT_PC_OCCUPIED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="outPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="OUT_PC_OCCUPIED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="clear_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.5 TG: grouped tests examine setting out-PhotoCell sensor in
the state of "OUT_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="goTo_tests">
........<Desc>2.4 TO: examine the test car crosses over and passes through
PAL exit point</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="goTo" Target="testCar">
..........<Desc>2.4 TO: the test car crosses over and passes through PAL
exit point</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="gopace" Source="gopace-crossover-outPC" DataType="int" />
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="clear_tests">
........<Desc>2.5 TO: examine setting out-PhotoCell sensor in the state
of "OUT_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="clear" Target="outPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.5 TO: set out-PhotoCell sensor in the state of
"OUT_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="outPhotoCell">
..........<Desc>2.5 ETC: check out-PhotoCell sensor in the resulted correct
state of "OUT_PC_CLEARED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="outPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="OUT_PC_CLEARED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
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............<Desc>2.5 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC3_TestSet_lowerStoppingBar">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines lowering down stopping bar to
the state of "SB_DOWN"</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="waitEvent_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.1 TG: grouped tests examine waiting the incoming event notified
to lower down stopping bar</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="waitEvent_tests">
........<Desc>3.1 TO: examine waiting the incoming event notified to lower down
stopping bar</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="waitEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>3.1 TO: deviceController waits the incoming event notification
from out-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="outPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="OUT_PC_CLEARED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkEvent" Target="deviceController">
..........<Desc>3.1 ETC: deviceController checks receiving the correct event
notification from out-PhotoCell sensor</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="outPhotoCell"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aEvent" Source="OUT_PC_CLEARED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.1 ETC result: checkEvent must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="lower_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.2 TG: grouped tests examine lowering down stopping bar to the state
of "SB_DOWN"</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="lower_tests">
........<Desc>3.2 TO: examine lowering down stopping bar to the state of
"SB_DOWN"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="raise" Target="stoppingBar">
..........<Desc>3.2 TO: lower down stopping bar to the state of "SB_DOWN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="stoppingBar">
..........<Desc>3.2 ITC: check stopping bar in the resulted correct state
of "SB_DOWN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aObservable" Source="stoppingBar"
DataType="java.util.Observable" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="SB_DOWN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.2 ITC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure B.7 CTS Test Case Specification for the CPS TUC3 Test Scenario
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B.6 Evaluation Examples for Evaluating Adequate Test
Artefact Coverage and Component Testability
Improvement
In Chapter 9, Section 9.3.2 and Section 9.3.3 examine and evaluate the effectiveness of the
MBSCT testing capabilities #4 and #5 (for adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement), specifically by using the first evaluation example for the CPS special testing requirement #1 in the CPS case study. This section presents the other two evaluation examples #2 and #3 for the two CPS special testing requirements #2 and #3 (in Subsections B.6.1 and
B.6.2 respectively).

B.6.1 Evaluation Example #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule
The second evaluation example is about the CPS special testing requirement #2 (Parking PayService Rule), and is related to the testing of the ticket dispenser device in the CPS TUC2 test
scenario. The testing is also CIT-related, because the control operations of the ticket dispenser
device are exercised and examined in the CPS TUC2 integration testing context.
The CPS system has a special testing requirement of the “no pay, no parking” rule for the
purpose of financially-funded public service management (as described in Section B.2). For
testing this CPS pay-service rule, the CPS test sequence design and component test design
undertaken in the CPS case study (as described in Section B.5 above and Section 9.3.2 in
Chapter 9) have provided adequate test artefact coverage for exercising and examining the
testing-required control operations of the ticket dispenser device. The main test operations
comprise 1.2 TO deliver() and 2.3 TO withdraw() in the CPS TUC2 test scenario, and
they thus bridge Test-Gap #1 (as described in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). Furthermore, the
CPS component test design constructs and applies appropriate test contracts to each of these
testing-required control operations for testing the ticket dispenser device, and the main test
contracts include 1.2 ITC checkState( ticketDispenser, “TD_DELIVERED” ) and 2.3
ETC checkState( ticketDispenser, “TD_WITHDRAWN” ). This enables testing to

evaluate relevant test results and obtain component testability improvement, which bridges TestGap #2 (as described in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). Thus, the CPS component test design can
improve component testability and meet the CPS special testing requirement #2.

B.6.2 Evaluation Example #3: Parking Service Security Rule
The third evaluation example is about the CPS special testing requirement #3 (Parking Service
Security Rule), and is related to the testing of the stopping bar device in the CPS TUC3 test sce-
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nario. Similarly, since the control operations of the stopping bar device are exercised and examined in the CPS TUC3 integration testing context, the testing is CIT-related.
The CPS system has a special testing requirement of the “public security protection and
maintenance” rule for the purpose of ensuring public service security (as described in Section
B.2). For testing this CPS security rule, as described in Section B.5 above and Section 9.3.2 in
Chapter 9, the CPS test sequence design and component test design undertaken in the CPS case
study have provided adequate test artefact coverage for exercising and examining the testingrequired control operations of the stopping bar device. The main test operations include 1.2 TO
raise() and 3.2 TO lower() in the CPS TUC3 test scenario. Thus, these testing-required artefacts are capable of bridging Test-Gap #1 (as described in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5).
Moreover, the CPS component test design constructs and applies adequate test contracts to each
of these testing-required control operations for testing the stopping bar device. The main test
contracts comprise 1.2 ITC checkState( stoppingBar, “SB_UP” ) and 3.2 ITC checkState( stoppingBar, “SB_DOWN” ). These testing-support artefacts enable testing to
evaluate relevant test results and improve component testability, and thus bridge Test-Gap #2
(as described in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). Therefore, the CPS component test design can
improve component testability and fulfil the CPS special testing requirement #3.

B.7 Evaluation Examples for Fault Case Scenario Analysis
and Fault Diagnostic Solution Design
In Chapter 9, Section 9.3.4 examines and evaluates the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capabilities #3 and #6 for fault detection, diagnosis and localisation, by conducting fault case scenario analysis and fault diagnostic solution design particularly with the first evaluation example
for the CPS special testing requirement #1 in the CPS case study. For this FDD evaluation, this
section describes the other two evaluation examples #2 and #3 for the two CPS special testing
requirements #2 and #3 (in Subsections B.7.1 and B.7.2 respectively).

B.7.1 Evaluation Example #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis
For the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS pay-service rule: the test car crosses over

the ticket point to move forward towards the PAL exit point, even though the test driver has not
withdrawn the ticket for paying parking fare. The resulting failure is a pay-service violation of
the “no pay, no parking” rule against the CPS special testing requirement #2.
(2)

Fault-Related Test Scenario
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This fault is related to the CPS TUC2 test scenario, where the fault diagnosis is CITrelated.
(3)

Fault-Related Control Point
This fault is related to the CPS control point – the ticket point in the PAL.

(4)

Fault-Related Control Device
This fault is related to the CPS control device – the ticket dispenser device, which is op-

erated at the PAL ticket point.
(5)

Direct Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnostic solution with the CPS test design needs to comprise the following

test groups in the CPS TUC2 test scenario:
(a)

Test group 1.2 TG contains test operation 1.2 TO deliver() and its associated (postcondition)

test

contract

1.2

ITC

checkState(

ticketDispenser,

“TD_DELIVERED” ), and test state “TD_DELIVERED”.
(b)

Test group 2.3 TG contains test operation 2.3 TO withdraw() and its associated (postcondition)

test

contract

2.3

ETC

checkState(

ticketDispenser,

“TD_WITHDRAWN” ), and test state “TD_WITHDRAWN”.
(6)

Stepwise Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnostic solution with the CPS TUC2 test design needs to comprise the fol-

lowing equivalent test artefacts as a special test group:
(a)

Precondition: test contract TC_TD_DELIVERED, which functions equivalently to test
contract 1.2 ITC in test group 1.2 TG in the CPS TUC2 test scenario.

(b)

Test operation TO_TD_WITHDRAWN, which functions equivalently to test operation
2.3 TO in test group 2.3 TG in the CPS TUC2 test scenario.

(c)

Postcondition: test contract TC_TD_WITHDRAWN, which functions equivalently to test
contract 2.3 ETC in test group 2.3 TG in the CPS TUC2 test scenario.

B.7.2 Evaluation Example #3: Parking Service Security Rule
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis
For the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS security rule: the stopping bar remains un-

lowered, even after the current car has finished its full access to the PAL (which means that the
current car has already finished accessing the PAL exit point), or even if no car is accessing the
PAL. The resulting failure is a security violation of the “public security protection and maintenance” rule against the CPS special testing requirement #3.
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Fault-Related Test Scenario
This fault is related to the CPS TUC3 test scenario, where the fault diagnosis is CIT-

related.
(3)

Fault-Related Control Point
This fault is related to the CPS control point – the exit point in the PAL.

(4)

Fault-Related Control Device
This fault is related to the CPS control device – the stopping bar device, which is operated

at the PAL exit point.
(5)

Direct Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnostic solution with the CPS test design needs to include the following test

groups in the CPS TUC3 test scenario:
(a)

Test group 1.2 TG contains test operation 1.2 TO raise() and its associated (postcondition) test contract 1.2 ITC checkState( stoppingBar, “SB_UP” ), and test state
“SB_UP”.

(b)

Test group 3.2 TG contains test operation 3.2 TO lower() and its associated (postcondition) test contract 3.2 ITC checkState( stoppingBar, “SB_DOWN” ), and test
state “SB_DOWN”.

(6)

Stepwise Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnostic solution with the CPS TUC3 test design needs to include the follow-

ing equivalent test artefacts as a special test group:
(a)

Precondition: test contract TC_SB_UP, which functions equivalently to test contract 1.2
ITC in test group 1.2 TG in the CPS TUC3 test scenario.

(b)

Test operation TO_SB_DOWN, which functions equivalently to test operation 3.2 TO in
test group 3.2 TG in the CPS TUC3 test scenario.

(c)

Postcondition: test contract TC_SB_DOWN, which functions equivalently to test contract
3.2 ITC in test group 3.2 TG in the CPS TUC3 test scenario.

B.8 Evaluation Examples for Evaluating Adequate
Component Fault Coverage and Diagnostic Solutions and
Results
In Chapter 9, Section 9.3.5 examines and evaluates the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing capability #6 for evaluating adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions, particu-
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larly with the first evaluation example for the CPS special testing requirement #1 in the CPS
case study. For the further FDD evaluation here, this section shows the other two evaluation
examples #2 and #3 for the two CPS special testing requirements #2 and #3 (in Subsections
B.8.1 and B.8.2 respectively).

B.8.1 Evaluation Example #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule
This subsection diagnoses the possible directly and indirectly related faults that cause the major
failure scenario of the CPS pay-service rule against the CPS special testing requirement #2. In
the CPS case study, we developed and applied two individual fault diagnostic solutions (as described in Section B.7.1 and Table 9.3 in Chapter 9). Each fault diagnostic solution contained
the relevant test groups in the CPS TUC2 test scenario for the CPS test design (as illustrated in
Figure B.8 below).
test group 1.2

Basic
test
artefacts

1.2 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

test group 2.3

Fault
3.1

2.2 TO 2.3 TO

Sequence
Fault
3.2

1.2 ITC

2.3 ETC

CPS service malfunction scenario
Figure B.8 Evaluation Example #2: Parking Pay-Service Rule
(Fault Diagnostic Solutions with the CPS TUC2 Test Design)

The following describes our FDD evaluation for this major fault/failure scenario:
(1)

Primary Fault 3.2 FAULT_TD_WITHDRAWN (as described in Table 9.3 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose the directly-related primary fault, the first fault diagnostic solution we

developed is that the CPS TUC2 test design uses test group 2.3 TG to exercise test operation
2.3 TO withdraw(), which is verified by its associated (postcondition) test contract 2.3 ETC

checkState(

ticketDispenser,

“TD_WITHDRAWN”

)

and

test

state

“TD_WITHDRAWN” in the CPS TUC2 test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed the following
fault: the fault is related to the ticket dispenser device operated at the PAL ticket point, where
the ticket dispenser fails in the execution of operation withdraw(). This causes the ticket
dispenser device NOT to be in the correct control state of “TD_WITHDRAWN” as expected,
showing that the test driver has not withdrawn the ticket for paying the parking fare as expected.
This is Primary Fault 3.2 FAULT_TD_WITHDRAWN as described in Table 9.3, which violates
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the CPS pay-service rule (“no pay, no parking”) against the CPS special testing requirement #2.
Thus, Primary Fault 3.2 FAULT_TD_WITHDRAWN directly results in the major
fault/failure scenario of the CPS pay-service rule as described in Section B.7.1. The first fault
diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this directly-related primary fault. Following the CBFDD
guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault can be corrected and
removed in the fault-related operation withdraw() of the ticket dispenser device.

(2)

Primary Fault 3.1 FAULT_TD_DELIVERED (as described in Table 9.3 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related primary fault, the second fault diagnostic solution we

developed employs test group 1.2 TG to exercise test operation 1.2 TO deliver(), which is
verified

by

its

associated

(postcondition)

test

contract

1.2

ITC

checkState(

ticketDispenser, “TD_DELIVERED” ) and test state “TD_DELIVERED” in the CPS
TUC2 test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed a fault: the fault
is related to the ticket dispenser device operated at the PAL ticket point, where the ticket dispenser fails in the execution of operation deliver(). This causes the ticket dispenser device
NOT to be in the correct control state of “TD_DELIVERED” as expected, showing that the
ticket dispenser fails to deliver a ticket to the test driver. This is Primary Fault 3.1
FAULT_TD_DELIVERED as described in Table 9.3. The occurrence of this fault could lead to a

violated precondition, causing the test driver NOT to be able to withdraw the ticket for paying
the parking fare as expected, i.e. the related succeeding operation withdraw() cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails.
Therefore, Primary Fault 3.1 FAULT_TD_DELIVERED could indirectly result in the occurrence of the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS pay-service rule as described in Section
B.7.1. The second fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related primary
fault. In the same way, following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5),
the diagnosed fault that is related to the ticket dispenser device’s operation deliver() can be
corrected and removed.

(3)

Combined faults of the above two individual CPS primary faults
To diagnose the combined faults related to the ticket dispenser device’s two operations,

the fault diagnostic solution needs to combine the above two individual fault diagnostic
solutions. Based on the above (1) to (2), the combined diagnostic solution can detect and
diagnose the possible combinations of these two primary CPS faults, and the combined faults
can be corrected and removed in the fault-related operations: the ticket dispenser device’s
operation withdraw() and/or operation deliver().
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B.8.2 Evaluation Example #3: Parking Service Security Rule
This subsection diagnoses the possible directly and indirectly related faults causing the major
failure scenario of the CPS security rule against the CPS special testing requirement #3. In the
CPS case study, we developed and applied three individual fault diagnostic solutions (as described in Section B.7.2 and Table 9.3 in Chapter 9). Each fault diagnostic solution included the
relevant test groups in the CPS TUC3 test scenario for the CPS test design (as illustrated in Figure B.9 below).
test group 1.2

Basic
test
artefacts

1.2 TO

Test
Special
test
artefacts

test group 2.5

Fault
4.1

test group 3.2

2.4 TO 2.5 TO

3.2 TO

Sequence
1.2 ITC

Fault
5.2

2.5 ETC

Fault
4.2

3.2 ITC

CPS security failure scenario
Figure B.9 Evaluation Example #3: Parking Service Security Rule
(Fault Diagnostic Solutions with the CPS TUC3 Test Design)

Our FDD evaluation for this major fault/failure scenario is described as follows:
(1)

Primary Fault 4.2 FAULT_SB_DOWN (as described in Table 9.3 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose the directly-related primary fault, the first fault diagnostic solution we

developed is that the CPS TUC3 test design uses test group 3.2 TG to exercise test operation
3.2 TO lower(), which is verified by its associated (postcondition) test contract 3.2 ITC

checkState( stoppingBar, “SB_DOWN” ) and test state “SB_DOWN” in the CPS TUC3
test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed the following
fault: the fault is related to the stopping bar device operated at the PAL exit point, where this
CPS device fails in the execution of operation lower(). This causes the stopping bar device
NOT to be in the correct control state of “SB_DOWN” as expected. This is Primary Fault 4.2
FAULT_SB_DOWN as described in Table 9.3, which results in a failure to abide by the CPS

“public security protection and maintenance” rule against the CPS special testing requirement
#3.
Hence, Primary Fault 4.2 FAULT_SB_DOWN directly causes the occurrence of the major fault/failure scenario of the CPS security rule as described in Section B.7.2. The first fault
diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this directly-related primary fault. Following the CBFDD
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guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault can be corrected and removed in the fault-related operation lower() of the stopping bar device.

(2)

Primary Fault 4.1 FAULT_SB_UP (as described in Table 9.3 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related primary fault, the second fault diagnostic solution we

developed employs test group 1.2 TG to exercise test operation 1.2 TO raise(), which is verified by its associated (postcondition) test contract 1.2 ITC checkState( stoppingBar,
“SB_UP” ) ) and test state “SB_UP” in the CPS TUC3 test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed a fault: the fault
is related to the stopping bar device operated at the PAL exit point, where this CPS device fails
in the execution of operation raise(), which causes the stopping bar device NOT to be in the
correct control state of “SB_UP” as expected. This is Primary Fault 4.2 FAULT_SB_UP as described in Table 9.3. The occurrence of this fault indicates a violated precondition resulting
from the preceding operation raise(); this violated precondition could cause the related succeeding operation lower() in the expected operation execution sequence NOT to be executed
correctly, i.e. the stopping bar device’s operation lower() cannot be executed as expected or its
execution fails.
Thus, Primary Fault 4.2 FAULT_SB_UP could indirectly result in the occurrence of the
major fault/failure scenario of the CPS security rule as described in Section B.7.2. The second
fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this directly-related primary fault. In the same way,
following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that
is related to operation raise() of the stopping bar device can be corrected and removed.

(3)

Primary Fault 5.2 FAULT_OUT_PC_CLEARED (as described in Table 9.3 in Chapter 9)
For diagnosing an indirectly-related primary fault, the third fault diagnostic solution we

developed uses test group 2.5 TG to exercise test operation 2.5 TO clear(), which is verified
by its associated (postcondition) test contract 2.5 ETC checkState( outPhotoCell,
“OUT_PC_CLEARED” ) and test state “OUT_PC_CLEARED” in the CPS TUC3 test scenario.
If the test contract returns false, the fault diagnostic solution has revealed a fault: the fault
is related to the out-PhotoCell sensor device operated at the PAL exit point, where this CPS device fails in the execution of operation clear(), causing the out-PhotoCell sensor device NOT
to be in the correct control state of “OUT_PC_CLEARED” as expected. This is Primary Fault
4.2 FAULT_OUT_PC_CLEARED as described in Table 9.3. The occurrence of this fault indicates that the current car might have not finished its access to the PAL exit point. Consequently,
this fault could lead to a violated precondition resulting from the preceding operation clear();
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this violated precondition could cause the related succeeding operation lower() in the expected
operation execution sequence NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. the stopping bar device’s operation lower() cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails.
Therefore, Primary Fault 4.2 FAULT_OUT_PC_CLEARED could indirectly result in the
major fault/failure scenario of the CPS security rule as described in Section B.7.2. The third
fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related primary fault. In the same
manner, following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed
fault can be corrected and removed in the fault-related operation clear() of the out-PhotoCell
sensor device.

(4)

Combined faults of the above three individual CPS primary faults
To diagnose the combined faults related to the stopping bar device and the out-PhotoCell

sensor device, the fault diagnostic solution needs to combine the above three individual fault
diagnostic solutions. Based on the above (1) to (3), the combined diagnostic solution can detect
and diagnose the possible combinations of these three CPS primary faults, and the combined
faults can be corrected and removed in the following fault-related operations:
(a)

the stopping bar device’s operation lower(), and/or

(b)

the stopping bar device’s operation raise(), and/or

(c)

the out-PhotoCell sensor device’s operation clear().
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The testing of the Automated Teller Machine (ATM) system is the second major case study undertaken in this research, in order to further validate and evaluate the core MBSCT testing capabilities. Chapter 9 has presented the most important contents of the ATM case study. This appendix provides the background and complementary information about the ATM case study.
The full ATM case study has been described earlier in [178].

C.1 Overview of the ATM System
This section presents an overview of the ATM system. The ATM example is a fairly very wellknown case study in the area of object-oriented software development with the UML modeling
and Unified Process. The ATM system used in our case study is based on a prototype example
described in [124] [78], which is also used by many other researchers and authors in the literature. In our ATM case study, we present more comprehensive and rigorous descriptions of the
UML-based software component development and testing for the ATM system [178]. Our case
study particularly focuses on how the ATM system operates to provide the main banking services for the core ATM transactions, which are the most important functional operations and
system requirements for the ATM system.

C.1.1 ATM Devices and Operations
The ATM system provides the typical ATM-based banking services for bank customers. The
ATM system comprises a number of physical hardware devices that collaboratively work together to perform all ATM operations and controls, including ATM sessions, ATM transactions,
ATM device operations and maintenances, etc.
The following describes the main ATM devices, relevant operations and functional requirements:
(1)

Card Reader
The bank customer inserts an ATM card into the card slot of the Card Reader device,

which reads in the card information (e.g. card number) encoded on the ATM card. Inserting a
card activates a new transaction session. The bank system must validate the customer information (e.g. card number and PIN entered by the customer from the ATM Keypad device) before
any subsequent ATM operation can be performed in any ATM transaction.
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The Card Reader device can eject the inserted ATM card to the card slot when the bank
customer finishes or cancels a transaction session. After the ejected card is taken away from the
card slot by the customer, the current transaction session finishes. The Card Reader device can
retain the inserted ATM card after the customer fails three times to enter a correct PIN (personal
identification number).
(2)

Customer Console: Keypad and Display
The Customer Console device is the interface between the bank customer and the ATM

system, and contains the Keypad device and Display/Screen device. The ATM Keypad device
allows the bank customer to enter the PIN (within the permitted three entry attempts) and the
amount of money to be transacted, or enter other operation-required information, in order to
perform appropriate transactions or operations. The ATM Display/Screen device shows a number of ATM operation menus/options, and allows the bank customer to select a type of transaction or bank account, or select other relevant ATM operations (e.g. cancel or select no more
transactions).
(3)

Cash Dispenser
The Cash Dispenser device, where cash notes are stored, dispenses multiple cash notes as

requested by the bank customer to the cash dispensing slot for withdrawal by the customer during the “Withdraw Cash” transaction.
(4)

Money Depositor
The bank customer deposits the money envelope (that contains cash notes or cheques to

be deposited) into the Money Depositor device during the “Deposit Money” transaction. The
money envelope is first dispensed to the envelope depositing slot; then the bank customer takes
the money envelope, places the cash notes or cheques into the money envelope and inserts the
money envelope into the envelope depositing slot for depositing money.
(5)

Receipt Printer
The Receipt Printer device prints transaction receipts for the bank customer, who can get

printed receipts from the receipt slot.
The ATM system communicates with the Bank ATM Server, whose main functions are to
conduct relevant ATM-based banking operations, such as necessary bank account updating operations when an associated ATM transaction (e.g. the “Withdraw Cash” transaction in Section
C.1.2) has finished, necessary bank validation operations to ensure that ATM transactions are
performed correctly (in Section C.2), etc. As a part of the backend Bank system, the Bank ATM
Server connects the ATM with the Bank system through network communication systems. The
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overall ATM system comprises the ATM (in practice, a number of ATMs) and the Bank ATM
Server (or the “Bank” for abbreviation). For simplicity in the current scope of this ATM case
study, we do not cover all detailed operations about how the Bank system and the networked
communication system work, as they simply provide the necessary supporting system services
for the ATM system.

C.1.2 Core ATM Transactions
The ATM system provides a set of banking services to the bank’s customers, and the following
describes its four core ATM transactions:
(1)

Inquire Balance
A bank customer can inquire about the available balance of any bank account linked to

the ATM card. If the operation of customer validation fails, the customer cannot make an “Inquire Balance” transaction.
(2)

Withdraw Cash
A bank customer can withdraw cash (e.g. multiple $20 cash notes) from any bank account

linked to the ATM card. The withdraw-from account balance must be updated after withdrawing. If the customer validation operation fails or the operation of account balance validation
fails, then the customer cannot make a “Withdraw Cash” transaction, the Cash Dispenser device
does not dispense any cash and the withdraw-from account must remain unchanged.
(3)

Deposit Money
A bank customer can deposit money (cash notes or cheques) into any bank account linked

to the ATM card. The deposit-to account balance must be updated after depositing. If the operation of customer validation fails, then the customer cannot make a “Deposit Money” transaction,
the un-deposited money must be returned to the customer and the deposit-to account must remain unchanged.
(4)

Transfer Money
A bank customer can transfer money between any two bank accounts linked to the ATM

card. Both the transfer-to account balance and the transfer-from account balance must be updated after transferring money. If the customer validation operation fails or the operation of
transfer-from account balance validation fails, the customer cannot make a “Transfer Money”
transaction and the two bank accounts remain unchanged.
The ATM system serves one bank customer at a time (i.e. one ATM session serves a single customer at a time), and the bank customer may select and perform one or more transactions
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in an ATM session. A core ATM transaction describes a system integration scenario that controls a number of operations of the related ATM devices. Accordingly, these core ATM transactions are the primary basis for integration testing of the ATM system.

C.2 Special Testing Requirements
In addition to the above ATM system description in Section C.1, the ATM system must be secure and reliable for providing high quality banking services. In particular, we have identified
and examined a set of special quality requirements for supporting secure and reliable banking
services for the core ATM transactions in the ATM system. Accordingly, these special quality
requirements become the most important ATM special testing requirements, which are regarded
as the central focus of testing and evaluation undertaken in the ATM case study.
Among many other requirements, the following specifies a set of the eight most important
special requirements (#1 to #8) of the ATM system. Note that the current scope of the ATM
special testing requirements shown in this appendix mainly apply to the first two core ATM
transactions “Inquire Balance” and “Withdraw Cash”. Other ATM special testing requirements
applicable to the last two core ATM transactions are described in [178].
(1)

Special Testing Requirement #1: Session Start Verification – verifying session started
correctly
In the ATM system, a new ATM session starts with the customer inserting their ATM

card into the Card Reader device. Session start verification has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The new ATM session must be started correctly, which is confirmed by the examination
of Special Testing Requirement #3: Customer Validation.

(2)

Special Testing Requirement #2: Session Stop Verification – verifying session
stopped/finished correctly
In the ATM system, an ATM session stops when the customer indicates that they have no

more transactions in the current session, and finishes with the customer taking the ejected ATM
card from the Card Reader device. Session stop verification has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The current ATM session must be stopped correctly when the customer indicates that
they have no more transactions to perform, which is confirmed by the examination that
the ejected ATM card is taken away by the customer from the Card Reader device correctly.

(3)

Special Testing Requirement #3: Customer Validation – validating the customer eligibil-
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ity for accessing the ATM system
In the ATM system, a customer who wants to use the ATM must have an authorised
ATM access permission. Because the ATM card represents the customer who accesses the ATM
system, customer validation requires correct customer information (e.g. ATM card number and
PIN) with the following specific requirements:
(a)

The customer must have a valid ATM card, which must be correctly inserted into and
read in by the Card Reader device. The ATM card information (e.g. card number encoded
on the inserted card) being read in must be correct and identical to the card information
stored in the bank system.

(b)

The customer must have a valid PIN, which must be correctly entered into and read in
from the Customer Console (Keypad) device. The PIN (personal identification number)
being read in must be correct and identical to the PIN information stored in the bank system.

(c)

Based on the above (a) and (b), the customer (or the ATM card representing the customer) must have authorised eligibility to access the ATM.

(4)

Special Testing Requirement #4: Transaction Start Verification – verifying transaction
started correctly
In the ATM system, a new ATM transaction starts with the customer selecting a type of

transaction from the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device. Transaction start verification
has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The new ATM transaction must be started correctly, which is confirmed by the examination of Special Testing Requirement #6: Transaction Selection Validation.

(5)

Special Testing Requirement #5: Transaction Stop Verification – verifying transaction
stopped/finished correctly
In the ATM system, an ATM transaction stops when the current ATM transaction fin-

ishes with the customer taking the printed transaction receipt from the receipt slot of the Receipt
Printer device. Transaction stop verification has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The current ATM transaction must be stopped (or terminated) correctly, which is confirmed by the examination that the printed transaction receipt is taken away by the customer from the receipt slot of the Receipt Printer device correctly.

(6)

Special Testing Requirement #6: Transaction Selection Validation – validating the customer-selected transaction access eligibility in the ATM system
In the ATM system, a customer (or the ATM card representing the customer) may be

permitted to access certain types of ATM transactions available in the current ATM. For example, the “Deposit Money” transaction may be available on some selected ATMs in some se-
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lected locations. Thus, transaction selection validation is necessary and has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The type of the customer-selected transaction (e.g. “Withdraw Cash”) must be linked to
the inserted ATM card in the current ATM under access.

(b)

The selected ATM transaction type can be accessed by the customer for performing the
selected ATM transaction.

(7)

Special Testing Requirement #7: Account Selection Validation – validating the customerselected account access permission in the ATM system
In the ATM system, an ATM card (which represents the customer who accesses the ATM

system) is issued to be originally linked to the “Savings” account, and may not be permitted to
access the “Cheque” or “Credit Card” account. Thus, account selection validation is necessary
and has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The type of the customer-selected account (e.g. “Savings” account) must be valid for the
customer’s account in the bank system.

(b)

The type of the customer-selected account (e.g. “Savings” account) must be linked to the
inserted ATM card in the current ATM under access.

(c)

This selected account in the bank system can be accessed by the customer for performing
the customer-selected ATM transaction.

(8)

Special Testing Requirement #8: Account Balance Validation – validating the available
credit balance of the customer-selected account that can be transacted correctly in the
ATM system
In the ATM system, the customer-selected account must have a sufficient credit balance

available for correctly performing certain ATM transactions, such as “Withdraw Cash” or
“Transfer Money”. Account balance validation has the following specific requirements:
(a)

The customer-selected account must have previously been validated correctly as described in the above “Special Testing Requirement #7: Account Selection Validation”.

(b)

The available credit balance of the customer-selected account must be sufficient, and
must be greater than or equal to the transaction amount (i.e. the customer-requested
amount of money that can be transacted correctly in the customer-selected ATM transaction).

C.3 UML-Based Software Component Development
This section describes an overview of UML-based software component development for the
ATM system. For this case study, we develop a software controller simulation for the ATM sys-
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tem, which simulates the core ATM transactions performed with a set of ATM devices and operations in the ATM system. The ATM system simulation is developed with object-oriented
component development, UML modeling and the Unified Process, which produces a number of
UML-based software models as the main component specifications for UML-based software
component development. The ATM system is componentised into a Java-based CBS for the
purpose of SCT with the MBSCT methodology and its framework. The five main application
components comprise ATM Session, ATM Transaction, ATM Devices, ATM GUI and Bank.
More details about the ATM system development are further described in [178].

C.4 Constructing Test Models
The testing of the ATM system starts with building UML-based test models. In the ATM case
study, we apply the four main MBSCT methodological components for test model development:
the model-based integrated SCT process, the scenario-based CIT technique, the TbC technique
and the TCR strategy (as described earlier in Chapter 4 to Chapter 5). As the illustrative examples for the purpose of model-based CIT of the ATM system, this section describes the development of the use case test model (in Section C.4.1) and the design object test model (in Section
C.4.2) for the ATM case study.

C.4.1 Use Case Test Model Construction
This section describes the use case test model (UCTM) constructed for the ATM case study.
Figure C.1 illustrates the test use case diagram (including the main test use cases and sub test
use cases), and Table C.1 describes an overview of these test use cases. The ATM UCTM employs a <<include>> relationship between the including test use case “Perform Session” and the
included test use case “Perform Transaction”. The ATM Session test use case has two sessionspecific sub test use cases (“Start Session” and “Stop Session”), where a specific ATM transaction is exercised and examined in between these two sub test use cases. In addition, the ATM
UCTM shows a generalisation relationship between the general (or abstract) test use case “Perform Transaction” and the specialised (or concrete) test use case for each of the four core ATM
transactions, which are identified as the core test use cases (TUCs). Each TUC is transactionspecific and can be examined independently for the CIT purpose.
The ATM case study presented in this thesis focuses on the testing of the ATM Session
and the first two ATM TUCs (i.e. ATM TUC1 and ATM TUC2). As part of the ATM UCTM,
the three system test sequence diagrams are created for the ATM Session test scenario (as illustrated in Figure C.2), the ATM TUC1 core test scenario (as illustrated in Figure C.3), and the
ATM TUC2 core test scenario (as illustrated in Figure C.4). Each system test sequence diagram
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shows a sequence of main system test messages/events and the overall test contracts of the related ATM test scenario. Note that the later core test use case scenarios cover the transactionspecific core test scenarios for the ATM TUC1 and TUC2, but do not include the two sub test
scenarios (“Start Session” and “Stop Session”) that are separately described in the sessionspecific test scenario of the ATM Session test use case.
Note that the Bank (as shown in Figure C.1) represents a part of the backend Bank system, the Bank ATM Server, which is mainly responsible for ATM-based banking operations
(e.g. necessary bank validation operations as described in Section C.2). It connects the ATM
with the Bank system through network communication systems to provide the necessary supporting system services for the ATM system. The overall ATM system comprises the ATM and
the Bank ATM Server (or the “Bank” for abbreviation). We also use the “ATM/Bank” system
when dealing with some operations that are related to a specific ATM device or a specific Bank
operation.

ATM System
Start
Session

Stop
Session

Perform
Session

«include»

TestCustomer

Bank

Perform
Transaction

Inquire
Balance

Withdraw
Cash

Deposit
Money

Transfer
Money

TUC1

TUC2

TUC3

TUC4

Figure C.1 Use Case Test Model: Test Use Case Diagram (ATM System)
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Table C.1 Use Case Test Model: Test Use Cases (ATM System)
Test Use Case
Perform
Session

Perform
Transaction

Sub Test
Use Case

Test Use Case Overview

Exercise and examine that a bank customer performs (start and stop)
an ATM session for performing ATM transactions.
Start Session
Exercise and examine that the bank customer starts an ATM session
to perform one or more ATM transactions.
Stop Session
Exercise and examine that the bank customer stops the current ATM
session when indicating no more transaction.
Exercise and examine that the bank customer performs (start, do and
stop) a specific ATM transaction within the ATM session.
ATM TUC1:
Exercise and examine that the bank customer inquires about the
Inquire Balance available balance of the any bank account (e.g. “Savings” account)
linked to the ATM card.
ATM TUC2:
Exercise and examine that the bank customer withdraws the
Withdraw Cash requested amount of cash notes (e.g. multiple $20 notes) from any
bank account (e.g. “Savings” account) linked to the ATM card.
ATM TUC3:
Exercise and examine that the bank customer deposits money (cash
Deposit Money notes or cheques) into any bank account (e.g. “Savings” account)
linked to the ATM card.
ATM TUC4:
Exercise and examine that the bank customer transfers money
Transfer Money between any two bank accounts (e.g. from “Savings” account to
“Cheque” account) linked to the ATM card.
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: ATMSystem
: TestCustomer
Test Contract: The ATM has no card inserted in and the last ATM session has finished correctly
The customer inserts the ATM card into the card slot of the Card Reader device to start a new ATM session
The customer enters the PIN from the Keypad device
The ATM v alidates the customer information (e.g. card number and PIN)

The customer selects and performs a specific ATM transaction within the ATM session

The ATM on-screen prompts the customer whether to do another transaction

The customer indicates no more transaction
The ATM ejected the inserted ATM card

The customer takes the ejected card from the card slot of the Card Reader dev ice

The ATM finishes the current ATM session

Test Contract: The inserted ATM card has been taken and the ATM session has finished correctly

Figure C.2 Use Case Test Model: System Test Sequence Diagram
(ATM Session Test Scenario)
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: ATMSystem
: TestCustomer
Test Contract: The ATM has v alidated the customer information and the ATM session has started correctly

The customer selects the "Inquire Balance" transaction from the ATM screen

The ATM v alidates the selected transaction type ("Inquire Balance")

The customer selects the "Sav ings" account from the ATM screen

The ATM validates the selected account ("Savings" account)
The ATM on-screen displays the av ailable balance of the selected bank account ("Savings" account)

The ATM prints the receipt for the "Inquire Balance" transaction
The customer takes the printed receipt from the receipt slot of the Receipt Printer dev ice

The ATM finishes the current ATM transaction
Test Contract: The customer has taken the transaction receipt and the ATM transaction has finished correctly

Figure C.3 Use Case Test Model: System Test Sequence Diagram
(ATM TUC1 Core Test Scenario)
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: ATMSystem
: TestCustomer
Test Contract: The ATM has validated the customer information and the ATM session has started correctly

The customer selects the "Withdraw Cash" transaction from the ATM screen

The ATM validates the selected transaction type ("Withdraw Cash")

The customer selects the "Sav ings" account from the ATM screen
The ATM validates the selected account ("Savings" account)
The customer enters the withdrawal amount from the Keypad device

The ATM validates the selected account balance ("Savings" account)
The ATM dispenses the requested amount of cash notes
The customer takes the dispensed cash notes from the cash dispensing slot of the Cash Dispenser dev ice

The ATM updates the selected account record ("Savings" account)

The ATM prints the receipt for the "Withdraw Cash" transaction

The customer takes the printed receipt from the receipt slot of the Receipt Printer device

The ATM finishes the current ATM transaction
Test Contract: The customer has taken the transaction receipt and the ATM transaction has finished correctly

Figure C.4 Use Case Test Model: System Test Sequence Diagram
(ATM TUC2 Core Test Scenario)

C.4.2 Design Object Test Model Construction
This section presents the design object test model (DOTM) constructed in the ATM case study.
The DOTM is mainly described with design test sequence diagrams to illustrate design test sequences, design test messages/operations and associated test contracts that jointly realise the
ATM test use cases described in the ATM UCTM, as shown in Figure C.5 to Figure C.7.
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: ATMController

: Session : Transaction : Customer : CardReader : CustomerConsole

: TestCustomer
performSession()
0.1 ETC: checkState( cardReader, "CARD_TAKEN" )

1 TS: startSession()
1.1 TO: insertCard()

1.1 ETC: checkState( cardReader, "CARD_INSERTED" )
1.2 TO: readCard()

1.2 ETC: checkState( cardReader, "CARD_READ" )
1.3 TO: enterPIN()

1.3 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "PIN_ENTERED" )
1.4 TO: readPIN()
1.4 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "PIN_READ" )

1.5 TO: v alidateCustomer( insertedCard, enteredPIN )
1.5 ETC: checkState( bank, "CUSTOMER_VALIDATED" )
2 TS: performTransaction()

3 TS: continueAnotherTransaction()
3.1 TO: promptAnotherTransaction()
3.2 TO: indicateNoMoreTransaction()

4 TS: stopSession()
4.1 TO: ejectCard()

4.1 ETC: checkState( cardReader, "CARD_EJECTED" )
4.2 TO: takeCard()

4.2 ETC: checkState( cardReader, "CARD_TAKEN" )

Figure C.5 Design Object Test Model: Design Test Sequence Diagram
(ATM Session Test Scenario)
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: Session : Transaction : BalanceInquiry : Customer : CustomerConsole : ReceiptPrinter

: Bank

: TestCustomer
inquireBalance()
startSession()
0.1 ETC: checkState( bank, "CUSTOMER_VALIDATED" )
1 TS: startTransaction()
1.1 TO: selectTranasctionType()

1.1 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED" )
1.2 TO: readTransactionType()
selectedTranasctionType:=“Inquire Balance”

1.2 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ" )

1.3 TO: v alidateTransaction( insertedCard, enteredPIN, selectedTransactionType )
1.3 ETC: checkState( bank, "TRANSACTION_VALIDATED" )
2 TS: doTransaction( "Inquire Balance" )
2.1 TO: selectAccountType()

2.1 ETC: checkState( customerConsole,
"ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED" )
2.2 TO: readAccountType()
selectedAccountType
:="Sav ings"

2.2 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ" )
2.3 TO: v alidateAccount( insertedCard,
enteredPIN, selectedAccountType )
2.3 ETC: checkState( bank, "ACCOUNT_VALIDATED" )
2.4 TO: getAccountBalance()
inquiredAccountBalance
2.5 TO: displayAccountBalance()

3 TS: stopTransaction( "Inquire Balance" )
3.1 TO: printReceipt( "Inquire Balance" )

3.1 ETC: checkState( receiptPrinter, "RECEIPT_PRINTED" )
3.2 TO: takeReceipt()

3.2 ETC: checkState( receiptPrinter, "RECEIPT_TAKEN" )

Figure C.6 Design Object Test Model: Design Test Sequence Diagram
(ATM TUC1 Core Test Scenario)
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: ATMController : Session : Transaction : CashWithdrawal : Customer : CustomerConsole
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: CashDispenser : ReceiptPrinter

: TestCustomer
withdrawCash()
startSession()
0.1 ETC: checkState( bank, "CUSTOMER_VALIDATED" )
1 TS: startTransaction()
1.1 TO: selectTranasctionType()
1.1 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED" )
1.2 TO: readTransactionType()
selectedTranasctionType:="Withdraw Cash"

1.2 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ" )
1.3 TO: v alidateTransaction( insertedCard, enteredPIN, selectedTransactionType )
1.3 ETC: checkState( bank, "TRANSACTION_VALIDATED" )
2 TS: doTransaction( "Withdraw Cash" )
2.1 TO: selectAccountType()

2.1 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED" )
2.2 TO: readAccountType()
selectedAccountType
:="Sav ings"

2.2 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ" )
2.3 TO: v alidateAccount( insertedCard, enteredPIN, selectedAccountType )
2.3 ETC: checkState( bank, "ACCOUNT_VALIDATED" )
2.4 TO: enterMoneyAmount()
2.4 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED" )
2.5 TO: readMoneyAmount()
enteredMoneyAmount

2.5 ETC: checkState( customerConsole, "MONEY_AMOUNT_READ" )
2.6 TO: v alidateAccountBalance( selectedAccountType, enteredMoneyAmount )
2.6 ETC: checkState( bank, "ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED" )
2.7 TO: dispenseCash()
2.7 ETC: checkState( cashDispenser, "CASH_DISPENDSED" )
2.8 TO: takeCash()
2.8 ETC: checkState( cashDispenser, "CASH_TAKEN" )
2.9 TO: updateAccount( selectedAccountType, withdrawalMoneyAmount )
2.9 ETC: checkState( bank, "ACCOUNT_UPDATED" )

3 TS: stopTransaction( "Withdraw Cash" )
3.1 TO: printReceipt( "Withdraw Cash" )
3.1 ETC: checkState( receiptPrinter, "RECEIPT_PRINTED" )
3.2 TO: takeReceipt()

3.2 ETC: checkState( receiptPrinter, "RECEIPT_TAKEN" )

Figure C.7 Design Object Test Model: Design Test Sequence Diagram
(ATM TUC2 Core Test Scenario)
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C.5 Designing and Generating Component Tests
For component test design and generation undertaken in the ATM case study, we apply the five
main MBSCT methodological components: the integrated SCT process, the scenario-based CIT
technique, the TbC technique, the TCR strategy and the CTM technique. This allows the ATM
component test development to be model-based, process-based, scenario-based, contract-based,
FDD-based and mapping-based (as described earlier in Chapter 4 to Chapter 8). Based on test
models described in Section C.4, this section describes component test derivation undertaken in
the ATM case study for the CIT purpose, and focuses on test sequence design (in Section
C.5.1), component test design (in Section C.5.2), and component test generation (in Section
C.5.3).

C.5.1 Test Sequence Design
For the CIT purpose, test sequence design is conducted in the ATM case study to organise and
structure an array of logically-ordered relevant test artefacts (including test operations, test contracts and test elements) into test sequences for the ATM test scenarios captured with UMLbased test models.
(1)

ATM Session: test sequence design (as illustrated in Figure C.8)
Based on the corresponding four sub test scenarios (which are illustrated in Figure C.5),

the test sequence designed for the ATM Session test scenario contains four (4) sub test sequences, with a total of eight (8) basic test groups. Each basic test group usually contains at
least a pair of a test operation and its associated test contract. Sub test sequence #1 (i.e. TS: start
Session) is a major sub test sequence and comprises five (5) basic test groups. Sub test sequence
#3 (i.e. TS: continue another transaction) comprises one test group. Sub test sequence #4 (i.e.
TS: stop Session) is a major sub test sequence and comprises two (2) basic test groups. Note
that sub test sequence #2 (i.e. TS: perform Transaction) is further expanded and realised with
the relevant ATM TUC test sequence (e.g. as illustrated in Figure C.9 and Figure C.10 below).
(2)

ATM TUC1: test sequence design (as illustrated in Figure C.9)
Based on the corresponding three sub test scenarios (which are illustrated in Figure C.6),

the test sequence designed for the ATM TUC1 test scenario contains three (3) sub test sequences, with a total of nine (9) basic test groups. Sub test sequence #1 (i.e. TS: start Transaction) comprises three (3) basic test groups. Sub test sequence #2 (i.e. TS: do current Transaction
(“Inquire Balance”)) comprises four (4) basic test groups. Sub test sequence #3 (i.e. TS: stop
current Transaction (“Inquire Balance”)) comprises two (2) basic test groups.
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ATM TUC2: test sequence design (as illustrated in Figure C.10)
Based on the corresponding three sub test scenarios (which are illustrated in Figure C.7),

the test sequence designed for the ATM TUC2 test scenario contains three (3) sub test sequences with a total of fourteen (14) basic test groups. Sub test sequence #1 (i.e. TS: start
Transaction) comprises three (3) basic test groups (as illustrated in Figure C.10 (a)). Sub test
sequence #3 (i.e. TS: stop current Transaction (“Withdraw Cash”)) comprises two (2) basic test
groups (as illustrated also in Figure C.10 (a)). Sub test sequence #2 (i.e. TS: do current Transaction (“Withdraw Cash”)), which is further expanded and illustrated in Figure C.10 (b), comprises nine (9) basic test groups.
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Figure C.8 Structured Test Sequence Design (ATM Session Test Scenario)
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C.5.2 Component Test Design
In the ATM case study, component test design is conducted to incorporate relevant test artefacts
(including test sequences, test groups, test contracts and test operations with specified signatures, and test states) to design component tests in the corresponding integration test scenario for
the CIT purpose.
(1)

ATM Session: test design (as shown in Table C.2)
Table C.2 shows the component test design for the ATM Session test scenario, which il-

lustrates relevant test artefacts and relationships for the CIT purpose. In this test design, there
are a total of four (4) sub test scenarios/sequences, eight (8) test groups, nine (9) test operations,
seven (7) test contracts, and seven (7) test states. Note that test contract ETC checkState(
cardReader, “CARD_TAKEN” ) and associated test state “CARD_TAKEN” are the special
test artefacts that are used as the overall preconditions/postconditions of the ATM Session test
scenario.
(2)

ATM TUC1: test design (as shown in Table C.3)
Table C.3 shows the component test design for the ATM TUC1 core test scenario, which

illustrates relevant test artefacts and relationships for the CIT purpose. In this test design, there
are a total of three (3) sub test scenarios/sequences, nine (9) test groups, ten (10) test operations,
eight (8) test contracts, and eight (8) test states. Note that an initial test contract 0.1 ETC and
associated test state “CUSTOMER_VALIDATED” are the special test artefacts that are used as
the overall preconditions of the ATM TUC1 core test scenario.
(3)

ATM TUC2: test design (as shown in Table C.4)
Table C.4 shows the component test design for the ATM TUC2 core test scenario, which

illustrates relevant test artefacts and relationships for the CIT purpose. In this test design, there
are a total of three (3) sub test scenarios/sequences, fourteen (14) test groups, fourteen (14) test
operations, fourteen (14) test contracts, and fourteen (14) test states. Note that an initial test contract 0.1 ETC and associated test state “CUSTOMER_VALIDATED” are the special test artefacts that are used as the overall preconditions of the ATM TUC2 core test scenario.
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Table C.2 Component Test Design (ATM Session Test Scenario):
test sequences, test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states
Test
Test
Sequence Group
perform
Session

Test Operation

Test Contract

Test State

performSession()
0.1 ETC: checkState( CARD_TAKEN
cardReader,
“CARD_TAKEN” )

Sub Test
Sequence #1
start
Session

1 TS: startSession()
1.1
TG

1.1 TO: insertCard()

1.1 ETC: checkState( CARD
_INSERTED
cardReader,
“CARD_INSERTED” )

1.2
TG

1.2 TO: readCard()

1.2 ETC: checkState( CARD_READ
cardReader,
“CARD_READ” )

1.3
TG

1.3 TO: enterPIN()

1.3 ETC: checkState( PIN_ENTERED
customerConsole,
“PIN_ENTERED” )

1.4
TG

1.4 TO: readPIN()

1.4 ETC: checkState( PIN_READ
customerConsole,
“PIN_READ” )

1.5
TG

1.5 TO: validateCustomer(
insertedCard, enteredPIN )

1.5 ETC: checkState( CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED
bank, “CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED” )

Sub Test
Sequence #2

2 TS: performTranasction()

perform
Transaction
Sub Test
Sequence #3
continue
another
transaction

Sub Test
Sequence #4
stop
current
Session

3 TS:
continueAnotherTransaction()
3.2
TG

3.1 TO:
promptAnotherTransaction()
3.2 TO:
indicateNoMoreTransaction()
4 TS: stopSession()

4.1
TG

4.1 TO: ejectCard()

4.1 ETC: checkState( CARD
_EJECTED
cardReader,
“CARD_EJECTED” )

4.2
TG

4.2 TO: takeCard()

4.2 ETC: checkState( CARD_TAKEN
cardReader,
“CARD_TAKEN” )
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Table C.3 Component Test Design (ATM TUC1 Core Test Scenario):
test sequences, test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states
Test
Sequence

Test
Group

inquire
balance

Test Operation

Test Contract

Test State

inquireBalance()
0.1 ETC: checkState( CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED
bank, “CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED” )

Sub Test
Sequence #1
start
Transaction

1 TS: startTransaction()
1.1
TG

1.1 TO:
selectTranasctionType()

1.1 ETC: checkState( TRANSACTION
_TYPE
customerConsole,
_SELECTED
“TRANSACTION
_TYPE_SELECTED” )

1.2
TG

1.2 TO:
readTransactionType()

1.2 ETC: checkState( TRANSACTION
_TYPE_READ
customerConsole,
“TRANSACTION
_TYPE_READ” )

1.3
TG

1.3 TO: validateTransaction(
insertedCard, enteredPIN,
selectedTransactionType )

1.3 ETC: checkState( TRANSACTION
bank, “TRANSACTION _VALIDATED
_VALIDATED” )

Sub Test
Sequence #2
do current
Transaction
(“Inquire
Balance”)

2 TS: doTransaction(
“Inquire Balance” )
2.1
TG

2.1 TO: selectAccountType()

2.1 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_TYPE
customerConsole,
_SELECTED
“ACCOUNT
_TYPE_SELECTED” )

2.2
TG

2.2 TO: readAccountType()

2.2 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_TYPE
customerConsole,
_READ
“ACCOUNT
_TYPE_READ” )

2.3
TG

2.3 TO: validateAccount(
insertedCard, enteredPIN,
selectedAccountType )

2.3 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_VALIDATED
bank, “ACCOUNT
_VALIDATED” )

2.4
TG

2.4 TO: getAccountBalance()

Sub Test
Sequence #3
stop
current
Transaction
(“Inquire
Balance”)

2.5 TO:
displayAccountBalance()
3 TS: stopTransaction(
“Inquire Balance” )

3.1
TG

3.1 TO: printReceipt(
“Inquire Balance” )

3.1 ETC: checkState( RECEIPT
_PRINTED
receiptPrinter,
“RECEIPT_PRINTED” )

3.2
TG

3.2 TO: takeReceipt()

3.2 ETC: checkState( RECEIPT
_TAKEN
receiptPrinter,
“RECEIPT_TAKEN” )
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Table C.4 Component Test Design (ATM TUC2 Core Test Scenario):
test sequences, test groups, test operations, test contracts and test states
Test
Sequence

Test
Group

withdraw
cash

Test Operation

Test Contract

Test State

withdrawCash()
0.1 ETC: checkState( CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED
bank, “CUSTOMER
_VALIDATED” )

Sub Test
Sequence #2
start
Transaction

1 TS: startTransaction()
1.1
TG

1.1 TO:
selectTranasctionType()

1.1 ETC: checkState( TRANSACTION
_TYPE
( customerConsole,
_SELECTED
“TRANSACTION
_TYPE_SELECTED” )

1.2
TG

1.2 TO: readTransactionType()

1.2 ETC: checkState( TRANSACTION
_TYPE_READ
customerConsole,
“TRANSACTION
_TYPE_READ” )

1.3
TG

1.3 TO: validateTransaction(
insertedCard, enteredPIN,
selectedTransactionType )

1.3 ETC: checkState( TRANSACTION
_VALIDATED
bank, “TRANSACTION
_VALIDATED” )

Sub Test
Sequence #2
do current
Transaction
(“Withdraw
Cash”)

2 TS: doTransaction(
“Withdraw Cash” )
2.1
TG

2.1 TO: selectAccountType()

2.1 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_TYPE
customerConsole,
_SELECTED
“ACCOUNT
_TYPE_SELECTED” )

2.2
TG

2.2 TO: readAccountType()

2.2 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_TYPE
customerConsole,
_READ
“ACCOUNT
_TYPE_READ” )

2.3
TG

2.3 TO: validateAccount(
insertedCard, enteredPIN,
selectedAccountType )

2.3 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_VALIDATED
bank, “ACCOUNT
_VALIDATED” )

2.4
TG

2.4 TO: enterMoneyAmount()

2.4 ETC: checkState( MONEY
_AMOUNT
customerConsole,
_ENTERED
“MONEY_AMOUNT
_ENTERED” )

2.5
TG

2.5 TO: readMoneyAmount()

2.5 ETC: checkState( MONEY
_AMOUNT
customerConsole,
_READ
“MONEY_AMOUNT
_READ” )

2.6
TG

2.6 TO:
validateAccountBalance(
selectedAccountType,
enteredMoneyAmount )

2.6 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_BALANCE
bank, “ACCOUNT_
BALANCE_VALIDATED” _VALIDATED
)

27
TG

2.7 TO: dispenseCash()

2.7 ETC: checkState( CASH
_DISPENDSED
cashDispenser,
“CASH_DISPENDSED” )

2.8
TG

2.8 TO: takeCash()

2.8 ETC: checkState( CASH_TAKEN
cashDispenser,
“CASH_TAKEN” )
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2.9 ETC: checkState( ACCOUNT
_UPDATED
bank, “ACCOUNT
_UPDATED” )

3 TS: stopTransaction(
“Withdraw Cash” )
3.1
TG

3.1 TO: printReceipt(
“Withdraw Cash” )

3.1 ETC: checkState( RECEIPT
_PRINTED
receiptPrinter,
“RECEIPT_PRINTED” )

3.2
TG

3.2 TO: takeReceipt()

3.2 ETC: checkState( RECEIPT
_TAKEN
receiptPrinter,
“RECEIPT_TAKEN” )

C.5.3 Component Test Generation
This section presents the target CTS test case specifications that are derived in the ATM case
study for the three selected ATM test scenarios as follows:
(1)

The CTS test case specification for the ATM Session Test Design in the ATM Session
test scenario – “Start Session” and “Stop Session” (as shown in Figure C.11)
Note that there are no specific test contracts associated with test operations in Test Set #3

(as shown in Figure C.11). These tests are related to the verification of the ATM’s on-screen
prompts/instructions and/or the customer’s selections/responses to those prompts/instructions.
Testing this aspect is not the focus in the current scope of the ATM case study.

... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="ATM_Session_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for ATM Session: start/stop session</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="Session_TestSet_startSession">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines Customer starts a new ATM session</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="insertCard_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.1 TG: grouped tests examine Customer inserts the ATM card into
Card Reader</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="insertCard_tests">
........<Desc>1.1 TO: examine setting Card Reader in the state of
"CARD_INSERTED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="insertCard" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>1.1 TO: set Card Reader in the state of "CARD_INSERTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.1 ETC: check Card Reader in the resulted correct state
of "CARD_INSERTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="cardReader" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CARD_INSERTED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
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....<TestGroup Name="readCard_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the inserted card
from Card Reader</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readCard_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine setting Card Reader in the state of "CARD_READ"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readCard" Target="cardReader">
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: set Card Reader in the state of "CARD_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.2 ETC: check Card Reader in the resulted correct state
of "CARD_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="cardReader" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CARD_READ" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="enterPIN_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.3 TG: grouped tests examine Customer enters the PIN from
Customer Console (Keypad)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="enterPIN_tests">
........<Desc>1.3 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Keypad) in the state
of "PIN_ENTERED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="enterPIN" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>1.3 TO: set Customer Console (Keypad) in the state
of "PIN_ENTERED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.3 ETC: check Customer Console (Keypad) in the resulted
correct state of "PIN_ENTERED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="PIN_ENTERED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="readPIN_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.4 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the entered PIN
from Customer Console (Keypad)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readPIN_tests">
........<Desc>1.4 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Keypad) in the state
of "PIN_READ"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readPIN" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>1.4 TO: set Customer Console (Keypad) in the state
of "PIN_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.4 ETC: check Customer Console (Keypad) in the resulted
correct state of "PIN_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="PIN_READ" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.4 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="validatesCustomer_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.5 TG: grouped tests examine Bank validates customer information</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="validatesCustomer_tests">
........<Desc>1.5 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of "CUSTOMER_VALIDATED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="validatesCustomer" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>1.5 TO: set Bank in the state of "CUSTOMER_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="insertedCard" Source="card" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
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..........<Arg Name="enteredPIN" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.5 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"CUSTOMER_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CUSTOMER_VALIDATED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.5 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="Session_TestSet_performTransaction">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines performing an ATM transaction, and the
related test spec is referred to the test spec of a specific ATM TUC</Desc>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="Session_TestSet_continueAnotherTransaction">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines whether Customer is to
do another transaction</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="notDoAnotherTransaction_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.2 TG: grouped tests examine Customer is not to
do another transaction</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="promptAnotherTransaction_tests">
........<Desc>3.1 TO: examine Customer Console on-screen prompts customer
whether to do another transaction</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="promptAnotherTransaction" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>3.1 TO: Customer Console on-screen prompts customer
whether to do another transaction</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="indicateNoMoreTransaction_tests">
........<Desc>3.2 TO: examine Customer indicates no more transaction</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="indicateNoMoreTransaction" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>3.2 TO: Customer indicates no more transaction</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="Session_TestSet_stopSession">
....<Desc>Test Set #4: this test set examines Customer stops the current
ATM session when indicating no more transaction</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="ejectCard_groupedtests">
......<Desc>4.1 TG: grouped tests examine ATM ejects the inserted card
from Card Reader</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="ejectCard_tests">
........<Desc>4.1 TO: examine setting Card Reader in the state of
"CARD_EJECTED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="ejectCard" Target="cardReader">
..........<Desc>4.1 TO: set Card Reader in the state of "CARD_EJECTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>4.1 ETC: check Card Reader in the resulted correct state
of "CARD_EJECTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="cardReader" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CARD_EJECTED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>4.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
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....<TestGroup Name="takeCard_groupedtests">
......<Desc>4.2 TG: grouped tests examine Customer takes the ejected card
from Card Reader</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="takeCard_tests">
........<Desc>4.2 TO: examine setting Card Reader in the state of "CARD_TAKEN"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="takeCard" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>4.2 TO: set Card Reader in the state of "CARD_TAKEN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>4.2 ETC: check Card Reader in the resulted correct state
of "CARD_TAKEN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="cardReader" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CARD_TAKEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>4.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure C.11 CTS Test Case Specification for the ATM Session Test Scenario

(2)

The CTS test case specification for the ATM TUC1 Test Design in the ATM TUC1 core
test scenario – “Inquire Balance” transaction (as shown in Figure C.12)
Note that there are no specific test contracts associated with test group 2.4 TG in Test Set

#2 (as shown in Figure C.12). These tests are related to the examination of the numeric format
representing dollars and cents that are displayed on the ATM Customer Console (Display/Screen). Testing this aspect is not the focus in the current scope of the ATM case study.

... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="ATM_TUC1_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for ATM TUC1: Inquire Balance</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_startTransaction">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines Customer starts the ATM
transaction ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="selectTranasctionType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.1 TG: grouped tests examine Customer selects the ATM transaction type
("Inquire Balance") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="selectTranasctionType_tests">
........<Desc>1.1 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED" for the selected
transaction type ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="selectTranasctionType" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>1.1 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.1 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
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..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="readTransactionType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the selected transaction type
("Inquire Balance") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readTransactionType_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ" for the read-in
transaction type ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readTransactionType" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.2 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="validateTransaction_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.3 TG: grouped tests examine Bank validates the selected
transaction type ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="validateTransaction_tests">
........<Desc>1.3 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of "TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"
for the selected transaction type ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="validateTransaction" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>1.3 TO: set Bank in the state of "TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="insertedCard" Source="card" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="enteredPIN" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
..........<Arg Name="selectedTransactionType" DataType="java.lang.String" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.3 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_doTransaction("Inquire Balance")">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines Customer does the current ATM
transaction ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="selectAccountType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.1 TG: grouped tests examine Customer selects the account type
("Savings") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="selectAccountType_tests">
........<Desc>2.1 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED" for the selected
account type ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="selectAccountType" Target="customer">
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..........<Desc>2.1 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.1 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="readAccountType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.2 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the selected account type
("Savings") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readAccountType_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ" for the read-in
account type ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readAccountType" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.2 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="validateAccount_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine Bank validates the selected
account type ("Savings")</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="validateAccount_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of "ACCOUNT_VALIDATED"
for the selected account type ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="validateAccount" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set Bank in the state of "ACCOUNT_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="insertedCard" Source="card" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="enteredPIN" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
..........<Arg Name="selectedAccountType" DataType="java.lang.String" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"ACCOUNT_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_VALIDATED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="inquireBalance_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.4 TG: grouped tests examine inquiring the available credit
balance of the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="getAccountBalance_tests">
........<Desc>2.4 TO: examine getting the available credit balance of
the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="getAccountBalance" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>2.4 TO: getting the available credit balance of
the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
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........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
......<TestOperation Name="displayAccountBalance_tests">
........<Desc>2.4 TO: examine Customer Console on-screen displays the available
credit balance of the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="displayAccountBalance" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>2.4 TO: Customer Console on-screen displays the available
credit balance of the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_stopTransaction("Inquire Balance")">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines Customer stops/finishes
the current ATM transaction ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="printReceipt_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.1 TG: grouped tests examine ATM prints the receipt of the current ATM
transaction ("Inquire Balance") from Receipt Printer</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="printReceipt_tests">
........<Desc>3.1 TO: examine setting Receipt Printer in the state of
"RECEIPT_PRINTED" for the current transaction ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="printReceipt" Target="receiptPrinter">
..........<Desc>3.1 TO: set Receipt Printer in the state of "RECEIPT_PRINTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>3.1 ETC: check Receipt Printer in the resulted correct
state of "RECEIPT_PRINTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="receiptPrinter" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="RECEIPT_PRINTED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="takeReceipt_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.2 TG: grouped tests examine Customer takes the printer receipt of the
current ATM transaction ("Inquire Balance") from Receipt Printer</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="takeReceipt_tests">
........<Desc>3.2 TO: examine setting Receipt Printer in the state of "RECEIPT_TAKEN"
for the current ATM transaction ("Inquire Balance")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="takeReceipt" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>3.2 TO: set Receipt Printer in the state of "RECEIPT_TAKEN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>3.2 ETC: check Receipt Printer in the resulted correct
state of "RECEIPT_TAKEN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="receiptPrinter" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="RECEIPT_TAKEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure C.12 CTS Test Case Specification for the ATM TUC1 Core Test Scenario
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The CTS test case specification for the ATM TUC2 Test Design in the ATM TUC2 core
test scenario– “Withdraw Cash” transaction (as shown in Figure C.13)

... ... ... ...
<TestSpecification Name="ATM_TUC2_CTS.xml">
..<Desc>CTS test case specification for ATM TUC2: Withdraw Cash</Desc>
... ... ... ...
..<TestSet Name="TUC2_TestSet_startTransaction">
....<Desc>Test Set #1: this test set examines starting the ATM
transaction ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="selectTranasctionType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.1 TG: grouped tests examine Customer selects the ATM transaction type
("Withdraw Cash") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="selectTranasctionType_tests">
........<Desc>1.1 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED" for the selected
transaction type ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="selectTranasctionType" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>1.1 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.1 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state "TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TRANSACTION_TYPE_SELECTED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="readTransactionType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.2 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the selected transaction type
("Withdraw Cash") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readTransactionType_tests">
........<Desc>1.2 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ" for the read-in
transaction type ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readTransactionType" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>1.2 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.2 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state of "TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TRANSACTION_TYPE_READ"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="validateTransaction_groupedtests">
......<Desc>1.3 TG: grouped tests examine Bank validates the selected
transaction type ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="validateTransaction_tests">
........<Desc>1.3 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of "TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"
for the selected transaction type ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="validateTransaction" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>1.3 TO: set Bank in the state of "TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="insertedCard" Source="card" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
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..........<Arg Name="enteredPIN" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
..........<Arg Name="selectedTransactionType" DataType="java.lang.String" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>1.3 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="TRANSACTION_VALIDATED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>1.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_doTransaction("Withdraw Cash")">
....<Desc>Test Set #2: this test set examines Customer does the current ATM
transaction ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="selectAccountType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.1 TG: grouped tests examine Customer selects the account type
("Savings") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="selectAccountType_tests">
........<Desc>2.1 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED" for the selected
account type ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="selectAccountType" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>2.1 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.1 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state "ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="readAccountType_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.2 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the selected account type
("Savings") from Customer Console (Display/Screen)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readAccountType_tests">
........<Desc>2.2 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Display/Screen) in
the state of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ" for the read-in
account type ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readAccountType" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>2.2 TO: set Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the state
of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.2 ETC: check Customer Console (Display/Screen) in the resulted
correct state of "ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="validateAccount_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.3 TG: grouped tests examine Bank validates the selected
account type ("Savings")</Desc>
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......<TestOperation Name="validateAccount_tests">
........<Desc>2.3 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of "ACCOUNT_VALIDATED"
for the selected account type ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="validateAccount" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>2.3 TO: set Bank in the state of "ACCOUNT_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="insertedCard" Source="card" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="enteredPIN" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
..........<Arg Name="selectedAccountType" DataType="java.lang.String" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.3 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"ACCOUNT_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_VALIDATED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.3 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="enterMoneyAmount_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.4 TG: grouped tests examine Customer enters the withdrawal money
amount from Customer Console (Keypad)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="enterMoneyAmount_tests">
........<Desc>2.4 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Keypad) in the state of
"MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED" for the entered withdrawal money amount</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="enterMoneyAmount" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>2.4 TO: set Customer Console (Keypad) in the state of
"MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.4 ETC: check Customer Console (Keypad) in the resulted correct
state of "MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="MONEY_AMOUNT_ENTERED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.4 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="readMoneyAmount_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.5 TG: grouped tests examine ATM reads the entered withdrawal money
amount from Customer Console (Keypad)</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="readMoneyAmount_tests">
........<Desc>2.5 TO: examine setting Customer Console (Keypad) in the state of
"MONEY_AMOUNT_READ" for the read-in withdrawal money amount</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="readMoneyAmount" Target="customerConsole">
..........<Desc>2.5 TO: set Customer Console (Keypad) in the state of
"MONEY_AMOUNT_READ"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.5 ETC: check Customer Console (Keypad) in the resulted correct
state of "MONEY_AMOUNT_READ"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="customerConsole" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="MONEY_AMOUNT_READ" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.5 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="validateAccountBalance_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.6 TG: grouped tests examine Bank validates the available credit
balance of the selected account ("Savings") with the entered
withdrawal money amount</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="validateAccountBalance_tests">
........<Desc>2.6 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of
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"ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED" for the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="validateTransaction" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>2.6 TO: set Bank in the state of "ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="selectedAccountType" DataType="java.lang.String" />
..........<Arg Name="enteredMoneyAmount" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.6 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED"
DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.6 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="dispenseCash_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.7 TG: grouped tests examine ATM dispenses the withdrawal amount
of cash notes from Cash Dispenser</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="dispenseCash_tests">
........<Desc>2.7 TO: examine setting Cash Dispenser in the state
of "CASH_DISPENDSED"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="dispenseCash" Target="cashDispenser">
..........<Desc>2.7 TO: set Cash Dispenser in the state of "CASH_DISPENDSED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.7 ETC: check Cash Dispenser in the resulted correct
state of "CASH_DISPENDSED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="cashDispenser" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CASH_DISPENDSED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.7 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="takeCash_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.8 TG: grouped tests examine Customer takes the dispensed
cash notes from Cash Dispenser</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="takeCash_tests">
........<Desc>2.8 TO: examine setting Cash Dispenser in the state
of "CASH_TAKEN"</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="takeCash" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>2.8 TO: set Cash Dispenser in the state of "CASH_TAKEN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.8 ETC: check Cash Dispenser in the resulted correct
state of "CASH_TAKEN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="cashDispenser" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="CASH_TAKEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.8 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="updateAccount_groupedtests">
......<Desc>2.9 TG: grouped tests examine Bank updates the record of the selected
account ("Savings") with the dispensed/withdrawn cash amount</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="validateAccountBalance_tests">
........<Desc>2.9 TO: examine setting Bank in the state of
"ACCOUNT_UPDATED" for the selected account ("Savings")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="updateAccount" Target="bank">
..........<Desc>2.9 TO: set Bank in the state of "ACCOUNT_UPDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="selectedAccountType" DataType="java.lang.String" />
..........<Arg Name="withdrawalMoneyAmount" DataType="java.lang.Integer" />
........</TestMethod>
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........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>2.9 ETC: check Bank in the resulted correct state of
"ACCOUNT_BALANCE_VALIDATED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aBank" Source="bank" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="ACCOUNT_UPDATED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>2.9 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
..<TestSet Name="TUC1_TestSet_stopTransaction("Withdraw Cash")">
....<Desc>Test Set #3: this test set examines Customer stops/finishes
the current ATM transaction ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
....<TestGroup Name="printReceipt_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.1 TG: grouped tests examine ATM prints the receipt of the current ATM
transaction ("Withdraw Cash") from Receipt Printer</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="printReceipt_tests">
........<Desc>3.1 TO: examine setting Receipt Printer in the state of
"RECEIPT_PRINTED" for the current transaction ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="printReceipt" Target="receiptPrinter">
..........<Desc>3.1 TO: set Receipt Printer in the state of "RECEIPT_PRINTED"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>3.1 ETC: check Receipt Printer in the resulted correct
state of "RECEIPT_PRINTED"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="receiptPrinter" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="RECEIPT_PRINTED" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.1 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
....<TestGroup Name="takeReceipt_groupedtests">
......<Desc>3.2 TG: grouped tests examine Customer takes the printer receipt of the
current ATM transaction ("Withdraw Cash") from Receipt Printer</Desc>
......<TestOperation Name="takeReceipt_tests">
........<Desc>3.2 TO: examine setting Receipt Printer in the state of "RECEIPT_TAKEN"
for the current ATM transaction ("Withdraw Cash")</Desc>
........<TestMethod Name="takeReceipt" Target="customer">
..........<Desc>3.2 TO: set Receipt Printer in the state of "RECEIPT_TAKEN"</Desc>
........</TestMethod>
........<TestMethod Name="checkState" Target="session">
..........<Desc>3.2 ETC: check Receipt Printer in the resulted correct
state of "RECEIPT_TAKEN"</Desc>
..........<Arg Name="aDevice" Source="receiptPrinter" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Arg Name="aState" Source="RECEIPT_TAKEN" DataType="java.lang.Object" />
..........<Result DataType="java.lang.Boolean" Save="y">
............<Desc>3.2 ETC result: checkState must return true</Desc>
............<Exp>true</Exp>
..........</Result>
........</TestMethod>
......</TestOperation>
....</TestGroup>
..</TestSet>
... ... ... ...
</TestSpecification>
... ... ... ...

Figure C.13 CTS Test Case Specification for the ATM TUC2 Core Test Scenario
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C.6 Evaluation Examples for Evaluating Adequate Test
Artefact Coverage and Component Testability
Improvement
In Chapter 9, Section 9.4.2 and Section 9.4.3 examines and evaluates the effectiveness of the
MBSCT testing capabilities #4 and #5 (for adequate test artefact coverage and component testability improvement), particularly with the evaluation example #3 for the ATM special testing
requirements #8 in the ATM case study. This section illustrates the other two evaluation examples #1 and #2 for the two ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7 (in Subsections C.6.1
and C.6.2 respectively).

C.6.1 Evaluation Example #1: Customer Validation
The ATM special testing requirement #3 (Customer Validation) is important in the ATM Session test scenario. Customer validation requires adequate test artefact coverage and testability
for validating the customer eligibility for accessing the ATM system, that is, the customer must
have a valid ATM card and PIN to correctly start an ATM session for accessing the ATM system.
Based on Section C.5 above and Section 9.4.2 in Chapter 9, the component test design for
the ATM Session test scenario develops a special sub test sequence #1 that can exercise and
examine all five testing-required control operations of the ATM card and PIN, including 1.1
TO, 1.2 TO, 1.3 TO, 1.4 TO and 1.5 TO. These test operations are adequate to bridge Test-Gap

#1 (as described in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). In addition, the special sub test sequence #1
covers a set of appropriately-designed test contracts, including 1.1 ETC, 1.2 ETC, 1.3 ETC, 1.4
ETC and 1.5 ETC. These testing-support artefacts can adequately verify each of the five test-

ing-required control operations for customer validation, which can bridge Test-Gap #2 (as described in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). Adequate testing artefact coverage improves component testability and enables testing to evaluate the relevant test results for customer validation.
Therefore, the ATM component test design can improve component testability and fulfil the
ATM special testing requirement #3: Customer Validation.

C.6.2 Evaluation Example #2: Account Selection Validation
The ATM special testing requirement #7 (Account Selection Validation) is important in the test
scenario of each ATM TUC. Account selection validation requires that adequate test artefact
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coverage and testability are needed to validate the customer-selected account access eligibility
in the ATM system. In particular, the customer-selected account (e.g. “Savings” account) must
be valid and must be linked to the inserted ATM card for performing the customer-selected
ATM transaction.
Based on Section C.5 above and Section 9.4.2 in Chapter 9, the component test design for
the ATM TUC1 core test scenario constructs a special sub test sequence #2 that can exercise
and examine all three testing-required control operations of account selection, including 2.1 TO,
2.2 TO and 2.3 TO. These test operations are adequate and can bridge Test-Gap #1 (as de-

scribed in Section 5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). Moreover, the special sub test sequence #2 contains an
array of appropriately-designed test contracts, including 2.1 ETC, 2.2 ETC and 2.3 ETC. These
testing-support artefacts can adequately verify each of the three testing-required control operations for account selection validation, which can bridge Test-Gap #2 (as described in Section
5.2.4.2 in Chapter 5). Adequate testing artefact coverage enables testing to evaluate the relevant
test results of account selection validation and thus improves component testability. Therefore,
the ATM component test design can improve component testability and realise the ATM special
testing requirement #7: Account Selection Validation.

C.7 Evaluation Examples for Fault Case Scenario Analysis
and Fault Diagnostic Solution Design
In Chapter 9, Section 9.4.4.1 examines and evaluates the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing
capabilities #3 and #6 for fault detection, diagnosis and localisation, by performing fault case
scenario analysis and fault diagnostic solution design specifically with the evaluation example
#3 for the ATM special testing requirements #8 in the ATM case study. For this FDD evaluation, this section shows two other evaluation examples #1 and #2 for the two ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7 (in Subsections C.7.1 and C.7.2 respectively).

C.7.1 Evaluation Example #1: Customer Validation
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis
For the major fault/failure scenario of Customer Validation: The ATM/Bank system fails

to validate the ATM-input customer information (e.g. card number and PIN), and/or fails to reject the customer’s access to the ATM while this validation is NOT fulfilled. The correct validation requires that the inserted-card number must be valid, the entered PIN must be valid, and the
ATM-input customer information must be correct and identical to the customer information
stored in the Bank system. A validation failure would allow the customer to access the ATM
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while the customer-inserted card is invalid and/or the customer-entered PIN is invalid, which
violates the ATM special testing requirement #3: Customer Validation.
(2)

Fault-Related Test Scenario
This fault is covered by the ATM Session test scenario.

(3)

Fault-Related ATM Device (or Fault-Related Bank Operation)
This fault is related to the Card Reader device, the Customer Console (Keypad) device,

the Customer, and/or the Bank.
(4)

Fault Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnosis is CIT-related in the ATM Session test scenario. The fault diagnostic

solution with the ATM Session test design must incorporate certain basic fault diagnostic solutions with the following related test groups (as described in Section C.5.2):
(a)

Test group 1.1 TG comprises test operation 1.1 TO insertCard() and its associated
test contract 1.1 ETC checkState( cardReader, “CARD_INSERTED” ) (as postcondition), and test state “CARD_INSERTED”.

(b)

Test group 1.2 TG comprises test operation 1.2 TO readCard() and its associated test
contract 1.2 ETC checkState( cardReader, “CARD_READ” ) (as postcondition),
and test state “CARD_READ”.

(c)

Test group 1.3 TG comprises test operation 1.3 TO enterPIN() and its associated test
contract 1.3 ETC checkState( customerConsole, “PIN_ENTERED” ) (as
postcondition), and test state “PIN_ENTERED”.

(d)

Test group 1.4 TG comprises test operation 1.4 TO readPIN() and its associated test
contract 1.4 ETC checkState( customerConsole, “PIN_READ” ) (as
postcondition), and test state “PIN_READ”.

(e)

Test group 1.5 TG comprises test operation 1.5 TO validateCustomer(
insertedCard, enteredPIN ) and its associated test contract 1.5 ETC
checkState( bank, “CUSTOMER_VALIDATED” ) (as postcondition), and test state
“CUSTOMER_VALIDATED”.

C.7.2 Evaluation Example #2: Account Selection Validation
(1)

Fault Case Scenario and Analysis
For the major fault/failure scenario of Account Selection Validation: The ATM/Bank sys-

tem fails to validate the customer-selected account, and/or fails to reject the customer’s access
to the selected account while this validation is NOT fulfilled. The correct validation requires
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that the customer-selected account must be valid for the customer’s account in the Bank system,
must be linked to the inserted ATM card, and can be accessed by the customer to perform the
customer-selected ATM transaction. A validation failure would allow the customer to perform
transactions on the selected account, which violates the ATM special testing requirement #7:
Account Selection Validation.
(2)

Fault-Related Test Scenario
This fault is covered by the test scenario of each ATM TUC, e.g. in the ATM TUC1 core

test scenario.
(3)

Fault-Related ATM Device (or Fault-Related Bank Operation)
This fault is related to the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device, the Customer,

and/or the Bank.
(4)

Fault Diagnostic Solution
The fault diagnosis is CIT-related in the ATM TUC1 core test scenario. The fault diag-

nostic solution with the ATM TUC1 test design must incorporate certain basic fault diagnostic
solutions with the following related test groups (as described in Section C.5.2):
(a)

Test group 2.1 TG comprises test operation 2.1 TO selectAccountType() and its
associated

test

contract

2.1

“ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED”

ETC

)

checkState(
(as

postcondition),

customerConsole,
and

test

state

“ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED”.
(b)

Test group 2.2 TG comprises test operation 2.2 TO readAccountType() and its associated

test

contract

“ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ”

2.2

ETC

checkState(

(as

postcondition),

)

customerConsole,
and

test

state

“ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ”.
(c)

Test group 2.3 TG comprises test operation 2.3 TO validateAccount(
insertedCard, enteredPIN, selectedAccountType ) and its associated test
contract

2.3

ETC

checkState(

bank,

“ACCOUNT_VALIDATED”

)

(as

postcondition), and test state “ACCOUNT_VALIDATED”.

C.8 Evaluation Examples for Evaluating Adequate
Component Fault Coverage and Diagnostic Solutions and
Results
In Chapter 9, Section 9.4.4.3 examines and evaluates the effectiveness of the MBSCT testing
capability #6 for evaluating adequate component fault coverage and diagnostic solutions and
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results, particularly with the evaluation example #3 for the ATM special testing requirements #8
in the ATM case study. For this FDD evaluation, this section presents two further evaluation
examples #1 and #2 for the ATM special testing requirements #3 and #7 (in Subsections C.8.1
and C.8.2 respectively).

C.8.1 Evaluation Example #1: Customer Validation
This subsection evaluates the fault diagnostic solutions and results for diagnosing the possible
faults that result in the same major requirement-violating fault FAULT_CUSTOMER against
the ATM special testing requirement #3: Customer Validation. As described in Section C.7.1
and Table 9.7 in Chapter 9, we develop and apply the five individual basic fault diagnostic solutions in the ATM case study. Each basic fault diagnostic solution uses a basic test group to diagnose a directly/indirectly related fault in the ATM Session test scenario (as illustrated in Figure C.14).
1.1 TG
Basic
test
artefacts

1.1 TO

1.2 TG
1.2 TO

1.3 TG
1.3 TO

Test

Special
test
contract
s

Fault 1.1 ETC
3.1.1

Fault 1.2 ETC
3.1.2

1.5 TG

1.4 TG
1.4 TO

1.5 TO

Sequence

Fault 1.3 ETC
3.2.1

Fault 1.4 ETC
3.2.2

Fault 1.5 ETC
3.3

major fault/failure scenario
Figure C.14 Evaluation Example #1: Customer Validation
(Fault Diagnostic Solutions with the ATM Session Test Design)

The following describes the FDD evaluation for this major requirement-violating fault:
(1)

Basic Fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER_VALIDATED (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose the directly-related fault in the ATM Session test scenario, the ATM Session

test design incorporates the first fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 1.5 TG to exercise
test operation 1.5 TO validateCustomer( insertedCard, enteredPIN ). This
operation is verified by its associated test contract 1.5 ETC checkState( bank,
“CUSTOMER_VALIDATED” ) (as postcondition) and test state “CUSTOMER_VALIDATED”.
If test contract 1.5 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed the following fault: the execution of operation validateCustomer() fails, causing the
Bank system NOT to be in the correct control state of “CUSTOMER_VALIDATED” as expected. This means that the ATM/Bank system fails to validate the ATM-input customer infor-
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mation (e.g. card number and PIN), and/or fails to reject the customer’s access to the ATM
while this validation is NOT fulfilled. In this fault case scenario, the ATM-input customer information is invalid in the Bank system, and the current customer is not permitted to access the
ATM. This accords with the basic fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER_VALIDATED as described in
Table 9.7, and the customer validation failure directly violates the ATM special testing requirement #3: Customer Validation.
Therefore, the basic fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER_VALIDATED is the directly-related
fault that causes the major requirement-violating fault FAULT_CUSTOMER, which directly
results in the major fault/failure scenario of Customer Validation as described in Section C.7.1.
The first fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this directly-related fault. Following the
CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault can be corrected
and removed in the fault-related Bank’s operation validateCustomer().

(2)

Basic Fault 3.1 FAULT_CARD (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose possible indirectly-related faults that are associated with the ATM card in the

ATM Session test scenario, the FDD evaluation further examines the following two fault case
scenarios.
(2.1)

Basic Fault 3.1.2 FAULT_CARD_READ (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault that is associated with the ATM card in the ATM

Session test scenario, the ATM Session test design incorporates the second fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 1.2 TG to exercise test operation 1.2 TO readCard(). This operation is verified by its associated test contract 1.2 ETC checkState( cardReader,
“CARD_READ” ) (as postcondition) and test state “CARD_READ”.
If test contract 1.2 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and
diagnosed the following fault: the Card Reader device fails in the execution of operation
readCard(), causing the Card Reader device NOT to be in the correct control state of
“CARD_READ” as expected. This means that the ATM fails to read in the card information
(e.g. card number) encoded on the customer-inserted ATM card, and/or the Card Reader device
fails to eject the inserted but unreadable/unacceptable card. This accords with the basic fault
3.1.2 FAULT_CARD_READ as described in Table 9.7. The occurrence of this fault indicates a
violated precondition, which causes the related succeeding operation validateCustomer()
in the expected ATM Session test sequence NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. this validation
operation cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails in the expected operation
execution sequence.
Thus, the basic fault 3.1.2 FAULT_CARD_READ is an indirectly-related fault that causes
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the directly-related fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER_VALIDATED, and then furthermore, as described in (1) above, indirectly results in the same major requirement-violating fault 3.3
FAULT_CUSTOMER. The second fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-

related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that is associated with the Card Reader device’s operation readCard() can be corrected and removed.
Basic Fault 3.1.1 FAULT_CARD_INSERTED (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)

(2.2)

To diagnose an indirectly-related fault that is associated with the ATM card in the ATM
Session test scenario, the ATM Session test design incorporates the third fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 1.1 TG to exercise test operation 1.1 TO insertCard(). This operation is verified by its associated test contract 1.1 ETC checkState( cardReader,
“CARD_INSERTED” ) (as postcondition) and test state “CARD_INSERTED”.
If test contract 1.1 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed the following fault: the execution of operation insertCard() fails, causing the Card
Reader device NOT to be in the correct control state of “CARD_INSERTED” as expected. This
means that the ATM card is inserted incorrectly by the customer into the card slot of the Card
Reader device. While this fault occurs, the Card Reader device fails to eject the ATM card that
is inserted incorrectly by the customer into the card slot, and/or the ATM fails to be ready for
the customer to re-insert a card for a new ATM session. This accords with the basic fault 3.1.1
FAULT_CARD_INSERTED as described in Table 9.7. The occurrence of this fault indicates a

violated precondition, which causes the succeeding operation readCard() in the expected
ATM Session test sequence NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. this operation cannot be executed
as expected or its execution fails in the expected operation execution sequence.
Hence, the basic fault 3.1.1 FAULT_CARD_INSERTED is an indirectly-related fault that
causes the indirectly-related fault 3.1.2 FAULT_CARD_READ, and then indirectly results in the
same major requirement-violating fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER. The third fault diagnostic
solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as
described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that is associated with the Customer and
Card Reader device related operation insertCard() can be corrected and removed.

(3)

Basic Fault 3.2 FAULT_PIN (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose possible indirectly-related faults that are associated with the customer’s PIN

in the ATM Session test scenario, we need to further evaluate the following two fault case scenarios.
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Basic Fault 3.2.2 FAULT_PIN_READ (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault that is associated with the customer’s PIN in the

ATM Session test scenario, the ATM Session test design incorporates the fourth fault diagnostic
solution that uses test group 1.4 TG to exercise test operation 1.4 TO readPIN(). This operation is verified by its associated test contract 1.4 ETC checkState( customerConsole,
“PIN_READ” ) (as postcondition) and test state “PIN_READ”.
If test contract 1.4 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and
diagnosed the following fault: the Customer Console (Keypad) device fails in the execution of
operation readPIN(), causing the Customer Console (Keypad) device NOT to be in the correct
control state of “PIN_READ” as expected. This means that the ATM fails to read in the
customer’s PIN entered from the Customer Console (Keypad) device, and/or fails to reject the
entered but unreadable/unacceptable customer’s PIN, and/or fails to allow the customer to reenter a readable/acceptable customer’s PIN (within the permitted three entries). This accords
with the basic fault 3.2.2 FAULT_PIN_READ as described in Table 9.7. The occurrence of this
fault indicates a violated precondition, which causes the related succeeding operation
validateCustomer() in the expected ATM Session test sequence NOT to be executed
correctly, i.e. this validation operation cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails in
the expected operation execution sequence.
Thus, the basic fault 3.2.2 FAULT_PIN_READ is an indirectly-related fault that causes
the directly-related fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER_VALIDATED, and then indirectly results in
the same major requirement-violating fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER. The fourth fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as
described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that is associated with the Customer Console device’s operation readPIN() can be corrected and removed.
(3.2)

Basic Fault 3.2.1 FAULT_PIN_ENTERED (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault that is associated with the customer’s PIN in the

ATM Session test scenario, the ATM Session test design incorporates the fifth fault diagnostic
solution that uses test group 1.3 TG to exercise test operation 1.3 TO enterPIN(). This operation is verified by its associated test contract 1.3 ETC checkState( customerConsole,
“PIN_ENTERED” ) (as postcondition) and test state “PIN_ENTERED”.
If test contract 1.3 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed the following fault: the execution of operation enterPIN() fails, causing the Customer
Console (Keypad) device NOT to be in the correct control state of “PIN_ENTERED” as expected. This means that the customer’s PIN is entered incorrectly by the customer from Customer Console (Keypad) device. While this fault occurs, the ATM fails to reject the customer’s
PIN that is entered incorrectly by the customer from the Customer Console (Keypad) device,
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and/or fails to allow the customer to re-enter another PIN (within the permitted three entries).
This accords with the basic fault 3.2.1 FAULT_PIN_ENTERED as described in Table 9.7. The
occurrence of this fault indicates a violated precondition, which causes the succeeding operation
readPIN() in the expected ATM Session test sequence NOT to be executed correctly, i.e. this
operation cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails in the expected operation execution sequence.
Hence, the basic fault 3.2.1 FAULT_PIN_ENTERED is an indirectly-related fault that
causes the indirectly-related fault 3.2.2 FAULT_PIN_READ, and then indirectly results in the
same major requirement-violating fault 3.3 FAULT_CUSTOMER. The fifth fault diagnostic
solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as
described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that is associated with the Customer and
Customer Console device related operation enterPIN() can be corrected and removed.

(4)

Combined faults of the above five individual directly/indirectly related faults
Based on the FDD evaluation in (1) to (3) above (including (2.1) and (2.2), (3.1) and (3.2)

above), a comprehensive fault diagnostic solution needs to incorporate the abovementioned five
individual fault diagnostic solutions to detect and diagnose the combined faults of the above five
individual directly/indirectly related faults against the same ATM special testing requirement
#3: Customer Validation. The combined faults can be corrected and removed in the following
fault-related operations:
(a)

the Bank’s operation validateCustomer(), and/or

(b)

the Card Reader device’s operation readCard(), and/or

(c)

the Customer and Card Reader device related operation insertCard(), and/or

(d)

the Customer Console device’s operation readPIN(), and/or

(e)

the Customer and Customer Console device related operation enterPIN().

C.8.2 Evaluation Example #2: Account Selection Validation
This subsection evaluates the fault diagnostic solutions and results for diagnosing the possible
faults

that

result

in

the

same

major

requirement-violating

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_SELECTION against the ATM special testing requirement #7: Account

Selection Validation. As described in Section C.7.2 and Table 9.7 in Chapter 9, we develop and
apply the three individual basic fault diagnostic solutions in the ATM case study. Each basic
fault diagnostic solution uses a basic test group to diagnose a directly/indirectly related fault in
the ATM TUC1 test scenario (as illustrated in Figure C.15).
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Figure C.15 Evaluation Example #2: Account Selection Validation
(Fault Diagnostic Solutions with the ATM TUC1 Test Design)

The FDD evaluation for this major requirement-violating fault is described as follows:
(1)

Basic Fault 7.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT_VALIDATED (as shown in Table 9.17 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose the directly-related fault in the ATM TUC1 test scenario, the ATM TUC1

test design incorporates the first fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 2.3 TG to exercise
test

operation

2.3

TO

validateAccount(

insertedCard,

enteredPIN,

selectedAccountType ); this operation is verified by its associated test contract 2.3 ETC
checkState( bank, “ACCOUNT_VALIDATED” ) (as postcondition) and test state
“ACCOUNT_VALIDATED”.
If test contract 2.3 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed the following fault: the execution of operation validateAccount() fails, causing the
Bank system NOT to be in the correct control state of “ACCOUNT_VALIDATED” as expected.
This means that the ATM/Bank system fails to validate the customer-selected account, and/or
fails to reject the customer’s access to the selected account while this validation is NOT fulfilled. In this fault case scenario, the customer-selected account is invalid and/or inaccessible in
the Bank system, and the current customer is not permitted to access the customer-selected account for doing any ATM transaction. This accords with the basic fault 7.3
FAULT_ACCOUNT_VALIDATED as described in Table 9.7, and the account validation failure

directly violates the ATM special testing requirement #7: Account Selection Validation.
Therefore, the basic fault 7.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT_VALIDATED is the directly-related
fault that causes the major requirement-violating fault FAULT_ACCOUNT_SELECTION,
which directly results in the major fault/failure scenario of Account Selection Validation as
described in Section C.7.2. The first fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this directlyrelated fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the
diagnosed fault can be corrected and removed in the fault-related Bank’s operation
validateAccount().
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Basic Fault 7.2 FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ (as shown in Table 9.7 in Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault in the ATM TUC1 test scenario, the ATM TUC1

test design incorporates the second fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 2.2 TG to
exercise test operation 2.2 TO readAccountType(); this operation is verified by its
associated

test

contract

2.2

ETC

checkState(

customerConsole,

“ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ” ) (as postcondition) and test state “ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ”.
If test contract 2.2 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and diagnosed the following fault: the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device fails in the execution
of operation readAccountType(), causing the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device
NOT to be in the correct control state of “ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ” as expected. This means
that the ATM fails to read in the account type selected from the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device, and/or fails to reject the selected but unreadable/unacceptable account type,
and/or fails to allow the customer to re-select a readable/acceptable account. This accords with
the basic fault 7.2 FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ as described in Table 9.7. The occurrence of this fault indicates a violated precondition, which causes the related succeeding operation validateAccount() in the expected ATM TUC1 test sequence NOT to be executed
correctly, i.e. this validation operation cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails in
the expected operation execution sequence.
Thus, the basic fault 7.2 FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ is an indirectly-related fault
that causes the directly-related fault 7.3 FAULT_ACCOUNT_VALIDATED, and then indirectly
results in the same major requirement-violating fault FAULT_ACCOUNT_SELECTION. The
second fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this indirectly-related fault. Following the
CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5), the diagnosed fault that is associated
with the Customer Console device’s operation readAccountType() can be corrected and
removed.

(3)

Basic Fault 7.1 FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED (as shown in Table 9.7 in
Chapter 9)
To diagnose an indirectly-related fault in the ATM TUC1 test scenario, the ATM TUC1

test design incorporates the third fault diagnostic solution that uses test group 2.1 TG to exercise
test operation 2.1 TO selectAccountType(); this operation is verified by its associated test
contract 2.1 ETC checkState( customerConsole, “ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED” )
(as postcondition) and test state “ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED”.
If test contract 2.1 ETC returns false, this fault diagnostic solution has detected and
diagnosed the following fault: the execution of operation selectAccountType() fails,
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causing the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device NOT to be in the correct control state of
“ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED” as expected. This means that the type of bank account is
selected incorrectly by the customer from the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device. While
this fault occurs, the ATM fails to reject the account type that is selected incorrectly by the
customer from the Customer Console (Display/Screen) device, and/or fails to allow the
customer to re-select another bank account. This accords with the basic fault 7.1
FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED as described in Table 9.7. The occurrence of this fault

indicates

a

violated

precondition,

which

causes

the

succeeding

operation

readAccountType() in the expected ATM TUC1 test sequence NOT to be executed
correctly, i.e. this operation cannot be executed as expected or its execution fails in the expected
operation execution sequence.
Hence, the basic fault 7.1 FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_SELECTED is an indirectlyrelated fault that causes the indirectly-related fault 7.2 FAULT_ACCOUNT_TYPE_READ, and
then

indirectly

results

in

the

same

major

requirement-violating

fault

FAULT_ACCOUNT_SELECTION. The third fault diagnostic solution is able to diagnose this

indirectly-related fault. Following the CBFDD guidelines (as described earlier in Section 7.5.5),
the diagnosed fault that is associated with the Customer and Customer Console device related
operation selectAccountType() can be corrected and removed.

(4)

Combined faults of the above three individual directly/indirectly related faults
Based on the FDD evaluation in (1) to (3) above, a comprehensive fault diagnostic solu-

tion needs to incorporate the abovementioned three individual fault diagnostic solutions to detect and diagnose the combined faults of the above three individual directly/indirectly related
faults against the same ATM special testing requirement #7: Account Selection Validation. The
combined faults can be corrected and removed in the following fault-related operations:
(a)

the Bank’s operation validateAccount(), and/or

(b)

the Customer Console device’s operation readAccountType(), and/or

(c)

the Customer and Customer Console device related operation selectAccountType().

